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guest editors 5 introduction
richard L jensen and jed woodworth

let us now praise famous men a line from ecclesiasticus a second
century BC jewish text directs attention to renowned leaders of ancient
israel james agee and walker evanss 1939 publication taking this same
phrase for its title alludes to common men and women whose silent deeds
of heroism have been overlooked 1 in brigham young second president of
the church of jesus christ of latter day saints these two images combine
A man of humble new england heritage limited in formal schooling but
mighty in public speaking brigham young rose to prominence as a leader of
tens of thousands yet even today many of his silent heroic deeds have
gone unrecognized

june i1 2001 marked the bicentennial of president young s birth and in
commemoration this issue of BYU studies features four essays and two
edited documents about brigham young shorter versions of the essays
were first presented at symposia sponsored by the joseph fielding smith
institute for latter day saint history brigham young university in 1998
and 1999

we begin with a document that introduces brigham young s assess-
ment of mormonism A little known eastern periodical posed the ques-
tion what is the mission of the mormonscormonsMormons and later published brigham
young s 1869 answer and his conclusion that a happy contented and
united people evidenced mormonismsMormoni sms divine origins

next elder john K carmack invites readers to see brigham young as
an abraham like figure whose fatherly concern guided the saints in their
western canaan while he finds the widely accepted comparison of

brigham young with moses apt elder carmack locates the fullest and
most memorable comparison in abraham the patriarch who established
a covenant people in a new land this comparison provides an insightful
way of considering the entire scope of president young s ministry as a
leader of the latter day saints for three decades

dean C jessee continues with the theme of fatherhood he argues that
brigham youngs strong sense of mission guided his actions at home
jessee s portrayal of president young as a parent shows a side of this pioneer
prophet a resolutely kind and attentive father that may seem surprising
in view of his public image as the lion of the lord the tender words and
acts that emerge in these paragraphs bring readers closer to understanding
how very busy people can balance both public and private duties

BYU studies 4040 no 2 2001 7
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jill mulvay derr investigates another dimension of family in brigham
young s lifefifelibefihehife writing on the relationship between brigham young and eliza R

snow president youngs influential wife derr explores their relationship as

poet and prophet husband and wife and president and presidentess derr
shows how together these two established a model for a working partner-
ship between men and women in the early history of the church

although in many ways brigham young rejected the restrictive puri-
tanism of his own upbringing he emphatically denounced the reading of
novels richard H cracroft assesses the basis for that rejection arguing that
brigham young s stance is best accounted for by his dislike of anything
that would distract from the central mortal purposes of becoming a

saint and buildingbudding zion cracroft contextualizescontextualizes antinovelantinovel views in ameri-
can history cracroft s discussion suggests that what may yet be learned
from president young s views has as much to do with priorities in life as it
does with novels themselves

concluding the material on brigham young is a newly discovered
document written by leopold bierwirth a german american merchant
who recorded his impressions of brigham young while traveling through
salt lake city in 1872 donald Q cannon introduces the document and
provides helpful footnotes for this insightful account

together these essays and documents illuminate brigham young in
ways that will help readers renew their appreciation for the rich legacy of
his ministry As a leader of modern israel brigham young s strong com-
mitment to building gods kingdom has motivated church members then
and now and as a husband father and teacher in his own family and
throughout the church his words and actions give cause for introspection
and emulation

let us now praise the name of brigham young

richard L jensen jensenrbyuedu is a research associate professor of church
history at the joseph fielding smith institute for latter day saint history brigham
young university he has a BA degree from utah state university and an MA degree
from the ohio state university

jed woodworth jedwoodworthhotmailcomjedwoodworthhotmadcom is research editor at BYU studies
he has a BS degree from brigham young university an MA degree from duquesne
university and an edm degree from harvard university

i ecclesiasticus 441 james agee and walker evans let Us now praise famous
men three tenant families boston houghton mifflin 1939



brigham young and the
mission ofofmormonismmormonism
jed woodworth

for the most part brigham young chose to ignore his critics but on
occasion he personally responded to them the letter printed below con-
tains brigham young s 1869 answer to a newspaper editors question
what is the mission of the mormonscormonsMormons mormonism s fruits brigham

attested substantiated its faith claims
this letter s context is rooted in social and economic change in 1865

brigham young became a director of the union pacific railroad company
with this act his desire to see a transcontinental railroad completed
became public knowledge giving unofficial notice to eastern financiers
that he wanted utah connected with the outside world brigham saw in the
railroad an efficient way of transporting missionaries and immigrant con-
verts this purpose was largely lost on outsiders many of whom saw in the
railroad an opportunity to make money as well as a way to topple the mor-
mon kingdom 1 mormonism doomed predicted the chicago republi-
can elsewhere the naysayersnaysayers forecast was the same once completed the
railroad would intermingle peoples and interests sure to crush the vilevflevlieofle

thing mormonism by introducing a democratic civilization that would
rid the nation of a foul blot 1122 the editors had the plot scripted for the
american reading public relishing a freer world than they had ever known
the saints would identify the shackles that held them down rise up in dis-
gust and throw off the mormon priesthood

brigham did not take these threats lightly A guardian for the kingdom
he introduced a series of programs designed to protect the saints against
the coming days among these was a boycott of gentile merchants deemed
hostile to the faith dissatisfied with the results president young intensi-
fied his efforts in october 1868 by inaugurating an ambitious system of
cooperative merchandising every mormon community he announced
was to establish retail stores in which goods grown and manufactured by
the saints were to be sold with this step trading with outside merchants
would be kept to a minimum and the dependent economies that had
stifled mormon settlements in ohio and missouri could be avoided 3

outside reaction to this new economic policy was predictable news-
papers expressed displeasure in no uncertain terms they saw the saints
who had welcomed the railroad by offering their own labor as now reject-
ing everything the railroad offered brigham young never repudiated his

BBYUYU studies 4040 no 2 2001 9
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desire to see the road completed but that mattered little to public percep-
tion he was called selfish and his followers were compared to minions
of the grand pasha of turkey long proclaiming themselves to be the
persecuted the saints were now accused of being the persecutors 4

to correct these misimpressionsimpressionsmis brigham young initiated a public
relations campaign while george A smith published answers to fre-

quently asked questions president young explored ways to lay his own
views before eastern readers 5 when the belgiorelgio philosophical journal a

spiritualist publication in chicago printed an editorial comparing LDS

and RLDS traditions president young snatched the opportunity to
respond except for minor punctuation changes his letter was published as
it was dictated 6

brigham young s letter proclaims peace and good will to be mor
monismsmoni sms mission by no means enemies to outsiders the saints sought to
unite the world in all that is good and praiseworthy implicitly counter-

ing accusations that mormonism suppressed the ignorant masses brigham
described a happy contented and united people diverse in language and
traditions but one in hopes desires and aims what more could a religion
offer mormonismsMormonisms results brigham affirmed attested to its inspiration
by their fruits ye shall know them for brigham young the unity that

critics decried was actually evidence of mormonism s divine origins

i1 brigham youngs desire to see a transcontinental railroad completed was known to
a limited number before this time previously he had petitioned the federal government
to build the road and subscribed 5000 in stock when the union pacific railroad com-
pany was organized see leonard J arlingtonarrington great basin kingdom an economic history
of the latter day saints 1830 1900 1958 lincoln university of nebraska press 1966

236 37 the mormonscormonsMormons salt lake weekly telegraph april 292918691869

2 As quoted in ronald W walker wayward saints the godbeitesGodbeites and brigham
young urbana university of illinois 1998981998 98 and arrington great basin kingdom 239

3 walker wayward saints 9292127127 and leonard J arrington feramorz Y fox
and dean L may building the city of god community and cooperation among the
mormonscormonsMormons 2dad ed 1976 urbana university of illinois press 1992 79 91

4 journal history of the church november 12 19 29 30 december i1 1868

microfilm copy in harold B lee library brigham young university provo

5 george A smiths answers to questions was published as deseret news
installments beginning november io1018681868 and compiledcompded in george A smith the rise
progress and travels of the church salt lake city deseret news press 1869

6 brigham youngs letter was published as voices from the people religiobeligio
philosophical journal 5 january 303018691869 3 A copy of the original letter can be found
in brigham young letter books 11283 86 brigham young office filesflies church
archives family and church history department the church of jesus christ of
latter day saints salt lake city
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brigham youngs january 71869 letter

EDITOR OF THE RELIGIO philosophical JOURNAL DEAR SIR A few
days ago a stray number of your interesting JOURNAL chanced to fall in my
way in its editorial columns I1 noticed an article headed thethe true latter
day saint s herald which closed with the enquiry what is the mission of
the mormonscormons is the question who will answer I1 now desire with your
permission as a mormon and from a mormon stand point to state what
we esteem to be our mission and that of our holy religion

the mission of mormonism is distinctively one of peace and good willwalwai
to the world its object is man s salvation its basis is truth all truth
emanates from god and is gauged by his word the scripture says thy
word is truth we not only regard all improvements marked in mans his-
tory as the result of inspiration but also that allAaliail true religion is based upon
continued divine direction those truths which more especially belong to
man s religious nature are generally termed the gospel the gospel is

god s plan for mans salvation it teaches the perfect fatherhood of god
and the perfect brotherhood of man that we all are the children of
god all the subjects of his care it teaches us that as in adam all die so in
christ shall all be made alive and that through the grace of god all by obe-
dience to his word can become inheritors to his promises and that all his
laws are in perfect harmony with man s nature as he was created in the
beginning and pronounced by the creator very good further that these
laws teach men to be truthful honest chaste sober industrious frugal and
to love and practice every good word and work consequently they elevate
and ennoble man not only is man s spiritual part regarded by the gospel
but his temporal nature also he who called into existence the spirit of man
organized his body also and the laws of the gospel if fully obeyed bring
health and strength to the body clearness to the perceptions power to the
reasoning faculties as well as salvation to the soul

this is the mission ofmormonismofmormonismof what have the mormonscormons done to
fulfillmlfillitit

it is now not quite thirty nine years since our church was established
by revelation from heaven to joseph smith the church then numbered six
members since that time it has continued to grow and spread notwith-
standing the floods of persecution that have time after time threatened to
overwhelm it at last driven from illinois amidst untold privations and
sorrows the mormonscormonsMormons journeyed to the great salt lake valley then one
of the most desolate and barren portions of the great american desert by
industry and frugality they have caused this desert to blossom as the rose
have filled its valleys with thriving towns and villages for hundreds of
miles and brought into cultivation the most feasible portions of the land
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this of itself difficult as the task has been is not by any means our
greatest labor or our chief success A people possessing great enterprise
industry and frugality might have brought about these same results the
most conspicuous of our toiltod but when we turn to other phases of our mis-
sion and prove that mormonism has sent forth its teachers to the ends of the
earth has gathered people ofalmost every tongue and creed under heaven of
the most varied educations and the most opposite traditions and welded
them into one harmonious whole one in faith and in practice with the
same hopes desires and aims it is then we see the results that prove its
divine inspiration and its affinity to the gospel taught by jesus and his
apostles A creed that can take the heterogeneous masses of mankind and
make of them a happy contented and united people has a power within it

that the nations know little of that power is the power of god
this labor to unite the world in all that is good and praiseworthy is the

mission of the latter day saints and with the help of the lord they intend to
continue their labors until the knowledge of god shallshalishail cover the earth as the
waters now cover the mighty deep and his name shall be one in allAaliail the earth

such is our mission and god will give us strength to fulfill it
very respectfully yours

brigham young
salt lake city utah terten january 7thath 1869



father brigham in his western canaan
john K carmack

if you were to paint a word picture of brigham young by comparing
him to an earlier spiritual leader to whom would you compare him
maybe the most dramatic comparison comes from that pivotal moment
when he spoke to nearly five thousand saints gathered in nauvoo to select
those who would take the reins of leadership in the restored church to
many including my own forbears as he delivered his address he looked
and sounded like joseph smith 1 or perhaps as leonard arrington did
you would compare him to moses leading the children of israel on a long
and perilous exodus to a promised land 2

despite those compelling candidates the image I1 see is that of father
abraham yes the exodus from nauvoo to the great salt lake was vital and
exciting and the comparison with moses apt we look back on that great
event with pride much as the jews have viewed the exodus of israel from
egypt but the portrait of president young fig i that strikes me as being
the fullest and most memorable is that of a great patriarch a father like
abraham presiding and directing the work of establishing a people safe
and free to follow their prophet and gospel doctrines in the mountains and
valleys that became their western canaan

As great as was the achievement in transporting such a numerous
people to these valleys the successful establishment of a unique religious
society in the desert seems even greater president young himself pointed
out the abrahamic nature of their quest and achievements

we printed the first papers except about two set out the first orchards
raised the first wheat kept almost the first schools and made the first
improvements in our pioneering in a great measure from the mississippi
river to the pacific ocean and here we got at last so as to be out of the way of
everybody if possible we thought we would get as far as we could from the
face of man we wanted to get to a strange land like abraham that we might
be where we should not be continually wrong with somebody or other 3

in a stirring tribute the twelve who were serving with brigham young
at the time of his death captured a compelling portrait of his leadership in
this summary

during the thirty three years that he has presided over the church since the
martyrdom of the prophet joseph his knees have never trembled his hands
have never shook he has never faltered or quailedquailerqu ailed however threatening the
surroundings or prospects may have been he has never been dismayed but

BBYUYU studies 4040 no 2 22012001bool2oolzooi 13
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at those times he has exhibited such serene confidence and faith and uttered
such words of encouragement as to comfort and sustain all the people and
to callcailcali forth their love and admiration the lord however not only blessed
him with valor but he endowed him with great wisdom his counsels when
obeyed have been attended with salvation and as an organizer and adminis-
trator he has no superior

his labors the lord has crowned with most remarkable success his
words he has honored and fulfilled and those who have obeyed his counsel
he has blessed and upheld the time will yet come when his presidency over
the church of jesus christ of latter day saints will be pointed to as an epoch
of wonderful events 4

in this portrait we see more than a man guiding a people through the
wilderness we see him in his canaan exercising leadership courage wis-
dom and counsel we see a prophet organizing and administering a

unique society the father image seems to stand out

similarities between abraham and brigham young

let s look at abraham more closely to see if the comparison holds up
under scrutiny we first discover the scriptural abraham in perilperllperli in ur of
the chaldeesChaldees in the midst of idolatry apostasy and unbelief his life was in

danger in those circumstances abraham said in simplicity it was need-
ful for me to obtain another place of residence abr 11 jehovah spoke to
him and thereafter guided him to safety abraham took his family their
goods and the souls he had won to the gospel and departed his beloved
homeland traveling under jehovah s protecting hand the lord showed
him the land of his inheritance and gave it to him and his people there
the lord told him he was to be a minister to bear my name abr 26

the comparisons here between president young and abraham are
obvious president young and the saints found themselves in peril in illi-
nois having been driven from kirtland missouri and now illinois it was
needful for them to find another place of residence the lord jehovah hav-
ing delivered them from their enemies see dacd&c 13640 guided them to a

place far away from the nation that had rejected them and whose mobs
unchecked by rule of law or constitution threatened their destruction
even the valley of the great salt lake must surely have been reminiscent of
canaan with its salt sea president young described the spirit of revelation
and vision that came over him as he entered the valley the spirit of light
rested upon me and hovered over the valley and I1 felt that there the saints
would find protection and safetysafety55 they had found their canaan califor-
nia touted by samuel brannan beckoned with its rich resources and fertile
valleys but california was not destined to be their canaan brigham saw
clearly that this is a good place to make saints 6 here he would minister
as the lord s prophet for another thirty years
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FIG i brigham young ca 1867 photographer edward martin

abraham having found his canaan needed room for his growing
family fellow believers flocks and possessions because the land could not
support all of them together he implemented a plan for them to separate
peacefully into differing areas to build his great family he followed jehobeho
vahs direction by takingtalking wives in addition to his beloved sarah for I1
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know him the lord said that he will command his children and his
household after him and they shall keep the way of the lord gen 1819

following the abrahamic pattern president young settled his people
all over the intermountain west for example president young sent my
great grandgrandparentsparents to the muddy little colorado river area where they
helped found joseph city arizona the great grandparents of my wife

shirley were sent to oakley idaho in that formative era president young
established over four hundred communities in the american west he also
followed the principle of plural marriage that had been restored by divine
command through joseph smith As did abraham he set the example by
raising a large family under the patriarchal order fig 2 the practice of
plural marriage continued until its purposes were fulfilled the church
following revelation given to president wilford woodruff returned to the
general rule of monogamous marriage

jehovah could ask nothing that abraham would not do even to
being willing to sacrifice his heir and only son through sarah with simi-
lar obedience and faith president young single mindedlywindedly pursued the
lord s purposes

cr r brigham young
HEADhrad OF TIIETHElneinetiletlle UORMOVMORINIOX CIICRCH asuAXUAND A PORTION OF HIS WIVES AND CHIUBRENCHIMILUN

FIG 2 brigham young with some of his wives and children in this engraving by J S foy
brigham young is clearly perceived as a patriarch the image was sold separately in Phdphiladelphiaadelphia
and also printed in R guy McClemcclellanflan the golden state A history of the region west of the rocky
mountains Phdphiladelphiaadelphia william flint 1872 525 courtesy gary L and carol B bunker
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I1 can say truly and honestly that the thought never came into my mind in
all my labors what my reward will be or whether my crown would be large
or smallsmailsmaul or any crown at all a small possession a large possession or no pos-
session all that I1 have had in my mind has been that it was my duty to do
the will of god and to labor to establish his kingdom on the earth 7

As the society of saints grew in the west brigham reestablished the relief
society for women organized the young women and young men for train-
ing and improvement set up sunday schools priesthood quorumsquorums wards
and stakes he sent people all over the world to preach the gospel and gave
them minute instructions conveying his fatherly concern he confirmed
the principle of tithing set up special economic units called united orders
pounded away at sabbath day observance required tremendous sacrifices
of his people and built a unified abraham like society

to accomplish all he did abraham had to be down to earth and prac-
tical but also needed to have strong foundational values when his nephew
lot and others were captured during a war abraham in faith took direct
practical action he gathered his allies plus 318 of his own men to rescue the
captives and regain the stolen goods but in the context of the lord wit-
nessing his actions he refused to retain for himself any of the spoils he had
foreseen what the results would be then he took the opportunity to offer
tithes of all he had to melchizedek the keeper of the storehouse for the
poor gen 14 see also the JST version faith infused the realities of life

president young captured his own holistic but practical concept of
religion in this familiar statement our religion is simply the truth it is all
said in this one expression it embraces all truth wherever found in all the
works of god and man that are visible or invisible to mortal eye 0181188 he
expanded on this practical view with these words

if I1 am in the line of my duty I1 am doing the will of god whether I1 am
preaching praying laboring with my hands for an honorable support
whether I1 am in the field mechanic s shop or following mercantile business
or wherever duty calls I1 am serving god as much in one place as another and
so it is with all each in his place turn and time 9

through revelation abraham taught that life on earth is a time when
god will prove them herewith to see if they will do all things whatsoever
the lord their god shall command them and they who keep their sec-
ond estate shall have glory added upon their heads for ever and ever
abr 325 26 in similar fashion brigham young saw that life was a time

to prepare for eternity and required constant improvement in the process

the first great principle that ought to occupy the attention of mankind that
should be understood by the child and the adult and which is the main
spring of all action whether people understand it or not is the principle of
improvement the principle of increase of exaltation of adding to that we
already possess is the grand moving principle and cause of the actions of the
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children of men no matter what their pursuits are in what nation they were
born with what people they have been associated what religion they profess
or what politics they hold this is the main spring of the actions of the people
embracing allailaliadladd the powers necessary in performing the duties of life 010o

A fatherly style

from documents in the church s archives a contemporaneous picture
emerges of father brigham at work in his western canaan the man we see
is a practical abraham like father with his eye on the establishment of a

thriving and healthy zion people no detail was too small for his personal
attention A typical letter is one dated april 9 1861 written to bishop
hoagland of the fourteenth ward in salt lake city

dear brother
I1 am informed that a sister huey a small

blackeyedblackeyesblackeyed widow woman with five children lately from south africa is liv-

ing in br beatie s house in your ward and is in need of house room a little
land and some assistance to give her a start toward enabling her to make a

living at your earliest convenience I1 wish you to call upon her and see what
assistance she needs and what aid can be rendered toward giving her a start
to earn her own livelihood and oblige

your brother in the gospel

brigham youngyoung11

the archives are full of letters and documents showing this same care and
concern for his people he had little formal education but through read-
ing conversation and careful observation he developed a vast store of
knowledge about practical things

such knowledge and fatherly care are hallmarks of his journeyings his
itinerary included regular visits to the communities of southern utah and
all the villages and settlements along the way fig 3 george A smith
church historian and counselor to president young often accompanied
him on those visits and in a letter dated october 301854 shared president
young s counsel to the saints ofofmantimantimantl he instructed them how to deal
with the indians showing them in what respects they had erred in their
intercourse with them heretofore he advised them to finish their city wall
to the height of 15 feet 3312111212 he sometimes met with indian leaders on these
trips such as a meeting with squash just north of springvilleSpringville

in 18601860 in provo he reproved the brethren for not making a proper
improvement of the facilities which were at their command in salt creek
he recommended that the saints pull down the present meeting house
and build a larger one while in manti he officiated as umpire in a foot
race he reproved the brethren at san pete for not fencing their gardens
and improving the streets at fort ephraim he applauded the brethren
for having so comfortable a meeting house reaching salt lake city after
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70

FIG 3 brigham young traveling in caravan style some of the welcoming signs read the lion of the
lord and god bless brigham young from T B H stenhouse the rocky mountain saints A full
and complete history of the mormonscormons new york D appleton 1873 647

this 18601860 trip he had travelled 280 miles preached 20 times and com-
forted the hearts of thousands of saints who rejoiced to see him again 13

the range and nature of brigham s instruction is detailed in an 1863

letter by george A smith

the president s sermons are complimented as eloquent interesting and
instructive and the congregations large this isis really true the largest houses
were insufficient to contain the people the settlements turning out in mass
and listened with eagerness they were exhorted to live their religion to
humble themselves constantly before the lord pray in their families to edu-
cate and instruct their children in the things of the kingdom as well as in the
common branches of education to plant out grapes figs olives and other
fruits and indigo to make good gardens imitating in that respect the garden
of eden as near as they could 14

these little snapshots from president young s busy life paint a picture
of him for us the exodus was of crucial importance to latter day saints
but the multitude of years in what I1 call the western canaan let us know
brigham s abrahamic focus george A smith summed up the president s

loving labors on behalf of the people this way

cares multiply around him he personally superintendssuperintends every thing of a pub-
lic nature as far as possible to conduct his private affairs would seem work
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enough for anyone his general appearance is careworn he attends the balls
every week & is an accomplished dancer he personally superintendssuper intends the
theatre visiting every portion of the house almost every evening he attends
the bishop s meetings visits the endowment house on almost every occasion

preserving in his communications with the brethren the same simplicity
of intercourse and implicit dependence upon the providence of god as

when he used to travel and preach without purse or scrip 155

brigham youngs leadership style is most clearly seen in the western
canaan years some think of brigham as dictatorial and autocratic but his
was a fatherly or patriarchal style an abrahamic style not a corporate
one As leonard arrington observed he was an extraordinary listener
who gave those who spoke to him his total attention 111616 brother arrington
also noted that the president always sought others opinions and the min-
utes of meetings show that people weren t afraid to differ vigorously with
him 111717 he was common and direct in all he said and did but like abraham
wise and shrewd in his judgment of men and things

brigham young and the Abrahabrahamicarnic covenant

abraham s covenant with jehovah was breathtaking in its scope the
promises went far beyond the patriarchal society abraham established in
canaan those promises continue in effect today the lord promised him
that his seed would be numerous all nations of the earth would be blessed
by his seed canaan would remain his home for an everlasting possession
jehovah would bless his people with revelation from god and salvation for
mankind his grandson jacob promised his great grandson joseph that his
seed would spread unto the utmost bound of the everlasting hills
gen 4926 thus the descendants of abraham would eventually spread

to the far reaches of the earth the promises of the abrahamic covenant
applied to brigham young as well as they can to us all this promise is

yours also because ye are of abraham and the promise was made unto abra-
ham go ye therefore and do the works ofabraham dacd&c 13231 32

in contemplating those who have played a prominent role in fulfilling
the promises made to abraham we think immediately of moses isaac and
jacob we are less likely to think of modern events as part of the abrahamic
covenant but joseph smith and brigham young have shouldered the latter
day burden of establishing a branch ofabraham in the top of the mountains
at the utmost boundaries of the earth from canaan and this shall be our
covenant jehovah revealed to president young before the westering jour-
ney that we will walk in all the ordinances of the lord dacd&c 1364 like
a latter day abraham president young became a great father to his people a

patriarch who taught them by example and precept to enter ye into my law

and be saved dacd&c 13232
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As part of establishing a righteous people and fulfilling the promises
made to abraham brigham young built on his beloved josephs work by
expanding missionary work speeding up the gathering process and con-
structingstruc ting permanent temples wherein eternal families could be orga-
nized 18 that he knew precisely what he was doing and building is evident
in his words quoted here

I1 have looked upon the community of the latter day saints in vision and
beheld them organized as one great family of heaven each person perform-
ing his several duties in his line of industry working for the good of the whole
more than for individual aggrandizement and in this I1 have beheld the most
beautiful order that the mind of man can contemplate and the grandest
results for the upbuilding of the kingdom of god and the spread of righ-
teousness upon the earth 19

surely president young was in the abrahamic pattern the similarities in
their roles are compelling that is partly so because president young was
carrying on and fulfilling the promises made to our father abraham

in the only revelation that came through brigham young and is

included in the doctrine and covenants the lord made known to him and
to the saints what had happened to them and what their place in dispensa-
tional history was note the tie in with earlier gospel dispensations includ-
ing that of abraham

thy brethren have rejected you and your testimony even the nation that has
driven you out therefore marvel not at these things for ye are not yet
pure ye can not yet bear my glory but ye shall behold it if ye are faithful in
keeping all my words that I1 have given you from the days of adam to abra-
ham from abraham to moses from moses to jesus and his apostles and
from jesus and his apostles to joseph smith whom I1 did call to bring forth
my work which foundation he did lay and was faithful and I1 took him to
myself dacd&c 13634136343713634.37106343737 38

the lord had placed his kingdom into brighamsBrighams and the saintshandssaintsSaint handsshands the
trust in president young was not misplaced he remained faithful and died
with joseph s name on his lips 020O

conclusion

As father abraham had done father brigham did a mighty work in

removing his people from harms way and establishing a firm covenantal
foundation for a growing church that was destined to fill the earth in
many ways he was a prophet like unto moses who saved his people from a

hostile community by leading them west to safety and security but unlike
moses brigham was allowed to enter his western canaan where this
modern day abraham labored thirty years to put into practice the higher
revolutionary doctrines of salvation restored to the earth part of the
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abrahamic covenant to bless endlessly all kindreds on earth was fulfilled
and expanded through president young s leadership the church bears his
stamp and has continued along the path he dug out of these mountains
and valleys As the lord declared earlier to abraham through thy min-
istry my name shall be known in the earth forever abr 119ing like a latter
day abraham president young became a great father to his people a
patriarch whose example and teachings will be remembered honorably as
long as women and men exist

elder john K carmack is a member of the first quorum of the seventy of the
church of jesus christ of latter day saints he received a BA from brigham young
university and a JD from the university of california at los angeles
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CCA man of god and a good kind father
brigham young at home

dean C jessee

on january 31 1857 brigham young fig i walked into the church
historian s office in salt lake city and gave instructions that he wanted
very little about his family included in the history of the church his reti-
cence no doubt stemmed from people s curiosity about the mormon lead-

er s polygamous lifestyle which subjected his family to an inordinate
amount of scrutiny and ridicule in the public press consequently during
his lifetime the story of brigham young s family remained largely untold
even now the literature about brigham young focuses disproportionately
on his public life his accomplishments as church president colonizer
governor of utah territory superintendent of indian affairs and
businessman 2 but in addition to these responsibilities he was the patri-
arch of probably the largest family of any public figure in the history of the
united states brigham young s role as a parent is a subject that deserves
closer scrutiny

to appreciate what caring for brigham young s children entailed it is

necessary to define his family and consider his domestic experience in the
context of his life as a whole during the years plural marriage was prac-
ticed by the church of jesus christ of latter day saints brigham s family
was one of the largest consisting of fifty six wives and fifty seven chil-

dren 3 sixteen of his wives bore his twenty six sons and thirty one daugh-
ters he had no children with nine other wives for whom he provided
homes support for their children from prior marriages and an inheri-
tance 4 two of these women divorced him one in 1851 and the other in

1876 he exchanged eternity only vows with thirty one others who were
not connubial wives many of these women received his support some of
them widows much older than he such as phebe morton the mother of his
wife mary ann angell and abigail marks the mother of his first wife

miriam works seven of these thirty one whose vows applied not for time
but for eternity only later asked for and received releases from their sealing 5

the sizable dimensions of his family extended far beyond anything he
may have imagined at the time of his marriage to miriam works in aurelius
new york in 1824 his family with miriam was rather small for its day two
children were born to the couple before miriam contracted tuberculosis and
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FIG i brigham young ca 1869 daughter susa young gates called this view her
favorite picture of brigham young photographer charles R savage courtesy

lurene gates wilkinson
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died in 1832 thereafter his domestic world would unfold in a context of
unstable living conditions the same year miriam died brigham was con-
verted to mormonism and three years later he was appointed to the
church s quorum of the twelve apostles six more children were added to
his family following his marriage to mary ann angell in 1834 As a com-
mitted apostle and diligent supporter of joseph smith brigham rose to the
pinnacle of church leadership within a decade demands upon his time
and resources and the several moves that took the church from new york
to the salt lake valley placed a heavy burden upon his household prior to
his leading the mormon migration to the rocky mountains in 1847 he had
established successive homes in five states

A major shift in the constitution of his family came in 1842 when he
was introduced to the principle of plural marriage by joseph smith a

principle that tested brigham young severely none could have been more
adverse to it than I1 was he stated 6 but he became convinced that god
required him to enter the practice and by the time he settled in the salt
lake valley in 1848 he had exchanged marital vows with forty three
women and fathered eighteen children

this enlarged family and brigham young s many church duties
restricted the time he was able to spend with his children during the pre
utah years brigham had been absent from his family for extended periods
eleven times on church proselytizing missions and other assignments
including a sojourn of nearly two years in england in 1838 39 following
the extermination order banishing the latter day saints from the state of
missouri brigham young supervised the exodus of the church from that
state in the absence of the prophet joseph smith and other church leaders
who were imprisoned after brigham s return from england he took com-
fort in a revelation that informed him it is no more required at your hand
to leave your familybamily and commanded him to take especial care of them
from this time henceforth and forever dacd&c 1261 3 his ability to ful-

fill the revelation was severely taxed when the migration of the saints from
illinois to the salt lake valley created another major disruption for his
family that lasted more than two years church and civic responsibilities
during his utah years would continue to limit his family time throughout
the remainder of his life

despite these challenges home was never absent from brigham
young s consciousness the welfare of his family was a constant concern 7

from philadelphia in 1843 he wrote to mary ann there is no place like
home to me and while leading the pioneer company west in 1847 he
commented 1 I due sic think the lord has blest me with one of the best
famelyesfam elyes that eney man ever had on the earth later the same year he
lamented to another of his wives 0 that I1 had my famely here he said
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that he would rather be annihilated than be deprived of his family and
his daughter susa heard him say that if he failed in his family responsibili-
ties he would arise in the morning of the resurrection to find that he had
failed in everything 1188 it was this strong sense of mission that guided
brigham young s words and actions as a committed and dedicated parent

the family moved west

the movement of brigham young s family from illinois to the great
basin duridurlduringng the mormon exodus of 1846 48 was an epic within an epic
prior to 1846 brigham had married twenty one women at least two of
whom had died since the marriage ceremony the fact that he was married
or sealed to an additional nineteen women in 1846 the year he departed
from nauvoo to lead the exodus added an overwhelming personal burden
to his already immense public one A glimpse of the challenge he faced in
trying to care for his family while at the same time shepherding the exiled
saints across the plains is seen in surviving church and family records
when brigham left nauvoo with fifteen wagons on february 15 1846 to
begin the migration west fifty family members accompanied him 9 the
enumeration of the camp of israel on march 27 at the chariton river in
iowa reveals that among those traveling in the young company were eleven
of his wives mary ann angell s six children five other children from two of
his wives previous marriages and a handful of other relatives 10

according to prior arrangement several of his wives traveled with
their own parents or friends while others remained in nauvoo to come
later eliza R snow who had married brigham young in fall 1844 left nau-
voo on february 131846 with the steven markham family and with them
traveled across iowa to the missouri river along the journey west she saw
her husband on only rare occasions among those unable to leave nauvoo
with brigham was harriet cook who had given birth to an infant son
oscar brigham just a few days before her husband s departure and mary

elizabeth rollins lightner who also remained behind had not means to
go with the church in fact we could hardly get enough to eat 11 other
plural wives who were unable to leave nauvoo with brigham were julia
foster hampton mary and margaret pierce margarett peirce elizabeth
fairchild augusta adams cobb and mary ann powers

emily dow partridge fig 2 was caring for an infant child edward
partridge young one of the first born in plural marriage when she started
the exodus west emily recalled being cold hungry and lonely wandering
from one campfire to another to obtain food and shelter when the
brigham young company left mt pisgah iowa on june 2 1846 she and
another plural wife zina D huntington remained there to assist the hunt-
ington family they were not able to join the rest of the family at winter
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FIG 2 emily dow partridge young 1824 99 and children like many of brigham
youngs wives emilyemdyemliy dow patridge young faced incredible challenges as she trav-
eled westward from illinois while her husband shared time and energies with thou-
sands of saints attempting the same trek emily poses here ca 1851 with her son
edward partridge young and daughter emily augusta young photograph attrib-
uted to marsena cannon

quarters until the following spring just before brigham left to go further
west at the head of the pioneer company even though reflecting upon her
lonely plains experience after many years still brought tears emily
explained that her husband was responsible for the welfare of the whole
people and therefore had not much time to devote to his family 7 12

nevertheless brigham s correspondence during that time reveals his

anxiety for those left behind and his efforts to find ways for them to join the
rest of the family for example on march 151518461846 he wrote to harriet cook

br J B noble will see that you are provided for to come comfortablecomfort a blebie
and I1 want you to come with him I1 expect br babbott will get a good
caredgecarenge or wagon and team for you and others br noble will get a good man
to drive it it is likely br john young and even greene sister faney young
and others of my frendsfronds will come at the same time I1 want you to see sister
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mary ann clarkdarkoark powers and have hir watch hir opertunityopert unity and start
with some one that will bring hir a peace with spead

I1 want you to see sisters mary and margret pears I1 pierce br robert
pears s daughters and see ififtherifcherther father is coming if not get them along
with you if you can br noble will bring the sister that is there sister betsy
elizabeth fairchilds 1 I I1 wish you could bring give my love to them all I1 want

to see you and the little boy tell sister augusta cobb I1 hope she willwin be

blestjblestbiest I1 want to see hir again be cherfulcheerful and of good corougecarouge sister
hariottchariott we shallshailshalishadd soon meet again 13

the exodus uprooted families and upset routines the saints had to
rely and depend upon one another to ensure the safety and welfare of each
individual in the community on the trek west brigham young functioned
as a father to all the saints doing as much as he could for as many as he
could brigham in turn had to rely on the assistance of others to care for

many of his own wives and children until the saints had all arrived in the
salt lake valley

the family provided for

settlement in the salt lake valley brought much needed security to
brigham young s family there he gathered many of the scattered wives

and children together As a colonizer brigham young was the moving force
behind the founding of more than four hundred settlements in the ameri-
can west at the center of this domain was his own family enclosure
entered through a large gate crowned with an eagle and surrounded by a

high adobe wall on the north side of salt lake city to care for his family
brigham built what could be described as a village within a city this
family complex eventually consisted of three residences an office building
school store carpenter shop shoe shop blacksmith shop carriage house
barns a wood storage house swimming pool gardens and orchards As

his family grew and their needs increased he provided homes for some of
them at other locations in salt lake city provo and st george

when brigham arrived in the salt lake valley for good in fall 1848 a

central objective was the care and comfort of his wives and children since
the number of his wives and children had increased drastically in the recent
years he embarked on an ambitious building program to care for them
he selected for the settlement of his family an area east of the temple
block he established his wife mary ann angell and her children in a storage
building that later became the corn crib before he completed in 1851 a more
substantial living space known as the white house on the hill he moved
his younger wives and their children from the old fort located in present
day pioneer park to the log row an L shaped structure consisting of a

long living room at the west end and five rooms in a row with openings
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to the north meals for the family in that home were served in a common
living room a large brick oven was located a few steps from the door
the living room also served for a time as the meetinghouse for the saints
who lived in the upper part of the city while brigham young s office occu-
pied one corner of that room at this early time two other wives lived in

three wagon boxes mounted on a stationary trellis adjacent to the log
row another wife margaret pierce was housed in an upper room of a

building that later became the milk house which stood near the log
row she was living there when her son brigham morris was born in

1854 in a two room adobe house west of the lot where the lion house
was later built brigham housed another two of his wives and his second
eldest daughter upon completion of the white house fig 3 mary ann
angell resided there with her family and it became a place where
brigham young entertained visitors

the block directly east of the temple was designated for church pur-
poses and included structures such as the tithing offices and the presidentspresidents
office however for convenient access to church affairs and to his family

brigham built on this block his official residence the beehive house where
lucy ann decker brigham s first plural wife was the primary resident
on the west side of his office he built the lion house a long three floor
stone buildingbudding with a ten gable roof commenced in 1854 and completed in

u

U

FIG 3 white house ca 1888 brigham young erected the white house from 1849 to
1851 as a residence for wife mary ann angellangeh and their five children standing on the
north side of what is today south temple between the eagle gate and A street in salt
lake city the house was builtbulit ofadobe bricks and covered with plaster this photograph
by charles R savage shows the outlines of the shingled roof said to be the first in utah
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1856 fig 4 it became the home for his twelve other living wives who bore
children and for a few who were childless the lower floor contained a

kitchen a long dining room that accommodated from fifty to eighty people
at a meal and a schoolroom where one of the wives harriet cook taught
the children of the family and where recreational activities were carried out
during winter months the main floor consisted of nine sitting rooms or
apartments for wives with young children and a large parlor for family
gatherings the upper floor contained twenty bedrooms occupied by caddchddchild-
less wives and older children

for about fifteen years most of the family lived in the lion house but
as the children multiplied and grew brigham built or bought separate
homes for most of his wives 14 first he provided a home nearby on state
street for emily partridge and her seven children who later occupied a
two story residence on fifth east then he provided homes for the various

FIG 4 brigham young familyfamaygamay enclosure ca 1869 the lion house s ten gables stand out
prominently inm this viewview of the young family compound looking northeast from south
temple street completed min 1856 the lion house had more than two dozen rooms
including a long dining room where brigham his wiveswives and children ate and socialized
together adjoining the lion house was brigham youngs office immediate right where
he dictated to clerks and attended to visitors and the beehive house his official residence
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FIG 5 forest farm located south of what is today twenty first south between fifth
east and sugar house park in salt lake city brigham youngyoungs s forest farm supplied
his family with eggs cheese milk and meat the farm was occupied at various times by
several of brighamsBrighams wives and children but primarily by susan snively 1815 92 a
wife with one adopted daughter this view shows the large porch on which brighamsBrighams
children played and around which roses and hollyhocks bloomed

wives at different locations emmeline free and her family of ten slightly
south on main street zina huntington on third south clarissa decker
on state street near the social hall harriet barney on south temple near
the temple gates mary van cott on south temple across from temple
square and susan snively at the forest farm fig 5 located in the current
day forest dale area of salt lake city he provided eliza burgess with a

home in provo and moved lucy bigelow and her children to st george
meanwhile lucy decker and her children remained in the beehive house
and mary ann angell in the white house 15

with a family the size of brigham youngs the usual activities and
complexities of life were multiplied illness and death were no strangers in
pioneer homes and certainly not in his in 1856 for example seventeen of
his children and one foster child were illliiinn with measles 16 furthermore
brigham witnessed the death of twenty of his wives and fourteen of his
children three of his wives died at a young age and their surviving chil-
dren were raised by the other wives there were other complexities the
challenge of raising teenagers never seemed to diminish at the age ofsixty
seven brigham had twenty two teenagers in his home sixteen girls and
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six boys even something as seemingly simple as nightly supper was no easy
affair susa young recalled that with their family hired men and girls
orphans and other unfortunate persons whom her father took into his
home and cared for we often sat down in the dining room with 8080

people at the table 111717

brigham youngs 18505 decision to house his family essentially under
one roof was primarily one of economics it was cheaper than providing a

separate dwelling for each of his wives and her children another advantage
was the bonding and opportunities for interaction it provided for the
entire family everyone benefittedbene fitted from the skills of the individual wives

for example zina huntington fig 6 served as a schoolteacher midwife
and doctor aunt clara decker was regarded as a trusted friend con-
fidant and social mentor for the children a friend who could wink at
all kinds of youthful derelictionsderelict ions and who had uncanny influence with
brigham young when youthful interests were at stake zina huntington
eliza snow and lucy bigelow were regarded as the spiritual props and
guides of the family lucy bigelow and susan snively a childless wife who
raised an adopted child made butter and cheese for the entire family from
their residence at the forest farm 18 margaret pierce a talented cook and
housekeeper managed the domestic chores for the workers at the gristmill
later the site of liberty park another of the childless wives was a widow
naamah twiss an economical manager and first class cook a stern no
nonsense woman who for many years managed the lion house kitchen
and dining room with two hired cooks and two dishwashers she ran a very
tight ship so far as meal times and children eating between meals were con-
cerned an important asset for a family of that size living in such close

quarters and clara decker and lucy bigelow served as the nurses for
brigham when he was ill and presumably for other family members as well 19

with most of his wives and children under one roof brigham young
employed laborers to the benefit of the entire family brigham s daughter
susa pointed out that while her father was a devout believer in work he
had seen his invalid mother bedridden for years and his own cherished
first wife was an invalid for four sad years and then died in his arms these
memories made him exceedingly careful of women he guarded the physi-
cal strength and health of his wives and daughters as second only in impor-
tance to that of their spiritual welfare she concluded that for this reason he
hired men to do the heaviest work and always kept some strong girls in the
kitchen who were glad and willing to earn good wages at the housework 3120112020

challenges created by ProxproximitykutykAtymuty

but along with the advantages of having his family concentrated
mostly under one roof brigham s plan also had drawbacks for one thing
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FIG 6 aunt zina D H young 1821 1901 with two young children zina young a
plural wife of brigham young was skilled as a schoolteacher doctor and midwife
A resident of the lion house she devoted her many talents to the welfare of her sister
wives and children in this photograph ca 1862 zina sits with willard and phoebe
young the children she mothered after the death of sister wife clarissa ross

in the case of his daughters it did not allow the training in household and
domestic skills that could have been provided in more conventional house-
holds without hired help and with less specialization of labor susa fig 7

noted that the daughters for the most part were

pretty giddy and gay none of them did anything out of the way especially

but they wanted nothing but fun and frolic I1 think that they would have

been better raised and indeed father said so himself if each wife had had a

home of her own and had brought up the girls in all the science of house-
keeping arts and labors but having no particular kitchen work to do and
going to school always we wasted a good deal of the rest of our time in useless
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frolic of course it was more eco-
nomical to have us together and it

cost a good deal you may be sure to
feed and clothe from fifty to seventy
five people 21

another possible drawback of
concentrating the family under one
roof was the increased potential for
discord between the different wives
and their children yet apparently
such friction was rare born in 1856

the year the lion house was fin-
ished susa young witnessed the
occupants of the home through
the eyes of a child with many older
siblings and many aunts by age
fourteen she saw the family mature
and the wives move with their chil-
dren to separate dwellings culmi-
nating with her departure with her
own mother to st george in 1870FIG 7 susa young gates 1856 1933 A

precocious and self assertive susa young from her perspective written later
poses for this photograph ca 1875 taken in her life the home was not a place
a few years after she moved out of the lion of contention and division
house she recalled never having heard
her father raise his voice in anger photo-
graph

I1 never heard one of my father s

by charles R savage courtesy wiveswives correct another woman s

lurene gates wilkinson childchud much less strike it in all my
life and certainly never did I1 hear
my father s voice raised in anger

or even in reproof to one of his wives I1 never saw him whip one of the chil-
dren and I1 dont know that he ever laid his hand upon one ofhis daughters in

my life unless to spank a child perhaps when it was really needed on some
sudden occasion 22

susa recognized that a potential for tension existed within the young
household but self discipline seemed to prevent open display of conflict
she saw her father s wives as

women of strong character powerful wills I1 do not say that even 1I as a

child loved all my fathers wives alike some of them were queer even sarchasbarchas
tic sic and a few of them I1 had only respect for I1 have often said that
I1 never heard a quarrel between my fathers wives in all my life they may
have had words with each other I1 suppose they did have on occasions but at
least they had the decency and dignity to keep such differences from the ears
and understanding of their children

she concluded her assessment with the observation were it not for their
religious convictions which informed and inspired every waking hour of
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their lives we would have had chaos instead of peace constant bickering
and hatred in place of comparative harmony and love the familyfarnflyfarnoly unity and
cohesiveness meant that there were no half brothers and step sisters
just brothers and sisters and their mothers were indeed aunts and we
loved them all some better than others 3123112323

nevertheless the brood was not above occasional acts of juvenile
meanness susa recarecalledrecafledfled one ofotherher brothers who took keen delight in tor-
turing little girls and animals promising her a little red box with five nailsnallsnalis
in it if she would use her natural agility to steal some apples across a high
fence upon doing so she was felled by a slap to the head followed by the
comment 1 I have given you the little red box on the ear with my five finger
nails in it 31241124012424

even though by 1875 brigham had provided individual homes for most
of his wives and their children he seriously considered bringing the fami-
lies back together again the need for greater unity in his expanding family
weighed so heavily upon him that he addressed an epistle to his children
grandchildren and great grandchgrandgranachgrandchildrench il d ren on march 23 that year in the
providencesprovidences of god I1 am privileged to address you a few lines and lay
before you a subject fraught with interest to ourselves and worthy of our
mature consideration he began he pointed out that being advanced in

years he must soon pass away from this stage of action he continued

reflection on the present condition of my family has caused me to con-
sider the possibility of locating them more advantageously for their perma-
nent support and spiritual advancement the more perfect union of my
family has occupied my thoughts for many years and a plan has been sug-
gested which is practicable and in my judgementJud gement wilwinwll secure to them allauailali the
benefits of a home which I1 could desire

lying in cache county I1 have a farm enclosed containing near 11000
acres of land which may be classed as Gravgravellyeulyefly bench land especially adapted
for city sites and raising hardy fruits also a large tract of farmingfanning land suitable for
raising ceraels sic and vegetables hay and pasture land in abundance anallatlati

sloping gently to the west susceptablesusceptiblesuscept able of irrigation from the logan and black-
smith fork rivers

this large farm is amply stocked short horned durham and long
horned devon catcattiescattlesodesflesdoes spanish merino and cotswoldCotswold sheep which affords a

fine opportunity to found a stock farm which willwinwid furnish employment at
remunerative rates for a large number of people beside many other advan-
tages in RR communication &cac it is the most healthful climate found in
these mountains my plan willwinwid be to

first select a suitable site for a city and begin building it the city
this season

second move my family there as soon as suitable accommodations can
be provided

third rent our property in salt lake city
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the rent rollrou will show a handsome income which will supply cash articles
and furnish ample capital to improve our buildings gardensgardensJ and farms
if this plan be adopted I1 am satisfied the wisdom of such a movement will be
patent to aliallail my family and with the blessings of god confirm peace and
pleanty upon our children and childrens children so long as they obey me
and forsake not the lord
your loving husband and father

jigsignedned brigham young25young2lyoungil

there is no evidence that this proposal was officially discussed or voted
upon by the family circumstances in brigham s own life probably pre-
vented the immediate implementation of the plan at the time he wrote the
letter he was in the midst of a divorce suit by ann eliza webb one of his
plural wives which would continue to require his attention in addition
pressing church responsibilities that occupied his mind included construc-
tion of the temple at st george and plans for another at manti the estab-

lishmentlishment of settlements on the little colorado in arizona and the
reorganization of stakes of the church it is unknown whether these events
played a role in brighambrighamsBrighamss decision to shift the proposal for his cache val-
ley lands in the end a month before his death he deeded most of that
acreage for the establishment of brigham young college in logan 26

kindness shown

the expressions of love and commitment to god and his kingdom
that surface in the correspondence between brigham and his children sug-
gest that something extraordinary must have taken place in his home to
produce those feelings for example numerous letters to brigham from
familyfamflyfamely members during their absence from home contain statements such
as these

it is with more than ordinary interest and annectionaffection that this letter is

penned for your perusal

my confidence esteem and love can be three times estimated first by
the undying and unbounded confidence I1 have in your mission as a prophet
of god bearing the holy priesthood second by the duty I1 owe to an able
faithful leader of a great people third by the warmest affection that burns
within my heart for a beloved father 27

I1 cannot help thinking how much you have done for me and all the children
and how littlelittie we have repaid you for allAaliail your kindness I1 feel I1 can never
repay the great debt I1 owe you 28

1I know the deep interest you feel for your children s welfare I1 have always
felt grateful for having been blest with a father who always inspired me with
perfect confidence who always felt so jealous a care for my wellweliweilwellbeingbeing and
who always set so worthy an example for me to follow since leaving
home I1 have felt a desire to worthily represent you and our people if I1 can
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be the means of doing good in establishing god s kingdom on the earth and
can succeed in doing allanailali that is expected of me I1 shallshailshalishannshand feel happy indeed 29

I1 am unable to convey to you on paper the thankful feelings that is in my
heart for such a father and for the care that you have shown me heretofore 30

and from one of brigham s wives who accompanied the pioneers to salt
lake valley in 1847

I1 can sit down and let my thoughts wander back to winter quarters and
fancy I1 see you surrounded by your family enjoying their sweet society
and they yours your kindness to me the past summer willwin never be for-
gotten it shallshalishail live while memory lives with me 31

considering on the one hand the size and structure of brigham
youngs family and the demands upon his time that took him away from
them for extended periods and on the other hand the general good willwfllwall

and familyfamdydamdy fealty that seem to have existed the question arises what did
brigham young do to inspire the feelings of devotion and loyalty that are
frequently expressed in writings of family members the origins of such
sentiments cannot be ascribed solely to brigham young during an era
when church responsibilities coupled with the demands of colonizing and
building new settlements took fathers from their homes frequently and for
extended periods of time much of the responsibility for nurturing the
minds as well as the bodies of the children rested upon their mothers
the respective responsibilities of the father and mother in the rearing of
children was not defined in the same terms as it was for a later generation
of latter day saints living in more decadent social conditions brighambrighamsBrigdrighamss
pointed remarks to the mothers during the early settlement of utah illus-

trate the emphasis of that time

what faults do I1 discover in my neighbors farnfamiliesflies I1 can see their
women go off visiting riding on horseback attending parties while their little
ones are neglected and left to run at large in the streets exposed to the per-
nicious examples of vile company hear it again the blood of these wicked
children willwin be required at the hands of their mothers should your hus-
bands be called out to fight the indians or go to the islands of the sea to
gather the poor it is none of your business when it is their callingcaning to be away
from home

I1 want education to commence here I1 wish you strictly to follow out this
principle and when children are old enough to labor in the field then the
father willwin take them in charge if children are not taught by their mothers
in the days of their youth to revere and follow the counsels of their fathers it
willwinwib be hard indeed for the father ever to control them I1 know it is so for it is

too true mothers will let their children go to the devil in their childhood
and when they are old enough to come under the immediate guidance of
their fathers to be sent out to preach the gospel in the world or to learn
some kind of mechanism they are as uncontrollable as the winds that now
revel in the mountains 32
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by this standard much of the devotion and good will reflected in the
writings of brigham young s children can be attributed to the splendid
women whose religious convictions for the most part informed and
inspired every waking hour of their lives 113333 but in addition brigham
young himself made the best of the limited contact he had with his family
his attentiveness is reflected in such phrases as these from family letters
previously cited how much you have done for me and all the children
11 your kindness the deep interest you feel for your children s welfare
and a father who always felt so jealous a care for my wellbeingwell being who
always set so worthy an example

the traits revealed in these phrases are contrary to the popular image
of brigham young characterized by the inherently aggressive symbol of the
lion on the portico of his home in fact at least where his family was con-
cerned brigham young was quite the opposite on one occasion president
young attended a church court for a man in salt lake city after one of the
man s wives had threatened to leave him because of his quarrelsome abu-
sive nature he had beat her in the head until blood ran from her ears and
one eye was blackened she testified that he had struck her as though he
was going to knock down an
ox in the course of the pro-
ceedingsce brigham young
commented I11 I would not
trust a dog with brother
or put one in his care for he
does not know how to treat nan60
either man or beast to em-
phasize

mawsawwag
his point he added 1 I

govern my family by kindness
I1 tell them what is right & I1 get
them to obey me without whip
ing them if I1 cannot get my W

family to do as I1 wish them with-
out quarreling with them I1 will

not say a word about it 34 I1
J

those who knew him and
observed him at close range
commented on his patience
and kindness his daughter FIG 8 clarissa young spencer 1860 1939
clarissa fig 8 for example brigham youngs daughter clarissa young

wrote that no child ever shown in an elaborately gathered dress ca
1866 affectionately described her years growingloved revered and cherished a
uupp in the lion house as one long round of hap-
pinessfather more than I1 did p iness photograph by charles R savage

mine he had the affection church archives
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and tenderness of a woman for his family and friends each day of my
childhood stands forth in my memory as one long round of happiness 31351135013535

brigham youngs close associates used his behavior at home as a model
for others to follow lorenzo snow who had close personal contact with
brigham young and his family urged the seventies in 1857 to arm your-
selves with all the power of god you can get in order to save your families
he told them that when domestic problems arose in their homes they
would have to show themselves master spiritspirits s in fathers care & kind-
ness in order to save their wives and children As an example he referred
to brigham young go into his house & take lessons see him with his
great family of wives & children & see the god like character & example
of that man & the order which he manifests in his family they all

respect him & obey his law for the wisdom of god is with him now
brethren strive to bring yourselvsyourselyourselvesvs to the same standard he concluded
almost any fool can go & preach the gospel but it requires a vary wise man

be & his household 3336113636to a patriarch save own
brigham young outlined his standard in an 18601860 discourse

I1 will relate a little of my course and experience in my farnfamilyfly I1 have a large
family ofofchildrenchildren many of them small and yet I1 do not think that you ever
saw even four children in one family live together with so little contention
watch them and their conduct will prove that there is a good spirit influ-
encing them I1 never knew one of them to be accidentally hurt without more
sympathys being extended to that one than the whole of them needed you
may ask how I1 manage to bring about this result I1 seldom give a child a cross
word I1 seldom give a wife a cross word and I1 tellteliteil my wives never to give a
childchud cause to doubt their word A child loves the smiles of its mother but
hates her frowns I1 tell the mothers not to allowaflowadlowaddow the children to indulge in
evils but at the same time to treat them with mildness if a childchud is required
to step in a certain direction and it does not seem willing to do so gently put
it in the desired way and say there my little dear you must step when I1 speak
to you children need directing and teaching what is right in a kind affec-
tionate 37manner

president young s children not only experienced firsthand the kindly
qualities of their fathers personality but also saw the way he extended his
kindness to widows orphans and others of limited circumstance as if they
were his own kin jemima angell valentine whose husband had died leav-
ing her with several children was among the disadvantaged brigham took
into his family to support and provide for in 1866 she wrote him 1 I wish
to hold you in reverencelreverencerreverencereverencel & true respect as a man of god & a good kind
father to my children for you have been a good kind friend to me & may
the lord bless you for ever 38

heber J grant whose father died when he was eight days old spent
much time in the young household in his early years later in life he wrote
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to brigham young s daughter never have I1 known a man more kind and
loving to his children and those of the saints generally than was your
father when I1 think of your father and his kind love for me and my
brother brigham F grant I1 could easily write another continued
story 3919 heber s brother brigham frederick after the death of their father
was left with his grandmother and later was placed in a foster home from
which he ran away to work in the mines in montana he eventually
returned to salt lake city and was working in a coal yard when brigham
young learned about him and sent for him

the president greeted BF with a father s handshake and learned
what he had been doing when brigham offered him easier work a job in
one of his stores BF replied I11 I haven t got sense enough to work in a

store 1I can t read or write tears rolled down the presidents cheeks
wrote BF as he remembered the interview he took out his handkerchief
wiped them off and said my boy come and live with me I1 willwidlwidd give you a

home clothe you and send you to school you can work during the vacation
for me

BF accepted the offer and remained with the presidents family for two
years he reported that there were six other orphaned boys and girls living in
the family at that time and he for one was a real member of the farnfamilyfly 40

the fact that additional acts of kindness can be documented in
obscure sources suggests that brigham young s benevolence was probably
more extensive than we will ever know in a newspaper published in
hailey idaho an immigrant woman whose husband was employed by
brigham wrote that after they were married by the president they lived for
several months in his household 1 I will say she noted that during the
time my husband and I1 were under that roof we never heard brigham
young raise his voice in anger he was kindly to everyone within his home 3141114141

guidelines established

expressions of admiration and praise for kindness should not be taken
to imply that regulations were unnecessary or that a firm hand was not
needed in the young household to the contrary precise rules regulated
many aspects of life in the lion house including daily family prayer
school attendance and sabbath day conduct mealtimesMeal times and the hours for
arising and retiring followed a regular schedule card playing was strictly
forbidden as were games of chance that encouraged or suggested gam-
bling in any form checkers and chess provided enjoyable entertainment
but were not permitted on sunday neither were secular reading secular
music and roaming the hills the outer gates of the stone wall around the
lion house were locked each night at lo1010 PM children out later than that
gained access to their quarters only through the officeomcedomce door and faced the
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prospect of being reported by the watchman 42 susa recalled that her father
ac1ccould be very stern and he maintained the utmost discipline in the
family 7 the only time she ever saw her father strike a child was when her
baby sister became unruly during prayer time one evening after the child
twice disrupted the devotional by running about screaming with
laughter brigham interrupted his prayer got up caught her spanked her
lightly laid her sobbing in her mother s arms then returned to his knees
and finished the prayer 4341

he occasionally exercised a firm hand with the older children one
sunday night during the courting years of the older girls eight or ten
couples had gathered in the parlor of the lion house to enjoy each other s

company to increase their sense of privacy they had darkened the room
somewhat by slightly turning down the lamp and stacking books around it
A short time later the door opened and the stout figure of brigham young
emerged setting his candle on the table he unstacked the books and dis-
missed the girls to their rooms with the announcement that he would say

good night to the boys 44

although strict rules and occasional stern measures were necessary to
maintain order and stability in his home brigham young did not rule with
an iron hand I11 I do not believe he declared in making my authority as a

husband or a father known by brute force but by a superior intelligence by

showing them that I1 am capable of teaching them he followed these ideals

if the lord has placed me to be the head of a family let me be so in all hu-
mility and patience not as a tyrannical ruler but as a faithful companion an
indulgent and affectionate father a thoughtful and unassuming superior let

me be honouredhonoured in my station through faithful diligence and be fully ca-
pable by the aid of gods spirit of filling my office in a way to effect the sal-
vation of all who are committed to my charge 45

kind looks kind actions kind words and a lovely holy deportment towards
them will bind our children to us with bands that cannot easily be broken
while abuse and unkindness will drive them from us and break asunder
every holy tie that should bind them to us and to the everlasting covenant in
which we are allahaliail embraced ifmy family and my brethren and sisters will not
be obedient to me on the basis of kindness and a commendable life before atlallati

men and before the heavens then farewell to all influence 46

using his own experience to illustrate brigham taught the saints
my children are not afraid of my footfall except in the case of their having
done something wrong they are not afraid to approach me I1 could break
the wills of my little children and whip them to this that and the other but
this I1 do not do let the child have a mild training until it has judgment
and sense to guide it it is necessary to try the faith of children as wellwenweli as

of grown people but there are ways of doing so besides taking a club and
knocking them down with it there is nothing consistent in abusing your
wives and children 47
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brigham young could council the saints on the subject of overcoming
passion and anger because he had largely conquered these passions him-
self he suggested that the saints put a piece of india rubber in their
mouths when they became angry and bite it until they could get control of
themselves if you will keep your thoughts to yourself when you are angry
they will not become the property of another he added any person who
is acquainted with me knows that I1 have controllcontrellCon troll over myself I1 do not
speak in anger to my wives children or the people I1 make all my passions

be in subjection to the priesthood & the spirit of god 3148114848

regular evening prayer held

limited as he was in the time he could spend with his family brigham
young sought to make those occasions meaningful quality experiences an
important institution in this respect one that added to the atmosphere of
goodwill and was a focal point for instruction and bonding with his family

was the daily evening prayer a ritual akin to family home evening for a later
generation of latter day saints at about seven 0 clock each evening
brigham would ring the prayer bell to call his family to the large sitting
room on the main floor in the lion house no matter what we were doing
or who was there we dropped everything and assembled for prayer wrote
a daughter in addition to prayer events of the day were discussed 11golden
words of wisdom were uttered plans made family policies reviewed and
sometimes there were juvenile troubles to settle with father as judge of
the juvenile court 114949

As the children grew and other activities came between them and this
important family tradition brigham found it necessary in 1866 to remind
his family members of their daily obligation

there is no doubt but that my farnfamilyfly one and all willwid acknowledge that my
time is as precious to me as theirs is to them when the time appointed for
our family devotion and prayer comes I1 am expected to be there and no
public business no matter how important has been able to influence me to
forego the fulfillmentfulfilment of this sacred duty which I1 owe to you to my self and
my god 50

not wishing to complain without a cause brigham nevertheless felt

he had a case that needed to be made he observed that at prayer time only
a portion of his family might be present my wives are absent visiting a sis-

ter a neighbor a mother or a relative my children are scattered all over
town attending to this and that and if at home one is changing her dress
another her shoes another getting ready to go to the theatre another has
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gone to see mary and another to
see emily and I1 may add etc etc
etc he concluded with a few

words of counsel that he
expected his family to receive J

Akindly and obey when prayer
time came everyone must be at
home ready to bow down before

the lord to make their acknowl-

edgmentsedgments to him for his kindness
and mercy and long suffering
towards us he closed with this
assurance 11 your strict atten-
dance will give joy to the heart
of your husband and father115151

the seriousness with which
president young took the evening
devotional is seen in instances
when he interrupted other things FIG 9 brigham young jr 1836 1903
to attend early one evening after brigham young jr or Brbuggyiggy as friends

the church historian called to see and family called him was a lifelonglife long devo-
tee of his fathers thishim the president cut off the dis-

cussion

teachings photo-
graph was taken in new york city inin 1863

and excused himself a year before he was ordained an apostle
remarking that the hour for pray-
ing

photograph by charles D fredericks co
with his family had arrived

brigham young commented that he always thought it would be of great
benefit to his family if he set the example to pray punctually with
themthem5211 12 another time on a day when it was impossible for the church
leader to meet with his family at the appointed hour he sent his son
brigham jr fig 9 to the lion house to attend prayers for him 11 53

an eyewitness described the sense of urgency brigham young exhib-
ited in the devotional hour george A smith and his wife bathsheba
arrived at the young home at prayer time george A reported that after a

very fervent prayer brigham addressed his family on the importance of
living exemplary lives he said the eyes of the world were upon them also
the eyes of the saints the influence of his teaching was affected by his
familysfam ilys example he also urged his family to live the word of wisdom
and his wives and daughters to be examples in their dress and as far as

possible to manufacture what they wore when he finished his wife mary
ann followed with an interesting address and george A and bathsheba
smith bore tetestimonystimonY

54154
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education and recreation encouraged

another binding element in the brigham young home grew out of his
concern not only for the spiritual welfare of his family but for the devel-

opment of their social and intellectual needs as well he believed

when parents whip their children for reading novels and never let them go
to the theatre or to any place of recreation and amusement but bind them to
the moral law until duty becomes loathsome to them when they are freed by
age from the rigorous training of their parents they are more fit for compan-
ions to devils than to be the children of such religious parenparentsts 55

therefore he assured his listeners my little children shall go to the
dance study music read novels and do anything else that will tend to
expand their frames add fire to their spirits improve their minds and
make them feel free and untrammeled in body and mind 31561156335656

during the early years of brigham s married life poverty extensive
periods of absence from his family and disruptive conditions among the
saints limited the opportunities for social recreational and educational
pursuits available sources pertaining to his pre utah years reveal little
about the day to day activities of his children his thirteen year oldoid
daughter vilate studied music in salem massachusetts in 1843 44 where
she learned to play the piano but otherwise there appear to have been few

exceptional cultural or educational opportunities for his children outside
of the home

after the family was established in utah one of brigham young s con-
cerns was the education and training of the youth addressing the legisla-
ture in 1852 in his capacity as governor of the territory eager to build a

thriving community he lamented that he scarcely knew of apprentices in

utah in any trade no young mechanics arising to fill the places of those
now at labor when they shall have gone to their rest he added
deplorable indeed must be the situation of that people whose sons are

not trained in the practice of every useful avocation and whose daughters
mingle not in the hum of industry it well becomes us to give the proper
direction to that labor 57

for brigham the responsibility to educate lay squarely with parents
thus brigham spared no effort to provide for his own children s educa-
tion when the schoolteaching facilities in the lower floor of the lion
house became inadequate for his family he built a family schoolhouse
fig io10 and recruited the german educator karl G maeser as tutor

because he wanted the children to be better schooled than they can be by
schoolmistressesschoolmistresses 3158115858

brigham young s interest in education extended beyond the rudi-
ments after the university ofofdeseretdeseret reopened in 1867 his older children
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FIG io10 young schoolhouse 1868 69 the octagonal bellbeubelibeil tower of the brigham young
family schoolhouse risesrises inin the background of this viewview here brighambnghambangham young had his
many children educated inin reading writing and arithmetic several of his children
went on for higher education photograph by savage and ottinger

filled many of the desks records show that inm the two year period 1869 71

the church leader spent more than 1500 on tuition for forty six members
of his household he hired private tutors inin french shorthand and musicmusic
for any and all of his children who cared to avail themselves of this privi-
lege 3359115959 in addition to local schooling he gave his children who so desired
the opportunity of studying professions of their choice at educational insti-
tutions inin the east four of his sons did so comparatively few colleges were

open to women at that time and it was not expected that young women
would be sent away to school but at least sixsix of his daughters did attend
local academies and colleges
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brigham also addressed his family s needs for physical exercise and
recreation after completion of the lion house in 1856 when most of his
family were living there brigham built porches along the west side where
11every contrivance of that day was available for physical exercise we had
horizontal ladders and straight ladders horizontal bars back boards to
straighten our shoulders and make us walk upright jumping ropes wands
hoops roller skates wooden swords dumbbells swings and big balls to
kick and roll about recalled clarissa instructors were hired to teach
gymnastics fencing and solo dancing As a result his daughters were in
demand as dancers after the opening of the salt lake theater inn 1862 in addi-
tion to these forms of exercise a family swimming pool was built fed with
water from a nearby canyon stream summarizing their recreational activi-
ties clarissa noted that besides all the fun we had we gained poise and
developed fine strong bodies yogo1160logo60

for brigham young deviation from strict daily routine was an impor-
tant part of life

our work our everydayevery day labor our whole lives are within the scope of
our religion this is what we believebelleve and what we try to practice yet the lord
permits a great many things that he never commands I1 have frequently
heard my old brethren in the christian world make remarks about the
impropriety of indulging in pastimes and amusements the lord never com-
manded me to dance yet I1 have danced you allauailali know it for my life is before
the world yet while the lord had never commanded me to do it he has per-
mitted it I1 do not know that he ever commanded the boys to go and play
at ball yet he permits it I1 am not aware that he ever commanded us to buildbudd
a theatre but he has permitted it and I1 can give the reason why recreation
and diversion are as necessary to our wellweilweliwellbeingbeing as the more serious pursuits
oflifeollifeof life 61

in keeping with this conviction brigham found time to participate
occasionally in a variety of social and recreational activities with his family
reports have him taking his family to the tabernacle to hear the organ
dancing with them to celebrate the new year and taking them to the terri-
torial fair moreover holidays and birthdays offered a break from the
strains of everyday work on three holidays in july 1863 the indepen-
dence day celebration on the fourth the mormon battalion reunion on
the sixteenth and the pioneer day party on the twenty fofourthurtharth brigham
and his daughters danced all night at the theatre and on january 232318651865

he visited feramorz little s place of entertainment in salt lake city with
twenty three of his daughters to celebrate one of their birthdays 62 susa
young related that her father was so understanding in the vagaries of the
child heart and solicitous of his children s childish needs in education
amusement and social ways that they all loved him and even though he
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was too busy to spend time with them on a dailydallydaliydahlydably basis he was their hope
and delight at meal time prayer time and on holidays 63

for brigham young recreation played an integral role in fulfilling the
purposes for which mortals were created his motto for the latter day
saints was not that they prepare to die but prepare to live is the word
with us and improve all we can in this life that we may be the better pre-
pared to enjoy a better life hereafter wherein we may enjoy a more exalted
condition of intelligence wisdom light knowledge power glory and
exaltation then let us seek to extend the present life to the uttermost by
observing every law of health and by properly balancing labor study rest
and recreation and thus prepare for a better life 64

confidence in god maintained

more than anything else the guiding force behind brigham youngs
commitment and dedication as a parent was his faith in the overruling
providence of god after his conversion to mormonism religion moti-
vated his every act and colored everything he saw and did none who knew
brigham were ignorant ofwhat was important in his life he declared

I1 am proud of my religion it is the only thing I1 pride myself in on the earth
I1 may heap up gold and silveroversliver like the mountains I1 may gather around me
property goods and chattels but I1 could have no glory in that compared
with my religion it is the fountain of light and intelligence it swaswallowsflows up the
truth contained in all the phdphilosophyosophy of the world both heathen and chris-
tian it circumscribes the wisdom of man it circumscribes all the wisdom and
power of the world it reaches to that within the veilvedvellveli its bounds its circum-
ference its end its height and depth are beyond the comprehension of mor-
tals for it has none 65

an authority on child behavior has noted that for children to increase
their faith in god they need to hear their parents render unto him that
which is his parents who themselves are filled with the consciousness of
gods hand in all things willwiil transmit this feeling to their children 116666

brigham young s children had ample opportunity to cultivate this percep-
tion As the black hawk war utahs most costly confrontation between
settlers and indians raged in the mid i86os186os striking fear and alarm in
hearts of many of the saints brigham shared with his namesake son his
confidence that the hand of god was in the conflict

I1 view this chastisement as necessary to unite the saints and to cause
them to pay more heed to counsel than they have been doing their hearts
have gone after riches and the lust of the world has blinded their minds this
is really but a light chastisement to what we might receive and I1 would rather
have the lamanitesLamanites stir us up to diligence than some other chastisements that
might come upon us the lord has the hearts of the lamanitesLama nites as well as the
hearts ofothers in his keeping he can move them any way that he pleases to
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suit his own good pleasure and when he sees that enough has been done and
that his people are humble and penitent under his mighty hand he can turn
their hearts to peace 67

even when circumstances as unhallowed as what brigham called that
interminable alimony outrage pressed upon his mind in the wake ofdivorce
proceedings by a plural wife he stillstihstid saw the hand of god brigham jr
reported visiting his father one day as the case was being adjudicated and
finding him in excellent spirits confident in god and willingwdlingadling to submit
to his providencesprovidences he noted that his father had just paid 3000 to
lawyers in the case and he assures me that he will pay the 195009500
alimony if necessary without any fuss he sayd the lord has given me all I1

have ifhe permits this why should I1 complain 68

brigham reminded his son willard who was serving in the military
fig 11

our dailydallydaliy toil however humble it may be is our daily duty and by
doing it well we make it a part of our dailydallydaliy worship but whatever be our
labor cacallingfling or profession we should hold our skillskiflskiff knowledge and talents
therein subservient to the accomplishment of the purposes of jehovah that
our entire lives day by day may be made to praise him and our individual
happiness secured by the consciousness that we are fulfilling the purpose and
design of our presence here on the earth 69

heartache suffered

As diligent as he was in his role as family patriarch and kingdom
builder brigham s home life was not without sorrow and heartache in
addition to the anxiety associated with illness and death some of his wives
left him and not all of his children adhered to the teachings of their father
after his death the settlement of his estate brought disunity and discord
which no doubt would have caused him much sorrow the wrangling over
the estate bespoke of deeper problems on the seventh anniversary of his
death in 1884 one of his sons lamented seven years ago was a dark day
for my father s family at the present writing there are some who have
squandered the hard earnings which he left them and are worst of all
infidel to the gospel I1 will not name them for they may see the error of
their ways and I1 cannot perpetuate their unfaithfulness 117070 but whatever
heartache may have transpired in brigham s bosom due to waywardness
of some in his farnfamilyfhyflybly he was buoyed by his faith in the mercy and justice of
god I11 I learned a long time ago he reportedly said not to die because my
children go wrong it has been revealed to me that every child and descen-
dant willwiil come to me some time somewhere what causes me great sor-
row however is to know what some of them will have to go through
before they get back 1371117171
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conclusion

few men have approached
the realm of family responsi-
bility on a more complicated
level and with greater devo-
tion and insight than did
brigham young 1 I can say
that I1 am not prepared to
bring up a child in the way he
should go he remarked
toward the end of his life and
yet I1 probably come as near to
it as any person that lives 72172

7
considering the ecclesiastical
and secular responsibilities of
his life it is hard to compre-
hend just how he managed to
provide such a high level of FIG ii11 willardwiflard young 1852 1936 while a stu-

dent at the US military academy at westcare and comfort for a family point new york willard young carried on a
as larlargege as his totogethergether his frequent and loving correspondence with his
many responsibilities carried a father brigham young taken sometime during
potential for extreme stress his cadet years 1871 75 this photograph shows

the dignified bearing that would help makethat could have easily spawned willard a university president see also fig 6
anger or violence in a lesser church archives
person but through it all

brigham young maintained a

level of composure that was a hallmark of his personality he not only pro-
vided food and shelter for his family but effectively imparted the values of
his faith through precept and example As susa concluded

no other fact of father s life was so profound a proof of his true nobility and
greatness as his life at home and the influence which he radiated there he
was ever present in spirit the world knows brigham young as a states-
man and colonizer but to his children he was an ideal father kind to a fault
tender thoughtful just and firm none of us feared him all of us adored
him what his life and love meant to his family only their subsequent lives
may testtestifyifyafy 73

in the privacy of his children s own homes in their own relationships
in the lives of his 40000 descendants and in the precepts and example he
left for generations to follow the parental legacy of brigham young would
live on
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dean C jessee is a senior research fellow at the joseph fielding smith institute
for latter day saint history at brigham young university he received a BA and an
MA from brigham young university the author thanks jeff johnson for providing
some of the details on brigham youngs wives and family

1 historian s office journal january 31 1857 church archives family and
church history department the church of jesus christ of latter day saints salt lake
city hereafter cited as church archives

2 helpful studies on brigham young s family and his views on parenting include the
following susa young gates and leah D widtsoeWidt soe the life story of brigham young
new york macmillan 1930 leonard J arrington brigham young american moses new

york alfred A knopf 1985 jeffery ogden johnson determining and defining a
wife the brigham young households dialogue A journal of mormon thought 2020
fall 1987 57 70 clarissa young spencer and mabel harmer brigham young at home
salt lake city deseret book 1940 dean C jessee brigham young s family part I1

1824 1845 BYU studies 18 no 3 spring 19783111978 311oll011 27 dean C jessee brigham youngs
family the wilderness years BYU studies 18 no 4 summer 1979 474 500500 dean C
jessee ed letters of brigham young to his sons salt lake city deseret book 1974

3 arrington american moses 420 1 jeffery ogden johnson wives of brigham
young unpublished manuscript copy in author s possession johnson includes
amanda barnes among brighamsBrighams wives by comparison heber C kimball had 43 wives
and 65 children christopher layton io10 wives and 65 children john W hess 7 wives and
64 children and john D lee 18 wives and 61 children these figures can be found on
ancestralffleancestral fileflie

4 arrington american moses 421

5 johnson brigham young households 57 70 arrington american moses

420 21 jessee letters of ofbrighambrigham young 357 59 in 1859 brigham young told new york
newspaper editor horace greeley some of those sealed to me are old ladies whom I1

regard rather as mothers than wives but whom I1 have taken home to cherish and sup-
port As cited in arrington american moses 324

6 As cited in jessee brigham young s family the wilderness years 475
regarding polygamy he added if any man had asked me what was my choice when
joseph revealed that doctrine I1 would have said let me have but one wife it
was the first time in my life that I1 had desired the grave and I1 could hardly get over it
for a long time and when I1 saw a funeral I1 felt to envy the corpse its situation and to
regret that I1 was not in the coffin brigham young in journal of discourses 26 vols
liverpool F D richards 1855 86326686 32660266 july 141418551855

7 for evidence of brigham young s constant concern see jessee brigham
young s family part VI1 319 20 and ronald 0 barney letters of a missionary
apostle to his wife brigham young to mary ann angell young 1839 1841 BYU

studies 38S no 2 1999 178

8 brigham young to mary ann young august 17 1843 church archives
brigham young to mary ann young april 202018471847 church archives brigham young
to clara young september 8818471847 church archives minutes collection february 16

1847 church archives gates and widtsoeWidtsoe life story of brigham young 340
9 johnson brigham young households 65 68 john D lee journal feb-

ruary 151518461846 church archives
io10 record of the organization of the camp of israel which took place at charitonsharitonShariton

ford I1iowalowaowa territoryTem tory on friday march 27th and monday 3ist31staist 1846 church archives
ii11 mary elizabeth rollins lightner autobiography and diary 25 utah state his-

torical society salt lake city
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12 emilyemdyemliy dow partridge young diary and reminiscences typescript 3 church
archives see also lesseejessee brigham youngs family the wilderness years 475 500

13 brigham young to harriet young march 15184615 1846 church archives
14 gates and widtsoeWidt soe life story of brigham young 350
15 susa young gates how brigham young brought up his 56 children physi-

cal culture february 19251925138138 spencer and harmer brigham young at home 64 86
see also the salt lake city directories for the i86os186os and 70s70

16 arrington brigham young american moses 171

17 susa young gates brigham young As I1 knew him susa young gates
papers 1852 1932 utah state historical society salt lake city

18 forest farm was a large plot of ground located on the south side of what today
is twenty first south between highland drive and state street in salt lake city

19 susa young gates brigham young and his nineteen wives gates papers
gates how brigham brought up his 56 children 140

20 gates brigham young As I1 knew him
21 susa young gates my recollections gates papers one of the reasons given

by james H moyle for not seeking the hand in marriage of the popular and articulate
clarissa young one of brighamsBrighams daughters was her declaration to school friends that
11she had never done any cooking or kitchen work even down to setting a table james H
moyle mormon democrat the religious and political memoirs of jamesfameslames henry moyle
ed gene A sessions saitqsaltisaltsalt lake city historical department of the church of jesus
christ of latter day saints 1975 74

22 gates my recollections
23 gates my recollections
24 gates brigham young and his nineteen wives
25 brigham young an epistle to my wives and children grand children and

great grand children march 232318752018751875 brigham young office filesfflesfliesfales church archives
26 more than 960096009660 acres was deeded to brigham young college on july 242418771877

see jed L woodwormwoodworth refusing to die financial crises at brigham young academy
1877 1897 BYU studies 38 no i1 1999 107 n 5

27 john W young to brigham young april 2218751875 brigham young office filesfuesflies
28 willard young to brigham young may 222218751875 brigham young office filesflies
29 willard young to brigham young december 25 1876 brigham young

office files
30 brigham young jr to brigham young february 4 1863 brigham young

office filesflies
31 clara decker young to brigham young october 3318471847 brigham young office

filesflies
32 brigham young in journal of discourses 168 april 8818521852 on another occa-

sion he said

mothers remember that when your husbands are engaged in the service of
the church and are allAailali the time occupied in the duties of the priesthood so
that they have not time to instruct their children the duty devolves upon
you then bring your children up in the ways of truth and be to them both a
father and mother until they are old enough to perform duties by the side
and under the immediate eye of their father brigham young in journal of
discourses 221 july 24185424 1854

33 gates my recollections
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34 wilford woodruff wilford woodruffewoodruffswoodruftsWoodrufts journal 1833 1898 typescript ed scott G

kenney 9 vols midvale utah signature books 1983 84 5211 13 august 212118581858

35 spencer and harmer brigham young at home 16 17

36 woodruff wilford woodruffswoodrutswoodruthWoodruTs journal 515 16 february 2218571857

37 brigham young in journal of discourses 874 april 22186o22186022116022118022 i860
38 jemima angell young to brigham young august 15 1866 brigham young

office filesflies
39 heber J grant to susa young gates december 303018991899 church archives
4040 arrington brigham young american moses 338

41 sophia brasse as quoted in claudia L leach A bit of history full of human
interest wood river news miner haileyhafleyhalley idaho february 4419181918

42 gates and widtsoeWidt soe life story of brigham young 336 37 gates how brigham
young brought up his 56 children 141

43 gates my father As his forty six children knew him gates papers gates
and widtsoeWidt soe life story of brigham young 355

44 gates brigham young As I1 knew him
45 brigham young in journal of discourses 9307 june 15 1862

46 brigham young in journal of discourses 10358 65 november 6618641864

47 brigham young in journal of discourses 9195 96 february 9918621862 brigham
young taught the saints on this occasion that kindness love and affection are the best
rod to use upon the refractory I1 can pick out scores of men in this congregation who
have driven their children from them by using the wooden rod where there is severity
there is no affection or filial feeling in the hearts of either party the children would
rather be away from father than be with him 195 96

48 young as cited in woodruff wilford woodruffewoodruffs journal 57 january 111118571857

brigham acknowledged 1 I may sometimes chastise my brethren and speak to them in
the language of reproof but he added there is not a father who feels more tenderly
towards his offspring and loves them better than I1 love this people and my father in
heaven loves them my heart yearns over them with all the emotions of tenderness so
that I1 could weep like a child but I1 am careful to keep my tears to myself young in
journal of discourses 149 april 9918521852

49 spencer and harmer brigham young at home 31 gates and widtsoeWidtsoe life
story of brigham young 333 34

5050 brigham young to his family april 2 1866 church archives
51 brigham young to his family april 2 1866

52 historian s office journal december 232318632018631863 church archives
53 brigham young jr diary january 21 1867 brigham young jr collection

church archives
54 historian s office journal may 252518701870

55 brigham young in journal of discourses 294 february 6618531853 for further dis-
cussion of brigham young s views on novel reading see richard H cracroft cows to
milk instead of novels to read brigham young novel reading and kingdom build-
ing

budd-
ing in this issue of BYU studies

56 brigham young in journal of discourses 294 february 6618531853

57 brigham young address to the utah legislature december 131318531853 church
archives

58 brigham young to karl G maeser may 2020186520.18651865 church archives
59 susa young gates from impulsive girl to patient wife lucy bigelow

young utah historical quarterly 45 summer 1977 282 this posthumous publica-
tion was written many decades earearlierhierfier

6060 spencer and harmer brigham young at home 29 30
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61 brigham young in journal 0of discourses 13601360 61 july 1818186918.18691869
62 historian s office journal july 12 1857 december 31 1859 october 2 1862i862

january 232318651865 george A smith to john L smith july 303018631863 church archives
63 gates my father As his forty six children knew him
64 brigham young in journal of discourses 11132 august 1 io1018651865

65 brigham young in journal 0off discourses 139 july 111118521852
66 elliott D landau how to teach the ten commandments to your children

ensign 3 october 1973 52

67 brigham young to brigham young jr july 5518661866 church archives
68 brigham young jr diary march 121218751875

69 brigham young to willard young november 11 1875 in jessee letters of
brigham young 191

70 brigham young jr diary august 29 1884 for further discussion of this
issue see leonard J arrington the settlement of the brigham young estate
1877 1879 pacific historical review 21 february 195211952 1 20 and arrington american
moses 422 30

71 gates and widtsoeWidtsoe life story of brigham young 370
72 brigham young in journal of discourses 14193 june 331871018711871

73 gates and widtsoeWidt soe life story of brigham young 355 56

brigham young 1855 photograph attributed to marsena cannon
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the lion and the lioness
brigham young and eliza R snow

jill mulvay derr

he was born in 1801 she in 1804 he was a man known for his humor
and gruffnessgruffhess she a woman known for her sobriety and refinement he
preached unforgettable sermons though he never learned to spell she
wrote reams of poetry and songs he provided her a home as one of his
wives for thirty years but she never took his name both he and she were
passionately devoted to the prophet joseph smith and his expansive vision
of eternity president of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints
and presidentess of its relief society brigham young and eliza roxcy snow
formed a couple whose marriage eludes simple description fig i though
no children were born to their union and nothing suggests that the two
were ever one flesh brigham and eliza were of one heart and one mindmindlmindi 1 I

patriarch prophet and president colonizer and community planner
brigham young was unique among religious leaders in nineteenth century
america revered among latter day saints for her spiritual gifts temple
ministry and long tenure as president of mormon women s organizations
eliza snow was likewise distinctive among nineteenth century female
religious leaders

extraordinary and fiercely strong individuals brigham and eliza also
worked unitedly as partners they functioned as yokefellowsyokefellows in ways simi-
lar to a cadre of nineteenth century protestant ministers and their wives

women who like eliza helped organize and manage church organizations
for women yet in significant respects brigham and eliza were different
from these couples brigham and eliza s close association and cooperation
embodied the pattern of familial and organizational bonds revealed by
joseph smith in nauvoo bonds authorized and sanctified by priesthood
authority brigham and eliza drew upon the mutual respect and trust they
had developed in their marriage to establish a model of men and women
working together harmoniously in the church organization their com-
plementaryplemen tary leadership bore abundant institutional fruit as ward and stake

organizations expanded to include not only priesthood quorums but also

relief society and young women s organizations

BYU studies 40 no 2 2001 55
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the context of their marriage

the thirty three year partnership of brigham young and eliza snow
was marked by reciprocal respect and solicitude familial love and the
11 unity of purpose and action that brigham so often preached 2 the
dimensions of their family and working relationship must be explored pri-
marily through elizasalizas eyes through the poems diaries letters and
speeches in which she refers to brigham since his references to her are far
fewer than hers to him yet though the documentary record is somewhat
sparse it is clear that their multifaceted relationship deepened significantly
from the time they were married in 1844 until brigham s death in 1877

while they shared several common experiences the nature and extent
of personal interactions between brigham and eliza before their marriage
is not evident from existing records almost a year and a half after his april
1832 baptism brigham moved from his home in mendon new york to
kirtland ohio to join other latter day saints gathering to be with the
prophet joseph smith and build a temple eliza would arrive there two and
a half years later she left her home in mantua ohio and moved the
twenty nine miles to kirtland in january 1836 about nine months after she
was baptized after two momentous years both eliza and brigham had
moved with the body of the church to far west missouri if they had not
met earlier certainly they became acquainted in nauvoo illinois the mis-
sissippisissippi river town that burgeoned as latter day saints gathered there
between 1839 and 1846

eliza R snow and brigham young were married by priesthood author-
ity on october 3318441844 at the nauvoo illinois home of stephen and han-
nah markham where eliza then resided it was a private and confidential
ceremony brother H C kimball and my self was at Bbab1r steven marcomsmarcois
sisters eliza snow & betsey farechildesfarechildjesFarechildes was there brigham noted in his
journal inscribing the mark he used to indicate that a marriage had been
performed 3 eliza was brigham s eighth plural wife the prophet joseph
smith had first introduced the old testament principle of plural marriage
to a small circle of his close associates in 18401840 and 1841 rumors of such
marriages and other innovations in nauvoo exacerbated both dissension
within the church and tensions between the saints and their neighbors
the turmoil culminated in the assassination of the prophet joseph and his
brother hyrum at carthage on june 27 1844 thirteen weeks later
brigham president of the quorum of the twelve and joseph s successor
married eliza one of joseph s plural wives

brigham young whose first wife miriam works died in 1832 married
mary ann angell two years later the couple had had four children by the
time joseph smith taught brigham young and select others the principle of
plural marriage with spiritual assurance that the principle came by divine
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commandment brigham overcame his initial abhorrence and on june 14

1842 complied with joseph smith s call by entering into plural marriage
with twenty year old lucy ann decker 4 he would marry six other women
before his marriage to eliza five of these women would bear him children
as would eight more of the wives he married between 1846 and 1865 5

like eliza brigham young s wives emily partridge louisa beaman
and zina huntington had been married to the prophet joseph during his
lifetime brigham and other apostles followed a practice similar to the old
testament levirate requirement by offering marriage to joseph s widows
after his death to care for them and raise up seed to him 6 brigham mar-
ried eight of joseph s wives and had children with three of them like
others of these women eliza s marriage to brigham was for time ononlyly 7

indeed there was no requirement that such marriages performed by
priesthood authority be consummated mormon theology made these
unions even marriages for time something more than the term mar-
riage alone might suggest it might be argued observed anthropologist
rex eugene cooper that within the context of the patriarchal order the
union between husband and wife is conceptualized in terms of patriarchal
priesthood power rather than in terms of lawful sexual intercourse the
root symbol of american kinship 3181188 thus brigham married a number of
women with whom he may or may not have had sexual relations and who
bore him no children 9 biographer leonard J arrington characterizes
these marriages as caretaker marriages 10 brigham provided these
women with a home and listed them in his will yet beyond providing
these temporal benefits brigham made them part of his covenant family
A man and a woman bound together in the new and everlasting covenant
of marriage could receive the fullness of priesthood blessings blessings
unavailable to individuals alone bound to god and to one another by
covenant they became part of a covenant community composed of intercon-
nected covenant families

these theological understandings indeed the whole of mormonism
framed the full context of the marriage partnership that brigham young
and eliza R snow developed over the course of thirty three years within
that framework three distinct expressions of their partnership can be
identified their alliance as prophet and poetess their relationship in an
extensive family as husband and wife and their cooperation as president
and presidentess

prophet and poetess

both brigham and eliza were prominent public figures in nauvoo and
their alliance as prophet and poetess grew out of their public roles joseph
smith appointed eliza snow nauvoo s well known and talented poetess
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to write poems for about and on behalf of the latter day saints and she
did so with a keen sense of mission and calling 1 I11I1 during the seven years
the saints occupied nauvoo she published eighty poems in illinois news-
papers 12 she also served as secretary of the female relief society of nau-
voo meanwhile brigham young left nauvoo in 1839 to serve a mission in
england with other members of the twelve presided over the mission
there until april 1841 and then returned to nauvoo to shoulder the new
responsibilities joseph assigned the twelve he was in new england pro-
moting joseph smiths presidential candidacy when he learned of the assas-
sinationsi of joseph and hyrum at carthage illinois 13

in their own distinct ways brigham and eliza mourned the loss of
their beloved joseph brigham returned to nauvoo a city still grieving on
august 6618441844 five days later he described the prevailing mood in a sim-
ple heartfelt letter to his daughter vilatewate it has been a time of mourning
the day that joseph and hyrum were brought in from carthage to nauvoo
it was judged by menny boath in and out of the church that there was more
than five barels of tears shead I1 cannot bare to think enny thing about it 111414

no existing letter or diary records eliza s sorrow at joseph s death her
eighty four linei ne funerary poem lines on the assassination of generals
joseph smith and hyrum smith was elevated in tone a dramatic for-
mal dirge on behalf of the whole community of latter day saints

ye heavens attend let all the earth give ear
let gods and seraphsseraphiserap hs men and angels hear
the worlds on high the universe shallshalishail know
what awful scenes are acted here below

dated just four days after the martyrdom the poem was published both as
a broadside and as an item in the nauvoo times and seasons 15 the poem s

stilted form belies more tender feelings according to one ofotherher close asso-
ciates eliza was prostrated with grief followingmowing the martyrdom 16 in her
own public statements eliza was less explicit about her grief but her depth
of feeling for her beloved husband joseph is unmistakable he was she
said 11 the choice of my heart and the crown of my life 111717

eliza never spoke of brigham in the same passionate terms nonethel-
ess she wrote poetry and prose sustaining him in his role as prophet as
leader of the saints precisely as she had employed her pen to support
joseph in his prophetic cacallingcanningnningfling while she continued to write poems for
and on behalf of the latter day saints in general some twenty nine poems
written between 1845 and brigham s death in 1877 directly express her sup-
port for israels chieftain the servant of god the lord s anointed this
was an era when the role of the poet was both to articulate and to shape
public sentiment elizasalizas poems were intended to express and to reinforce
saintsloyaltysaints loyalty to brigham young the poems reflected her loyalty to him
loyalty that was a critical element in buildingbudding her relationship with him
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to president brigham young her first poem honoring brigham
appeared in the february 151518451845 issue of the times and seasons he had
assumed leadership on august 8 1844 when thousands of church mem-
bers gathered in nauvoo assented to follow the twelve and its president
over rival claimants such as sidney rigdon the church was of one hart
and one mind brigham recorded in his diary that day they wanted the
twelve to lead the church as br joseph had dun in his day 18 As the twelve
assumed the duties of joseph and his counselors dissenters continued
debating the question of who should legitimately succeed joseph as head of
the latter day saints elizasalizas february 1845 poem declared that the
prophetic mantle of joseph rested upon brigham young

an important station is truly thine
and the weight of thy calling can none define
being calldcafldcalidcaled of the lord 0 er the twelve to preside
and with them over all of the world beside

thou hast gaindgain d like elisha a rich behest
for the mantle of joseph seems to rest
upon thee while the spirit and pow r divine
that inspirinspire d his heart is inspiring thine

the great work which he laid the foundation to
Is unfinished and resting on thee to do 19ig .1919

these lines do not read as smoothly as most of elizasalizas poetry like other
latter day saints in nauvoo she was unaccustomed to bearing witness of a

prophet other than joseph she may also have felt an awkward unfamiliar-
ity in writing about the man she had married four months earlier they
may not have known one another very wellweliweil at that time

however writing as a poetess for zion eliza found numerous occa-
sions to refine her public support of zion s prophet she dedicated five

more poems to president young between february 1846 when she left
nauvoo with the saints and september 1848 when brigham brought most
of his familyfarnflyfarnoly into the salt lake valley A sixth poem though not dedicated
to brigham praised and sustained him it was titled as were several ofotherher
trailtrall songs song for the camp of israel signaling the journeying saints
thorough identification with ancient israel s exodus from egypt recorded
in elizasalizas diary and dated april 5518461846 the song was written about ninety
miles from nauvoo near shoal creek in iowa the first stanza addresses
the camp

0 ye tossdtosad to and fro and afflicted
rejoice in the hope of your lot

for you re truly the children of israel
but the Gentgentilesfles know it not
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and it matters not when or whither
you go neither whom among

only so that you closely follow
your leader brigham young

the second and third stanzas salute not only brigham but also his longtime
friend heber C kimball who was second to brigham in seniority in the
quorum of the twelve apostles and who essentially served as his first
counselor even before the first presidency was reorganized in 1847 the
blessings of heaven will attend you both in time and eternity if you
strictly adhere to the counsel of brigham and heber c20C 1120

some of the songs eliza penned for fellow travelers to sing around
their evening campfirescamp fires were written at brigham s request he had a fine
bass voice loved to sing and undoubtedly joined in the singing whenever
he could she matched the meter ofotherher verses to popular tunes of the era
that church members already knew or could readily learn for example on
march 181818471847 as brigham prepared to leave winter quarters to trek to the
great basin with the vanguard company of pioneers eliza wrote at his
request A journeying song for the camp of israel to be sung to the tune
ofofauldauld lang syne in april following the pioneer company s departure
she composed verses for a second song entitled the twelve to prest
brigham young to be sung to indian hunter a tune she employed for
at least four ofotherher songs

they have gone they have gone new privations to share
gone as abraham went when he knew not where
they have gone like the deer when pursued in the chase
to secure to the saints a safe hiding place 21

eliza s songs consistently looked not only to a place of refuge but also to a
place of beginning where the kingdom of god will be seen in its order
extending abroad 1122312222 the task of building the kingdom was for all of mod-
ern israel not brigham young alone

six weeks after the pioneer company arrived in the valley of the great
salt lake brigham and others headed east to winter quarters to retrieve
their families already on the westward trail eliza and her company
crossed paths with brigham at the sweetwater in her song saluting ye
mighty men of israel who the hiding place have found she attested that
their work was divinely sanctioned for they had been blessed by the eter-
nal god and stood on holy ground 12323

much of eliza s poetry reads like a chronicle of critical moments in
nineteenth century church history she was on hand to write commemo-
rative verses that interpreted the present and often the future significance
of historic beginnings changes and decisions on december 5 1847
brigham young was sustained president of the church at kanesvilleganesvilleKanesville iowa
the first presidency was reorganized with heber C kimball and willard
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richards as president young s counselors nine months later when the new
first presidency returned to the salt lake valley eliza composed a song
that welcomed them and testified of their authority to preside to our
chieftain all hail to his counsellorscoun sellors too she wrote

you have come you have come to the valley once more
and have landed your train like a ship on the shore
you great father in israel with hosts you have come
to this beautiful valley we welcome you home

anticipating a bright future under brigham young s leadership eliza
concluded

when good order s established and all with accord
adhere to the precepts and law of the lord
which are given and through brigham hereafter will come
in this beautiful valley we will all feel at home 24

over the next three decades eliza continued to champion her
prophet husband through her writing A prose piece she wrote in 1849 on
behalf of the aged fathers in israel celebrated the entry of the pioneers
into the salt lake valley what must be the feelings this day of presprest

young the leader of that noble band of pioneers while he contemplates the
results of the last two years she asked then she looked back

what must have been his feelings when with a little band he started forth
into the wilderness in search of a home for his people like abraham of old
not knowing whither he went but he knew that god had calid him he
trusted in the arm of omnipotence and by the unseen hand of the almighty
jehovah their feet were directed across a trackless desert to this place

and in this place she continued jehovah s prophet would establish equal-
ity justice and liberty to you presprest young as the successor of presprest

smith do we now look as to a second washington so far as political free-
dom is concerned 225 like other latter day saints eliza anticipated the
establishment of the semiautonomoussemi autonomous state of deseret whose leaders
would govern in righteousness in 1854 she affirmed that the saints could
rejoice in having a washington and moses too in brigham young 112626

her fourth of july and twenty fourth of july prose and poetry helped
establish the ritual story of the pioneer trek and the building ofofzionzion in the
rocky mountains she placed brigham young at the center of the narrative
indeed her april 1853 song celebrated the laying of cornerstones for the
salt lake temple in peace in the city of brigham 1327112727

eliza s national songs and anthems composed for the sought after but
unrealized state of deseret praised brighamsBrighams theocratic leadership and
fiercely denounced his enemies in the valleys of the mountains the saints
were gathering to become a holy people with guidance from gods
prophet brigham young the lords anointed lovdlov d of heavbeav n and
fear d of hell she wrote in 1851 28
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A decade later eliza s 1861 anthem to brigham young echoed the same
themes

0 god bless brigham young
bless him and allAailali that bless him

waste them away 0 god we pray
who rising to oppose him

contend with thee

long long livefivehive brigham young
to battlebattie with tradition

to break in twain each yoke and chain
and give the world its freedom

and truth its throne 29

in october 1868 eliza published on behalf of latter day saints a

people s prayer for our prophet brigham probably the fullest expres-
sion of her witness ofotherher husbands sacred calling as prophet and president
of the church it begins

0 god of life and glory
hear thou a peoples prayer

bless bless our prophet brigham
and let him thy fullness share
he is thy chosen servant

to lead thine israel forth
tilltiu zion crowndbrownd with joy shallshailshalishadd be

A praise in allAailali the earth

he draws from christ the fountain
of everlasting truth

the wise and prudent counsels
which he gives to age and youth
thyself in him reflected

through mortal agency
he is thy representative

to set thy people free 30

thus the poet supported the prophet and the prophet lent his sup-
port to the poet an enthusiastic patron ofotherher art brigham enlarged her
influence and reputation reflecting her call from joseph smith to write
poems for zion eliza was widely known by the i85os185os as zion s poet laure-
ate zion s poetess 3131113131 not only did brigham request that she write poems
and songs for particular occasions but he sometimes ordered their print-
ing and distribution in 1861 for example he directed that a piece of
poetry composed by E R snow for the 44thathth of july should be taken to E smith
and 50 copies struck off111232 he obviously liked her poems songs and
hymns her composition 0 my father thou that dwellestdwehestdwellest was reportedly
his favorite hymn 33 he was proud of her 1856 volume of poetry poems
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religious historical and political which he described as properly exe-
cuted and got up in good stylestyle343134113434 on several occasions in response to
requests for church literature he sent her volume along with the book of
mormon the doctrine and covenants and works of parley P pratt orson
pratt and others 35 when she published a second volume ofotherher poetry it

began with a poem dedicating the volume to brigham young servant of
god most honor d most belov d 3136113636

brigham and eliza were united in their commitment to build the
kingdom of god and to bring forth zion and each honored the other s role
in that sacred endeavor the prophet poet combination served both of them
wellweliweil it was a public manifestation of their unified vision and mutual esteem

husband and wife

the connection between brigham young and eliza snow also had a

private dimension their alliance as prophet and poet developed within the
context of their relationship as husband and wife they married in their
early forties and both lived in the same household into their seventies
over the span of three decades they grew from being awkward acquain-
tances who respected one another to becoming comfortable confidants
who counseled with each other and laughed together over the years their
reciprocal love admiration and trust increased within the new and ever-
lasting covenant that brought them together in the extensive young family
and household the communication cooperation and unity they estab-
lished in their marriage laid the foundation for their extraordinary part-
nership in the churchschurche organization

early years the two volume diary eliza kept between 1846 and 1849

traces their developing relationship fig 2 during those early years their
marriage in october 1844 did not effect any immediate change in eliza s

circumstances she continued living in the home of stephen and hannah
markham in nauvoo the first group of saints left nauvoo on february 4
1846 nine days later eliza crossed the mississippi river with the
markhamsMarkhams joining the saints encampment at sugar creek iowa

on the evening of february 15 brigham arrived at sugar creek with
fifteen wagons and some fifty members of his farnfamilyfly he had made various
other arrangements for family members who like eliza did not accom-
pany him she was at least on the trail others remained for a time in nau-
voo or traveled in less comfortable circumstances than she dean C jesseeslesseesjessesJeslessees
thorough study of brigham youngs family during this period shows the
enormous challenge brigham faced as he tried to keep in touch with all of
his wives and children during the westward trek 37

while letters between brigham and a number of his wives exist for this
period there is no extant correspondence between eliza and brigham
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FIG 2 eliza R snow poem 1846 this poem written in eliza R snow s own hand cel-
ebrates the nauvoo temple sealing of brigham young and his wife mary ann angell
young on january 7 1846 the day four couples were sealed over a new altar in this
poem an arrow and cut paper key interlace to form a heart perhaps symbolizing
authority eternity and love the terms president and presidentess are used to
identify this leading couple

perhaps because their paths crossed fairly frequently during the trek on
march 272718461846 at the chariton river in iowa the loosely organized camp
of israel was reorganized into three new companies ofone hundred wagons
each which were further divided into groups of fifty and ten brigham
young was president of the first fifty and heber C kimball was president
of the second fifty in which eliza traveled she noted in her diary her
encounters with brigham however brief a handshake visit discussion
carriage ride or supper their interviews as she often termed them
and she recorded at least thirty four of them meant a great deal to her
had the pleasure of the first interview with prest brigham young

since we left the city she wrote on march 9 1846 38 three weeks later on
march 29 he came to her wagon and said in the name of the lord I1 should
get my health this blessing was a comfort no doubt to eliza who
suffered illlii health and personally prayed for health that I1 may be useful 113939
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the tens fifties and hundreds did not travel at the same pace and sep-
arations were frequent in mid june 1846 while eliza and others lingered at
mt pisgah iowa brigham and heber pressed ninety miles ahead to the
missouri river to establish temporary settlements at winter quarters
nebraska and nearby kanesvilleganesvilleKanesville by then the saints had established a pro-
visioning camp in mt pisgah when brigham returned briefly to mt pis

gah in july to raise volunteers for the united states war with
mexico eliza expressed her concern about being left behind she found
she wrote earlier 11 a trial to my feelings in being separated from those with
whom I1 have ever been associated in the church so she noted on july 9
1 I told brigham I1 wanted his promise that we shall come he said we
shall if we obey counsel 114040

winter quarters eliza arrived at winter quarters in august 1846

there she and brigham visited on at least eight occasions before his depar-
ture for the great basin in april 1847 some of these visits were brief con-
versations but others involved time spent with him and his wives whom
eliza called the female family 314114411 the sense of disconnectedness apparent
in her iowa crossing diary faded during her ten month stay at winter
quarters as she developed a closer association with brigham s other wives

they did not all live together but they visited one another and gathered
together often enough that eliza began to feel connected to the family for
the first time

caring for one another helped the wives to create a permanent bond
for example when eliza fell ill with chills and fever shortly after she
arrived at winter quarters sister young mary ann angell young
was among those who nursed her back to health the kindness of mary
ann and six other friends was indelibly inscribdinscribed upon her memory 42

two other wives louisa beaman and clarissa decker visited her with
kindnesses in november and by far the highlight of the year as dean
jessee has effectively summarized eliza s diary entries

was five days between christmas and new year s that eliza spent with the
girls at president young s on 27 december 184611846 she had the pleasure of
supping on a bakdbaad turkey and on the thirtieth spent an agreeable after-
noon with brigham mary ann angell and louisa beaman the climax of
the week came on new year s eve to describe the scene would be
beyond my pow r suffice it to say the spirit of the lord was pour d out and
we receivreceive d a blessing throourthro our belov d mother chase and sis clarissa ross
by the gift of tongues eliza concluded her five day visit with the female
family on new year s day with the remark my love for themthemi seems to
increase with every day s acquaintance 43

what healing balm these days must have provided to eliza who had not
lived with her own parents and younger brothers for five years and had
received on december 22 news that her mother had died in illinois 44
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the shared exercise of the spiritual gifts of tongues prophecy and
healing among brigham s wives and other women at winter quarters pro-
vided spiritual renewal and refreshment for sisters who were exhausted
from travel sickness privation and the death of loved ones 45 with a play-
ful reference to the small cabins in which her sister wives resided eliza cel-

ebrated the gift of tongues in a poem addressed to all the ladies who
reside in the zd mansion of prest brighamBrighaml young the poem began
beloved sisters all unite in music s sweetest strains 14646 these frequent

gatherings of women at winter quarters described by eliza as a glorious
time a rejoicing time a refreshing time bound her to her sister wives
on june 121218471847 when she left winter quarters to begin the journey to the
salt lake valley she wrote bade farewell to many who seem dearer to me
than lifeilfelife4771471147

in addition to the gatherings of the female family eliza shared expe-
riences with individual wives that further strengthened her family ties
brigham seems to have arranged for eliza to be present on january 151518471847

when he blessed his and louisa beaman s six day old son moroni eliza
then remained with louisa and the baby for a week 48 forty three years
old childless and fatigued by the family discord she experienced travel-
ing with the markhamsMarkhams eliza must have welcomed the change 49

at the end of march 1847 stephen markham told brigham that he
would take eliza on to the west that summer a great accommodation
to brigham as he was short on it for wagons 50 but a more attractive pos-
sibilitysibility presented itself and won the endorsement of brigham s wife mary
ann angell whom eliza loved and respected eliza would travel west with
twenty fourfour year oldoid margarett peirce or margaret pierce another of
brighamsBrighams wives and margarett s parents robert and mary harvey peirce

eliza left with the peircespeircey in june 1847 and spent three and a half months on
the trail with a woman young enough to be her daughter yet one whom she
came to love with the tenderness that sister spirits love 31511551

eliza and brigham last met on the trail in september 1847 on the
sweetwater river about 250 miles from the salt lake valley she was travel-
ing west with the peircespeircey in the first of ten westward moving companies
directed by john taylor and parley P pratt brigham and other apostles
who had reached the valley with the vanguard company were headed back
to winter quarters to shepherd their families and other saints to the valley

the reunion had personal significance for the husband and wife who knew
that a full year would pass before they would see one another again eliza
recorded their september io10 conversation in her diary before the
peircespeircelspeirceyPeircelsceisces left brighamBrighaml came to the carriage blest us I1 askdasad who was to
be mycounsellormy counsellor for the year to come he said elizaelizalellzaeilza Rrsnowjsnow I1 saidshesaid she
is not capable he said 1

I have appointed her presidentpresidentl said he had
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conversation with br peirce about provision that he will furnish me &

all willwili be right 01521152315252 this brief diary entry discloses eliza s vulnerability eco-
nomicallynomically and emotionally in this era when women rarely lived indepen-
dently of father husband brother or son eliza looked to brigham as
provider and protector he both arranged for her support and expressed
confidence in her ability to act independently and she proved worthy of
his trust while writing sewing ironing cooking picking currants and
even submitting her journal to assist in making up the history of the
camp from W quarters eliza traveled to the salt lake valley and there
took charge ofotherher life despite her continued ill health 53

salt lake vaileyvalleyvaheyvaney the bonds established in winter quarters held fast in
the salt lake valley after eliza arrived in the valley in october 1847 she
moved into a room in the old fort a temporary housing complex of
some 450450 dirt roofed log cabins spread over three ten acre blocks 54 there
she shared a fofourteenu rteenarteen by sixteen foot cabin with brigham s wife clarissa
clara decker who had been in the valley since july having traveled west

with brigham and the vanguard pioneer company have my things put
into clarissa s room who said prest Y wrote her that I1 would live with
her eliza noted on october 3 the same day clara wrote brigham sister
eliza snow is coming in the morning to live with me I1 was much pleased
with the arrangement 55 eliza and clara lived together for nearly a year
before brigham arrived with his other wives and children in september
1848 sister wife margarett peirce moved into that room and eliza and
clara moved to other rooms in the fort clara joining her sister and sister
wife lucy decker and eliza staying with jonathan and elvira holmes old
friends from nanauvooUVOO 56

after brigham s return to the salt lake valley in fall 1848 his visits to
eliza were not frequent but they indicated his desire to keep her connected
to the farnfamilyfly a connection that satisfied her own deep needs this is re-
flected in briefexcerpts from her journal from november 1848 to june 1849
whilewhflewafle she was living in the old fort

wednesday november i1 184811848 prest young invited me to a carriage ride
with him we dind at his house after conversing on some particulars

thursday november 3 184811848 spent the eve very pleapieapleasantlysandysanoy at prest
Younyounggl s with most of his wives

sunday december 33184818481 Bbrigham I1 calldcafldcalidcaled after meeting

monday december25december 25 1848 christmas I1 staid at home & read news-
papers which prest Yyoungoung sent me he having calldcafldcauldcaled last eve

sunday january 2525184918491 very sick yest & today 13brigham I1 administeradministerd d
to me felt relievrekliev ed for which I1 thank the lord
I1 monday january 2626184918491 BbrighamI1 proposdproposed a carriage ride to his house
in few days
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thursday march i1 1849 brighamsbrighamisBrighamishams folks move out ofoffortfort

friday march 22184918491 BbrighamI1 I1 calldcafldcalidcauldcaled to see me

friday april 13184913 18491 last wed Brighabrighamml young come for me to visit
his family which he commencdcommenced organizing for living together I1 spent the
night & he took me to br heber c1caC K kimbal11simbaups the next day told me to go
home from there & he should soon come & move me up he calid this eve
with loisa margaret & clara

tuesday june iai919184918491 this eve I1 rode to prest YounyoungisyoungsyoungiegIs in carriage

thursday june 2121184918491 returndreturns home

wednesday june 2727184918491 this day is 5 years since josephs death

thursday june 2828184918491 movamov d to prest YoungisyoungsI1 kungis log rowrow57157157.15757

elizasalizas move into brigham young s home represented a full embrace
into the young family the row of log dwellings brigham built on his lot
adjacent to city creek on what is now first avenue in downtown salt
lake city housed his wives and children for six or seven years residences
for the young family gradually spread to both sides of what is now state
street and included the white house 1851 where mary ann angell lived
with her five children the beehive house 1855 which served as brigham
youngs official residence and housed lucy decker and her seven children
and the lion house 1856 which had over two dozen rooms and housed
several wives with their children as well as wives who had no children after
eliza moved into the newly completed lion house she remained there
until her death 58

brigham and eliza were part of a complex family whose size structure
and interconnectedness varied over time as wives aged and died children
were born and grew to maturity and living arrangements changed
brigham young did not simply provide for his family he organized them
according to cherished principles of unity and harmony susa young gates
daughter of brigham and lucy bigelow explained

the lion house named for the stone lion on its front porch was an eco-
nomic and spiritual experiment on my father s part to house his numerous
wives comfortably with the least expenditure of means for that was a

tremendous problem where each wife and child should have equal treat-
ment and where father could see allaualiail his dear ones every day at meal time
and his wives and his growing children could partake intimately of the spirit
of comradeship and fellowship with him and with each other which is the
real spirit of christ and his gospel but he later moved the mothers of large
families into homes of their own

susa indicated that at the end of his life her father regretted not having ear-
lier deeded each wife her own home and let her pay her own tithing and
have her own belongings around her and yet susa observed the exper-
iment of family communal living was a beautiful success to brigham s
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children 59 it was also a beautiful success for eliza who found in the
extended young family not only a home but love and fellowship and abun-
dant opportunities to be as eliza desired useful 116060

without children of her own eliza was free to employ her time in ways
most of the other wives could not clarissa young spencer daughter of
brigham and lucy ann decker observed that the young wives who had no
children naturally took a heavier part in the running of the entire estab-
lishmentlishment such as supervising the cooking or working in the weaving and
spinning rooms each one worked also according to her talents 116611 before
eliza took charge of relief society work in the late i86os186os she exercised her
nursing and her sewing talents she was as faithful at the bedside of sick-
ness as even aunt zina huntington could be and her cool hand laid upon
the fevered brow of a fevered child was like a heavenly benediction susa
remembered eliza was also a reader she spent all of her spare time in
study of great and good books beginning with the bible and book of mor-
mon with which she was intimately familiar and ending with the classics
of the ages past 116262

she used her hands as well as her mind to relieve the nervous pres-
sure of too much study eliza embroidered temple aprons or made burial
clothing susa recalled she was an exquisite needle woman and her em-
broideriesbroide ries were real works ofart 3363116363 during the westward trek and her early
years in the valley eliza had paid for some of her provisions through the
labors of her needle and thread susa remembered eliza organizing an
embroidery class with several sister wives and friends who may have also
included some of brighamsBrighams daughters the women taught each other
new stitches for bell sleeve of dainty muslin or daintier swiss front
aprons or collars and talked restrainedly and cheerfully of high prospects
and great spiritual possibilities 71641164736464 perhaps this group helped eliza initiate
an early dress reform effort that introduced the deseret costume
described by one of brigham youngs daughters as a hideous affair con-
sisting of bloomers and full skirts without trimming hoops or trains 116565

whether the design piqued or supported brigham s own commitment to
simplified homemade dress has yet to be determined

beyond the time they spent together in the lion house at family meals
and family prayers brigham and eliza on occasion attended the salt lake
theater or a ball or social together in 1865 for example brigham escorted
two wives eliza and amelia folsom to a dinner party at the home of salt
lake merchant william jennings in september 1864 eliza accompanied
brigham and amelia six young children and a large party of brigham s

associates including eliza s brother lorenzo on a month long tour of
southern utah settlements 66 presumably such events provided eliza and
brigham opportunities for conversing more extensively for sharing ideas
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and deepening mutual understanding and for finding greater pleasure in

one anothers company
it is difficult to trace how much time brigham and eliza spent together

let alone assess their feelings for one another as husband and wife the
emotional content of their relationship remains partially hidden little if
anything in the public discourse ofeither brigham or eliza would hint that
they were married eliza never attached young to her name and indeed
she was known by her wellweliwehl established pennamecenname of miss eliza R snow
following the etiquette of the era she referred to brigham publicly as pres-

ident young never as my husband likewise he spoke ofotherher not as my
wife but as sister snow or miss eliza snow 67 and when either of them
spoke of marriage publicly he or she generally discussed marriage doc-
trine offered advice or defended the misunderstood practice of plural
marriage both brigham and eliza made occasional mild remarks about
the challenges of marriage but these do not necessarily point to challenges
in their own relationship where is the man who has wives and all of
them think he is doing just right by them brigham asked 1 I do not know
such a man 1 he continued 1 I know it is not your humble servant 116868 and
for her part eliza asked relief society women in provo who can try a

wife like a husband69husband 69

mormonscormons generally and plural families particularly lived under a

cloud of criticism that sometimes became a maelstrom ministers ser-
mons travelers accounts popular novels and newspaper cartoons lam-
pooned utah and the mormonscormonsMormons and particularly brigham young and his
wives the first federal antipolygamy legislation the morrill act was
passed in 1862 and congressional and judiciary efforts to put an end to the
practice escalated until the end of the century when church leaders finally
forbade it the popular assumption was that plural marriage degraded
women and that wives and children suffered brigham repeatedly affirmed
otherwise as did eliza though she implied that her appreciation for plural
marriage developed gradually As I1 increased in knowledge concerning
the principle and design of plural marriage I1 grew in love with it and
today esteem it a precious sacred principle necessary in the elevation
and salvation of the human family in redeeming woman from the curse and
world from corruptionscorrupt ions 117070

what exists of eliza and brigham s private discourse regarding one
another most of it hers is more revelatory though not completely reveal-

ing both were guarded about expressing emotion nevertheless the sur-
viving documents convey familiarity gratitude humor affection and
concern ever present is the sense that family bonds are intertwined with
the family s bond to god and his work for example a letter eliza wrote in

1865 to another of brighamsBrighams plural wives mary elizabeth rollins closed
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with the following 1 I will repeat president youngs words as follows
when you write give my respects to sister mary and tell her I1 am here full
of faith and the kingdom is moving on and if she and I1 stick to it when
that goes up we shall all go up with it 1117171

brigham regularly carried out his official and personal correspondence
through scribes maybe his own lack of facility with writing gave him
greater appreciation for eliza s literary talents particularly when they were
exercised on his or his family s behalf writing via a scribe to his son
willard at west point in june 1871 brigham described the family gathering
for his seventieth birthday and his gratitude for elizasalizas service in articulat-
ing family sentiment

A surprise was prepared for me which though it has been in preparation sev-
eral days was kept entirely from me I1 stepped into dinner as usual suspect-
ing nothing and was greeted by a concourse of children in the lobby neatly
dressed and each bearing a bouquet I1 was ushered into the parlour where to
my astonishment I1 was met by not less than 8080 persons assembled to con-
gratulate me on the occasion we all proceeded to the dining room and 87
persons sat down to table an address prepared by sister eliza R snow was
then read to me which embodied in a beautiful composition the affectionate
sentiments of my family and immediate relatives and friends 7271

for this occasion elizasalizas address to pres brigham young beloved
husband father & friend read in part

it is a subject of mutual congratulation that your eventful life has been
prolonged to this period and no testimonial that we can confer is capable
of truthfully representing our appreciation of your worth & goodness if
the world knew you as we know you all parts of the inhabited civilized
earth would this day echo one grand universal expression wishing you long
life and happiness and your broad heart overflowing with love & kindness
would meet a corresponding warm response from the appreciative bosom
of humanity

may you live till the rulers of every nation on earth shall acknowl-
edge the wisdom of god in your administration seek unto you for counsel
& recognize you as you truly are the friend of god and man

may you live till your soul is satisfied 73

brigham young was not the only one stirred by eliza s sentiments while
it was being read brigham wrote many were moved to tears and alto-
gether it was a really pleasant time which will not easily be forgotten by
those who were present 13741174337474 the kindnesses shown at birthday parties
worked both ways A few months later in january 1872 brigham attended
a surprise birthday party for eliza and spoke for thirty minutes though no
record of his remarks has survived 75

despite the high blown rhetoric in eliza s birthday tribute and some of
her other poems there is a sense of family connectedness in this tribute
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that is magnified in letters eliza wrote to brigham so far I1 have located
none he wrote to her the letters she wrote to him suggest that to say she
was wife in name only or that he married her to be her caretaker does
no justice to the warmth that marked their interchanges which can be seen
clearly in her 1872 correspondence written while traveling through europe
and the middle east with her brother lorenzo george A smith and
others during the american and european legs of this journey eliza
wrote brigham regularly her november 4 letter from new york was filled

with news of a visit to niagara falls a meeting with the german consul
and confidential questions about funding another member of the party

all would depend on your decision in the matter she closed if the
family would like to know how I1 stand the trip so far I1 can say that my
health was never better with love to all I1 conclude this hasty already too
lengthy letter 76 conscious of keeping letters to her busy husband short
she perpetually apologized for their length I11 I well know you have no time
for long letters she wrote 77

A letter written on board the steamer minnesota on november 171718721872

reported her reunion with willard at west point he was very yrvery gladtogladdogladgiad to
see us when we left he accompanied us to the limits and with mutual
kisses we departed she described the steamer and the seasickness of her
fellow voyagers and noted the episcopal worship services on board we

are all devout attendants br george A smith wishes to be kindly
remembered to you she wrote says his health is now good but I1 think
it is difficult to judge of his health by his face for he has not shaven since
leaving NY and of course by this time there is but little of his face to be
seen she closed with love to yourself & family 13781178337878

eliza wrote to brigham from london and paris and sent to him from
venice a delightfully descriptive letter filled with gratitude for news
from home and enthusiasm for the italian landscape it seemed sociable
to see the hills rising over above another resembling our own mountain
home she was pleased that brigham would be making his annual winter
trip to utah s southern settlements this time with his old friends sympa-
thetic non mormonscormons thomas and elizabeth kane 79 eliza concluded my
constant prayer is that you may enjoy a season of rest this winter
undisturbed by that kind of annoyance which so signally characterized
the last 0380118080 she was referring to the legal actions against brigham young by
james B mckean chief justice of utah s supreme court 81

public issues fascinated eliza and her letters to brigham from europe
included observations on government officials and systems of transporta-
tion and education from her youth eliza had eagerly followed news of
political events at home and abroad brigham respected her interest having
once made her a christmas present of newspapers he did not discourage
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her emotionally charged political poetry and judging from the content
of her letters may well have discussed politics more frequently and
intensely with her than with his other wives private and public concerns
came together in eliza s letters as they came together in her marriage she
developed strong and loving ties to the young family and household but
both she and brigham looked outward to a larger covenant farnfamilyfly the com-
munity of saints As husband and wife they conversed about the progress
of that community in establishing the kingdom of god she upheld him in
moving that kingdom forward and succored him both privately in ways
that are typically never fully understood and publicly in such ways as writ-
ing poetry and acting politically on his behalf after 1867 he would support
her in enlisting women to move the kingdom still further forward

the public issues they worked on together included legal wrangling in
1875 brigham young again faced a hostile justice james B mckean when
ann eliza webb among the last women brigham married 1868 initiated
divorce proceedings mckean held brigham in contempt of court for refus-
ing to pay ann elizasalizas legal fees and alimony and sentenced him to a day in
prison rallying to her husbands defense eliza gathered the signatures of
829 women who petitioned territorial governor samuel B axtell for and
in behalf of president brigham young protesting that the indignity
imposed upon him was prompted by feelings of malevolence and plead-
ing for his immediate release in consideration of the advanced age and
feeble health of this venerable philanthropist 118282 president young went to
prison for twenty four hours a cold and stormy day in march and after
mckean was removed as chief justice by president ulysses S grant even-
tually agreed to a judicial compromise in which he paid a small fraction of
the alimony 81383113

president and presidentess

eliza raised her voice publicly for and in behalf of president young
on many occasions from 1867 to 1877 the last decade of his life her
activism moved her beyond her poems beyond the young family and
household to the social duties she believed to be incumbent upon us as
daughters and mothers in zion 31811181318484 for the last two decades ofotherher life from
1867 to 1887 she directed several latter day saint organizations overseeing
the work of the relief society the young ladies association and the pri-

mary for children she walked out into the world of active things recalled
susa young gates and did more for the womanhood of the church than
any woman before or since her time 85 fig 3 susas high praise may seem
exaggerated but it points to the critical role eliza played in integrating
women into the church s organizational structure where they could
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FIG 3 eliza R snow seated between two of her close friends 1868 in a year of
intense activity she traveled from ward to ward at brigham youngs request to
assist bishops in reorganizing relief societies sixty four year oldoid eliza center
pauses for a photograph with elizabeth anderson howard left and poet hanna
tanfieldtapfieldTapfield king right both of whom were students of the scriptures and active
relief society workers

assume the responsibilities latter day saint women still carry in minister
ing to women young women and children

eliza did not provoke the change singlehandedlysingle handedly it was the crowning
achievement of her partnership with brigham president of the church and
presidentess of relief society the two of them worked together to usher in
a new era for latter day saint women they put into effect the pattern of
familial and organizational partnership joseph smith had introduced in
nauvoo an ideal that was not fully realized until brigham and eliza united
to achieve it the trust respect and rapport the two of them had developed
as prophet and poetess and as husband and wife enabled them to overcome
the misunderstandings that clouded womens work in the i84os1840s and i85os1850s

and to establish the relief society as a permanent and integral part of the
organization of the church

even though eliza was not officially designated or set apart as the sec-

ond general president of the relief society until 18801880 more than a decade
before that she began presiding over the work of the womens organiza-
tions by the calling and authorization of brigham young 86 in this capacity
she was both known and remembered as presidentess the term was the
title nineteenth century latter day saint women used for their local and
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general relief society presidents 87 in utah brigham young also used the
term 88118818 presidentess was the title eliza had ascribed to brigham s first wife
mary ann angell in 1846 see fig 2 anticipating perhaps that mary ann
would be as josephs first wife emma had been the leader of latter day
saint women ecclesiastically through the relief society and liturgically
in temple ordinances but despite the precedents there was no assump-

tion of power in the behavior of mary ann angell 89 intelligent highly
cultivated dignified and spiritually sensitive mother young guarded
her privacy she chose to live apart from the extended family in the busy
beehive house and lion house preferring to reside in the nearby white
house see fig 3 p 29 she was a loving supportive companion to her
husband but was not a woman to move into public life as a writer of peti-
tions organizer and speaker eliza was just one year younger than mary
ann angell and both of them were older than most of the other wives by

one or two decades this seniority and her experience and inclination
fitted her for a public role the role of presidentess that brigham eventually
accorded her

when in 1867 brigham called eliza to firmly reestablish lapsed and
waning relief societies he had absolute confidence in her loyalty As poet
and as his wife of twenty years she had proven herself an unfailing sup-
porter brigham and eliza exemplified the harmony they expected from the
men and women they were teaching to work together institutionally
harmony that would enable the relief society to expand its responsibilities
and accomplish good for its female members and the community as a

whole the relief society aided the bishops in relieving the poor a par-
ticular concern during wintertime as immigrants continued to pour into
utah it served as a parallel organization to the school of the prophets in

promoting the saints economic self sufficiency it furnished latter day

saint women new opportunities for self expression and as eliza
explained for cultivation physically mentally morally and spiritu-
ally 90 and it provided mutual support for women living the principle of
plural marriage

in her life sketch eliza recounted the circumstances surrounding her
initial calling

As I1 had been intimately associated with and had officiated as secre-
tary for the first relief society organization pres young commissioned
me to assist the bishops in organizing branches of the society in their
respective wards for at that time the bishops had not acquainted them-
selves with the movement and did not know how to proceed to me it was
quite a mission and I1 took much pleasure in its performance I1 felt quite
honored and much at home in my associations with the bishops and they
appreciated my assistance 91
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president young announced from the tabernacle pulpit in december
1867 his intention to firmly reestablish relief societies in local wards in
doing so he was encouraging bishops to establish a partnership with their
own spouses similar to the one he was creating with eliza mixing humor
with earnest counsel he entreated

now bishops you have smart women for wiveswives many of you let them orga-
nize female relief societies in the various wards we have many talented
women among us and we wish their help in this matter some may think this
is a trifling thing but it is not and you will find that the sisters willwili be the
mainspring of the movement 92

brigham understood the power of women to forward the movement
just as thoroughly as he understood the potential for conflict as they exer-
cised that power he had not forgotten the episodic and sometimes turbu-
lent history of the relief society and of mormon women s gatherings over
the previous twentyfivetwenty five years nor had eliza forgotten the fact that
brigham chose eliza to synthesize a new movement among latter day
saint women at this time suggests his deep confidence in her abilities and
her loyalty although this is not the place for a full treatment of the early
history of the relief society some understanding of its operations in the

i84os184os and i85os1850s is essential to comprehending the significance of the mis-
sion brigham later entrusted to eliza these were years of important learn-
ing for both of them

the nauvoo relief society the prophet joseph smith established
the precedent for including women in the organizational structure of the
church eliza s close friend and fellow relief society worker sarah M

kimball recalled that in the spring of 1842 joseph persuaded her and her
group of latter day saint women in nauvoo to abandon the ladies soci-
ety they had independently organized following the model of the female
benevolent sewing and missionary societies typical in other churches
eliza had written a constitution for the group but at joseph s invitation
the women gathered instead under his direction to be organized in the
order of the priesthood after the pattern of the church 3393119393 consequently
on march 17 1842 eliza was one of twenty women who assembled in the
upper room of joseph s red brick store to be organized as latter day saint
priesthood quorums were structured with a president and two counselors
emma smith wife of the prophet became the first president of the
female relief society of nauvoo as the group voted to call themselves

she selected two counselors and this presidency like the first presidency
of the church joseph instructed would continue in office during good
behavior or so long as they shall continue to fill the office with dignity 94

eliza was elected secretary
though ministers wives normally led the benevolent societies estab-

lished in their congregations this presidency was distinctively mormon in
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form and tenure its officers were voted in and then set apart by the laying
on of hands by priesthood leaders this society is not only to relieve the
poor but to save souls joseph smith taught relief society sisters on one of
the several occasions he addressed them the new organization s purposes
were spiritual as well as temporal joseph introduced to the women sacred
doctrines related to temple worship and told them their society should
move according to the ancient priesthood he declared on april 282818421842

I11 I now turn the key to you in the name of god granting women as elder
joseph fielding smith later affirmed some measure of divine authority
particularly in the direction of government and instruction in behalf of the
women of the church 95 eliza recorded josephs remarkable teachings in
her minutes she also registered the society s two years of successful opera-
tion and significant labor on behalf of the poor however she did not
record nor did she later discuss the conflict that arose in 1844 that would set
the limits of women s new authority

relief society president emma smith severely tried in her mind
about the doctrine of plural marriage recalled john taylor made use of
the position she held to try to pervert the minds of the sisters in relation to
that doctrine ygg19696 meetings were officially suspended at some point after the
last recorded meeting on march 16 1844 at which emma made a forceful
declaration of her authority whether the move was made by the women
themselves or at the order of joseph smith or later of brigham young is

not clear certainly however following josephs martyrdom emma
became increasingly resistant to the leadership of brigham young and the
twelve due largely to their continuing commitment to plural marriage

emma may have attempted to call a meeting of relief society sisters
in late february or early march 1845 about the time eliza published her
first poem in support of brigham whether it was emma s action or not
something stirred brigham young about that time indignant he
addressed a meeting of priesthood officials on march 9 1845 delivering
strong words relative to things in which many of our sisters have been
engaged he declared

they have no right to meddle in the affairs of the kingdom ofofgodjgod outside
the pale of this they have a right to meddle because many of them are more
sagacious & shrewd & more competent to attend to things of the financial
affairs they never can hold the keys of the priesthood apart from their hus-
bands when I1 want sisters or the wives of the members of the church to get
up relief society I1 will summon them to my aid but until that time let them
stay at home & if you see females huddling together veto the concern 97

brigham young and the quorum of the twelve found it imperative to
assert their priesthood authority in a divided nauvoo community where a

number of claimants still disputed the quorum s leadership regarding the
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sisters brigham may also have been influenced by the prevailing cultural
ambivalence regarding the religious role of american women one histo-
rian has observed that women s benevolent societies did not always go
according to plan the plan of male benefactors that is women s groups
could function as a church within a church and exert a divisive force
within the congregation 30981198339898 and it seems that this threatened to be the case
in nauvoo affirming that one ounce of preventive is better than one
pound of cure brigham voiced his determination to stay these proceed-
ings 99 the relief society remained inoperative until 1854

womens organizations in early utah the tension that surfaced in
nauvoo was still evident in subtle ways after the saints arrived in the salt
lake valley eliza heard in december 1847 many reports calculated to dis-
courage the sisters in their efforts for improvement she was referring to
the informal meetings where women were gathering as they had at winter
quarters to pray and receive spiritual gifts such as speaking in tongues
but she noted with characteristic faith and resilience all things will

tend to the instructions of those that will be profited & hold fast to the
principles of righteousness the sisters meetings continued into febru-
ary often with brethren present and in most instances eliza listed a sis-

ter as the one who presided 100

in the early i85os1850s some women in the salt lake valley assembled in

new service groups without provoking opposition the female council of
health established in 1851 with a cluster of midwives at its core was for-
mally organized with a president and counselors apparently with the
endorsement of church leaders open to all women interested in health
matters it resembled the female relief society of nauvoo in its organiza-
tional form and some of its purposes according to richard L jensen
members heard lectures by local physicians discussed the use of faith and
herbs in healing attempted to design more healthful female fashions
spoke and sang in tongues and enjoyed a social and spiritual inter-
change 101 to meet the health needs of the poor in the city the council
appointed representatives to most of the city s nineteen wards their
assignment differed only slightly from the work of the nauvoo relief sociboci

etysatys visiting committees
looking beyond the poor in salt lake city matilda dudley mary

hawkins amanda smith and mary bird initiated and formally organized
in 1854 a society for the purpose of making clothing for destitute indian
women and children 102 membership of this fledgling society which oper-
ated outside official church channels continued to grow manifesting an
increased openness to women meeting together president young did not
1 veto the concern rather he introduced two safeguards to forestall the
development of autonomous and potentially divisive women s societies
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first in june 1854 he encouraged widespread organization of relief soci-
eties to provide clothing for indians and relief for the poor directing that
these groups be organized within ward units and under the direction of
bishops before the year had ended some twenty two ward societies were
organized primarily in salt lake city members of matildamatfldamatlidamatalda dudley s group
dispersed to their various ward societies apparently by the fall of 1855 the
work of the female council of health also merged with that of ward relief
societies and its meetings ceased 103

second brigham young published an authoritative statement regard-
ing relief society s relationship to priesthood leaders in spring 1855

church historians were compiling the official history of the church for ser-
ial publication in the salt lake city deseret news in march as the compil-
ers examined documents for 1842 brigham asked eliza to submit to the
historian s office the minutes she had kept as secretary of the female relief
society ofofnauvoonauvoo and personally brought with her to utah included in
these precious minutes a record that joseph smith had called relief soci-
ety s constitution and law 104 was the prophets expansive address of
april 281842 wherein he conveyed to relief society women new authority
and responsibility under brigham s direction heber C kimball george
A smith and others substantially revised eliza s transcription of joseph s

april 28 sermon they clarified the presiding authority of husbands and
priesthood leaders and minimized the possibility of women claiming inde-
pendent authority in connection with their organization thereby averting
any replay of the conflict with emma in nauvoo 105 in september 1855 the
officially revised version of joseph s sermon was published in the deseret
news 106 removing any doubt that ultimate authority in matters concern-
ing the relief society rested not with its female officers but with their
priesthood leaders

the question of womanscomans place how eliza reacted to the editing of
her minutes one can only surmise 107 she did not take an active role in
establishing local relief societies in 1854 and 1855 indeed evidence sug-
gests that eliza did not even participate in these early relief society meet-
ings though some of brigham s other wives including mary ann angell
attended 108 however her 1854 57 poems reveal a persistent concern with
womanscomans status and destiny an important cluster of these poems written
in the first person for a small audience of friends provide a window on
questions eliza explored in the decade before brigham calledcabled her to direct
the work of relief societies 109 and what is woman s calling where is her
place Is she destined to honor or disgrace eliza asked in her january
1855 poem womanwoman110llolio110

latter day saints were aware of the national debates regarding wom
ans role and sphere that permeated american culture during the last half
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of the nineteenth century raising questions about women s political rights
and economic opportunities and women s religious authority the revivals

of the second great awakening that had sparked young joseph smiths
prayerful inquiry landed thousands of women in evangelical protestant
congregations where they continued to pray and testify and to organize
the sewing circles and benevolent societies that gave them limited access

to the public sphere the notion of separate spheres for men and women
flowered in nineteenth century america where as a result of increasing
industrialization and urbanization men had gradually moved away from
home and farm to workplace and market place the public sphere while
women at least middle class women remained in the home the pri-
vate sphere new ideas about women s spiritual superiority and moral
authority came into conflict with older traditions that required women to
be submissive to their husbands or to keep silent in the churches though
church membership was predominantly ferfemalegemalenalenaie 111iiiliiI1 I1

the religion of the latter day saints did not officially assume that
women were spiritually or morally superior to men women and men were
admonished to obey the same commandments receive the same gifts of
the spirit and participate in the same holy ordinances men and women
alike honored the power and authority of the holy priesthood though
women were not ordained to priesthood offices as were their fathers and
brothers husbands and sons

inveterate reader of newspapers that she was eliza could not have
escaped noticing the national debates regarding women s rights she would
have felt too the sting of the epithets such as degraded and subju-
gated hurled at mormon women in the popular press with increasing fre-

quency after the churchschurche 1852 public announcement that some of its

members practiced plural marriage 11212 inclined to intellectual and theo-
logical exploration eliza spent the i85os1850s pondering and writing about the
questions that swirled around her words she employed repeatedly in her
poems calling station state position lot point to her preoc-
cupationcu pation with maintaining a sense of dignity and finding her place within
the church s structure and theology

in woman eliza defended her people while asking probing ques-
tions addressing woman s rights and woman s sphere eliza was quick to
affirm that latter day saint women needed no further rights no broader
sphere she believed that well meaning worldly reformers lacked the essen-
tial ingredient of true revolutionary reform the holy priesthood her
poems explicitly express her respect for priesthood leaders but she indi-
cated an underlying tension when she gently hinted that women are at
times neglected now misjudged and unappreciated too 11113113 eliza s

poetry provided her a means of exploring her questions but it did not fully
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resolve them nor could it in and of itself prepare her for the increased
responsibilities she would assume in 1867 in connection with relief society

the endowment house resolution of her earlier questions and
preparation for her future responsibilities seem to have come during the
twelve years from 1855 to 1867 as eliza fulfilled a different assignment pres-

ident young who held the keys to all priesthood ordinances called her to
serve in the endowment house and to officiate in holy temple ordinances
to be administered there until a temple could be completed she referred to
the endowment house in salt lake city as the house of the lord and
was present at its dedication may 5518551855 a privilege that cannot be too
highly estimated she noted from that time when I1 have been in the city
I1 have been a constant officiate in that house she wrote in 1885 nan414

brigham who also officiated in temple ordinances himself perhaps under-
stood how much the calling would come to mean to eliza

her labors there as often as four days a week helped her focus more
intently on the theology that crowned the teachings of the prophet joseph
smith teachings joseph had shared in part with the female relief society
of nauvoo it was a theology of eternal covenants and ties communicated
most fully through priesthood ordinances administered in the temple
these holy ordinances bound disciple to god husband to wife parent to
child generation to generation

through temple ordinances eliza comprehended priesthood as the
power to bring together to forge continuities and connections to create to
order and to heal through the leadership role eliza assumed in women s

ordinance work she experienced in a way she never could have otherwise
women s power to minister and bless the assignment expanded her
opportunities for praying together with faithful saints and for blessing
her sisters mostly though not entirely within the context of formal ritual
thousands of the daughters of zion have received blessings under her

hands and therefore with the utmost propriety she may be called a mother
in israel one ofotherher associates later wrote 11515 in modern temples the term
used for a similar position is matron traditionallytraditionafly the wife of the temple
president eliza s sacred work as a priestess in the house of the lord was
different from her experience a few years earlier in informal gatherings
where women met to pray and exercise spiritual gifts 116ilg16 she prized both
experiences and encouraged women to be receptive to the spirit in both set-

tings most importantly her ministry in the endowment house enlarged
her vision of woman s eternal stature and destiny A patriarchal blessing
given her in 1857 promised her

the greater gift of enjoyment & of appreciating the blessings of the everlasting
priesthood for the principles & knowledge of the everlasting priesthood shall
be increasdincreased upon thy mind for thou shaltshallshaitshail enjoy & obtain an understanding
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how all intelligiencesintehigiences attain to their exaltations & have wisdom & knowledge
to communicate to thy sex how they are to attain to an exalted station & upon
what principle they are to dwell & associate with the sanctified iai7

these promises were realized both in experiencing the endowment and
through eliza s teaching women in the endowment house and later in
relief society meetings ritual is by its nature experiential not merely
philosophical or theological As eliza ministered to women in the endow-
ment house she experienced the authority and order of the priesthood
and learned the importance of order and obedience for all who hoped to
receive the fullness of priesthood blessings

priesthood authority and the reorganization of relief society
from the 1855 dedication of the endowment house until 1877 when a

temple was dedicated in st george the endowment house was the only
place saints could go to perform temple ordinances elizasalizas leadership role
there brought her into contact with thousands of women meanwhile
womens leadership in the ward relief societies established in 1854 had vir-
tually disappeared since the societies for the most part had lasted only three
or four years the 1858 move south in the wake of the utah war had dis-
rupted ward structure and activities the relief societies dependent on
bishops for direction had faltered 11818 but in the years following the civil
war as brigham young and other church leaders commenced significant
organizational refinements brigham felt the need to summon the
women to my aid he knew eliza could help him secretary of the relief
society in nauvoo she had preserved its minutes and was familiarfamfliar with its
organization and operations women throughout the church knew and
respected her and brigham knew he could trust her

whatever the conversation or conversations between brigham and
eliza in 1867 when he commissioned her to help bishops reorganize ward
relief societies the two of them shared an understanding of the nature of
priesthood power and of the importance of united effort and they both
knew the magnitude of the latter day work and its ramifications for men
and women in zion and abroad in the present and the future in time and
in eternity they must have agreed as eliza later articulated that in the
church and kingdom of god the interests of men and women are the same
man has no interests separate from that of women however it may be in
the outside world our interests are all united 119 the different restraints
within which both men and women would have to operate were crystal
clear but the possibilities for their mutual achievement growth and con-
tributiontribution must have been equally evident

the importance of women working under the direction of priesthood
leaders and sustaining rather than resisting their counsel would become
standard elements of eliza s addresses to relief society no society can
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overstep the counsel of its bishop his word is law to which all its doings
are amenable her unqualified support of priesthood leaders might be
viewed as mere acquiescence to male domination reducing the relief soci-
ety to what one writer in the 19os1970s has called the sisterhood of the broth-
erhood 11120120 however for eliza as for brigham the priesthood was far
greater than any bishop or even the prophet himself all of whom labored
within its order it was power from god power to govern order and
minister in pure righteousness power to sanctify relationships and gener-
ate unity the relief society eliza wrote in april 1868 is an organization
that cannot exist without the priesthood from the fact that it derives all its
authority and influence from that source when the priesthood was taken
from the earth this institution that is relief society as well as every other
appendage to the true order of the church of jesus christ on the earth
became extinct until restored by joseph smith 121

in the nineteenth century supporting priesthood leaders and their
counsel meant supporting plural marriage active opposition to polygamy
had adjourned the female relief society of nauvoo in 1844 such a thing
was not to happen on eliza s watch she continually affirmed that the rein
vigoratedvigorated relief society would rally support for rather than opposition to
plural marriage let the sisters be careful not to speak against POLYGAMY

she counseled women in ephraim 122111122 1 I was mortified last conference to
hear president young say he was affraidalfraid to call A vote to see if the sisters
would sustain poligamypolygamypoligamy a scribe recorded her telling women in lehi tak-
ing brigham s rhetorical device quite seriously eliza told him he had not
faith in the sisters and if he had called the vote he would have found that
the sisters would have sustained that principle 11123123 whether the principle
was plural marriage or the program was grain storage eliza affirmed that
relief society sisters would do as their priesthood leaders directed we
will not quarrel with the priesthood altho it is in earthen vessels she
would tell one relief society president 124

seemingly brigham and eliza had reached a mutual understanding
about restraints by learning from past difficulties but more importantly
they had come to share a vision of the future an expansive vision of the
potential of relief society and the possibilities for latter day saint women
ten days following president young s december 8 1867 announcement
that bishops should now organize relief societies a deseret news editorial
expressed optimism that in the sphere which the president proposes the
sisters should occupy there is room for extended usefulness 0312511125125 eliza
herself wrote enthusiastically for the news that the positions offered
women through relief society were replete with new and multiplied pos-
sibilitiessibili ties she promised if any of the daughters and mothers in israel are
feeling in the least circumscribed in their present spheres they will now
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find ample scope for every power and capability for doing good with which
they are most liberally endowed 11126126

just as eliza learned the importance of working according to the order
of the priesthood brigham young learned the importance of giving
women considerable independence in their relief society work indeed he
concluded that female dependence could actually stifle initiative and
confidence expressing his faith in the abilities of the sisters of the church
he counseled them in august 1869 the females are capable of doing
immense good if they will but if you sit down and say husband or father
do it for me or brother do it for me for I1 am not going to do it when life
is through you willwih weep and wailwadwallwali for you will be judged according to your
works and having done nothing you will receive nothing 11121127 when he
addressed salt lake cityscites fifteenth ward relief society a few months ear-
lier he encouraged the women to develop an entrepreneurial spirit to con-
sider entering into book keeping telegraphing music knitting clothing
millinery basket and foot mat making and to call on him at any time
for counsel it was gratifying to him to see such marked signs of a lively

action he said 128

A partnership of leaders energy abounded as this new partnership
between brigham and eliza emerged and their unity of mind and harmony
of purpose was publicly pronounced following the end of the civil war in
1865 church leaders pondered their plans for the future and implemented
significant changes the impending completion of the transcontinental rail-
road intensified efforts at economic cooperation and self sufficiency
because the civil war had shaken but not destroyed the united states gov-
ernmenternment the anticipated imminence of the millennium receded and long-
term strategies for building the kingdom of god moved to the forefront
completing a temple strengthening the saints and raising up a new gener-
ation in righteousness received increased emphasis culminating with
brigham young s priesthood reorganization of 1877 structural refinement
actually began a decade earlier with the establishment of the parent sunday
school union the school of the prophets and the reorganization of relief
society the decade from 1866 to 1876 witnessed the expansion of the
relief society and sunday school and the organization of mutual improve-
ment associations for young men and young women organizations of the
church that have continued to the present eliza was involved in forwarding
all of these organizations as wellweliweilwehl as the primary association for children
which she helped establish in 1878 the year following brigham s death
these institutions would help shape the second and third and successive

generations of latter day saints who did not experience the gathering and
persecution that had shaped mormonism s first generation but upon whom
stillstih rested the injunction to be an holy nation i pet 29
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the possibility of building generation upon generation of righteous
saints was the vision brigham and eliza shared and worked to carry forth
with their brothers and sisters in priesthood quorums and the newly
reorganized relief societies the partnership they welded as president
and presidentess was a public partnership similar in some respects to the rela-

tionshiptionship between many protestant ministers and their wives in nineteenth
century america historian leonard 1I sweet explains that the
nineteenth century saw the ministers wife emerge from the crowd to
become the institutional leader of church women and to occupy one of the
most coveted careers available to american women 129 indeed eliza snow
emerged among mormon women as such an institutional leader at sixty
three years old she assumed leadership ofotherher sisters with amazing energy
she visited latter day saint settlements throughout the intermountain
west helping bishops organize the women in their wards and the sisters
arose by the dozens and then by the hundreds to take up their new respon-
sibilitiessibilities she shared and articulated her husband s vision which she felt
reached far beyond that of other american christians

the first responsibility of local branches of relief society as indicated
by their name was to provide relief to the poor president young encour-
aged them in this endeavor particularly in finding for those in need some-
thing to do that will enable them to sustain themselves 130110 in 1876 eliza R

snow reported that iionolloilo branches of the relief society had collected and
disbursed 82397 over a period of seven to eight years 73 percent of which
was to relieve and support the poor 16 percent for building purposes 7
percent to help the poor immigrate and the remainder to support other
charities and missionary work 131

economic self sufficiency was brigham s objective not only for the
poor but for the entire mormon community he challenged the women to
sustain the self sufficiency of the mormon community through retrench-
ment wanting to maintain mormon identity by asserting independence
from outside market forces brigham young challenged women to make
and wear homemade hats and clothes rather than goods imported from the
eastern states they were to set their own fashions to be thrifty in their
households and to find ways to do their own carding spinning weaving
and knitting what is there in these respects that the members of the
female relief society cannot accomplish he asked 132

everywhere she went eliza quoted joseph smith s counsel to the orig-
inal female relief society of nauvoo as well as brigham youngyoungss current
counsel president young said to me I1 want the relief society to step for-
ward and help to sustain ourselves she told the women in lehi we have
been called out of babylon that we might not pertakepartake sic ofotherher sins but I1

think some of us have brought babylon with us and hug it to our hearts
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eliza rallied the women around the prophets program sisters she said
in lehi the time has come for us to stop this waste and sustain ourselves
the lord is calling on us through president young to establish home
industries it is time the sisters of the relief society awake up and show
that they are energetic handmadins of the lord that will be savioursSaviours on
mount zion 11133133

she wholeheartedly endorsed president youngs campaign to reject
materialistic excess writing a full article for the womanscomans exponent in
praise of the virtue of simplicity and lives that exemplified it

for instance is there a greater one than brigham young Is there one on
whom rests a broader fold of imperial dignity as recognized by the upper
nobility by the wayrayjwayj we do not consult the opinion of the lower courts
and is there a more striking example of plainness and simplicity does not
this very simplicity in him beget love and admiration in the hearts of
this peoplepeople1341344

with vigor eliza pushed the home industries that brigham young
deemed so important for preserving the saints distinctiveness she urged
the raising of silk and the home manufacturing of cloth and clothing car-
pets hats brooms soap and other goods saints might be tempted to buy
from babylon and thereby diminish the financial means of the saints
pres young recommends silk culture as one very profitable branch for the

sisters and offers free of charge allailali the cuttings they wish from the mul-
berry orchard on his farm she editorialized in the mormon woman s

exponent in 1875 135

education was part of the campaign for self sufficiency president
young wishes the sisters to get a number of girls to learn type setting and
A number of the sisters to learn medicine she said in payson 136 romania
bunnell pratt the first mormon woman to get professional training in
medicine returned to utah with her finances depleted following her fresh-
man year at the woman s medical college in philadelphia she paid a visit
to president young who turning to eliza R snow who was present in the
interview said see to it that the relief societies furnish sister pratt with
the necessary money to complete her studies we need her here said
president young 11and her talents will be of great use to this people eliza
fulfilled the task her relief society sisters donated the necessary funds
graduating from womanscomans medical college in 1877 dr pratt returned to
utah to practice medicine and teach courses for women in anatomy phys-
iology and obstetrics she later served as resident physician at the relief
society s deseret hospital in salt lake city 13737

eliza saw josephs and brigham s views of women as intertwined
president young has turned the key to a wide and extensive sphere of

action and usefulness she declared using words reminiscent of joseph
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smith s pronouncement to the female relief society of nauvoo 138 giving
full honor to joseph smith for his role in organizing relief society accord-

ing to divine revelation she continued to honor president young as his

successor the man chosen of god to continue the latter day work for

women and men to sisters in provo she testified joseph smith consid-
ered relief society of importance as not only relieving the poor but he
said it was to do our souls good and attached much consequence to its

moral influence president young manifests the same interest in behalf of
the cooperation of the sisters and prays for them daily 11139139

she credited brigham with extending joseph s program for women to
the young about five years ago president young requested me with others
to organize the young ladies 11140140 she explained with reference to the
retrenchment association she had helped organize among the young

daughters in 1869 it was quickly renamed the young ladies mutual
improvement association and she helped forward its organization in

wards throughout the territory in 1878 eliza affirmed

the organization of these associations is as much a revelation as that of the
relief societies the one came through joseph smith the other through
brigham young and if I1 was to choose between the two organizations I1

should choose the one for the young so many of whom for the want of such
spiritual culture have gone to destruction 141

eliza snow functioned as a confidante and advisor to president young
with regard to women s organizations and issues communication
between them regarding womens work seems to have been close frequent
and significant with that work came a particular place of honor in the
lion house she held a most honored place in our household recalled
clarissa young spencer she always sat on father s right at the dinner table
and also in the prayer room he valued her opinion greatly and gave her
many important commissions 14142 remarking on this arrangement susa
young gates observed no wife was ever jealous of the seat of honour
accorded to aunt eliza her superior gifts and tender spiritual sympathy
endeared her to the wives and children as well as making her a womanly
counsellor for father 1114343

expressing his full confidence in eliza brigham extended to her a call-

ing similar to that emma had received in nauvoo to teach the female part
of the community 144 it was a call to preach and it became one of the ways

in which eliza fulfilled the promise given her in a patriarchal blessing that
she would communicate to thy sex how they are to attain an exalted sta-

tion 11145145 she later recorded the circumstances of the calling with conspicu-
ous pleasure and pride
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not long after the organizationreorganizationre of the relief society pres young told me
he was going to give me an other mission she recalled

without the least intimation ofwhat the mission consisted I1 replied 1 I shallshanshalishailshah
endeavor to fulfillfulfil it he said 1 I want you to instruct the sisters althoaitho my
heart went pit a pat for the time being I1 did not and could not then form
an adequate estimate of the magnitude of the work before me to carry into
effect the president s requisition I1 saw at once involved public meetings and
public speaking also travel abroad 146

she became well known for her sermons in addition to admonishing
the sisters to succor the poor to support the movement for self sufficiency
and to sustain their bishops and priesthood leaders she also took great care
to teach her sisters regarding their access to the holy spirit and their divine
destiny as daughters of god her understanding of woman s place in the
eternal scheme was creative and expansive do we keep in view that god
sent us here to hold high and responsible positions we yes we the
daughters of the most high god do we realize our responsibilities and
that we have as much to do with the salvation of our souls as the
brethrenbrethren147147 eliza had considerable freedom as she taught women in local
settings for example to women in payson in 1871 she expressed an idea
that she enunciated often

before the fall it seemed man and woman were one the same as the father
and son are one after the fallfalifail A curse came upon woman she became sub-
servient to man since that time woman has differed in feeling some times
even in interest which should not be the gospel is calculated to bring
back the union which was the day before the fall wee anticipate
through the gospel that woman willwih hold the same position as eve did
before the fallfanfalifah 48

disagreement and resolution women responded to eliza s sermons
with enthusiasm brigham seems to have strongly supported her instruc-
tion although in one instance he publicly rejected her interpretation of
doctrine the disagreement tested the strength of their personal relation-
ship and the durability of the new institutional partnership of men and
women under priesthood authority both proved to be solid

on december i1 1873 eliza published an article discussing the resur-
rection in the woman s exponent her mortal and immortal elements of
the human body A philosophical objection to the resurrection
removed was so often requested by readers that it was reprinted in the
exponent of september i1 1875 though the article raised no public objection
from brigham young when it first appeared in 1873 in 1875 it drew from him
the following response

in your issue of sept first I1 notice an article written by miss E R snow
entitled mortal and immortal elements of the human body republished
from no 13 vol 2 of your journal the cause assigned for its reproduction
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in your paper is that saints and strangers were so interested in its statements
and it had been so often calledcabled for that republication was decided upon

I1 sincerely regret that this demand would have arisen I1 had hoped that
after its first publication it should have slept and never been awakened but
the fact of its having been so repeatedly called for placed me under obliga-
tion to correct the minds of the latter day saints in relation to the doctrine
contained therein

on some future occasion when I1 have time I1 may possibly take up the
article in detail but at present shall simply say as the prophet joseph smith
once told an elder who asked his opinion of a so called revelation he had
written it hasjusthas just one fault and that one fault is it is not true 149

eliza s article attempted to answer objections to the idea of resurrec-
tion raised by the worldy wise philosopher who observing the decom-
position of the body and the recycling of its elements into other plants and
animals maintained the impossibility of restoring to all bodies the original
elements of which they had once been composed her solution divided
matter into two distinct classes or grades one of which would be subject
to change and decay and the other capable of resisting every law of infrac-
tion or dissolubility the mortal body borrowed from the first but the
resurrected body would be composed of the second a pure invisible
intangible substance that could not be seen except by organs of sight
formed of the same pure matter for eliza the tangible elements of a mor-
tal body were borrowed from an inferior form of matter these elements
would not be resurrected 150

brigham saw it differently he believed in one class of matter not two
in his view every element of the mortal body would be resurrected these
very identical particles that now compose our bodies will be resurrected
and come together by the power of the trump of god giving less credence
to the worldly philosophies than eliza brigham cast a skeptical eye at the
goal of harmonizing there are many things which science with all its
tests cannot find out he said it is beyond the power of man without
revelation from god with all his science to know whether these particles
that compose our bodies go into other creatures to form the component
parts of their bodies unlike eliza he affirmed that resurrected bodies
were tangible he contended that particles taken into the body gave energy
but would not rise with the body in the resurrection 151

perhaps the respect with which the community regarded eliza R snow
triggered the concerted effort to correct any misunderstanding her article
might have spawned brigham youngs letter rejecting her theory appeared
in the september 15 1875 issue of the womanscomans exponent two days later
the deseret news published an article wherein john taylor at president
young s request explained the president s position wanting to treat eliza
with the utmost respect he declared her beautiful theory pleasing and
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poetic to be in conflict with all the revelations and teachings we have had
this 31112111123115231111115212on subject
brigham young as promised responded at length but did not address

his public remarks directly to his wife at the october general conference
george Q cannon read brigham youngs discourse entitled the resur-
rection it included several pages of clarifying references from the bible
the book of mormon and the history of joseph smith and was published
both in the deseret news and as a separate pamphlet for distribution 1153

As one might expect ofa loyal supporter like eliza snow in the wake of
president youngs pronouncement she retracted the ideas she had earlier
expressed to whom it may concern she wrote in an open letter pub-
lished in the woman s exponent and reprinted in the deseret news

it will be recollected that an article written by me entitled mortal and
immortal elements of the human body A philosophical objection to the
resurrection removed was published in the WOMANSWONLANS EXPONENT in
september 1875 and that subsequently an article written and signed by pres

young appeared in the WOMANS EXPONENT in which the former was

pronounced untrue
permit me to say that I1 fully concur in the views expressed by pres

young and withdraw everything contained in my article at variance there-
with and trust that no latter day saint may be led into erroneous doctrine
through anything written by me 15454

the only surprising thing about her disclaimer was its timing this letter
was dated march ia19i9 1876 six months after brigham young had declared
her theories false resolution of this theological question in the public
arena provides no suggestion of what occurred privately during those
intriguing months on that issue the historical record is silent whatever
fracture if any the episode provoked in the relationship between the two
does not seem to have been long lived 155 brigham had exercised the
authority of his office in safeguarding doctrine recognizing this eliza
acceded to his correction there seems to have been no lingering suspicion
on brigham s part no foreclosure of eliza s administrative and teaching
responsibilities the pattern of mutual trust and cooperation had been
firmly established

denouement in 1876 with brighamsBrig hams encouragement and full sup-
port eliza moved forward with a new venture in october when relief
society women had just completed a summer long display of their home-
made goods in commemoration of the nation s centennial president
young formally addressed them

it would be very gratifying to us if you could form an association to start
business in the capacity of disposing of homemadehome made articles such as are
manufactured among ourselves ifyou can not be satisfied with the selec-

tion of sisters from among yourselves to take charge we will render you
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assistance by furnishing a competent man for the transaction of the financial
matters of this establishment 156

the relief society mercantile association opened the womanswomancomanss commis-
sion house within a month and operated it by themselves not with the
assistance of a competent man but under the personal supervision of
eliza brigham helped support the enterprise with goods from the provo

woolen mills elizasalizas last letter to her husband then wintering in st
george addressed questions related to the woman s commission house
eliza worked to clear up the question of what commission should be
granted on goods from brighamsbrighamBrighamss enterprises the letter is most striking
for the window it provides on the merging of the husband wife relationship
with that of the president presidentess in the letter as in the relation-
ship between the correspondents themselves public and private concerns
merged spunk and forthrightness were mixed with love and concern

dear president young

the commission store has so far received better patronage and as a
general thing a better spirit has been manifested towards it than we antici-
pated at its opening

papers abroad make gratifying comments on the store and the self sus
tainingbaining movement in connexion with it by the mormon women of utah

realizing that your time strength and brains are all overtaxed I1 should
not have troubled you by introducing these matters but it seems that some-
body has written you and in doing so made a mistake which I1 think should
be corrected

one evening in the parlor but sick as you were then and with so
much crowding your mind it is not at all strange that you do not recollect it
without my mentioning the subject you proposed allowing 20 percent comcorncormcomm

on your goods and again when you were reclining in your chair in your
room I1 went in to see you on some business concerning the store you sent
for br john haslem and while giving him instructions about sending the
goods down you repeated the same to him another consideration we
never should allow him or any other clerk to dictate terms of commission on
your goods although we are novices in the mercantile business we are not
green enough for that kind of management

with love

elizaelizalellzaeilza R snow

PS it makes us all happy to learn that your health continues to improve 157

although eliza resigned after supervising the woman s commission
house for one year the enterprise continued until 1879 was revived in the
i89os189os and was reborn again in the 1930s193os as mormon handicraft eliza
would serve the relief society as its general president until her death in
1887 by then she was widely considered the head of all the women of the
church and their organizations the relief society the young ladies
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mutual improvement association and the primary under brigham s

direction she had begun a work whose ramifications are still felt in the
church around the world

during the year eliza supervised the women s store there hung among
the homemade rag carpets straw bonnets and quilts a large blue banner
with a motto embroidered in white in union Is strength 3315811158158 it captured
the essence of the movement for economic self sufficiency and coopera-
tion the spirit of the women s organizations the substance of zion itself
where saints would be of one heart and one mind moses 718 and it
characterized eliza s partnership with brigham by trusting her brigham
expanded his own ministry far beyond what he could have done himself
by following his counsel she acquired responsibilities of a magnitude she
had never imagined the success of their cooperation indeed signaled for
their contemporaries and for future generations the principle that our
interests are all united 11159159 As a couple they had no posterity but latter day
saint women and men working together are the spiritual descendants of
this enduring partnership and have inherited from this father and mother
in israel a legacy of mutual esteem solicitude and collaboration

brigham young died august 28 1877 eliza worked on tirelessly for
another decade brigham s death came two weeks after she had submitted
to the press her second volume of poems a volume she had dedicated to
him she wrote a long poem describing brigham s funeral and sent it on
to the press so the book could begin and end with tributes in honor of
president young there is little else to suggest the intensity ofotherher mourn-
ing nearly a year after his death as she met with sisters in moroni utah
she recalled that when last she met with the saints of this place our dearly
and much beloved prest brighmbrigam young was present but the lord in his
wisdom has called him from our midst igo11160160 eliza died december 5 1887

the name on her grave marker is eliza R snow smith but her interment
in the private cemetery of brigham young would insure that her loyalties to
both joseph and brigham would never be forgotten

conclusion

brigham young was the lion of the lord and his wife eliza R snow
was the lioness with dignity skillshlshi and ferocious dedication and determi-
nation they did all in their power to defend and protect the kingdom of
god to bring it forth in its fulnessfalness on the earth preparatory to the coming
of jesus christ they were forceful personalities whose talents and styles
differed greatly yet because of their shared faith in and love for the
restored gospel of jesus christ there was remarkable strength in their
union over the years as eliza wrote dozens of poems and songs sustaining
brigham in his prophetic role he developed an abiding appreciation for
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her loyalty and skill welcomed into brigham s extended family with charity
compassion and friendship eliza learned that brigham was a caring husband
with confidence in her abilities the warm affection trust and respect they
developed in their marriage became the basis for a unique and fruitful
institutional partnership joseph smith had integrated women into the
church organization by founding the relief society with mutual love for
the prophet and his expansive vision and with a belief in god and one
another brigham and elizasalizas unity of purpose and action brought the
relief society to life as well as an organization for young women 16161igi1 they
thereby built an enduring organizational partnership between latter day
saint men and women that has continued to bless church members down
to the latest generation
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i1 moses 718738 brigham youngs daughter clarissa young indicated that eliza was
her father s wife in name only clarissa young spencer and mabel harmer brigham
young at home salt lake city deseret book 1940 76 william hepworth dixon a
traveler and adventurer wrote regarding eliza 1 I am led to believe that she is not a wife
to young in the sense of our canon she is always called miss eliza in fact the mormon
rite of sealing a woman to a man implies other relations than our gentile rite of mar-
riage william hepworth dixon new america 2 volsVOIS leipzig bernhard tauchnitz
1867512411867 1241

2 for example brigham young in journal ofdiscoursesof discourses 26 vols liverpool F D
richards 1855 86 18356 april 618776 1877

3 brigham young journal october 331844018441844 brigham young office files church
archives family and church history department the church of jesus christ of
latter day saints salt lake city hereafter cited as church archives brigham youngs
journal uses the initials M E marriage for eternity and M T marriage for time
to mark the performances of his marriage ceremonies elizabeth fairchild 1828 1910
was married for eternity to brigham young on the same day he married eliza for time
and the only symbol used on that day is M E see jeffery ogden johnson deter-
mining and defining awifeabifea wifewige the brigham young households dialogue A journal of
mormon thought 20 fall 1987 60 66

4 brigham young s struggle in accepting the practice is described in leonard J

arrington brigham young american moses new york alfred A knopf 1985
100 102

5 aside from lucy ann decker the six other plural wives married to brigham
young before eliza were augusta adams harriet E cook clarissa decker emily dow
partridge clarissa ross and louisa beaman all of these but augusta bore him chil-
dren the eight brigham married between 1846 and 1865 who bore him children were
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margaret maria alleyafleyaileyaliey emmeline free margarett peirce margaret pierce zina D

huntington lucy bigelow eliza burgess harriet barney and mary van cott arring-
ton american moses 420 21 johnson brigham young households 66 70 following
jeffjeffjohnsonjohnson s listing I1 have included louisa beaman as a pre 1846 wife I1 have followed
leonard arrington s practice of listing wives by their maiden names even though some
of them were married and bore their husbands names before marrying brigham young

6 matthew 2224 deuteronomy 255 see also M guy bishop eternal marriage
in early mormon marital beliefs historian 53 autumn 1990 76 88

7 the four widows of joseph smith mentioned in this paragraph lived in
brigham young s utah households in addition to these women married to brigham
for time only he took eternity only vows with three other of joseph smiths widows
olive frost rhoda richards and mary elizabeth Rorollinsflins brigham also married for
eternity olive andrews who had been sealed by proxy to joseph smith after josephs
death historians jeff johnson and todd compton both conclude that mary elizabeth
rollins married brigham young after joseph smith s death todd compton in sacred
loneliness the plural wives of ofjosephjoseph smith salt lake city signature books 1997 4 9

214 15 558 johnson brigham young household 57 70 arrington seems to have
interpreted the evidence differently and does not list her as one of brighamsBrighams wives

arrington american moses 420 21

8 rex eugene cooper promises made to the fathers mormon covenant organi
zationbation salt lake city university of utah press 1990 123

9 besides eliza R snow the women brigham young married who bore him no
children include augusta adams susannah snively martha bowker ellenelieneileneulen A rock-
wood naamah K J carter twiss mary jane bigelow divorced 1851 harriet amelia
folsom and ann eliza webb divorced 1876 these women brigham married for time
only the list of childless marriages also includes those of the thirty one women who
were not generagenerallyfly part of brigham youngs household whom he married for eternity
only arrington american moses 420 21 jeffery ogden johnson wives of brigham
young copy of unpublished manuscript in my possession

io10 As quoted in arrington american moses 120

ii ladies relief society times and seasons 3 april i1 1842 743 emmeline B

wellsweilswelis pen sketch of an illustrious woman eliza R snow smith woman s expoekpo
nentnent9nentag february i 1881mi 131 emmeline B wellswelisweils indicated that eliza was designated by
joseph smith the prophet zion s poetess but I1 have not located this title in any
document dating to the nauvoo period emmeline B wellsweilswelis eliza roxie snow smith
A tribute ofaffection woman s exponent 16 december 151518871887 109log non mormon
newspapers of that period called her a mormon girl or the mormon poetess see
editor s introduction to eliza R snow replication to shawnee bard wabash courier
terre haute indiana july 171718411841 for a discussion of the role ofofzionszions poetess see

jill mulvay derr form and feeling in a carefully craftedgrafted life eliza R snowspoemsnows poem of
poems journal ofmormonof mormon history 26 no i spring 20002000 15

12 eighteen of these poems according to my calculations were published in the
quincy whig a non mormon newspaper

13 arrington american moses 79 9797110no 12

14 brigham young to vilate young august 11 1844 as quoted in arrington
american moses 112

15 elizasalizas poem the assassination of generals joseph smith and hyrum smith
first presidents of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints who were massa-
cred by a mob in carthage hancock county ill111111.iiiililiilil on the 27th of june 1844 was pub-
lished as a broadside dated july i1 1844 A copy is located in the church archives the
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text was reprinted in poetry times and seasons 5 july i1 1844 575 and in eliza R

snow poems religious historical and political 2 VOISvols liverpool and salt lake city
franklin D richards and latter day saints printing and publishing establishment
1856 and 1877 1142 45 from which the line count is taken varying slightly in title
from previous versions the text in poems includes the second line of a couplet that had
obviously been mistakenly dropped in the earlier publications

16 loullouisaLouisaisaj Ggreenereene richards snow eliza roxey latter day saint biograph-
ical encyclopedia 4 vols salt lake city andrew jenson history company 1901 1695

17 eliza R snow past and present woman s exponent 16 august i1 1886 37
eliza R snow and joseph smith were sealed as husband and wife june 29 1842
compton in sacred loneliness 313 the marriage is also described in maureen ursen-
bach beecher ed the personal writings of eliza roxcy snow salt lake city university
of utah press 1995 49 51 in her sketch of my life snow wrote with regard to seeing
the bodies of joseph and hyrum following the martyrdom what it was for loving
wives and children the loyal heart may feel but let language keep silence beecher
personal writings 17

18 brigham young diary august 8818441844 as quoted in lynne watkins jorgensen
and BYU studies staff the mantlemandemantie of the prophet joseph passes to brother brigham
A collective spiritual witness BYU studies 36 no 4 1996 97 130

ig19 eliza R snow to president brigham young times and seasons 6 february 15

1845 815 it is perhaps not coincidental that snows poem appeared eleven days after
brigham young convened the council of fifty which sustained him as its chairman
andrew F ehat it seems like heaven began on earth joseph smith and the con-
stitutionstitution of the kingdom of god BYU studies 20 no 3 spring 1980 268

20 snow poems 1165 beecher personal writings 125

21 beecher personal writings 165 originally published in snow poems 1173 74
22 beecher personal writings 122ill originally published as song for the camp of

israel let Us go millennial starstariootarioio june 1118481.18481848 176

23 snow poems 1183 84

24 eliza R snow the welcome hymn millennial star ii11 august 15 1849

255 56fi republished with some revisions in snow poems 1196 97
25 eliza R snow to our honorable president and this respectable audience

184911849 eliza R snow papers ca 1834 1875 church archives
26 celebration deseret news july 13 1854 eliza s revolutionary song was

republished in thirty eighth semiannualsemi annual conference millennial star 16 october
282818541854 678 79 the standard source on the state of deseret is dale L morgan the
state of deseret utah historical quarterly 8 april 1940 65 239

27 eliza R snow the temple deseret news april 16 1853 republished in
snow poems 1225

28 eliza R snow for the pioneers deseret news august ig1918511851 appearing
also as part of the broadside songs for the 24th july 1851 church archives the song
was republished in snow poems 1203 5

29 elizalelizaellzaeilza R snow anthem deseret news march 12186212 1862

30 thirty eighth semiannualsemi annual conference deseret news weekly october 14

18681868282282

31 an introduction to eliza R snows poem the press deseret news february 15

1855 contains the first reference to zions poetess in connection with her published
poems a titletidetitietlde frequently used after that traveler emily faithfull indicated eliza snow
was known as zion s poet laureate emilyemliy faithfull three visits to america new
york fowler and wells 1884 160igo
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32 brigham young office journal july 2 1861 brigham young office files
church archives several copies of the march 1847 journeying song are preserved in

the church archives one appears to be in the handwriting of thomas bullock the
other in the hand of william clayton both of whom were brigham youngs clerks
suggesting that this trail song was distributed among members of the pioneer camps
see elizaelizalellzaeilza R snow A journeying song for the camp of israel and elizaelizaleilza R snow

A journeying song william clayton collection 1814 79 church archives
33 deseret theological institute deseret news june 202018551855

34 brigham young to sarah E carmichael aprilapra 171866 brigham young letter
books 8299 brigham young office files

35 george reynolds to J winsor january io1018711871 brigham young letter books
12485 historianshistorians office journal september i1 1862 church archives

36 snow poems 21
37 dean C jessee brigham youngs Farnfamilyfly the wilderness years BYU studi-

es 19 no 4 summer 1979 474 500
38 eliza R snow diary march 9918461846 as quoted in beecher personal writings

119ilg all entries from snow s diary subsequently cited can be found under the given date
in beecher personal writings

39 snow diary march 29 and june 242418461846

40 snow diary june i and july 9918461846

41 snow diary january i1 1847

42 snow diary undated entry following august 292918461846

43 jessee brigham young s family 487 88

44 snow diary june 292918421842 december 222218461846

45 see maureen ursenbach beecher women at winter quarters sunstone 8

julyaugustJuly August 1983 11 19

46 snow diary january 262618471847

47 snow diary may 26 june 612 and 181818471847

48 snow diary january i and 151518471847

49 snow diary undated entry following august 291846
500o snow diary march 181847
51 snow diary june 6 and 12 october 2 and 171718471847 margarett s first husband

morris whitesides died in july 1844 just seven months after they were married
52 snow diary september 8 and io1018471847

53 snow diary january 4418481848

54 leonard J arrington great basin kingdom an economic history of the latter
day saints 1830 1900igooagoo 1958 lincoln university of nebraska press 1966 45 47

55 snow diary october 2218471847 clara young to brigham young october 9 414

1847 in beecher personal writings 291 92
56 snow diary october 331847018471847 september 20 october 232318481848

57 snow diary november i1 1848 june 282818491849

58 brigham young s dwellings are described in detail in arrington american
moses 168 71 and susa young gates early homes of brigham young susa young
gates papers 1852 1932 utah state historical society salt lake city eighteen children

were born to brigham young and his wives between 1849 and 1854 crowding the log
row and requiring adjustments in living arrangements in may 1854 brigham arranged
for a room to be built for eliza in the salt lake city home of her brother lorenzo
memorandum of sundries book 1853 54 brigham young office files she may have

lived there until the lion house was finished
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59 susa young gates my life gates papers
6060 snow diary june 241846
61 spencer and harmer brigham young at home 65

62 susa young gates life in the lion house gates papers
63 gates life in the lion house
64 susa young gates the lion house memories gates papers
65 spencer and harmer brigham young at home 85 86

66 emily Ellingellinghamharn hart diary january 242418621862 church archives journal his-
tory of the church january 272718651865 i1 microfilm of holograph harold B lee library
brigham young university provo utah solomon F kimball president youngs
excursion party improvement era 14 january 1911 188 201 and continued in the era
of february march and april 1911ignigli

67 for etiquette of the era see emily thornwell the lady s guide to perfect gen-
tility 1861856 san marino calif the huntington library and art gallery 1979

68 brigham young in journal of discourses 17159 6060 august 9 1874 see also
young in journal of discourses 290 october 6618541854

69 provo second ward utah stake relief society minute book 1869 82 sep-
tember 1869 microfilm of holograph church archives

70 snow sketch of my life 17 this sketch is dated april 131318851885

71 eliza R snow to mary elizabeth rollins april 31865 mary elizabeth rollins
lightner Cocollectionflection L tom perry special collections harold B lee library brigham
young university provo

72 brigham young to willard young june 171718711871 in dean C jessee ed letters
of brigham young to his sons salt lake city deseret book 1974 167

73 eliza R snow pres brigham young june i1 1871 snow papers

74 brigham young to willard young june 171718711671871 167

75 historian s office journal january 222218721872

76 eliza R snow to president brigham young november 4418721872 brigham
young office files

77 eliza R snow to president brigham young november 17 1872 brigham
young office files

78 snow to young november 171718721872

79 brigham youngs trip was chronicled in elizabeth kane A gentile account of
life in utah s dixie 1872 73 elizabeth kane s st george journal salt lake city tanner
trust fund university of utah library 1995

8080 eliza R snow to president brigham young january 3 1873 brigham
young office files

81 brigham was accused of lascivious cohabitation overtly living with and
having children by multiple wives and of allegedly instigating an 1857 murder at the
mouth of echo canyon in order to appear in court as was unexpectedly required
president young had been forced to cut short his annual winter visit to southern utah
and hurry back to salt lake city through harsh midwinter weather then having been
refused bailbadballbali he remained under arrest in his own home from early january to late april
1871 when he was finally granted bailbadballbali just days later the US supreme court ruled that
mckean s grand juries had been illegally drawn and the two indictments against
brigham young were invalidated along with 128 others that were also pending thomas
G alexander federal authority versus polygamic theocracy james B mckean and
the mormonscormonsMormons 18701870 1875 dialogue A journal ofmormonof mormon thought i autumn 1966 87

89 93 orson F whitney history of utah 4 vols salt lake city george Q cannon
and sons 1893 2592 604 629 61 681 89
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82 ladies of utah to his excellency S B axtenaxteuaxtefl march 111118751875 petition signed by
eliza R snow and 828 other women snow papers church archives

83 see arrington american moses 372 73

84 eliza R snow address womanscomans exponent 2 september 15.1873151873 63

85 gates life in the lion house
86 president john taylor set apart eliza R snow as general president of the relief

society on june 181818801880 the jubilee year of the church s organization at that time
latter day saint women apparently understood that the general president of the relief
society was to serve for life the first general president emma smith who had not
actively served in that capacity since 1844 died april 303018791879 see derr cannon and
beecher women of covenant 42121 22 222 23

87 spencer and harmer brigham young at home 83 in keeping minutes of the
meetings of the female relief society ofofnauvoonauvoo eliza initially referred to emma smith
as presidentess but later as mrs president A record of the organization and pro-
ceedingsce of the female relief society of nauvoo 1842 1844 march 17 and may 19

1842 church archives in setting forth the organizational structure of salt lake city s

fifteenth ward relief society in 1868 69 sarah kimball included not only a presi-
dentessdentess but also deaconessesdeacon esses and a commission merchantessmerchantess jill mulvay derr
janath russell cannon and maureen ursenbach beecher women of covenant the
story of relief society salt lake city deseret book 1992 98 99 jill C mulvay derr
the liberal shall be blessed sarah M kimball utah historical quarterly 44 sum-

mer 1976 213 the ess suffix was in popular use among benevolent societies dea
co nesses parish helpers were common in some denominations leonard I1 sweet
the ministers wife her role in nineteenth century american evangelicalism philadel-
phia temple university press 19831021983 102

88 an address to the female relief society delivered by president brigham
young in the fifteenth ward meeting house feb 4418691869 deseret news weekly feb-
ruary 24241869321869 32

89 emmeline B wells LDS women of the past womanscomans exponent 36 may
1908 66

go90 snow sketch of my life 36

91 snow sketch of my life 35

92 young in journal of discourses 12115 december 8818671867

93 the story of the original ladies society was later recounted by sarah M kim-
ball who initiated it in connection with her seamstress margaret cook see derr can-
non and beecher women of covenant 25 31

94 A record of the organization and proceedings of the female relief society
of nauvoo march 17 1842 as quoted in derr cannon and beecher women of
covenant 42

95 joseph smith and joseph fielding smith as quoted in derr cannon and
beecher women of covenant 37374343 47 50

96 john taylor as quoted in derr cannon and beecher women of covenant 63

97 general record of the seventies march 9918451845 typescript church archives
for more on the relationship between brigham young and emma smith see valeen
tippetts avery and linda king newell the lion and the lady brigham young and
emma smith utah historical quarterly 48 winter 19801980 81 97

98 sweet minister s wife 154157
99 general record of the seventies march 9918451845

100loo snow diary december 121218471847



the lion and the lioness brigham young and eliza R snow 99

101loiiol richard L jensen forgotten relief societies 1844 1867 dialogue A journal
of mormon noughtthought16Thought16 no i spring 1983 107

102 see jensen forgotten relief societies 105 25 the movement is also dis-
cussed in derr cannon and beecher women of covenant 75 8080

103 patty sessions was named presidentess ofotherher bountiful ward relief soci-
ety on june io1018541854 and presidentess of the female council of health on march 14

1855 much good done in both societies over which I1 presided she noted however
her diary entry for september i1 1855 contains her last mention of attending a meeting
of the health council patty bartlett sessions mormon midwife the 1846 1888 diaries of
patty bartlett sessions ed donna toland smart logan utah state university press

1997 205 june io1018541854 213 14 march 141418551855 243 september i1 1855

104 A record of the organization and proceedings of the female relief society
ofofnauvoonauvoo march 171718421842

105 see derr cannon and beecher women of covenant 74 75
106log joseph smiths april 282818421842 address to the relief society was published in

history of joseph smith deseretdeseretnewsnews september 191918551855 other excerpts from minutes
of the female relief society of nauvoo were featured in the deseret news of august 22

september 5 october 3 and december 19 1855 the history featured in the deseret
news became the basis for the treatment of relief society found in joseph smith jr
history of the church ofjesusof jesus christ of latter day saints ed B H roberts 2dad ed rev

7 vols salt lake city deseret book 1971 4602 7

107 1I have suggested elsewhere that snow s unpublished poem the willwinwih con-
tains her response to this difficult situation see jill mulvay derr the significance of
0 my Fafathertherinin the personal journey of eliza R snow BYU studies36studies 36 no i1 1996 97

84 126 and derr form and feeling 1 39
108108 see jensen forgotten relief societies 113iloiio113123123

109log the smallsmail audience of friends was the polysophicalPolysophical society a study group
sponsored by eliza and her brother lorenzo at the hallhailhali in his salt lake city home see
maureen ursenbach beecher three women and the life of the mind utah his-
torical quarterly 43 winter 1975 26 40

iionoliollo snow poems 2175
111inillili i1 corinthians 1434 see sweet ministers wife 27 43 lori D ginzberg

women and the work of benevolence morality politics and class in the nineteenth
century united states new haven yale university press 1990111990 11 35 barbara welter
the cult of true womanhood 1820ikoino 1860imolmo american quarterly 18 summer 1966

151 74 and ann douglas the feminization of american culture new york knopf
1977

112 see for example the depictions countered in great indignation meeting
deseret evening news january 1414187014.18701870

113 snow poems 2176
114 snow sketch of my life 32 eliza may have been involved in ordinance

work even earlier assisting in work in the upper story of the council house in salt lake
city where some 2222 members received their endowments between february 212118511851

and may 5 1855 lamar C berrett endowment houses in encyclopedia of mor-
monism ed daniel H ludlow 4 vols new york macmillan 1992 2456

115 wellswelisweilswehs pen sketch of an illustrious woman 131

n6na wellswelisweils pen sketch of an illustrious woman 131

117 patriarchal blessing of elizaellzaeilza R snow undated but notated ic recorded in
book E page 185 185711857 snow papers

118 derr cannon and beecher women of covenant 81
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119ilg melinda cook minutes of the organization meeting of the young ladies
retrenchment association of cedar fort held in meetings house april list 1875
woman s exponent 4 june i1 1875 2 for further discussion on elizaeilza s work among the
relief societies see derr form and feeling 22 29293232 35

120 marilyn warenski patriarchs and politics the plight of the mormon woman
new york mcgraw hill 19781071978 107

121 eliza R snow female relief society deseretdeseretnewsnews weekly april 22186822 i8688181

122 agnes S armstrong to editor july 262618751875 in comanswomans exponent 4 august 15

1875 42
123 lehi ward utah stake relief society minute book 1868 79 october 1869

microfilm of holograph church archives
124 eliza R snow as quoted in kristen hacken south introduction to the jour-

nal of emma lorena barrows brown BYU studies 34 no 4 19941994 95 38 see also

derr form and feeling 22 23

125 female relief societies deseret news weekly december 181818673541867354
126 snow female relief society 81

127 brigham young remarks deseret news weekly august 111118693201869320
128 an address to the female relief society february 24241869311869 31 32

129 sweet ministers wife 3

130 young in journal of discourses 14107 august 8818691869

131 eliza R snow the relief society 1876 special collections manuscripts
division marriott library university of utah salt lake city

132 snow the relief society
133 lehi ward utah stake relief society minute book april 232318752018751875

134 eliza R snow simplicity to the saints in zion woman s exponent 6 june i1

1877 6

135 eliza R snow to every branch of the relief society in zion womanscomans
exponent 3 april i1 18751641875 164

136 payson ward utah stake relief society minute book 1868 1877 august 22

1873 microfilm of holograph church archives
137 susa young gates A biographical sketch of R B pratt young woman s

journaljournals2 september 1891 533 35

138 snow female relief society 81 derr cannon and beecher women of
covenant 47

139 provo second ward utah stake relief society minute book september 1869

140 lehi ward utah stake relief society minute book april 231875
141 eliza R snow as quoted in L D alder to editor january 171718781878 in womanscomans

exponentt 6 february 151518781878 138

142 spencer and harmer brigham young at home 82 83

143 susa young gates and leah D widtsoeWidt soe the life story of ofbrighambrigham young new
york macmillan 19303311930 331

144 A record of the organization and proceedings of the female relief society
ofofnauvoonauvoo march 171718421842 see also doctrine and covenants 257

145 patriarchal blessing ofofelizaofelitaelizalElizaellzaeilza R snow
146 snow sketch of my life 35

147 E howard salt lake stake comanswomans exponent 16 october i1 1887 70
armstrong to editor exponent 42 43

148 payson ward utah stake relief society minute book september 9918711871 see
also derr form and feeling 26 27

149 brigham young to editor september 8818751875 in woman s exponent 4 sep-
tember 151518751875 60
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150150 eliza R snow mortal and immortal elements of the human body A philo-
sophical objection to the resurrection removed woman s exponent 2 december i

1873 99
151 brigham young the resurrection A discourse by brigham young president of

the church of jesus christ of latter day saints delivered in the new tabernacle salt
lake city at the general conference october 8thath 1875 salt lake city deseret news
1884 3 4 in fall 1875 brigham had reason to reflect personally on the resurrection
over a period of six weeks he lost three loved ones his wife emmeline free young on
july 15 his oldest and beloved son joseph A on august 5 and george A smith his good
friend and first counselor in the first presidency on september i

152 john taylor remarks on the resurrection woman s exponent 4 october i1

1875 65 66 john taylor to president brigham young september 131318751875 in deseret
evening news september 17 1875 historian s office journal september 19 1875

church archives
153 president young s sermon was published as the resurrection A discourse by

brigham young see n 151

154 eliza R snow to whom it may concern march iai91918761876 in womanscomans expo-
nent 4 april i1 1876 164 and deseret news weekly april 5518761521876152

155 elizasalizas retraction may have been timed to coincide with april conference but
her six month delay raises other possible questions such as the following did a humble
and contrite eliza make immediate personal apologies did a wounded and humiliated
eliza temporarily withdraw from the cordiality that had marked her relationship
with brigham did a stubborn eliza demand the chance to argue the point did
eliza and brigham continue to privately discuss the intricacies of joseph s teachings
until she was persuaded brigham was right

156 brigham young to the president and members of the relief societies in meet-
ing assembled at the council house this afternoon october 41876 brigham young
letter books 14533 34

157 eliza R snow to president brighamBrighaml young february io1018771877 brigham
young office files

158 derr cannon and beecher women of covenant 83

159 cook minutes of the organization meeting 2
160160igo moroni ward sanpete stake relief society minute book 1872 1881 june 22

1878 microfilm of holograph church archives
161 brigham young in journal of discourses 18356 april 6618771877
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cows to milk instead of novels to read
brigham young novel reading and
kingdom building

richard H cracroft

to read true books in a true spirit is a noble exercise

henry david thoreau

read the true and the wise the perusal of the rest is worse than
time wasted it is time abused

brigham young

it is instructive to observe how literarilylitera rily sophisticated latter day
saints scramble to defend the contemporary universal embrace of imagi-
native fiction in general and the novel in particular against the single-
minded single eyed and vigorous attacks of president brigham young

during his thirty year tenure as president of the church of jesus christ of
latter day saints brother brigham as he was affectionately called made
his views on novel reading unmistakably clear he dismissed novels as non-
sense i1 called reading them a waste of life and reminded the saints that
they have more important ways to spend their time that like the daugh-
ters ofofzionzion they have got cows to milk instead of novels to read2reada fig i1

in an era when the latter day saints have become a novel reading as

well as a scriptuscripturescripts re- reading people it is important to understand how
brigham young and his associates among the general authorities became
such adamant opponents of the novel why his position on novel reading
changed from an early benign toleration to a prolonged steadfast opposi-
tion how at least some drama escaped brigham s opprobrium what events
may have triggered his antinovelantinovel bombast how his views on the novel paral-
leled those of many of his nineteenth century contemporaries and ironi-
cally how church leaders after brother brigham undertook to transform
the once maligned novel into a literary force for the kingdom of god
above all it is important for present day novel reading saints to under-
stand that the deeper reason for brigham youngs antipathy toward novel

reading arose from his dislike of any distraction that might prevent the
fledgling saint from his or her central mortal purposes to become a saint
and to build zion brigham young s own mission was to establish a people

BYU studies 4040 no 2 2001 103
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of god in a place that approximated his inspired dream of a latter day
zion to this end he taught the saints to keep one spiritual eye cocked
heavenward and the other eye affixed on the founding of the earthly
kingdom and woe be unto anyone or anything which might deflect the
latter day saints from that purpose and that anything included novels
and novel reading fig 2

brigham young tolerates novel reading

in the early years of his administration brigham young s stance
toward novel reading and related pastimes was benign and even permis-
sive there was no blanket condemnation of novels when john bernhisel
acting on brigham s behalf assembled utahs first territorial library he
justified the purchase of two novels don quixote and the vicar of
wakefield on the premise that they did not fall into the category of liter-
ary trash with which the press is teeming and the country is flooded 3 in
an 1853 address given in the old tabernacle in salt lake city president
young recalled with some dismay his own father s repressive and oppres-
sive wielding of religion as a club in rearing brigham and his siblings he
related that in his boyhood

I1 was kept within very strict bounds and was not allowedaflowed to walk more than
half an hour on sunday for exercise the proper and necessary gambols of
youth having been denied me makes me want active exercise and amuse-
ment now I1 had not a chance to dance when I1 was young and never heard
the enchanting tones of the violin until I1 was eleven years of age and then
I1 thought I1 was on the high way to hell if I1 suffered myself to linger and lis-

ten to it I1 shall not subject my little children to such a course of unnatural
training but they shall go to the dance study music read novels and do any-
thing else that will tend to expand their frames add fire to their spirits improve
their minds and make them feel free and untrammeled in body and mind 4

reflecting upon the debilitating repression he experienced in his youth
president young urged latter day saint parents to accord their children the
pleasures and amusements of life even here however he made clear that
he was not encouraging the children of latter day saints to read novels
instead he was cautioning their parents to be aware of the consequences of
repressing agency in the name of religion

now understand it when parents whip their children for reading novels

and never let them go to the theatre or to any place of recreationofrecreation and amuse-
ment but bind them to the moral law until duty becomes loathsome to
them when they are freed by age from the rigorous training of their parents
they are more fit for companions to devils than to be the children of such
religious parents 5
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brigham young condemns novel reading

by 1862 however brigham young had altered his stance nine years
after he had declared that his children shall go to the dance study music
read novels and do anything else that willwiil add fire to their spirits he
had changed his mind dramatically and irrevocably about the effect of
novel reading on his children and the latter day saints in remarks deliv-
ered in the tabernacle on the necessity of the saints becoming independent
as a people he said 1 I believe in indulging children in a reasonable way
and counseled parents to give the girls dolls but urged that the girls make
the doll clothes themselves likewise he counseled that parents give the
boys the materials and tools to make sleds and wagons and through such
calculated indulgence direct their minds in the right direction to the
most useful result tyg1166 then from within this practical context president
young suddenly launched a surprising rhetorical question novel reading
is it profitable with apparent approval he answered his own question

I11 I would rather that persons read novels than read nothing but any
momentary comfort that might have washed over the novel reader is

immediately dispelled by the rolling tetragrammatonstetragram matons to follow

there are women in our community twenty thirty forty fifty and sixty
years of age who would rather read a trifling lying novel fig 313 than read
history the book of mormon or any other useful print such women are not
worth their room it would do no good for me to say dont read them read
on and get the spirit of lying in which they are written and then lie on until
you find yourselves in hell if it would do any good I1 would advise you to read
books that are worth reading reliable history and search wisdom out of the
best books that you can procure how I1 would be delighted if our young men
would do this instead of continually studying nonsense 7 see figs i1 2 7 9.19191gi99.

A decade later confronted by a very real gentile inundation and its
very real threat to the religious economic and political homogeneity of
zion brigham young described for the saints the way things would be in
an ideal stake of zion conducted after the order of enoch 8 his idealism
recalls plato s banning poets and storytellers from his ideal and theoretical
republic because they willfully tell lies and create falsehood as much like
truth as they can and thereby lead their readers without any shame or
self control to be always whining and lamenting on slight occasions 9 in
a similar manner the righteous and focused learning of brigham s para-
disiacaldisiacal city on a hill would be prescribed and novel reading proscribed
in this city on a sunday morning brigham projected every child would
be required to go to the school room and parents to go to meeting or sun-
day school and not get into their wagons or carriages or on the railroads
or lounge around reading novels in fact he intoned if I1 had charge of this
ideal society I1 would not allow novel reading he admitted however
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FIG 3 the bug oracle 1866 natural sizesize by S J C whittlesey A temperance tale
when placed on a flour covered plate on may first a bug oracle or snail isis supposed
to leave a trailtradtrall that will reveal the initials of the young womanscomans future husband from
johannsen the house ofofbeadlebeadlebeadie 1143148 used by permission
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that in the present state of zion the siren songs of babylon hovered near
and novel reading he moaned is in my house in the houses of my coun-
selors in the houses of these apostles these seventies and high priests in
the houses of the high council in this city and in the houses of the bish-
ops and we permit it even though it was ten thousand times worse a

practice than allowing outsiders to enter zion in order to teach morals to
latter day saint children 010O indeed novels were found in brighambrighamsBrig hamss house
his daughter susa later confessed that she had read arabian knights thir-
teen times by the time she was thirteen years old I111I1

in this same 1872 address president young clarified the reasons for his
antipathy toward fiction as well as the perceived consequences of frivolous
novel reading

you let your children read novels until they run away until they get so that
they do not care they are reckless and their mothers are reckless and some
of their fathers are reckless and if you do not break their backs and tie them
up they will go to hell you have got to check them some way or other or
they will go to destruction they are perfectly crazy their actions say 1 I want
babylon stuck on to me I1 want to revel in babylon I1 want everything I1 can
think of or desire if I1 had the power to do so I1 would not take such people
to heaven god will not take them there that I1 am sure of 12

A year later on june 303018731873 brigham young returned to what he perceived
to be the jarring incongruity of reading novels in a zion society ostensibly
founded on the pattern of heaven

another thing I1 will say to the young ladies especially that if I1 should live to
have the dictation of a stake ofzion that would live according to the order of
enoch this nonsensical reading would cease this yellow covered litera-
ture figs 2 4 919 would not come into the houses of the saints we should
dispense with this and cast it from us here are our young women
now I1 am not going from home to get this experience I1 hope that my chil-
dren know as much about the bible book of mormon or the doctrine and
covenants as they do about yellow covered books 13

in an effective mimicry a device he used on occasion he ridiculed novel
readers by mocking their synthetic and sentimental transports

but you ask many of our young people about these stories what a beautiful
story there is in such and such a paper or what a beautiful story there is
in this paper or that in that they know all about it the proprietors of these
papers get men and women to write stories with no other foundation than
the imaginations of their own hearts and brains and our young women and
boys read these lies until they get perfectly restless in their feelings and they
become desperate and many of our girls should pay attention to their
business a little better they have got cows to milk instead of novels to read
but in our part of the land many of our young women just hope and pray if
they ever thought of prayer 1 I do wish some villain would come along and
break open my room and steal me and carry me off I1 want to be stolen I1 want
to be carried away I1 want to be lost with the indians I1 want to be shipwrecked
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and to go through some terrible scene so that I1 can experience what this
beloved lady has experienced whom I1 have been reading about fig 5 see
also figs i1 331 oh how affecting and they read with the tears running down
their cheeks until their books become perfectly wet and they do so wish that
somebody or other would come and steal and carry them off if I1 had the dic-
tation of a society all this would stop you would have none of it I1 would
have every person learning something useful 14

there was no letting up on pioneer day 1877 just one month before
his death president young struck for the last time in public discourse the
now familiar note study the standard works he told the sunday
school children of the church such reading will afford you instruction
and improvement then summing up and driving future generations of
latter day saint novel readers and english teachers to head scratching
rationalizing he delivered his last public statement on the subject novels
allure the mind and are without profitprofit15111515

on august 232318771877 less than a week before his death brigham young
wrote to his son feramorz L young formerly a US navy cadet at annapo-
lis maryland and then a student at rensselaer polytechnic institute troy
new york his final mortal position on novel reading you must permit me
my dear son in the love that I1 bear for you and your brothers and sisters to
say that I1 do not esteem the perusal ofnovels a wise means of increasing your
desire to read he explained 1 I should be very foolish ifbecause I1 had a poor
appetite I1 took to making my meals of poisonous herbs or berries because
they tasted sweet or were otherwise palatable it would be better for my
appetite to remain poor than that I1 should destroy my vitality novel read-
ing he continued appears to me to be very much the same as swallowing
poisonous herbs it is a remedy that is worse than the complaint he then pre-
sented and countered the standard reasons given for novel reading

some excuse novel reading on the grounds that it gives them insight
into the ways of the world its life and society others on the ground that they
thus become acquainted with the best authors their various styles and pecu-
liar beauties to the first plea I1 would say that the views of life given in most
works of fiction are greatly strained or entirely false and every elder in the
church who performs his duty will have enough experiences in the vicis-
situdes of real life to satisfy him to the second excuse I1 would answer that
the bible and many works of history &cac contain as good graceful grand
unadulterated english as any romance that was every written 16

president young concluded this apparently final letter to any of his sons
with the admonition to avoid works of fiction they engender mental care-
lessness and give a slipshod character to the workings of the mind
read the true and the wise the perusal of the rest is worse than time

wasted it is time abused then he added sell your dickens works and
get stephens & catherwoodsCathe rwoods travels in central america or josephuesjosephussJosephuss or
mosheimsMosheims history 111717



FIG 5 the long trail A legend of the far west 1884 natural size by edward S
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brigham young enjoys theater

amidst this vehement antagonism against the novel and novel reading
as a waste of precious life and time and a willful evasion of divine duty
what are modern day saints to do with brigham young s well known
affinity for the theater which remained a personal pleasure and a lifelonglife long
indulgence perhaps it was an accepted vice like that of huck finn s

widow douglas who did not condemn anyone s taking a bit of snuff
because she done it herself 18 while some might view brigham young s

enjoyment of the lies of the theater as inconsistent with his distaste for
the lies of the novel his affection for the kind of theater he felt was fit
for the kingdom of god illustrates not inconsistency but his steadfast
adherence to principle pointing to the deeper reasons behind his condem-
nation of the novel 19

of drama he said as early as february 6 1853 it is pleasing and
instructing to see certain characters personified upon the boards of a

theatre if that theater is managed upon righteous principles such a the-
ater can provide a platform upon which to exhibit truth in all its simple
beauty if good men and women will sift out the chaffand folly that has
encumbered it and profit by that which is truly good and great 12032020 con-
sistent with his philosophy is his determination voiced at the dedication of
the salt lake theatre on march 6 1862 that the saints shall endeavor to
make our theatrical performances a source of good and not of evil and
shall present plays which delight refresh and happify the viewer 21

he believed however that tragedy like the novel could never uplift
the human soul for this reason his daughter susa young gates related he
banned the stage play of charles dickens s oliver twist from the salt lake
theatre stage after only one upsetting performance 22 in fact young
inveighedinveighinveigleded against tragedy almost as vigorously as he inveighedinveighinveigleded against the
novel and for the same reasons if I1 had my way his daughter clarissa
young spencer recollected him saying 1 I would never have a tragedy
played on these boards there is enough tragedy in every day life and we
ought to have amusement when we come here 31231123332323 while tragedy is

favouredfavoured by the outside world he granted 1 I am not in favour of it why
for basically the same reason that he shunned the novel the possibility of
bruising tender spirits implanting unworthy thoughts and otherwise
diverting mortals from purposely and productively plodding their true
original course

I1 do not wish murder and allahailali its horrors and the villany sic leading to it por-
trayed before our women and children I1 want no child to carry home with it
the fear of the fagot the sword the pistol or the dagger and suffer in the night
from frightful dreams I1 want such plays performed as will make the spectators
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feel well and I1 wish those who perform to select a class of plays that willwin
improve the public mind and exalt the literary taste of the community 24

latter day saint apostles condemn novel reading

about the evils of the novel latter day saint leaders contemporary to
brigham young also spoke as with one voice less than a year before presi-
dent young s death elder wilford woodruff who would become the
fourth president of the church 1889 98 urged the brethren at the gen-
eral priesthood meeting on october 8818761876 to set their houses in order
especially in regard to reading fiction

it is time for us to teach our wives & children to lay aside the new york
ledger which serialized novels and all other novels and store up in our
minds with the revelations of god and we should stop sending thousands
of dollars out of the country to buy novels to teach our children vanity
and sustain our own press and evry family in zion should take the juvinile
instructor and our own papers 25

throughout his administration as president of the church brigham
young was vehemently seconded and even bested in his antifrictionantifictionantifiction rhetoric
by the loudest and longest resonating of mormon antifictionists elder
george Q cannon an influential apostle and counselor to four church
presidents however it was in his roles as general superintendent of the
churchschurche sunday schools 1867 1901 and as publisher owner and editor
of the juvenile instructor 1866 1901 that cannon exerted his greatest
influence on mormon attempts to keep fiction out of utah territory typi-
cally in an 1869 editorial what shall our children read elder cannon
closely followed file leader president young in describing the contents of
novels and setting the earnest yet mocking tone he would take in four
decades of inveighinginveiglinginveigh ing against fiction reading among the saints

these romances must appeal to the lowest and most brutal passion they
must abound with sensational outrages deal with the terrible and be
crowded from beginning to end with adultery and arson murder and mys-
tery gloom and ghastliness bastardy and bloodshed perjury and profligacy
in fact must be seasoned with every sin denounced in thethedecalougedecalougeDeca louge sic5 candand
a few never before thought of 2621

in his editorial thoughts for january 81870 he wrote

let children have such reading as novels and it will not be long before the
plain truth will not satisfy them their appetites will be spoiled for it they will

grow up novel readers this habit of novel reading is very common in these
days and is the cause of many of the evils which prevail in the world 27

novels he asserted containing such unnatural and grossly improbable
exaggerations as they did would lead to destruction of human character 28
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with a momentum that would continue for nearly a quarter century after
brigham young s death cannon wrote in an 1881 issue of the juvenile

instructor

As you value your children s future banish novels from your habitations
discourage the reading of fiction it poisons the mind it destroys the mem-
ory it wastes valuable time it warps the imagination it conveys wrong
impressions it unfits the person indulging in it for the stern and important
duties of life 29

novel reading is addictive and seductive he editorialized in an 1884

issue and has the same effect on the mind as dram drinking or tea
drinking has upon the body it is a species of dissipation novel readers
become daydreamersday dreamers he explained

they are only happy when they can take refuge as a dram drinker would to
liquor in novel reading they bury themselves in their novels and allowadow their
feelings to be wrought upon by the painful trials and woesboes of their heroes and
heroines who only exist in the imagination of their authorsauthors3030 fig 616

brighamsBrighams contemporaries condemn novel reading

the inevitable triumph of the novel regionally and nationally over the
likes of brigham young george Q cannon and associates was not always
deemed inevitable in fact as bruce W jorgensen points out nationally
there were more influential voices than those of the latter day saints decry-
ing in the wilderness of early and mid nineteenth century america 31

As richard hofstadter shows in his study anti intellectualism in ameri-
can life the young american nation grounded in common sense and
practical democracy and seeking selfhood had like the early mormonscormonsMormons
stigmatized literature as the prerogative of useless aristocracies 32 in
spite of the stigma as early as 1818 thomas jefferson remarked on the
inordinate passion prevalent for novels among the american people he
insisted long before brigham young used the same image to castigate
novel reading that when this poison of novel readingreadingl infects the mind
it destroys its tone and revolts it against wholesome reading reason and
fact plain and unadorned are rejected the result is a bloated imagina-
tion sickly judgment and disgust towards all the real business of life 13333333

social critics such as jefferson believed that history and biography had
more truth to recommend than sentimental fiction whose questionable
values could all too easily transfer into real life 34

jorgensen shows how mormon leaders found common cause with
many practical minded democratic early nineteenth century american
intellectuals thomas jefferson for example was joined in condemning
the ill effects of novel reading by such luminaries as timothy dwight
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noah webster and benjamin rush As late as 189118gi william dean howells
the father of american literary realism and a major novelist cited general
ulysses S grant s confession that whatever in my mental makeupmake up is wild
and visionary whatever is untrue whatever is injurious I1 can trace to the
perusal of some work of fiction grant continued that the high strung
and supersensitivesuper sensitive ideas of life found in novels make one who has wept
over the impossibly accumulated sufferings of some gaudy hero or hero-
ine oblivious to the everyday distresses of the poor and needy 335

the american transcendentalists who share with mormonism a rev-
erence for the reality of transcendent spirituality shared brigham youngs
views about imaginative fiction as an obstacle to selfseif realization and to
harmony with what they called the oversoulover soul although he may not have
specifically attacked the novel as a form ralph waldo emerson in his essay
the poet praised high minded poetry which enables poets to become
liberating gods by urging fellow mortals standing on the brink of the

waters and truth to plunge into universal truth nowhere here however
did the sage of concord suggest that access to such transcendent truth could
be attained via the novel with its sensuous sensual and earthy purposes 36

and in his chapter on reading in walden 1854 henry david thoreau
emersonsemersons high minded friend not only echoed brigham young in prais-
ing good books but also chastenedchasteneychastened those who dissipate their faculties in
what is called easy reading in a manner akin to president youngs mock-
ing mimicry thoreau skewered readers of romantic novels

they read the nine thousandth tale about zebulon and sophronia and how
they loved as none had ever loved before and neither did the course of their
true love run smooth at any rate how it did run and stumble and get up
again and go on how some poor unfortunate got up on to a steeple who had
better never have gone up as far as the belfry and then having needlessly got
him up there the happy novelist rings the bell for all the world to come
together and hear 0 dear how he did get down again37again 37

thoreau mused for my part I1 think that they had better metamorphose
all such aspiring heroes of universal novnoveldomeldorn into weathercocksweather cocks
and let them swing round there till they are rusty and not come down at all
to bother honest men with their pranks he opinedopened that the next time the
novelist rings the bell I1 will not stir though the meetinghousemeeting house burn
down he concluded that our story books and our reading our con-
versation and thinking are all on a very low level worthy only of pygmies
and manikins 1338113838

faintly but clearly a reader may hear brigham chuckling approvingly
from his perch in the oversoulover soul as thoreau thunders that novel reading
begets dulnessdalnessdulness of sight stagnation of the vital circulations and a general
delirium and sloughing off of all the intellectual faculties this sort of
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gingerbread he averedalered sadly is baked daily and more sedulously than
pure wheat or rye and indian in almost every oven and finds a surer mar-
ket 113939 whether reading mere gingerbread with thoreau or swallowing
poisonous herbs with young novel readers are deemed to be in grave
spiritual danger

scholars account for brigham youngs views

whence then amidst general antipathiesantipa thies came what susa young
gates would call her father s puritans prejudiceoprejudice40prejudiceprejudices40 against the novel
there is no tidy chain of causation for the dramatic shift in attitude of
brigham young and his associates between 1853 when president young
benignly countenancedcountenancer the novel and other pastimes and 1862 when he
resoundingly denounced the novel as evil certainly internal events and
outside pressures had urged upon president young the need for reform
retrenchment and a general hunkering down before menaces from both
within and without the ensuing defensive isolationism led to the mor-
mon reformation of 1856 57 and contributed to the isolation shattering
mountain meadows massacre of september 1857 and the utah war of
1857 58 the war in turn led to de facto integration of utah territory into
the union and ultimately to the loss of the dream of independence
asserted in charles W penrose s battle hymn up awake ye defenders of
zion in which the saints defiantly sang

soon the kingdom shall be independent
in wonder the nations will view

the despised ones in glory resplendent
then let us be faithful and truetrue41

increasing communications and commerce with the east intensified
by the gold rush of 1849 and the rising importance of salt lake city as the
crossroads of the west for westering americans and for the gentile driven
mining industry culminated in the opening of the transcontinental rail-
road joined at promontory point utah territory in 1869 the railroad
brought outsiders and eastern commodities to utah in increasing num-
bers with increased access to eastern merchants came an influx of publi-
cations of all varieties from yellow literature and dozens of popular
magazines and journals to the ancient and modern classics and certainly
the english and american novel 42

the novel in english first appeared in england in the guise of morally
instructive cautionary novels or romances written by such authors as
daniel defoe robinson crusoe 1719 mollmoli flanders 1722 samuel richard-
son pamela 1740 henry fielding tom jones 1749 and sir walter scott
rob roy 1818 ivanhoe 1819 in the first quarter of the nineteenth century
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novel reading spread throughout the united states with increased literacy
political independence and the rise of the popular press the purchase of
novels blossomed with the united states first worldwide best seller wash-
ington irving s sketch book 1819 20 and bloomed in the i83os1830s with james
fenimore cooper s five volume leatherstocking tales 1823 41 nathaniel
hawthorneshawthornerHawthornes twice told tales 1837 and his daring classic the scarlet let-
ter 1850 harriet beecher stowe s antislavery novel uncle toms cabin
1852 which everyone read and viewed in countless stage perfor-

mances appeared soon after herman melville s dark and questioning
moby dick 1851 which few read until its rediscovery in the 1920s
hawthorne and melville mark the beginnings of a shift to the darkening of
romance which ushered in on the heels of the civil war and the new sci-
ence of evolutionary biology american literary realism and literary deter-
minism which brigham young might have found less foolish than
fictional romances but certainly more troubling

karen lynn davidson asserts that brigham young s reactions against
novel reading were as latter day saint objections have always been
objections to particular content to sensational yellow backed dime nov-

els or sentimental story papers and not to narrative or fictional forms
she claims that the genre itself was not suspect 31431143334343 in fact however the
antinovelantinovel statements of presidents young woodruff and cannon reveal
not only their condemnation of the yellow paper school of romantic and
sentimental journalism but also demonstrate a thoreau like rejection of
the trifling and lying nature of imaginative fiction whether romantic
or realist sentimental or sensational fig 7 brigham young seems to have
turned a deaf ear not only to popular fiction but with cannon also to the
novels of the old school 3144114444 president young not only mocked the typical

plots that characterize the whole of noveldom but also closed his life with
that specific and damning counsel to his son feramorz to sell his dickens

another important and generally overlooked explanation for brother
brighambrighamsBrighamss antipathy to the novel may be found in his irritation at the increas-
ing number of aggravating anti mormon novels depicting the evil and
heinousness of himself heber C kimball and other mormon leaders as
well as the supposed follies of the misguided and lascivious mormon people
while leonard J arrington and jon haupt see such outrageous propaganda
as a source of irritation for president young and his successors they do not
suggest that such sensationalism intensified the repudiation of the novel by
mormon leaders still it is likely that general authorities views of the genre
as being shot through with the spirit of lying were enhanced by the novel-
ists lurid and fanciful tales about the latter day saints 45

in the viper on the hearth mormonscormonsMormons myths and the construction of
heresy 1997 an important study of the impact of anti mormon literature
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heavily as if dead the whole deception was favored by the gloom
of the apartment

11 great heavens exclaimed howard she has killed herself
he then approached me and after gazing at me a moment while I1
assumed the fixed features of a corpse he rushed out of the loomroom

I1 rose instantly to my feet ran to the curtain I1 theitherethel e found the
iron grating of a balcony opening upon a flight of steps which led to
the ground by this entrance howard hadbad entered the apartment
buthut hadllad left it hyby a large door on the left

I1 soon reached the ground and running along close to it like a
lapwing I1 found that I1 was in a lonely spot at a little distance fromfronrom
me roselose a mountain I1I1 benthenttent my steps in the direction of this moun-
tain with the intention of hidingbiding myself in some of thevoodsthe woods if
danger threatened I1 had determined to mount some tree

after walking a long while palpitatingpalpi tating with fear and fatigue I1
arrived at a cave wherein I1 entered in the calm moonlight which
bathed the spot I1 surveyedsursun eyed myself my dress appeared saturated
withvith blood I1 now occupied myself with removing the broken glass
which had cut me severely

FIG 8 page from boadicea the mormon wife 1855 a lurid antiantl mormon
novel written by alfreda eva bell
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upon the worldwide image of the latter day saints in both the nineteenth
and twentieth centuries terryl L givens makes a convincing case on
behalf of mormon repulsion at the nonsense found in the fifty or so anti
mormon novels published between 1853 and the turn of the century lurid
novels such as john russell s the mormoness or the trials ofmaryosmaryof mary maver-
ick 1853 and alfreda eva bells boadicea the mormon wife 1855 fig 8

were calculated givens demonstrates to make mormonscormons appear as other
oriental outside and ostracized as a people who were not only christian
heretics but also demonic evil wicked and perverse 46

nor would certain sly accounts of the mormonscormons have been any more
appreciated by the people who were the objects of the authors wit
brigham young was doubtless not amused by the treatment of himself and
his people in the humorous fiction of artemus ward charles farrer
browne who visited salt lake city in 1864 and lectured in the united
states and great britain on the much married saints until his untimely
death in 1867 or in mark twain s comic manhandlingmanhandling of things mormon in
roughing it 1872 47

brigham youngs critique Is fueled by his zion vision

while such sociological religious and literary reasons may help explain
brigham young s antipathiesantipathies for novel reading they fall short of explaining
the deeper reasons for his antagonism which lie finally less in the novels
themselves than in his all consuming vision of the destiny of the kingdom
of god and the urgency of founding and establishing a zion people in
preparation for the coming lord without understanding his zion vision
one can have no thorough understanding of the man or of his antipathiesantipa thies
for anything that might vitiate that vision emerging from the vast body of
his discourses journals and letter books is the image of a man with a mis-
sion a prophet impelled by profound faith and utmost confidence in his
god president young s writings and discourses attest to his fundamental
purposeful and principle based theology which shoots a gridlinegriddinegridline from
south temple and main streets deep into the universe where he seems to
anchor his every discourse decision or act 48

understanding something of his purposes not only enables insight
into his mistrust of the worldly and earth bound novel but also provides a

deeper look into his comprehensive vision of the destiny of the latter day
saints reviewed contextually brigham youngs urgings after 1862 that the
latter day saints shun novel reading for the sake of their mortal and
immortal souls follow a predictable pattern that is consistent with his own
vision for building zion and with his practical and workmanlike plan for
shaping a people worthy to live there for him novel reading of any kind
was a waste of time and an obstacle to schooling and refining the human
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soul president youngs heaven and earth were seamlessly joined at the
soul his conversion to mormonism together with his unshakeable belief
in the prophet joseph smith and his revelations were unchanging facts that
led brigham young to join into one both the kingdom of god salt lake
city and the kingdom of god kolobdolob 499 this knowledge of the destiny of
humankind learned at joseph smith s knee set in brigham s soul the
divine patterns against which he would measure every decision and act of
his long life he saw the plan clearly and expressed it with simplicity and
power in june 18601860 for example he told the saints as he would tell them
repeatedly in the future that it is the plan of god

to organize an earth people it with inteRintelligentigent beings present to them the
principles of eternal life and bestow upon them the keys thereof that they
may be able to prepare themselves to dwell to all eternity and to bring forth
their increase to dwell with them this is our belief 050O

in fulfilling gods plan of happiness president young asked the saints on
the same occasion what is our duty and answered to promote the
kingdom of god on the earth he continued every sentiment and feeling
should be to cleanse the earth from wickedness to purify the people sanc-
tify the nations gather the nations of israel home and build up zion
and establish the reign and kingdom of god on the earth let that be the
heart s desire and labour of every individual every moment 115151 in the con-
text of such purpose novel reading would diminish and divert being a

mere lusting after the grovellinggrovelling things of this life which perish with the
handling52handling52 fig 9

in addition to the first principles and ordinances of the church four
other principles seem central to brigham youngs theology

urgency if I1 spend a minute that is not in some way devoted to build-
ing

budd-
ing up the kingdom of god and promoting righteousness I1 regret that
minute and wish it had been otherwise spent and it is he insisted the
spirit of the lord that reminded him of his purpose 53 motivated by such
intensity and focused purpose it is no wonder that brigham saw novel
reading or any pastime which does not advance the cause of god and teach
his mortal children as a waste of mortality even recreation and amuse-
ment which brigham young strongly advocated was to teach fundamen-
tal principles such as kingdom building personal refinement opposition
in all things and the human need to relax in order to conserve and focus
one s strengths and abilities toward consecrated endsendS 54

sacrifice brigham young learned from the prophet joseph smith of
the necessity of personal sacrifice as a manifestation of faith president
young repeatedly tested the mettle of the latter day saints pouring into the
great basin by reminding them even as he sent the swiss saints into
the sand dunes of santa clara or called a husband and father to leave his
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family for yet another proselytizing mission abroad of joseph smith s

teaching that a religion that does not require the sacrifice of all things is

false 555511a religion
learning brigham young told the saints in 1853 and regularly there-

after inasmuch as the lord almighty has designed us to know all that is

in the earth both the good and the evil and to learn not only what is in
heaven but what is in hell you need not expect ever to get through learn-
ing 115656 in addition to reading the standard works brigham repeatedly
counseled the saints to read good books adding although I1 cannot say
that I1 would recommend the reading of all books for it is not all books
which are good read good books and extract from them wisdom and
understanding as much as you possibly can aided by the spirit of god for
without his spirit we are left in the dark 3157115757 and he urged the saints to
avoid every study that only tends to perplex the student and waste his
valuable time 115858 but he did not limit the boundaries of scholarship it is

your duty he told the saints to study to know everything upon the face

of the earth in addition to reading the scriptures we should not only study
good and its effects upon our race but also evil and its consequences 75959

brigham youngs vision of zion in the mountain tops drove his
desire to teach the saints to keep their eyes peeled on heaven while inspect-
ing the flow of their irrigation ditches he wanted them to understand the
order and plan of god and their places in it and he desired to teach soul-
saving humility by testing their willingness to sacrifice their all for the
building of the kingdom of god and to learn learn learn during
every mortal moment

controlling the impulse to read novels or view tragedies or race horses
was seen as a positive step up from self indulgence to self mastery
brigham young proclaimed that the greatest mystery a man ever learned
is to know how to control the human mind and bring every faculty and
power in subjection to jesus christ this is the greatest mystery we have
to learn while in these tabernacles ofclay 60 finding the spiritual solution to
this mystery is for the latter day saints something lovely of good
report andandiandjanda praiseworthy yogi116161

craftsmanship brigham young s respect for order lies at the heart of
his insistence on organization obedience and the laws of god such fitly
framed craftsmanship underlies his reliance upon planning organization
practicality common sense hard work and continuing sensitivity to the
holy spirit

in short brigham s vision was of the kingdom of god as a zion society
built by competent craftsmen who wielded well honed tools both tem-
poral and spspirituali ritual skillskillfullyfully and exactly the master saint maker envi-
sioned the kingdom of god as workmanlike the building through62through62 and
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tolerated neither lessening nor diminution of that vision of the city on a

hill he had a clear eyed vision of an earthly kingdom of god and keeping
that vision clear made him intolerant of the myopic skewings of romantic
novels harmful tragedy or visionless saints

the saints write their own fiction

but church leaders stand on the undesirability of novel reading would
collapse by the end of the nineteenth century undermined by the latter
day saints need to accommodate the nation the world and a new century
in light of the polygamy raids of the i88os188os the manifesto of 1890 the dis-
banding of the churchschurche political party in 1891 and the long delayed arrival
of statehood in 1896 a new generation of latter day saints desired to
downplay their peculiar people status and assimilate into mainstream
america without their leaders fervently hoped compromising the
integrity of the restored gospel

such accommodation however brought them into confrontation
with the flourishing movements of american literary realism and literary
naturalism and necessitated a kind of literary compromise by the mormon
people the answer ofoffinpinfinjin de sikie latter day saint leaders to the increas-
ing interest in fiction was the development of mormon home literature 63

the movement was spurred into being by four influential leaders elder
orson F whitney poet writer bishop of salt lake city s eighteeenth
ward and later a member of the quorum of the twelve apostles 19061906 31

elder B H roberts historian theologian member of the first council of
the seventy 1888 1933 and among many things the author of fiction
based on the book of mormon and of one short novel coriantonCorianton which
was adapted as a stage play64 susa young gates brigham young s influen-
tial daughter writer of fiction and founding editor of the young woman s

journal 1889 1929 and nephi anderson church genealogist and editor
of several latter day saint journals including the short lived utah
genealogical and historical magazine 1910 14 anderson followed the
lead of whitney roberts and gates in writing his landmark mormon
novel added upon 1898 and still in print to which he added nine popu-
lar and still quaintly readable mormon novels

through the influence of these four and others the home literature
movement turned the irrepressible popularity of the novel into a didactic
forum for teaching mormon truths via the good pure elevating kind of
literature that centered on mormon themes reflected mormon ideals and
encouraged the saints to look to the day when they would have on latter
day saint terms miltonsmillonsMiltons and shakespearesShakespeares of our own 7165116565 home literature
proffered the most enoblingoblingenablingen pleasures of contemporary novel reading and
could be indulged in as literary spoons ful of sugar to sweeten and lighten
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the rigors of righteousness while teaching and illustrating sound mormon
principles and values writing in the first issue of the improvement era
anderson explained that if one has a message to deliver he puts it into a

novel into a living breathing thing 30661166336666 so why not he asked put the message
of the restoration into such an acceptable package thereby harnessing and
directing the powers of literature to the ends of saint making

and nobody even asked brigham young bowing before the inevitable
incursions of the novel into the city on a hill even into his own home
brigham young when and wherever he heard about this startling develop-
ment may have grumbled his acquiescence especially when he learned
that daughter susa had her hand in it I1 am less confident about george Q
cannons response but he was it turns out a great compromiser 67

conclusion

brigham may one day be permitted to inquire from beyond the veil

about present day and novel reading saints how sails the good ship
zion then peering quizzically at the john Grigrishamshainsharn novel in my hand
and the louis lamour in yours he may launch his favorite test question
novel reading is it profitable deflyeflyet

were we able to answer him we would hasten to explain that gerald
lund s nine volume the work and the glory series is next on our 11 must-
read list and we would update him on the advent and continuation of
contemporary home literature sounds just like something my susa
would do he would sigh and then raising his eyebrows he would add
with a deeper sigh won t you ever learn that there is nothing but the
gospel to hang on toto681

1116868 then peering over my shoulder at my new
sixty four inch virtual reality television console with voice activated
remote ice maker popcorn popper and pizza warmer brigham would
ask television is it profitable and seeing my guilty face he would mut-
ter familiarly view on and get the spirit of lying in which these stories
are written and then lie on until you find yourselves in hell

your time im afraid he would say looking directly in my eyes is5 far
spent there is little remaining how are you going to use it buster

richard H cracroft is the nan osmond grass professor of english at brigham
young university he has taught american western american and mormon literature
at BYU since 1963 he expresses his gratitude to his capable student assistant ryan
higgenbotham for inestimable help in carrying out research for this paper

i brigham young in journal of discourses 26 vols liverpool F D richards
1855 86 9173 january 262618621862 standard biographies of brigham young include leonard J

arrington brigham young american moses new york alfred A knopf 1985 eugene
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england brother brigham salt lake city bookcraft 1980 preston nibley brigham
young the man and his work 6thath ed salt lake city deseret book 1970 and
susa young gates and leah D widtsoeWidt soe the life story of brigham young new york
MacmacmillanmiHan 1930 for autobiography see ronald W walker and ronald K esplin
brigham himself an autobiographical Recorecollectionflection journal of mormon history 4

1977191977 19 34 and dean C jessee the writings of brigham young western histori-
cal quarterly 4 july 1973 273 94 four important studies to which I1 am indebted on
the subject of brigham young and novels are stephen kent ehat how to condemn
noxious novels by brigham young century 11II i1 december 1976 36 48 Bbrucerucelbrucel W

jorgensen heritage of hostility the mormon attack on fiction in the nineteenth
century wasatch review internationalinternationaleinternationalsInternation aieale4 1996 75 94 matthew durrant and neal E

lambert from foe to friend the mormon embrace of fiction utah historical
quarterly 50 gaiigahlgablfall 1982 325 33 and gean clark A survey of early mormon fiction
master s thesis brigham young university 1935 brigham young s antinovelanti novel views

should not be taken mean he objected to art as a category of learning see michael
hicks notes on brigham youngs aesthetics dialogue A journal of mormon
thoughtthought1616 winter 1983 124 30

2
ic discourse deseret news weekly july 232318731873 388 young in journal of dis-

courses 9173 january 26 1862

3 john M bernhisel to brigham young november 12 1851 brigham young
office files church archives family and church history department the church of
jesus christ of latter day saints salt lake city

4 young in journal of discourses 294 february 6618531853

5 young in journal of discourses 294 february 6618531853

6 young in journal of discourses 9173 january 26 1862

7 young in journal of discourses 9173 january 26186226 1862
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illinois press 1992 135 54
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io10 young in journal of discourses 15224 october 9918721872
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papers utah state historical society salt lake city

12 young in journal of discourses 15224 october 9918721872

13 see jorgensen heritage of hostility 75 94 for a discussion of what george A

smith called in 1872
11 twentyfivetwenty five cent yellow covered literature and of the popular

fofourur-to eight page story papers sunday papers and saturday papers ruliruilguufullfuu of
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14 discourse july 231873 388 italics added brigham young s preaching style
is discussed in ronald W walker raining pitchforks brigham young as preacher
sunstonesunstonesSunsumstoneS8 may june 1983 4 9

15 young in journal of discourses 1964 july 242418771877

16 brigham young to feramorz little young august 232318771877 in dean C jessee
ed letters of brigham young to his sons salt lake city deseret book 1974 314

17 brigham young to feramorz little young august 231877314
18 mark twain the adventures of huckleberry finn new york harper and

brothers 1923192333
ia19i9 for brigham young and theater see roberta reese asahina brigham young

and the salt lake theater 1862 1877 phd diss tufts university 1980 and harold 1I
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hansen A history and influence of the mormon theatre from 1839 1869 master s

thesis brigham young university 1976

20 young in journal of discourses 292 february 6618531853

21 young in journal of discourses 9243 44 march 6 1862

22 john S lindsay the mormonscormons and the theatre or the history of theatricals in
utah salt lake city century 1905 82

23 clarissa young spencer and mabel harmer brigham young at home salt lake
city deseret book 1961iggi 167

24 young in journal of discourses 9245 march 6 1862

25 wilford woodruff waitingwaitingforfor world s end the diaries of wilford woodruff
ed susan staker salt lake city signature books 1993 310 11 october 918769 18761

26 george Q cannon what shall our children read deseret evening news
april 212118691869

27 george Q cannon editorial thoughts juvenile instructor 5 january 8

1870 4
28 george quayle cannon writings from the western standard published in

san francisco california liverpool by the author 1864 504
29 george Q cannon editorial thoughts juvenile instructor 16 april 15

1881 go90 see also works of fiction their effects millennial star 22 february 18

1860 iio110liolloilo ii11

30 george Q cannon editorial thoughts juvenile instructor 19 october 15

1884 312 elder cannons guidelines for choosing good books can be found in george Q
cannon editorial thoughts juvenile instructor iai9 april 151518841884 120

31 see jorgensen heritage of hostility 75 94
32 richard hofstadter anti intellectualism in american life new york alfred A

knopf 1963 51

33 As quoted in jorgensen heritage of hostility 78

34 richard L bushman the refinement of america persons houses cities new
york alfred A knopf 1992 287 88

35 As quoted in jorgensen heritage of hostility 78 79 see also G harrison
orians censure of fiction in american romances and magazines PMLA 52 march
19371951937 195 214

36 ralph waldo emerson selected essays ed larzer ziff new york penguin
1982 259 84

37 henry david thoreau walden and other writings ed william howarth new
york modem library 1981 95

38 thoreau walden and other writings 95 97
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nal hymns of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints salt lake city the
church of jesus christ of latter day saints 1985

soon the kingdom will be independent
in wonder the nations will view
our zion in glory resplendent
then let us be faithful and true no 248
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for more information on the role of this hymn see richard H cracroft oh what
songs of the heart zions hymns as sung by the pioneers in nearly everything imag-
inable the everyday life of utahs mormon pioneers ed ronald W walker and doris
R dant provo utah brigham young university press 1999 149 51
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272 88 richard H cracroft ten wives Is all you need artemus twain and the
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62 john sterling harris second crop poems by john sterling harris provo utah
BYU studies and charles redd center for western studies 1996 79

63 see whitneyswhitneytWhitneys landmark sermon home literature first published in the july
1888 contributor and reprinted in A believing people the literature of the latter day
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saints eds richard H cracroft and neal E lambert salt lake city bookcraft 1979

12933129 33 see also richard H cracroft nephi seer of modern times the home liter-
ature novels of nephi anderson BYU studies 25 no 2 spring 1985 3 15 and the
two part series by richard H cracroft seeking the good the pure the elevating
A short history of mormon fiction ensign ii11 june 1981 56 62 and july 1981 56 61
gates was also the founding editor in 1914 of the relief society magazine 1914 70

64 see richard H cracroft the didactic heresy as orthodox tool B H
roberts as writer of home literature in tending the garden essays on mormon lit-
eratureerature eds lavina fielding anderson and eugene england salt lake city signature
books 19961171996 hah7 33

65 orson F whitney home literature 132

66 nephi anderson A plea for fiction improvement era i january 1898 188

see also nephi anderson purpose in fiction improvement era i1 february 1898
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67 see davis bitton george Q cannon A biography salt lake city deseret
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68 young in journal of discourses 15136 august 242418721872
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whenever I1 leave home creation has not ended I1 seek for
I1 choke on the aftertaste of shortbread the condition of the hats shelter the mimes
and tear my clothes in an open field speaking shadow I1 harvest olives and grapes

I1 drift in the dust of country stores I1 confess noonday in the book of mormon
and make grass rise out of my cheek its better it is joseph s front door it is a vial of oil one
when I1 return a cub to its den its better of the psalms in a dead man s quiver one child

poking through the straw and leaves

when the sky is mauve blankets on the eve of new knowledge on the eve

its better that the bush isnt consumed of an open shrift I1 cook husks primed

its better when I1 write autobiography
for a sheepscheeps belly I1 gurgle a cup of brack

my mind is the late sabbath candle from the great salt lake I1 recall that home
my temple burns with reasons to exist will diminish the moon candles will die

A cup ofwater is just within reach I1 put
in the bushel fields will reap the dusksdesks glaze

my hand to the plow in a field of wheat I1 stand with white cloth reading
I1 weep at the color green I1 taste young and smith I1 look for a shortcut
salt in lemon cake I1 offer myself

to temple square A stranger grabs

to the ancient texts words strong the back of my feet I1 tell him of the sweet roll

as leviathan and robe in my stomach I1 point to the vanilla

words full of hammers and lamps As soon
between my teeth I1 say its what I1 taste

as they are spoken an angel flies before sleep what I1 wake up to he says

with the sound of a trumpet I1 will study it s the altar you can t forget

that air a little I1 will not agitate it I1 am a child

mark bennionreunion
of eternal mirrors I1 was born in a seal

I1 breathe because of fervor because

of the watchmen s grace I1 forget



leopold bierwirthsBierwirths impressions of
brigham young and the mormonscormonsMormons 1872

donald Q cannon

tourists frequently passed through salt lake city after the trans-
continental railroad was completed in 1869 many visitors recorded their
impressions of the city and its inhabitants one visitor leopold bierwirth
a new york city merchant kept a diary during his 1872 railroad journey
from new york to san francisco the diary is similar to other travel narrat-
ives but contains much more detail and insight than most others 1 bier-
wirth s observations are particularly valuable because they were written
during his visit rather than later the portion ofofbierwirthbierwirth s diary reporting
his visit to salt lake city including his impressions of brigham young is

reproduced below

short biography of leopold bierwirth

leopold bierwirth was born near bremen germany in 1801 starting
as a representative for a prominent german shipping house in charleston
south carolina at the age of twenty seven bierwirth spent his entire
career as an international merchant in 1832 he moved to new york city
and involved himself in export trade with europe joining the firm faber and
merle which soon became faber and bierwirth he later entered into a

partnership known as bierwirth and rocholl in which he remained until
his death his multiple business interests led him to serve for twelve years
as president of the orient mutual insurance company at the time of this
journey his business interests were primarily directed toward cotton 2

aside from his business pursuits bierwirth was greatly interested in
immigration and humanitarian aid having noticed the extent to which
foreign immigrants were mistreated he with a few friends appealed to the
US government to organize a committee for countering the problems

i1 for a discussion of other travelers accounts of salt lake city during the nine-
teenth century see thomas K hafen city of saints city of sinners the develop-
ment of salt lake city as a tourist attraction 1869 1900 western historical quarterly
28 autumn 1997 343 77

2 leopold bierwirth new york times october 31 1874 12 distinguished
party salt lake daily herald october i1 1872
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immigrants faced the committee was approved and bierwirth became
one of the founding members of the commission of emigration and sat on
the commission for its first three years he also served for many years as a
member of the new york chamber of commerce and as the consul for
wiirttemberg germany 3

if the records are accurate in showing that he married emily goudainboudain
on november 61841 in the trinity church of new york city and that by
18501850 his oldest child leopold G was 12 then bierwirth was either married
previously or had a child out ofwedlock his other two children in 1850 were
ida age 9 and emily 3 census records for that year include two additional
individuals in the bierwirth household cora goudainboudain probably mrs bier
wirths sister 40 and charlotte grosenholdGrosenhold 19 from germany possibly a

maid bierwirthsBierwirths wife and her sister were both natives of new york 4

already seventy one years old when he undertook the arduous journey
across the country bierwirth died at his brooklyn residence less than two
years after he returned home his obituary in the october 313118741874 issue of
the new york times callscalis him an old and highly respected merchant 0151153155

the trip to utah

immediately after the completion of the railroad in 1869 riding the
rails across the united states became a popular fad in new york and other
eastern cities some travelers wanted to see california colorado and
wyoming but many were primarily interested in visiting the mormonscormonsMormons
members ofthe church of jesus christ of latter day saints having escaped
persecutions in ohio missouri and illinois in the i83os183os and 4os40saos had estab-
lished impressive settlements throughout the intermountain west includ-
ing their headquarters in salt lake city with the civil war over and
slavery in the southern states crushed much political attention focused on
the remaining pillar of barbarism the mormonscormons peculiar practice of
plural marriage or polygamy incited in large measure by anti mormonscormons
in utah who were jealous of the political and commercial power of the
church newspapers throughout the country expressed various opinions of
the practice congress had already begun to enact antipolygamy legislation

3 leopold bierwirth october 3131187412187412 friedrich kapp immigration and the
commissioners of emigration new york arno 1969 86

4 US census of population manuscript schedules for third ward brooklyn
kings county new york 1850 marriage record for leopold bierwirth extracted from
trinity church parish records new york new york as listed in international
genealogical index 4.01401

5 leopold bierwirth october 31311874187412iai2
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hence many had a great desire to visit utah and see for themselves the
institutions and material progress of the mormonscormonsMormons

one of the earliest dignitaries to make such a visit was former secre-
tary of state william H seward 1801 72 who visited salt lake city
august ig19 23 1870 while on the first leg of a tour around the world his
impressions were dictated during the trip and were published post-
humouslyhu in 1873 as william H sewards travels around the world the
book which records his political social moral and philosophical obser-
vations and reflections in his own words gives a fair minded summation
of the general sentiments of the day seward s account serves as a backdrop
to bierwirthsBierwirths observations for bierwirth carried to salt lake city letters of
introduction from seward apparently a trusted associate bierwirth likely
consulted with seward sometime during 1871 or 1872 concerning his journey
to the west and may have even read sewards manuscript prior to under-
taking his own journey 6

bierwirth had two close friends as traveling companions herr von
schleiden then a member of the german parliament who had served for
thirteen years as the minister plenipotentiary to washington from the
hanseatic cities and later was sent to the court of st james and herr
johannes rosing LLD consul general of the german empire at new york 7

the diary

the salt lake city entries ofBierblerbierwirthwirthss diary came to lightfighthight in april 1999
811

the diary is located in the new york historical society new york city
which also holds letters bierwirth sent to various correspondents the
diary measures 61461 x 7 x 34 and displays penmanship that is steady for
bierwirthsBierwirths age it covers the entire trip from new york to san francisco

As the group traveled by train across the kansan plains bierwirth
recorded his first encounter with indians he made special mention of the
clean exhilarating air a welcome change from the industrial smog of
new york shortly after a stop at salina kansas he saw his first buffalo
bierwirth also described a stop in denver and the beauty of colorado
after a short side trip to colorado springs the group continued on to
cheyenne which bierwirth described as being located in a dreary plain
he noted the magnificence of echo and weber canyons leaving from

6 william H seward william H seward s travels around the world ed olive
risley seward new york D appleton 1873 4 distinguished party october i1 1872

7 an excursion deseret evening news october i1 1872

8 the author ofthisorthisof this introduction followed a lead suggested by his son kelly can-
non a librarian at muhlenberg college
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ogden by rail bierwirth and his party arrived in salt lake city on septem-
ber 282818721872 remaining there for three days

written in the past tense apparently shortly after events transpired
bierwirthsBierwirths salt lake city entries are published below original spelling
punctuation and grammar has been preserved bierwirthsBierwirths own above line
insertions are marked with strike outs are noted in thisthig wawhyway my own
editorial additions are marked with material that has been scratched
out and thus rendered illegible is marked this way j question marks
indicate words that can be read different ways
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leopold bierwirthsBierwirths diary
september 28 29293030 and october i1 1872

by 8 0 clock AM 9 saturday september 28 1872 we were at the
townsend house ifigijfigi in the great mormon capital it was saturday

we had been told that when brigham young knows distinguished for-
eigners to be in the city on a sunday he generally seized the opportunity
to preach and as we were naturally anxious to hear him we immediately
after our arrival sent him our cards with a letter of introduction from
mr william H seward the answer brought back to us was that president

X

FIG i the townsend house located on the corner of west temple and
first south streets the townsend house was salt lake cityscites leading
hotel in the early 1870sisyosisbos built by peter townsend in 1867 68 it featured a
kitchen dining room and cellar refrigerator room many prominent visi-
tors inin addition to the leopold bierwirth party stayed in the townsend
house wiiliamwiuiamwifliam H seward described the townsend house in these terms
wearied and worn with mountain travel a hostelry even less neat and

cheerful than the townsend house managed by an englishwoman the
second of four wiveswives would have been acceptable to us travels around
the world 17 the structure was torn down in 1923 see pioneer hotels in
the west in heart throbs oftheodtheof the west comp kate B carter 12 volsVOIS salt
lake city daughters of utah pioneers 1939 51 5330 31

9 this time is likely meant to be 800800 PM A local newspaper substantiates this
point by saying that the party arrived at the townsend house inin the evening
distinguished party october i1 1872
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young had gone to the theatre10theatre10 and would not receive our cards until the
following morning sunday when the next day sunday september 29
187211872 the time arrived we went to the tabernacle11tabernacle11 and entering the build-
ing a gentleman stepped up to us and courteously but silently led us to
grand seats not far from where in our churches the pulpit or reading

desk is placed soon the tones ofan excellent organ 12 well played filled the
vast building and then a choir ofabout 50 singers 13 seated on a platform in
front of the organ arose and with a degree of perfection I1 have never heard
excelled in any of our churches sang one of mozart s grand cantatacantatascantatass this
was followed by a few words from one of the apostles introducing a
young man 14 who had just returned from a missionary tour in europe
he gave an account of his work first in swedish and then in english
endeavoring to show that his mission had reasonably been successful his
remarks were remarkable only for the evidence of his sincere belief in ebetheewe

trtruthstuthsttths eof mormonism after this the apostle gave out a hymn com-
mencing in the words

how beautiful are their feet
who stand on zions hill15hiu15

lo1010 showing on saturday evening was a popular american play called the
octoroon or life in louisiana written by dion boucicaultboulicaultBoucicault according to theater critic
arthur hobson quinn the octoroon represented so truly the actual conditions in
louisiana that it won the sympathy of northerners and southerners alike arthur
hobson quinn ed representative american plays from 1767 to the present day yth ed
rev new york appleton century crofts 1953 371 72 that such a play should be
playing in salt lake at the time shows the rapid cultural advancement of the wilderness
city see theatre deseret evening news september 303018721872

ii the tabernacle was completed five years earlier paul L anderson taber-
nacle salt lake city in encyclopedia ofofmormonismmormonism ed daniel H ludlow 4 vols
new york macmillan 1992 41433 34

12 this organ was the original installed by joseph ridges in 1867 it had 700 pipes
rather than the current 11000 of its expanded descendant orpha ochse the history
of the organ in the united states bloomington indiana university press 1975
188 90 309 11

13 in 1869 george careless was appointed the director of a small choir that had
been singing for most of the utah conferences to that date the salt lake tabernacle
choir had about 85 members K newell dayley mormon tabernacle choir in ency-
clopediaclopedia ofofmormonismmormonism 2950 52

14 the identity ofthisorthisof this young man is unclear anders C grue was the first speaker
in the morning session but whether he is the speaker to which bierwirth refers is
unknown services in the tabernacle deseret evening news september 301872 other
possibilities are elders P 0 thomassen and arne christiansen the two returned mis-
sionariessionaries the deseret news lists as returning that week from missions to scandinavia
returned missionary deseret evening news september 3030 and october 2218721872

15 the author of this hymn is listed as isaac watts the hymn actually begins
howbeauteoushow beauteous are their feet sacred hymns and spiritual songsforsongs porfor the church ofjesusof lesusjesus

christ ofoflatterlanterlatterlanner day saints i4th14thirth ed salt lake city george Q cannon 1871 118ii8419419
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and while the organ preluded the gentleman who had shewnchewn us to our
seats brought me a hymn book enabling me to follow the choir the hymn
was sung with exquisite taste none of the voices attempting to predomi-
nate at the expense of harmony though some of them as we had noticed
while listening to the cantata were really splendid

the hymn was followed by a discoursdiscoursediscours of nearly an hours duration from
one of the bishops in defence of polygamy 16 his language and manner did
not show a high degree of culture but the speaker made up for it in vio-
lence not to say ferocity of denunciation expressing his convictions in
thunders like these there are not men enough this side of hell to put us
down no one pronounced a prayer or blessing the service closed with
singing by the choir of the hymn ere long the veil will rend in twain the
king descend with all his train 111717

after leaving the tabernacle we strolled along the beautiful street in
which is brigham youngs residence 18 it is a low building in midst of a

square covering probably io10 0150 15 acres surrounded by a stone wall io10 to
12 feet high with the gates closed the place seemed strong enough to with-
stand an attack of indians or of a mob of gentiles but I1 do not think it
could resist a minutes firing of general morrow s artillery A short dis-
tance from one of the gates some one rapidly followed and overtaking us
politely inquired if we were the gentlemen who had sent our cards to presi-
dent young being answered in the affirmative he gave us the president s

compliments with the request to step in following the invitation we
entered a rather large square room the wallswailswalis ofwhich were covered with
the portraits of all the great saints from joe smith to the present time and

16 A note here inserted by bierwirth and written out at the bottom of the page reads
the government of the mormon church in utah comprises 3 presidents 12 apostles

and 7070 bishops
jesse C little was the second speaker in the morning session at this time he was

the second counselor to the presiding bishop edward hunter andrew jenson latter
day saint biographical encyclopedia A compilation of biographical sketches of promi-
nent men and women in the church of jesus christ of latter day saints 4 vols salt
lake city andrew jenson history 1901igol 36124236 1242 43

17 this hymn was written by parley P pratt sacred hymns 17 417
18 this street then known as brigham street is now south temple street presi-

dent youngs official residence was the beehive house leonard J arrington brigham
young american moses new york alfredalfted K knopf 19851691985 169 for more information
about president young s homes see dean C jessee A man of god and a good kind
father brigham young at home in this issue of BYU studies seward described the
interior of the beehive house the furniture and appointments of the beehivebee hive like
those of the other houses are frugal but comfortable and order and cleanliness prevail
in them all seward travels around the world 21 22
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near a table in the center were seated ready to receive us the three presi-

dents of the mormon church of utah brigham young first counselor
george A smith and second counselor daniel HJH wells we introduced
ourselves and then president young presented us to his colleagues instead
of entering into general conversation each one of the high dignitaries
engaged one of us and when after our instructive chat of 15 to 20 minutes
we rose to depart we were offered a glass of ice water which my compan-
ions at once and I1 with some hesitation accepted my collaborator 1 in the
sanctum was president smith 1 1 a man apparently beyond the meridian
of life free and easy in his manners and his great bulk and a countenance
the reverse of pale and pensive did not weaken on the contrary strength-
ened the impression his conversation made on me that he must be very
good natured 19 when the water was offered to me I1 asked him whether
I1 might take it with impunity20impunity20 look at me I1 drink nothing but water
was his reply we all drank the water and then president young dismissed
us with his blessing

in the afternoon we again went to the tabernacle expecting to hear
brigham young but he did not preach 2211 the attendance was much larger
than in the morning all the seats in the enormous edifice seemed
occupied and if the statement be true that as many as 10000 people can
be and frequently have been crammed into the buildingbudding then the estimate
of the number present that afternoon 7000 to 80008000 was no exaggeration
and indeed when after service we saw the crowd come out and considered
the time it took to clear the court and the adjacent streets we were quite
willing to admit the estimate as correct 22 the mormonscormons unquestionably
are a churchgoingchurch going people

ig19 george A smith 1817 75 was renowned for his excellent memory and his
somewhat comic antics such as giving extraordinarily brief prayers and sermons and
wiping sweat from his face with his wig while speaking in general conference approxi-
mately two weeks after this encounter with bierwirth president smith left on an
eight month mission to the holy land which he rededicated for the gathering of the
jews merlo J pusey builders of the kingdom george A smith john henry smith
george albert smith studies in western history and culture provo utah brigham
young university press 1981

20 bierwirth was not impressed by the spartan refreshments and may have also
had concerns about the safety of drinking the water

21 bierwirth s expectations may have been piqued by williamwiffiam H seward s account
of a brigham young sermon after a kind afallusionlusion to mr seward s presence the ser-
mon ran to incoherent and pointless exhortation seward travels around the world 20

22 the downstairs of the tabernacle was originally builtbudtbulit to seat 60006000 the gallery
seated an additional 30003000 anderson tabernacle salt lake city 41433 34
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the service was similar to the one we had been present at in the morn-
ing the music of organ and choir was excellent we had again a discourse
on doctrinal points 23 during the delivery of which the lords supper was
served not in a manner however I1 am sorry to say to make the rite impres-
sive there were 12 plates and 12 cups and 12 deacons or bishops first dis-
tributedtributed the bread and then the wine or rather the water and they had
to come repeatedly for fresh supplies to serve all the act resembled more
the performance ofa job than the administringadministeringadminis tring sic of a holy ordinance 24

in the evening we received a note from president young placing his
carriage at our disposal during our stay in the city and a little later presi-
dent wellswelisweils 225211 with two of the more promitant sic citizens of the place all

connected with the church paid their respects and wished to know how
they could serve us it again so happened that we did not engage in general
conversation but each one of us was taken hold of by one of our visitors
the gentleman who devoted his special attention to me I1 afterwards
found out was the husband of two ofofpres1prest young s daughters 26 he was a

man of more than ordinary intelligence but also a strong believer in mor-
monism he related a great many interesting incidents relating to conn-
ected

con
with the early history of the church spoke of the many hard

struggles of the colony in the first dozen years in utah how for 6 months
they had to suspend work on their dwellings because they had no nailsnausnallsnalis c

etc but their severest trial was in later years they had by means of irri-
gation made thew fields femmireffiremark soil reasonably productive the fields
began to look beautifully gladdening the hearts of all when the grass-
hoppers and locusts appeared and soon threatened total destruction see-
ing that the insects moved in one direction and would soon arrive at one of
the ditches made for the purpose of irrigation the people placed straw along

23 george Q cannon 1827 1901 a member of the quorum of the twelve apostles
delivered this sermon services in the tabernacle september 303018721872

24 sewards observation was less critical the ceremony though attended with less
solemnity is conducted in the same manner as in the more popular protestant denorrdecorrdenomi-
nations with the difference that water is used in place of wine a special prayer being
offered that the substitution may be approved seward travels around the world 18 ig19

25 daniel H wells 1814 91 also served as mayor of salt lake city 1866 76
lawrence R flake prophets and apostles of the last dispensation provo utah reli-
gious studies center brigham young university 2001 255 58

26 although both george thatcher and hiram B clawson married two of
brigham youngs daughters the gentleman mentioned here is probably the latter
clawson 1826 1912 managed president youngs private business affairs for many
years and so would have been constantly near him orson F whitney history of utah
4 vols salt lake city george Q cannon and sons 1892 1904 4201 3
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the trench expecting the grasshoppers would get entangled therein and
indeed such was the case the straw was then set on fire and millions of the
insects were burned but the joy of the people at the happy deliverance
was short lived soon fresh swarms of locusts appeared and nothing now
remained for the sorely tried mormonscormons but their trust in providence and
that saved them they prayed and lo10 the next day suddenly the sky was
darkened by many thousands of white gulls coming from the lakes and
pouncing upon the locusts made short work of them in the words of my
informant they gobbled them as fast as the hen picks up the grains of
corn and immediately threw them up again and the following morn-
ing the gulls had disappeared leaving behind the inanimate remains of mil-
lions of locusts which caused no serious inconvenience but might be used
as a fertilizer 27 perhaps my features expressed incredulity I1 felt that
I1 could not altogether control them may be you will call this a big story
added my informant it sounds extravagant I1 saidasaidjsaidsald but do you speak of
your own knowledge 1 I do he replied I11 I have seen with my own eyes
have witnessed myself all I1 have told you this ofcourse silenced me I1 no
longer expressed any doubts as to the truth of the gentlemansgentlemensGentlemans statement

at io10 0 clock the next morning monday september 30 1872 presi-

dent youngs carriage was at the door with my good natured not to say
jolly friend president smith in it who took us all to see all that he thought
worth seeing there was the new temple now in course of construction
and if ever finished will be one of the most magnificent edifices in the
united states the theatretheatre2828 and the courthouse are structures that would
be creditable to any city the water works and many other public works
improvements give highly satisfactory evidence of the public spirit the good
sense the energy of the people and of a wise and faithful administration of

27 the crickets swarmed into the salt lake valley as early as may 22 1848 the
seagulls flew to the rescue beginning june 9918481848 see davis bitton and linda P wilcox
pestiferous ironcladsIronclads the grasshopper problem in pioneer utah utah historical

quarterly 46 fall 1978 336 55 and william hartley mormonscormonsMormons crickets and gulls
A new look at an old story utah historical quarterly summer 1970 224 39

28 architect william H folsom designed the salt lake theater to be a close
duplicate of the drury lane theatre in london completed in 1862 the theater had a

capacity of 1500 ila fisher maughan pioneer theatre in the desert salt lake city
deseret book 1961 93 in 1865 samuel bowles editor of Sprispringfieldneeld republican visited
salt lake city in company with US vice president schuyler colfax and had this to say
about the theater

the building is itself a rare triumph of art and enterprise no eastern city of
one hundred thousand inhabitants remember salt lake city has less than
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the affairs of the community an uncommonly pleasant drive was that to
camp douglas 229 a couple of miles away from the city it is beautifully situ
atedabed on a slope of the wasatch mountains high enough to afford a good
view of salt lake city and the surrounding country nothing can be more
charming the city with its wide streets lined with shade trees giving it erffe
elfeifelyfeteette at this distance an air of quiet repose the fields for many miles around
carefully cultivated rivulets and trenches filled with sparkling water cross-
ing them in all directions and beyond the whole the imposing mountain
range many of the higher peaks covered with glittering snow surely the
panorama is lovely

president smith introduced us to the commandant of the camp
general morrow in whom we found an exceedingly pleasant gentleman30Gentleman30

indeed with his commanding figure noble countenance most courteous
and at the same time dignified bearing he realized the beau ideal of an
american officer his great collection of indian weapons dresses utensils

c etc was as curious and interesting as his remarks on indian charac-
ter and warfare and his account of personal adventures among the savages

twenty thousand possesses so fine a theatrical structure it ranks alikeallealkeahle in
capacity and elegance of structure and finish along with the opera houses
and academies of music of boston new york Phdphiladelphiaadelphia chicago and
cincinnati samuel bowles across the continent A summer s journey to the
rocky mountains the mormonscormonsMormons and the pacific states with speaker colfax
springfield mass samuel bowles 186511031865 103

29 established october 26 1862 fort douglas had several buildings including a
pair of two story red sandstone barracks capable of holding 480480 men the fort served as
headquarters for the thirteenth regiment in 1871 deeming that a mormon uprising
was imminent the US president ordered the headquarters to be removed to fort fred
steele in wyoming in 1873 as no uprising had occurred the base was shifted back to
fort douglas under a new colonel hence when bierwirth s party came to the camp in
1872 they were greeted by general henry A morrow a lieutenant colonel rather than
general philip de trobriand the colonel of the thirteenth legion who had met with
seward two years earlier U G mcalexander history of the thirteenth regiment united
states infantry salt lake city regimental press thirteenth infantry 1905 73 lyman
clarence pedersen jr history of fort douglas utah phd diss brigham young
university 1967 47 220

30 A letter general morrow wrote in 1874 says this of his relationship with the
mormonscormonsMormons 1 I assure you I1 left salt lake with great good feelings towards its indus-
trious and frugal population I1 shall always remember the many acts of courtesy and
kindness I1 received and I1 willwihl never cease to wish prosperity and happiness to a city
which attracted me so much by the beauty of its people As quoted in US troops in
utah in our pioneer heritage comp kate B carter 20 volsVOIS salt lake city daugh-
ters of utah pioneers 1958 77 1827
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were entertaining and instructive while the charm of his communications
was greatly enhanced by the total absence of boasting or self laudation

returning to the city our amiable guide related many interesting
episodes in the history of the people he had a ready and frank answer to
all our questions some of which we might have hesitated to ask of a less

good natured gentleman he spoke freely of the criminal suits now pend-
ing against brigham young and other mormon leaders whom he declared
and no doubt honestly believes entirely innocent of all the accusations
against them he denounced an apostate or rather a fellow who was
expelled from the church as the cause of all the trouble relating many of
the villains attrociousattro cious sic acts and on my expressing surprise that justice
had not yet got hold ofhim our humorous friend replied the fellow always
manages to get some one else s neck between his own and the rope 113131

when drawing near the city president smith informed us that for the
afternoon an excursion had been arranged on a newly opened rrdard to
lehi32 about 40 miles distant that the trip would give us the opportu-
nity to see utah lake and the river jordan and that a special train had been
provided for the trip soon after i1 ocl PM a carriage came for us to the
hotel to take us to the depot and entering the cars we were received by half
a dozen gentlemen among them president young soon the car became
filled by the elite of the city s population including quite a number of
ladies 33 to all of whom we were introduced president young took a seat
next to me and I1 had io10 minutes conversation with him when he left me to

31 this apostate is undoubtedly william hickman 1815 83 who was excom-
municatedmunica ted in 1868 for reasons that remain unclear faced with a sure conviction in 1870

for the murder of frank moreno hickman was supposedly promised immunity if he
implicated several leaders of the church in an unsolved 1857 murder hickmanshickmannHickmans state-
ments before a grand jury in fall 1871 brought about charges of incitement to murder
against brigham young daniel H wells and seven other latter day saints all pled
not guilty awaiting trial mayor wellswebswelisweils and president young were placed on house
arrest for 120120 days while the others were jailed for six months in the fort douglas
prison hickman also served time but was later released when the united states
supreme court discovered the anti mormon tactics the chief justice and his predeces-
sors had used they invalidated allaliailahlabl criminal proceedings in utah during the previous
eighteen months charges in the murder case were dropped richard S van wagoner
and steven C walker A book of mormonscormons salt lake city signature books 1982

118 24 hope A hilton wild bill hickman and the mormon frontier salt lake city
signature books 1988 123 28133 34138 arrington brigham young 372 73

32 this stretch of the railroad was completed just four days before conference
trains deseret evening news septemberseptember28 28187228 1872

33 the gentlemen on this excursion included brigham young george Q can-
non george A smith daniel H wells and orson pratt distinguished party octo-
ber i1 1872 the only lady who can be identified is the wife of hiram B clawson
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bestow the favor and honor of his company upon some on sic else in
stature he is not above the middle size but well made and considering his
age upwards of 71 years remarkably elastic in his movements he looks
15 to 20 years younger than he is there is nothing plebeian in his
appearance on the contrary his rather handsome intellectual not
decidedly masculine features his hands his feet all seem to point to
patrician origin while by his dress and manners he might readily be taken
for an english gentleman he is courteous and yet with a touch of hauteur
in his conversation he is studiously guarded and more than seemed to me
consistent with good taste he endeavors to give his utterances a sancti-
monious turn this however may be the natural promptings ofa saint with
more than a dozen wives

I1 had half an hour s talk with one mrs young and did not find it
tedious rather greater exertion was required to prevent pauses in the con-
versation with a daughter of president youngs one of geni clasen s
wives a really beautiful young woman but reserved not to say shy in her
manners the thought struck me to inquire after her children and then she
spoke with a mother s eloquence I1 could readily believe that her daughter

the one 5 years old was a dear little thing 7 and no doubt a perfect
beauty I1 added to which with a sweet smile she replied 1 I am sure you
would say so if you were to see her 3134113434

every one in the car shewedchewed a desire to make the trip pleasant to us
whatever deserved notice along the road the irrigation of the fields the nat-
ural reservoirs from which the water was drawn utah lake and the river
jordan the mines that had been recently opened c etc all was
pointed out to us and by order of president young the train stopped to give
us the opportunity of examining some smeltingsmellingsmelting workworks35s35 near the road
well pleased with our trip but rather tired by the day s work we returned
to our hotel in time for supper soon after which nothing had greater
attraction for me than my bed

34 bierwirth was speaking either with alice young clawson 1839 74 about her
daughter luna 1866 or with emily young clawson 1849 1912 about her daughter
carlie louine 1869 1965 whose age he would have incorrectly recorded

35 the deseret evening news made a point of the smeltingsmellingsmelting works

on the return of the company the car stopped at the saturn smeltingsmellingSmelting
works mr G W gerrish superintendent of the work explained the
process of smeltingsmellingsmelting to the visitors some idea of the results that are being
accomplished there may be formed from the statement of mr gerrish that
from 7 0 clock on saturday morning until the same hour on sunday morning
they ran offofffortyforty two tons of ore only 29 per cent ofwhich was lead and the
per centage ofslag was very small not exceeding from one to one and a quarter

an excursion deseret evening news october i1 1872
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one little incident of the trip I1 still wish to mention passing the
entrance to the emma mines 36 1I told a gentleman at my side that I1 had
been trying to get specimens of utah ores had been for the purpose to the
bureau of mines but had not been successful he with a smile inquired if
I1 wished to speculate in mines I1 replied that nothing was further from my
thoughts but I1 had wished to get the ores for my sons cabinet of minerals

when we were near the end of our journey he asked when I1 intended
to leave and on my saying that it would be at i1 0 cl the next day he bade
me good night with the remark that he would have the pleasure of seeing me
once more before my departure and sure enough by 11 0 cl am the
next day he appeared with a parcel in his hands containing half a dozen
specimens of utah ores all properly labeled which he handed me apolo-
gizing that want of time had not allowed him to collect a larger number
but that he had requested a friend and had sent his son to find a few more
soon thereafter the two messengers arrived bringing what they had been
sent for thus completing the collection and making me the owner of a

really valuable collection of fflinermineralsalnalsain utah oresaoresxores 1I have related the cir-
cumstancecumstance to show that mormonism does not destroy nor weaken the
inducements to gentlemanly attention and courtesy

on the ist of october 1872 we left the beautiful city of the saints
again at the depot we found several of our friends who had come there to
bid us good bye our thanks were not mere faconfaongacongaon de parler 3731 we felt

indebted to them for a highly interesting experience in our journey and
now after our return from places much farther west we still consider the
visit to the mormonscormons on the whole the most satisfactory part of our voyage
inasmuch as besides making us acquainted with one of the richest and
loveliest sections of the country it has enabled us to form our own opinion
of a people of whom our knowledge was based on more or less incorrect
and often altogether false reports

the salt lake daily herald added the visitors expressed themselves highly pleased
with the progress which had been made in the development of this valley distin-
guished party october i1 1872

36 the emma silver mines are in the little cottonwood mining district at alta
nineteen miles southeast of salt lake city these mines were the first in the area the
major tunnel collapsed on june 3 1872 due to this accident and mismanagement
the mine became largely idle thereafter W turrentine jackson the infamous emma
mine A british interest in the little cottonwood district utah territory utah his-
torical quarterly 23 october 1955 339 62

37 that is facades for the purpose of diplomatic conversation
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in order not to be misunderstood I1 may as well here mention what I1 told
one of the apostles that I1 had been twice to the tabernacle & had heard
two of their prominent men deliver elaborate discourses on doctrinal
points but that they had failed to convince me of the truth of their religion
and that I1 surely could never become a mormon I1 feel so still but candor
compels me to say that apart from the abomination of polygamy there is

nothing in the doctrines of mormonism deserving condemnation tho
there is no doubt a good deal in them that unbelievers will treat with deri-
sion and polygamy is not one of the original tenets of the church but was
palmed upon it in later years to the disgust and horror of its right thinking
members as conclusively shewnchewn by mrs stenhouse in her recently pub-
lished highly interesting book 38

judging of the people by what we saw of them considering the cir-
cumstancescumstances under which about a quarter of a century ago they were driven
from illinois the hardships they had to endure before they reached the
land of promise which however was then not a land flowing with milk

and honey but a barren valley without a tree in it without water courses
enclosed by a range of towering snow capped mountains bearing in
mind that they brought with them only a few carts and mules and not by
any means a full supply of human food nor clothing to resist the rigor of
the rapidly approaching winter imagining their position when in obedi-
ence to a revelation from on high as they humbly believed they pitched
their tents in the wildernesswflderness and then beholding what in a score of years
they have made in this wilderness one of the best cultivated & most pros-
perous section of the union with a capital rivaling in attractions the loveli-
est inland cities and with numerous settlements all giving proof of earnest
thrift regarding and considering all this the conclusion to me is irre-
sistiblesistible that nothing but entire and abiding faith in the truth of their

38 fanny warn stenhouse was the first wife ofoftT B H stenhouse together the
couple helped open the italian mission of the church afterwards in utah T B H
stenhouse worked as a reporter for the deseretnewsDeseret News and married a second wife belinda
pratt when zina young brigham youngs daughter did not reciprocate stenhousesStenhouses
romantic interest the reporter s activity in the church began to wane he affiliated
with the godbeitesGodbeites divorced belinda pratt and apostatized with fanny with whom he
penned several anti mormon works ronald W walker the stenhousesStenhouses and the
making of a mormon image journal of mormon history i1 1974 51 72 the book to
which bierwirth refers is mrs T B H stenhouse A ladys life among the mormonscormonsMormons A

record of personal experience as one of the wives of a mormon elder during a period of
more than twenty years 2dad ed new york russell brothers 1872
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religion could have given the people the strength and patience and power
of endurance that have been required to accomplish what they now are
able to exhibit to the visitor from afar

in thus endeavoring to do justice to the people who still have to suffer
from violent and in some respects eeriainlcertainly unjust prejudices I1 must say
once more that nothing can nor should mitigate the abhorrence of
polygamy but I1 may say the death knell of that detestable institution is

heard throughout the territory and loudest in salt lake city the voices of
common sense ofdecency of christian morality have begun to find atten-
tive listeners and when they speak in manner and words like mrs sten-
house in her good book they cannot fail to have a salutary effect the
people still have pluck enough to resist brute attacks but they will not and
do not obstinately shut their ears to the honest admonition of reason nor
willwfllwall they remain insensible to the gentle tones of christian sympathy
already there are churches of various christian denominations in salt lake
city episcopal presbiterianPresbiterpresbyterianian baptist & methodist with steadily increasing
congregations exercising a salutary influenceinfluence3939 and since the opening of
the mines the successful development of which is powerfully assisted by the
opening of rroadsrhoads there is a rapid increase of the gentile population
whose votes will no doubt ere long determine the elections the heads of
the mormon church will be deprived of the direction of affairs and the
loss of political power will be fatal to their influence upon both society &

religion mormonism as originally taught may live in utah and I1 do not
see why it should not as well as the other countless dilutions of our lord s

teachings but polygamy is dead and will soon be buried be buried
now for california

39 the episcopaliansEpiscopalians entered utah in 1867 and had within three years built the
cathedral church of st mark the first methodist church was organized in salt lake
city in 1870 presbyterian and baptist congregations were organized in salt lake city
the following year see world s fair ecclesiastical history of utah salt lake city
george Q cannon and sons 1893 191 203 222 23 258 276 77 and robert joseph
dwyer the gentile comes to utah A study in religious and social conflict 1862 18901890

washington DC catholic university press of ofamericaamerica 1971 38 41741162162 63

donald Q cannon donald cannonbyuedu is professor of church history
and doctrine at brigham young university he earned a BA and an MA in history
from the university of utah and a phd in history from clark university his most
recent publication is encyclopedia oflatterof latter day saint history which he coeditedco edited with
arnold K garr and richard 0 cowan he would like to thank richard mcclellan and
kelly D cannon for their help with this article



of men and mantles
kierkegaard on the difference between a
genius and an apostle

john S tanner

I1 was once asked to introduce elder neal A maxwell to a group ofofbyuBYU
english majors this assignment caused me some concern I1 feared that my
audience might be inclined to revere elder maxwell for the wrong reasons
or at least for secondary reasons namely for his considerable gifts as a
writer rather than for his apostolic authority so rather than rehearse elder
maxwellsmaxwelllMaxwells r6sum6resume I1 decided to frame my introduction with insights bor-
rowed from a remarkable essay by sorenseren kierkegaard entitled the differ
ence between a genius and an apostle in it kierkegaard emphasizes that
human genius does not confer genuine religious authority thus to honor
an apostle like paul as a profound thinker or notable stylist is to miss the
point paul s brilliance is no more relevant to his real claim on us than is his
skill as a tentmaker 1

I1 reminded my audience of fellow english majors that likewise
although we may properly admire elder maxwell for his metaphors we
ought to heed his message for his mantle moreover we need to remember
that the intent of his turning a phrase is to turn our hearts to god that his
rhetoric is meant not to impress but to bless not to be marveled at but to
move us years later I1 made the same point in an exchange of letters with a
church leader

disciplesdjisciples don t hearken to christ because his teachings are more eloquent
or beautiful or profound than those of buddha or lao tzu but because he is

the son of god the same applies to apostles and to all those called of god
they make a claim on us not because they are the most clever people but
because they speak as ones having authority

we who love elder maxwell treasure his talents rejoice that god has
called one with gifts that fire the mind please the ear and fill the heart but
fundamentally his words command our attention because he is in very fact
an apostle 2

and once again I1 shared a copy of kierkegaards insightful essay the dif
ference between a genius and an apostle
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shared views of kierkegaard religious philosopher
and erastus snow apostle

sorenseren kierkegaard s analysis of what qualifies a man as an apostle
deserves to be better known among latter day saints than it is so does his
work generally for much of it agrees with and illuminates the restored
gospel often considered the father of modern existentialism kierkegaard
did not regard himself as the founder of a philosophical movement but as
a religious writer 3 he sought to reconceive philosophy which was then
dominated by hegel according to christian rather than greek premises
he also strove to reintroduce genuine christianity into the moribund but
nominally christian culture of nineteenth century denmark which
kierkegaard felt possessed a form of godliness but lacked genuine religious
passion in this latter role especially his message to the christian world can
resemble joseph smiths except kierkegaard repeatedly insists that he
himself is no prophet that he writes without authority 4

A contemporary of joseph
smith kierkegaard knew of
mormonism but likely not much
about it 5 although he lived in
copenhagen when the mission-
aries first arrived in 18501850 and
may have seen them about town
there is no evidence that he ever
met a latter day saint never-
thelesstheless he understood what it
meant to be a christian in much
the same way as they the story
of a possible near encounter with
elder erastus snow serves to
highlight similarities in the way
both kierkegaard and a latter
day apostle regarded such fun-
damentalda matters as apostles
authority and revelation

on friday july 191918501850 eras-
tus

FIG i erastus snow 1818 1888 in 1850
elder snow attended an ordinationordmationmatlon of a priest

snow fig i1 an apostle
inin the vor frue kirke where he was sur newly arrived in denmark went
rounded by statues ofchrist s twelve apostles to the vor frue kirke to watch
elder snow a modem apostle reflected that P ordainbishop J mynster a
were those apostles alive they would likely
be rejected by traditional nineteenth century priest there surrounded by
christianity photograph by charles R savage bertel thorvaldsen s famous
1850 church archives statues of the christus and the
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twelve apostles fig 2 elder snow reflected on the apostate condition of
the state church of denmark his journal entry reads as follows

19thipaip1 july I1 attended an ordination of a priest in frue kirke ladys church
which was attended with much pomp and show this frue kirke is

truly an elegant & costly building at the head of the main saloon before the

alter sic stands jesus in statuary inin the act of preaching & on either side of
the room are the fullfuli size statues of the 12 apostles which were carved in marble

in rome and while viewing this scene & the curious ceremonies of the day I1

had such feelings as I1 never before had how long thought I1 if these were
liveinglaveing sicsic figures teaching & acting as they did 18001800 years ago would they
be permitted to grace this temple of the great whore or even suffered to
exist among this people but a short time ago these very priests who with
their long robes are now officiating were the chief instruments inin imprision
ingjaglag sicsic P C monster a baptist minister for teaching the people to repent
& be baptisedbaptizedbaptised in the name of jesus infant sprinkling being then the only
baptism in denmark

it would seem that after the great mother of harlots had made
war with the saints & overcome them slain jesus and his apostles trans-
gressed their laws & changed their ordinances that now she had placed their
statues in her temples to grace her triumph 6

FIG 2 four of the life size statues of the twelve apostles sculpted by bertel thorvald-
sen and housed in the vor frue kirke our ladys chapel copenhagen denmark
courtesy john W welch
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subsequently in a report of his first year in denmark elder snow
expanded upon these reflections with even more pointed comments about
bishop mynster fig 3 and the established church

while the chief bishop surrounded by his clergy in sacerdotal robes was
engaged in the services of the occasion I1 asked myself these questions if
these statues were living figures what would be their language to these men
and this assembly were they to give utterance to the doctrines they taught
while living how long would they be permitted to grace this building I1 re-
flected that by the influence of these clergy and at the instigation of this
bishop was P C monster repeatedly imprisoned for preaching to the people
that they must follow jesus down into the water and be baptized this was the
bishop that thought it the duty of government to protect the people from this
dangerous sect the latter day saints these are the men who while they

allow the people to have access to the bible put a padlock upon it and pocket
the key I1 exclaimed in my heart at the scene before me surely the great
mother of abominations with her numerous progeny of the protestant family
after their fathers martyredmartyred jesus and his apostles transgressed his laws
changed his ordinances broke his everlasting covenant and drove the last

vestige of his kingdom from the
earth have now placed their stat-
ues in her temples to grace her
triumph 7

these reflections regarding the
danish church and its probable
reaction to living apostles are
remarkably congruent with the
sentiments of soren kierkegaard
although kierkegaard appears to
have remained entirely unknown
to the early mormon missionar-
ies he may very well have sat in
the shadows of thorvaldsen s

apostles with erastus snow that
july day 8 for kierkegaard lived in
an apartment at norregadeNorregade no 43
only a short distance from the vor
frue kirke 9 and he faithfully

FIG 3 bishop J P mynster 1775 1854 attended the cathedral to hear
mynster officiated in an ordination wit-
nessed by erastus snow a member of the bishop mynster preach indeed
quorum of the twelve kierkegaard walter lowrie says that kier-

kegaardrejected the claim that mynster was a true never missed a single
witness of god in the mold of the apostles sermon of mynster s except the
painting by C A jensen 1792 1870
courtesy of the royal danish ministry of lastlast1010 this means that kier
foreign affairs copenhagen denmark kegaarddegaard would have regularly
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attended ordination services for bishop mynster delivered many sermons
on such occasions as is evident from the fact that mynster published three
volumes of ordination sermons between 18401840 and 1851

1n

whether or not kierkegaard shared the vor frue kirke with erastus
snow that day he certainly shared similar views about apostles and the
established church these similarities became increasingly evident in his
writings during the late 1840si84os and i85os1850s in 1849 kierkegaard fig 4 pub-
lished his remarkable essay the difference between a genius and an
apostle this essay resonates strongly with a latter day saint understand-
ing of living prophets and apostles 12

in 1850 kierkegaard published training in christianity setting forth
the way authentic christianity differed from its lifeless modern imita-
tion 13 in that book kierkegaard like snow implicitly critiques both
bishop mynster and the state church by imagining what it would mean to
be a disciple if christ and his apostles were to come back to life in nineteenth
century denmark true disciples in every age kierkegaard avers must
follow christ as though they were his contemporaries christianity
requires contemporaneity with christ as a despised man who is also god
and by implication with his disciples as common men who are also
apostles of god

and in 1855 shortly after mynstersmonstersMyn sters death kierkegaard launched a

frontal attack on the state church explicitly rejecting the claim that myn-
ster and much less his successor professor martensen was a true witness
of god in the mold of the apostles on the contrary he asserted the
christianity of the new testament simply does not existexist14111414

in many respects kierkegaard s critique of christendom resembles
that delivered by the early mormon missionaries like them he raised a

voice of warning against the established church like them he measured
modern christian practice against the conditions for discipleship that
obtained in christ s day and found conventional christians wanting like
them he became a figure of controversy and scorn expecting to be perse-
cuted and perhaps executed for his attack 15 and like them he attempted to
reintroduce authentic christianity into its flaccid simulacrum which he
derisively called christendom christendom has done away with chris-
tianityti without being quite aware of it he proclaims my one thesis is

that christianity no longer exists my task is to reintroduce christianity
into christendom 0116111616

the first mormonscormons came to copenhagen with substantially the same
mission had they known kierkegaards views on such matters as apostles
authority and revelation they might have enlisted his work in support of
their cause As it was kierkegaard seems to have been entirely unknown by
the first missionaries and remains too little appreciated among latter day
saints even today
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the authority of an apostle

kierkegaards difference between a genius and an apostle is his best
brief statement about apostles authority and revelation the essay derives

from his book on adler a work unpublished in kierkegaards lifetime and
first translated in english under the title on authority and revelation
according to kierkegaards preface this book is basically an ethical
inquiry into the concept of a revelation into what it means to be called by
a revelation or what amounts to the same thing the whole book is

basically an inquiry into the concept of authority 17

nominally the book is aimed against adolph peter adler a danish
priest who in 1842 claimed to have received a revelation from christ only to
hedge this claim when threatened with suspension from his position in the
state church revelation was perhaps too strong an expression he later
conceded 18 in a larger sense the
book is about not only adler but
the modern age 19 it anticipates
training in christianity as well as

kierkegaards attack on professor

martensensMartensens claim that bishop
mynster was a genuine witness to
the truth 20120 further kierkegaardskierkegaardI1s
reflections on the nature of an
apostle may have been influenced
by sculptor thorvaldsensThorvald sens deplcepldepic-
tion

i c

of the apostles as martyrs
standing there with the instru-

ments of their martyrdom in their
hands silently facing the chrichris-
tus

s

who paradoxically bids them
come unto me and I1 will give

112121you rest
the adler case illustrated to

FIG 4 soren kierkegaard 1813 1855 the
kierkegaard how fundamentally established church kierkegaard asserted
confused both adler and his age lacked apostles who were divinely

were about what it would mean to appointed and who displayed three
significant characteristics of christian dis-
cipleshipbe called by a revelation 22 having cipleship true apostles command our

domesticated revealed religion his attention kierkegaard believed because
age fashioned a faith void of fear of that authority their mantle not

because of any genius skills or talentsand trembling forgetting that the
they may possess courtesy the royalgod it nominally worshippedworshipped danish ministry of foreign affairs

could require radical inexplicable copenhagen denmark
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paradoxical discipleship such as that manifest in the command that
abraham sacrifice isaac religion must not be confused with a system of
ethics kierkegaard warned though it encompasses morality nor conflated
with esthetics though its teachings may be beautiful 23 likewise an apostle
must not be confused with a brilliant philosopher or eloquent poet such
that an apostle becomes neither more nor less than a genius 24 human
genius has nothing to do with one s divine authority as an apostle As

kierkegaard wryly observes pauls beautiful metaphors are no more rele-
vant to his apostleship than are his tentmakingtent making abilities the essential fact
is that paul was called by a divine revelation 25

critical differences between a genius and an apostle

let me briefly summarize kierkegaards essay highlighting aspects
that resonate with mormonism A genius belongs to the finite realm of the
temporal the realm of immanence while an apostle belongs to an infinite
and eternal order the transcendent thus a genius is born while an
apostle is not born but is called and appointed by god and sent by him

on a mission as the term apostle denotes 26 likewise the genius may
develop over time becoming a greater or lesser genius according to how
he develops his gifts while the apostle is either called by god or is not there
is no question of degree further an apostle does not necessarily become
more intelligent or accomplished by his call nor is he necessarily distin-
guished by natural gifts indeed perhaps he was what we call a simple
person but by a paradoxical fact he was called to proclaim this new
thing 112727 the genius may be ahead of his time but eventually he will be
assimilated by history in such a way that his words no longer seem new or
paradoxical for they are the fruits of immanence not transcendence the
apostle by contrast will never be assimilated what he has to proclaim will
forever remain just as new and just as paradoxical because his doctrine
came into the world by revelation 28

the distinguishing feature of the genius is that his words are profound
beautiful eloquent or brilliant the distinguishing fact about an apostle is

his authority 1 I am not to listen to paul because he is brilliant writes
kierkegaard but I1 am to submit to paul because he has divine authority
an apostle s authority makes the hearer eternally responsible for how he
heeds the message 29 kierkegaard illustrates this distinction by contrasting
the utterances of a king to those ofa poet or philosopher A royal command
exercises a claim upon us that is categorically distinct from its poetic elo-
quence or philosophical profundity

when someone who has the authority to say it says to a person go and when
someone who does not have the authority says go the utterance go and
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its content are indeed identical evaluated esthetically it is if you like equally
well spoken but the authority makes the difference 30

to ask if a king is a genius and in that case be willing to obey him is basically
high treason to honor ones father because he is exceptionally intelligent
is impiety 31

likewise to ask whether christ is profound is blasphemy and is an
attempt be it conscious or unconscious to destroy him in a subtle way 32

when christ proclaims that life is eternal the issue is not if the doctrine is

profound or eloquent but if it is true hence who speaks is decisive christ
or a professor of theology 33 these same principles apply to the apostle
who is what he is by having divine authorauthorityity 31341134013434

the end or telos of the apostle s life is to bear witness bear is used
here in its literal sense of to convey kierkegaard compares the apostle to
a postman or envoy to a foreign court whose job is not to invent the con-
tent of the message but to convey it properly the doctrine communicated
to him is not a task given to him to cogitate about it is not given to him for
his own sake on the contrary he is on a mission and has to proclaim the
doctrine and to use authority 0135113535 the apostle exists entirely for the sake of
others but is accountable only to god his life is determined by a telos
beyond itself he exists in order to in the apostle s case he exists in order
to proclaim a revealed message a duty which remains unchanged through-
out his life and which requires that he sacrifice his life either literally or
spiritually for it 36

finally his life and his word are all that the apostle personally has to
validate his authority he cannot demonstrate it externally or objectively
if he could demonstrate it physically he would simply be no apostle 3137113737

entrusted with a message from god the apostle offers believers no 11 physi-
cal certainty of his calling not even miracles which are themselves the
objects of faith 38 the apostle thus has no way to demonstrate his authority
that does not require faith in his testimony a witness for which he must
be willing to die

an apostle has no other evidence than his own statement and at most his will-

ingness to suffer everything joyfully for the sake of that statement his speech
in this regard will be brief 1 I am called by god do with me now what you
will flog me persecute me but my last words will be my first I1 am called by
god and make for what do 31391139333939I1 you eternally responsible you to me

such is kierkegaard s analysis of the difference between a genius and
an apostle although couched in philosophical language unfamiliar to
mormonscormons and based on a categorical distinction between human capabil-
ity and divine calling sometimes blurred in mormon culture kierkegaard s

essay nevertheless accords remarkably well with a latter day saint under-
standing of apostolic authority latter day saint doctrine also recognizes a
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similar fundamental distinction between the mantle and the man 40 had
erastus snow known and understood kierkegaards essay he doubtless
would have found much in it to applaud after all snow himself was to
counsel the saints in a way that bespeaks a similar understanding of what
it means to be a witness

if we are called upon to bear the vessels of the lord to be witnesses of
those things that we have seen and heard and to go forth to a gainsayinggain saying and
reviling world we have got to lay aside personal considerations and go
forth trusting in god and have all confidence in him taking our lives in our
hands like the disciples of christ went as lambs in the midst of wolves and
bear witness of the truth nothing wavering or flinching 41

moreover as the first modern apostle to scandinavia elder snow knew
full well that he was not called for his profundity or eloquence which
were initially far beyond his reach in danish in any event forced as he
was to speak more with my eyes and fingers than with my tongue42tongue 42 he was
called for what he knew by revelation namely that god had spoken to a

new prophet

joseph smith as an apostle in the kierkegaardianKierkegaardian sense

joseph smith exemplifies kierkegaard s concept of apostle even more
conspicuously than elder snow for joseph received his calling as prophet
in an open vision of god and his ordination as apostle under the hands of
the resurrected peter james and john 43 unlike adler the prophet joseph
betrayed no hint ofbackpedalingofbackpedalingbackpedaling about his claim to revelation from first
to last his testimony was 1 I am called of god a statement for which he
was willing to die

an uneducated farm boy joseph smith claimed divine authority not
by virtue of human profundity or eloquence but by virtue of divine revela-
tion the prophets doctrine remains essentially new and paradoxical how-
ever long it is proclaimed in the world 114444 for it is not the product of human
genius but of divine revelation it belongs essentially to the realm of tran-
scendencescendence not of immanence hence neither joseph nor his revelations
can be assimilated into history simply as american originals rather they
are essentially paradoxical situated in the immanent but ultimately in-
explicable by history sociology psychology literary genius or any other
naturalistic explanation

As an authentic apostle joseph is a man like other men but at the
same time one made paradoxically different from all other human beings
because he is sent by god 45as45 As an apostle he makes an absolute religious
claim upon the world rather than an esthetic one the question of the
beauty or profundity of his teachings is from this point ofview completely
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beside the point rather the fundamental questions are are they true
are they from god As one who has been sent the prophet joseph smith

renders the world eternally responsible for how it receives his testimony
yet he offers no proof of his divine authority that does not require faith and
the immaterial evidence of the spirit

steven M emmanuel summarizes kierkegaard s understanding of the
nature of an apostle as follows

the true religious exception will not only have been entrusted with a new
doctrine to communicate but he will act in the service of god and devote his
life entirely to the mission upon which he has been sent such a person will
speak with divine authority calling attention to the revelation as his justifica-
tion furthermore he will be a witness of unusual conviction prepared to
endure ridicule and personal sacrifice for the sake of the truth 46

this assessment reflects unfavorably on adler but it compares very well to
joseph smith to cite but one example consider the prophets response to the
disbelief and persecution he faced when as a boy he recounted his first vision

however it was nevertheless a fact that I1 had beheld a vision I1 have thought
since that I1 felt much like paul before king agrippa some said he paul
was dishonest others said he was mad and he was ridiculed and reviled but alallailali
this did not destroy the reality ofhis vision so it was with me I1 had actually
seen a lightfighthight and in the midst of that light I1 saw two personages and they did in
reality speak to me and though I1 was hated and persecuted for saying that I1 had
seen a vision yet it was true I1 knew it and I1 knew that god knew it and I1

could not deny it neither dared I1 do it JS H 124 25

while kierkegaard may or may not have accepted such a tetestimonystimony 47

he surely would have conceded its consistency with the prophets claim to
be an apostle it is unlike the religious discourse of either an adler or a
mynster it rings with authority precisely the sort of religious authority
kierkegaard felt was missing from denmark in his age the early mormon
missionaries recognized the same absence of genuine religious authority in

denmark it is no wonder then that among the earliest mormon tracts
translated into danish is orson pratts divine authority or the question
was joseph smith sent ofofgodgod

three dimensions of authentic christian discipleship

those who responded to the mormon message that joseph was indeed
a prophet courted scandal and scorn they became the ugly ducklingsducklings of
scandinavia 4941 ironically however this standing put them into a more
authentic religious position than that of their more respectable neighbors
according to a kierkegaardianKierkegaardian understanding of christian discipleship 50

mormonism forced its early converts into an existential position analogous
to that required of disciples in the new testament with respect to three
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dimensions of authentic christian discipleship these kierkegaard dis-
cusses under the rubricarubrics contemporaneity scandal and incognito

those who were contemporary with christ had to follow jesus before
he became universally admired and before his movement became a tri-
umphant world religion the same was true of the danes who first
embraced joseph smith and mormonism they did not need to exercise
much imagination to feel a sense of contemporaneity with a despised and
rejected living christ for they experienced a similar predicament in fol-

lowing his despised and rejected living prophet moreover those who first
embraced mormonism embraced scandal

christ s message that he is gods only begotten son was a scandal an
offense the same is true of joseph s claim to be the lord s chosen prophet
so too are his claims to have translated gold plates to have conversed with
god and angels and to have restored the only true and living church
dacd&c 130 so too are many of his doctrines on the nature of god man
and marriage the scandal of mormonism to the nineteenth century is

captured by charles dickens who with a contemptuous sniff visions in
the age of railways dismissed joseph smiths claim to revelation 51

likewise christ came to earth incognito no nimbus or other physical
sign betrayed his divinity just the reverse outwardly he appeared as a

lowly man who at the same time declared that he was god 115152 simi-
larly joseph smith and the first modern apostles arrived incognito as very
ordinary men from the lower classes men who at the same time declared
that they had been sent by god to follow apostles and living prophets is

perforce to look beneath the man to the mantle much like jesus first fol-
lowers had to see the god beneath the incognito of a carpenter s son

in these three ways mormonism reintroduced christianity into chris-
tendom not merely doctrinally but also existentially the early missionaries
to denmark proclaimed that mormonism restored primitive christianity
in doctrine ordinance and apostolic authority kierkegaard implicitly
points to another dimension of the restoration mormonism restored for
its converts the original dynamics of christian discipleship which had
been lost ironically by the success of christendom to follow a living
prophet is to be reeducated in scandal contemporaneity and incognito

or at least it was when the mormonscormons first arrived on danish shores
with the passage of time and the success of mormonism as a world reli-
gion it may seem less scandalous now to believe in the restoration espe-
cially since the church has dropped such offensive practices as polygamy
fundamentally however I1 think this perception is mistaken by laying
claim to miraculous origins visions gold plates angels continuing revela-
tion living prophets and singular authority as the only true and living
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church mormonism is inherently offensive to both the secular and sec-

tarian world it cannot be fully assimilated by the world even though as a

social phenomenon mormonism can degenerate into mere mormondom
particularly for mormonscormons themselves it is all too easy for example for con-
temporary latter day saints to begin to regard a living prophet mainly as a

celebrity to focus almost exclusively on his talk show appearances and
best seller likewise it is possible to regard today s apostles who are now far
more outwardly accomplished than were the early apostles as geniuses
especially when they are regularly introduced with long citations of their
accomplishments a practice that I1 fear may offend the spirit and mislead
the audience about the essential character of the apostles holy calling

conclusion

early in this article I1 referred to an anecdote about erastus snow s

experience in the vor frue kirke let me conclude by recalling the visit of
another latter day saint apostle to the same cathedral here is the story as

recounted by elder boyd K packer

in 1976 an area general conference was
held in copenhagen denmark following
the closing session president kimball
fig 5 expressed a desire to visit the vor

frue church where the thorvaldsen stat-
ues of the christus and of the twelve
apostles stand

the church was closed for renovation
nevertheless arrangements were quickly
made for us to be admitted for a few min
utes there were just a few of us

to the front of the church behind the
altar stands the familiar statue of the chris-
tus along each side stand the statues of
the apostles peter at the front on the
right side of the church and the other
apostles in order it is not a large build-
ing and these beautiful statues make an
impressive sight indeed

FIG 5 spencer W kimball 1895 1985
most of the group were near the rear ofin 1976 while viewing thorvaldsen s

statues of christ s twelve apostles the chapel where the custodian through

president kimball noted these are the an interpreter was giving some explana-
tiondead apostles then pointing to elders I1 stood with president kimball and

boyd K packer thomas S monson president bentine the stake president
L tom perry and himself he testified before the statue of peter fig 6 in his

we are living apostles courtesy hand depicted in marble is a set of heavy
visual resources library the church of keys president kimball pointed to them
jesus christ of latter day saints and explained what they symbolized
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then in an act I1 shallshalishaul never forget he turned to president bentine and with
unaccustomed sternness pointed his finger at him and said with firm impressive
words I11 I want you to tellteli every lutheran in denmark that they do not hold the
keys we hold the real keys and we use them every day

we walked to the other end of the chapel where the rest of the group were
standing pointing to the statues president kimball said to the kind custodian
who was showing us the building these are the dead apostles here we have the
living apostles pointing to me he said elder packer is an apostle he desig-
nated the others and said elder monson
and elder perry are apostles and I1 am an
apostle we are the living apostles

the custodian who to that time had
shown no particular emotion suddenly
was inin tears 53

erastus snow had wondered what
thorvaldsen s apostles might say if they
could come to life president kimballsKimballs
actions suggest an answer an answer
consistent with kierkegaard s concept of
apostleship A living apostle might chal-
lenge the establishment and boldly tes-
tify of his authority you do not hold the
keys I1 hold the keys I1 am an apostle
when he bore witness he would address
his hearers not primarily in the role of a

genius but as one having authority
beyond this an apostle might not look
quite as impressive as thorvaldsen s

massive figures rather he might look
like president kimball a little man
with a voice gods servant incog-
nito

raspy FIG 6 bertel thorvaldsen s statue
I1 only wish that kierkegaard had of peter holding the keys to the

been there with the custodian that day christian church located in the vor

to have heard a genuine apostolic wit-
ness

frue kirke copenhagen this statue

unvarnished by the esthetic pol-
ish

inspired president spencer W
kimball to declare we hold the

of a mynster sermon and unmarred real keys and we use them every
by the religious confusion of a bogus day courtesy the diocese of
adler revelation copenhagen

john S tanner is professor of english at brigham young university he received
a BA in english from brigham young university inin 1974 and a phd inin english from
the university ofcalifornia berkeley in 1980 dr tanner isis the author of anxiety inin eden-
a Kierkegaardkierkegaardianian reading ofoPaparadiseradise lost new york oxford university press 1992
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A man that you could not help likeingkeinglikeningLi

joseph smith and nauvoo portrayed in a letter
by susannah and george W taggart

ronald 0 barney

the prophet joseph smiths call for members of the church of jesus
christ latter day saints to gather to nauvoo illinois had a wide effect
once the settlement acquired the trappings of civilization what had been
the obscure riverside village of commerce soon evidenced expansion and
progress new inhabitants and bustling construction among those who
gathered to nauvoo were washington and susannah taggart who con-
verted to mormonism in 1841 or 1842 in peterboroughPeterborough hillsborough
county new hampshire 1 taught the gospel by elder eli P maginn 2 the
taggartytaggartsTaggarts soon planned their departure for the mormon capital their
eldest son george washington taggart age 25 and a younger son
oliver 18 also embraced elder maginn s teachings of the restoration
but three sons albert 23 samuel 21 and henry 16 revolted at
what they saw as the familysfam ilys credulity the converted taggartstaggartyTaggarts moved to
nauvoo in mid 1843 while the other three sons remained behind

the document reproduced here is susannah and george s letter to
those three young men describing the experiences the converted taggartstaggartyTaggarts
had in nauvoo included in the letter are comments on the unfortunate
deaths of father washington and son oliver in september 1843 just months
after settling in nauvoo an appraisal of the city and perhaps most signifi-
cantly a contemporary description of joseph smith A discussion of the
taggart family and the brief but remarkable missionary career of eli P

maginn the elder who raised a base of mormon strength in southern new
hampshire introduces the susannah and george taggart letter 3

elder maginn in new hampshire

latter day saint missionaries initiated their search for the elect in
new hampshire in 1832 when elders orson pratt and lyman E johnson
both twenty one years old began their ministry in the granite state new
hampshire already had a connection to the saints that made it important
in the collective memory of church members the prophet joseph smithsmiths s

BYU studies 4040 no 2 20012001 165
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mother lucy mack smith hailed from gilsumgiljum in southwestern new
hampshire her extended family and her husbands paternal grandfather
asael smith also once lived in the area the restoration message that
spread in this region was embraced by such converts as amasa lyman and
hazen aldrich who would become important church leaders A branch of
the church was raised in new hampshire by mid 1833 two more were
organized by 1835 however the migration of mormon converts to central
gathering places during the i83os183os drained the new hampshire branches of
vital strength 4 then in 1841 a spark of regeneration in the person ofofeliodelielieil PR

maginn an englishman and missionary sent from nauvoo touched the
south central village of peterboroughPeterborough revitalizing new hampshire s
mormon presence

elder maginn made a significant impression upon many of the nearly
nine hundred villagers when he walked into peterboroughPeter borough in 1841 herald-
ing the truth ofmormonismmormonismof 5 standing six feet in height and of rather a
commanding appearance the young missionary with an honest happy
smile was described by one of his hearers as truly astonishing quoting
ic the scriptures from memory giving chapter and verse with the greatest
ease and correctness 3361166 this young missionary with a magnetic person-
ality attracted people from far and near to his meetings in time the latter
day saint meetings in peterboroughPeterborough provoked interest among the local
residents and often were so crowded that the speakers were accustomed to
stand at the windows and address the larger overflow crowds waiting out-
side as much as they did the people who filled the hall to capacity 1177 maginn
served in peterboroughPeterborough on and off for at least two years while simultane-
ously spreading the message in other parts of new england 8

elder maginn s commitment was remarkable writing to joseph smith
on march 22 1842 maginn described his proselyting endeavors in the
three years since leaving nauvoo he had 11 travelled through eighteen states
and british canadian provinces soliciting donations for the nauvoo
temple and gathering subscriptions to the times and seasons he preached
from one to three times almost every day though he was unable to satisfy
all of the one to twenty of the calls for preaching and his message was
compelling his letter stated that several dozen people had joined the
church in new salem massachusetts and gilsumgflsumgiljumgulsum new hampshire and
another thirty six had embraced the gospel in peterboroughPeter borough since the pre-
vious fall 9 most of these converts resulted from maginn s tireless efforts
within six months of maginn s letter to the prophet the number of mem-
bers in peterboroughPeterborough tripled to one hundred souls all in good standing
more than a dozen came into the church over the next few months 10
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the taggartstaggartyTaggarts divided over mormonism

drawing many peterboroughPeter borough residents into the gospel net maginn
was countered by local religious rivals who had been jousting for converts
for decades the town s religious community refused to acknowledge the
church s place one peterboroughPeter borough resident george bryant gardner a
mormon convert and blacksmith was warned that his affiliation with the
saints would cause the loss of customers and his business but he would
not be constrained 1 I burst those bands and was baptized by elder eli P
maginn on monday november 201841 in the cantacookCantacook contoocook
river gardner rejoiced 12

maginn s message divided the villagers and polarized families one
unconverted taggart son samuel wrote to another albert who was living
in nearby wilton samuel expressed his disgust with elder maginnsmaginasMaginns influ-
ence among the peterboroughPeterborough townspeople he closed his letter in verse

let mormonism be forgottonforgostonforgotton
and never brought to mind
let mormonism be forgottonforgostonforgotton
in the days of old magin 13

several weeks later an impetuous henry complained to albert that
their family was full of mormonism george had been baptized in
december 1841 and now the taggart parents appeared on the verge ofjoin-
ing him 14 asking that albert excuse the writing for it is bad and i am
mad henry demurred I11I have got a little some thing to tell you that will
make you swear i guess for it did me I1 the old man washington tag-
gart is a going into the drink waters of baptism next friday it galled
him that his parents and brothers had in his eyes been duped but he
assured his brother that by god i don t work out to get money to give to
joe smith no how 111515 the resistance of their children did not deter
washington and susannah from baptism they continued to associate
with other church members in peterboroughPeterborough and eventually gathered with
the body of the saints in nauvoo

the taggartstaggartyTaggarts in nauvoo and in the west

washington susannah and oliver moved to nauvoo a short time
prior to george and his wife harriet bruce taggart who arrived there in
june 1843 three months before the taggartstaggartyTaggarts wrote their letter fortunately
communication between the divided family members continued after the
move despite the initial hostility manifested by samuel and henry albert
seems to have remained cordial if not warm although he never converted
to the church albert visited family members in nauvoo in 1845 and con-
tinued to receive letters from george as late as 1860 16
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the taggartstaggartyTaggarts were of nau
voo s rank and file george
served as a seventy worked
on the nauvoo temple and
joined the nauvoo legion
band life for the family was
not easy during their short stay
washington and oliver died
from bilious fever in septem-
ber 1843 susannah married
henry jolley twenty months
later but she died in nauvoo
on october 31 1845 just six

months afterward 17 george s

wife harriet also died that
year expiring in february after
a lingering illness of 6 months
she left behind a thirteen

U month old daughter george s

commitment to and under-
standingFIG i george washington taggart ca 1885 of his faith despite

of enlargement artist andphotograph crayon reversal and hardship is evievlevi-
denced

photographer unknown
by his resolve soon

after his wife s death 1 I think
my lot has been one of sorrow and tribulation since I1 come to nauvoo but
I1 do not feel like complaining for sorrow and perplexity is the commoncormcorncomm m on
lot of mankind here in this life 111818 with an infant to care for george mar-
ried fanny parks within five months of harriet s passing 199

among the first wave of exiles from nauvoo in february 1846 george
left his wife and daughter in nauvoo and crossed iowa with the body of the
saints he later joined the mormon battalion serving as a musician in
company B he and his battalion comrades mustered out in july 1847 in los
angeles returning to winter quarters via salt lake city george was

reunited with his family that december they settled in harris grove in

northern pottawattamie county iowa along with other peterboroughPeterborough
saints converted through maginn s influence george and fanny had three
children together prior to their 1852 journey to utah with other saints who
had evacuated the missouri river valley after arriving in utah george
entered plural marriage with clarissa marina rogers with whom he had
twelve children settling in salt lake city he became a carpenter and mill-

wright later he moved his family to morgan county utah where george
fig i died on june 3318931893 at the age of seventy eight 20
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when eli maginnsmaginasMaginns preaching soaked through george taggart s skin
the dye ran deep contrary to his younger brother s hope in 1842 mor-
monism was not forgotten george s last known communication to his
brother albert written in 18601860 reads

I1 will suppose in in sic the first place that about two and a half years ago
you probably expected if you ever heard any thing concerning me it would be
that my name was blotted from the earth with all the rest of the community
to which I1 belong but this is not the case neither will it ever happen for
mormonism so called or the kingdom of god is in the ascendant and will
continue to be so 21

the september 1843 letter

the document reproduced on the following four pages is one of nine
letters found in the albert taggart correspondence collection in the
church archives the letters were preserved by bob close albert taggart s

great great grandson who contacted glen L taggart then president of
utah state university and a descendant of george washington taggart
the church obtained the letters through glen taggart in 1983 the docu-
ment is one sheet of lined paper folded in half to make four pages for writ-
ing penned in black ink the letter measures l213l6121316 x 17iw38 33 cm x 44.1441 cm
spelling and capitalization in the letter reproduced below are the same as

that found in the holographic letter common to other writing in ante-
bellum america the taggart letter is mostly bereft of punctuation partic-
ularly susannah s portion to make the document more readable I1 have
added punctuation and some paragraph breaks angle brackets signify
textual insertions square brackets include my own editorial clarifica-
tions erasuresErasures are indicated as ikeetttsstrikeoutssirstrstrikeouts
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susannah taggart and george W taggartstaggartyTaggarts
letter of september 6thath and loth 1843

nauvoo september 6thath 184318432222

dear children I1 now take my pen in hand to write you a line to inform
you of my heahealth1 I th which is pretty good but the subject upon which I1 must
write makes the task a painful one for I1 must tell you my children you are
fatherless your father was taken with the bowel complaint before we got
here and he never was well of it while he lived although he kept about till
about a week before he died 23231I1 dont think he felt able to do any work and
giflif he could have got along without it would have been better for his
health but he could not

oliver was taken with the fever and ague about the twenty fifth of july
and we thought was getinggating better but the bowel complaint set in which
caused his death 24 oliver died the first day of september five oclock in the
afternoon and your father about the same time the next day 25 you may
judge what my feelings must be situated as I1 am in a land of strangers
though the neighbors are very kind and the people as far as I1 have any
acquaintance are good

george and hariet come before oliver died to help me take care of
ihilwiibibiffihiffi your father and him and they are here yet 26 how long they will stay I1

don t know
your father had bought a house lot and dug a celler and got it mostly

stoned and made calculations for building this fall but sickness and death
has frustrated heietheirhele his designs and whether george will come on and put
up a house and live with me I1 dontdont know 27

but I1 would say to you all I1 want to see you very much and I1 hope you
will in consiquenceconsequenceconsiquence of this dispensation of providence be led to consider of
the uncertainty of life the certainty of death and the uncertainty as to the
time when and be prepared for the same and now my children I1 must con-
clude by wishing you health and prosperity and by saying my hearts
desire and prayer to god is that you may be saved

susan taggart
albert 28 samuel W 29 30taggart28Taggart taggart29Taggart henry C taggart30Taggart
psipstPSps1 give my respects to all inquiring friends and the old neighbours

and tell them I1 like the place very well and I1 dont know but but sic my
health is as good as when I1 left peterboroughPeterborough write and let us know how
you do

belovdbeloid brothers 313 As mother has not filled out this sheet and concidcoccid
dering that you would have to pay as much for one page as you would fore
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four I1 therefore sit down to employ my pen for a few moments thinkeingthinklingthinkeing

that it will be for your satisfaction and it is with peculiar feelings that I1 sit

down to the task it is hardly nesecary for me to make any remarks
upponappon what mother has written for what she has written is even so our
father and our brother oliver is dead our mother is as well as common 32

my wife and myself are as well as usual it has been rather sickly here

through the month of august not more so however than would be

expected conciddering the number of inhabitants and the great emigration
which has been going on this season 33 our father bought an acre lot

within the precincts of the citty and paid twenty dollars he also had got a

cellar dug and stoned and the most of the lumber for a house the walls of
which he was agoing to build of brick 34 the brick he had not bought he
has left after paying out all expences something like ten dollars as near as

I1 can guess he also made his will by which he gave each of us one dollar
and the rest to mother with the request that I1 should be his executor how

we shall get along I1 do not know but I1 am afraid that we shall not be able

to go on and build the house but I1 shall do what is in my power to get up
a house for mother this fall 3531 but I1 expect it will be rather a hard case for it

is almost imposibleimpossibleimposible for a man here to get a dollar in money for work for

money is scarce and there is but little confidence to be placed in many of
the people and those that have money will not put it in circulation 36 this

perhaps you will wonder at seeing this is called the land of saints but let

me tell you that the people are not all saints that profess to be 37

sunday sept loth I1 now sit down to finish this letter not haveinghaleing an

oportunityopportunity since the 6thath I1 still find myself in good health and my wife and

mother the same I1 like the place very much but there is many inconve-

niences which we will have to undergo in concequenceconsequenceconcequence of not haveinghaleing
money but those that have money can live here just as easy as they please

there is a great deal of building a going on here this summer and the place

is groinggaoing fast 38 the most of the people are industrious and honest but poor
but there is manny as might be suposedsupposed that aree not honest and manny
that belong to the church which are not to be depended upon this I1 expected

before I1 came here therefore I1 am not disapointeddisappointeddisapointed
now something concerning old jo so called fig i2 39 he is a young

looking man of his age which is near 38 years and one of the finest look-

ing men there is in the country and he does not pretend to be a man with-

out failings and follies he is a man that you could not help likeinglikening as a

man setting a side the religious prejudice which the world has raised

against him he is one of the warmest patriots and friends to his country
and laws that you ever heard speak on the subject 40 neither is he puffed up
with his greatness as manny suppose but on the contrary is familiar with

anny decent man and is ready to talk upon anny subject that any one
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wishes and I1 asure you it would make you wonder to hear him talk and see
the information which comes out of his mouth and it is not in big words
either but that which any one can understand 4411 no more of the prophet at
this time

since the 6thath I1 have been looking over the situation of things as father
has left them and I1 find that there is not more than from 3 to 6 dollars in
money that father has left besides clothes and what has been done ont the
house one thing more and I1 mustmusit close

we are now expecting trouble from misoury and that before long in
consequence ofofgovgov ford refusing to send out a military force for the pu-
rpose ofoftakeingtakeingtakping joseph smith again which our gov has refused to do for
particulars concerning fords answer to the gov of misoury in relation to
this matter you will find fords letter in the nauvoo neighbour ofofwednswednsweans
day aug 3oth30thaoth 1843 42 which I1 think livingstone & pevey takes 4341

now concerning public reports and stories that are abroad in the
world concerning joseph smith and the mormonscormonsMormons so called as a people

they that is the public reports and stories are as false as the devil
or those that make such stories I1 say this as a fact knowing it to be so
therefore if you ever beleivedbele ived me to be one of truth is am still the same

I1 wish to hear from each one of you and would like to see you but the
latter I1 shall not expect this fall but I1 am in hopes that I1 shall see all of you
here some day I1 wish you to write all of you and when you do fill up a

whole sheet and if you cant each of you fill a sheet take a good big one
and all write in it and it will not cost but 25 ctsacts whereas if you send 3 by
mail it will cost 75 ctsacts and I1 could raise 5 dollars in the east quicker from
my work easier than I1 can raise 75 ctsacts here luther read & his wife are sick
with the chills and fever 44 miltonmfltonmllton how has been atackedstacked with the fever but
I1 have not heard form him for 3 or 4 days and do not know how he now is 45

the rest of the peterboropeterborgpeterboro folks I1 think are all wellwelweliweilwei1 46 this from your friend
& brother G W taggart
albert taggartsamuelTaggart Samuel WtaggarthenrywtaggarthenryTaggart Henry curtis taggart 47

psipstps1PS brother henry father told me since we came here that cousin
james taggart owed him fe one bushel of rye which he came away and for-
got also the grain hoks hooks were left at nichols old house 48 this
account you may look to if you choose and the hooks you may get if you
can & if you come out here throw them into a chest for they willwiliwilwiilwllI be very
handy here as such things cost 8 times as much here as it would cost to
bring or send them here give my respects to all enquiring please tell
father druces folks that harriet and myself are in good health 4941 good bye
henry my respects to 50 george washington taggart

mr samuel W or henry C taggart peterboroughPeter borough N H
postmarked nauvoo september 184311843
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ronald 0 barney is senior archivist church archives family and church his-
tory department the church of jesus christ of latter day saints he received a BA
degree in history from weber state university and an MA degree in history from utah
state university he can be reached by email at byu studiesbyuedu he thanks
steven R sorensen larry C porter and susan easton black for assistance in the prepa-
ration of this document transcription

i1 an overview of the taggart family and their early experiences in the church is
found in forrest rick mcconkie and evelyn nichols mcconkie eds george washing-
ton taggart member of the mormon battalion his life and times and his wives harriet
atkins bruce fanny parks clarissa marina rogers and their ancestors 1711il n 79011901igol fort
duchesne utah jennie s family histories 1997

2 maginn is pronounced mah gin or mah gine and variously spelled magin
or mcginn

3 susannah and george washington taggart to dear children albert taggart
samuel taggart and henry taggart september 6 and io1018431843 in albert taggart corr-
espondence 1842 1848 and 18601860 church archives family and church history
department the church of jesus christ of latter day saints salt lake city hereafter
cited as church archives

4 andrew jenson encyclopedic history of the church ofjesusof jesus christ of latter day
saints salt lake city deseret news 1941 574 A gary anderson new hampshire
with selected sites in maine in sacred places new england and eastern canada vol i
of sacred places A comprehensive guide to early LDS historical sites ed lamar C
berrett 6 vols salt lake city bookcraft 1999 59 65

5 maginn said to have been born in england may have immigrated to north
america from england and with other family members joined the church in or near
scarborough ontario known then as upper canada in 1836 37 apparently a young
man ofenormous talent and ability maginn at about the age ofnineteen was ordained
a priest at a december 1837 conference held in scarborough he immediately embarked
on what became his missionary ministry his brief but productive career came to a
close on april 271844 in lowell massachusetts where he died at age twenty six from
consumption tuberculosis george abbott morison and etta M smith history of
peterboroughPeterborough new hampshire i2 volsVOIS rindge NH richard R smith 1954 1187ia87
richard E bennett A study of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints in
upper canada 18301830 1850 master s thesis brigham young university 1975 56 59
charles henry hales hales family biographical sketches church archives charles
hales autobiography in windows A mormon family comp kenneth glyn hales
tucson skyline printing 1985 33 34 vital records of lowell massachusetts to the end

of the year 1849 4 vols salem mass essex institute 1930 4202 nauvoo temple
endowment register io10 december 1845 to 8 february 1846 salt lake city temple index
bureaubureau197489197419748989

other information about maginn s missionary activity preaching and election
eeringbeering on behalf of joseph smith can be found in benjamin C elsworth to brothers
robinson and smith october 181818401840 in times and seasons 2 november 151518401840
219 20 mormonism times and seasons 4 may i1 1843 180180 general conference
minutes times and seasons 4 august 151518431843 300 302 wilford woodruff wilford
woodruff s journal 1833 1898 ed scott G kenny 9 vols midvale utah signature
books 1983 85 2244 june 18 1843 260260 61 july 7 13 1843 286 go90 september 9
1843 311olloli september 221843 joseph smith jr history of the church ofoflesuslesusjesus christ of
latter day saints ed B H roberts 2dad ed rev 7 vols salt lake city deseret book
1971 5268 435 446 497 612 21 23 27 elden J watson ed manuscript history of
brigham young 1801 1844m44 salt lake city smiths secretarial service 1968 37 april 23
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1839 andrew karl larson erastus snow the life of a missionary and pioneerforpioneer for the
early mormon church salt lake city university of utah press 1971 70 and margaret C

robertson the campaign and the kingdom the activities of the electioneers in
joseph smiths presidential campaign BYU studies 39 no 3 0000100020000200laoo2000looo 1471478080

6 mormonism times and seasons 4 may 151843 206206 this article originally
published in the boston bee and signed A seeker after truth likely a church member
in the boston massachusetts area identified maginn as being 24 years ofage though
his appearance is that of a man farther advanced in years

7 morison and smith history of peterboroughPeterborough 1187
8 after maginn s early success and the establishment of a substantial church

presence in the village peterboroughPeterborough became a regular stop for missionaries traveling
to and from new england in peterboroughPeterborough brigham young and orson pratt return-
ing to nauvoo after short missions in new england heard conclusively that joseph and
hyrum smith had been murdered it was in peterboroughPeterborough on july 16 1844 that
brigham young stated the first thing which I1 thought of was whether joseph had
taken the keys of the kingdom with him from the earth brother orson pratt sat on my
left we were both leaning back on our chairs bringing my hand down on my knee
I1 said the keys of the kingdom are right here with the church watson manuscript
history of brigham young 170 A local tradition arose among peterboroughPeterborough residents
that in their town brigham young first received news that he was the head of the mor-
mon church morison and smith history of peterboroughPeterborough 1190ingo

9 elielleil P maginn to president joseph smith march 221842 in times and sea-
sons 3T may 2218421842 778 79

io10 agents times and seasons 3 june 15 1842 830 conference minutes
times and seasons 3 july i1 1842 844 45 conference minutes times and seasons 4
december i1 1842 31 32 mormon conference times and seasons 4 march i1 1843

124 25 peterboroughPeterborough tradition holds that a total of two hundred and thirty joined the
latter day saint church at the meetings held in peterboroughPeterborough in the i84os1840s morison

and smith history of peterboroughPeterborough 1191ingiligi
ii11 morison and smith history of peterboroughPeterborough 1161ligi 63 166 elijah dunbar

diary 1799 1842152 55 microfilm family history library family and church his-
tory department the church of jesus christ of latter day saints salt lake city

12 As quoted in mcconkie and mcconkie taggart 2

13 samuel W taggart to albert taggart may 311842 albert taggart correspondence
14 george s baptism date is confirmed in george washington taggart notebook

1837 1857 church archives
15 henry taggart to albert taggart july 201842 albert taggart correspondence
16 taggart notebook george washington taggart to albert taggart march 5

1845 samuel taggart to albert taggart aprilaprflapryl 111118451845 george washington taggart to
albert taggart september 9918601860 all in albert taggart correspondence

17 lyndon W cook comp nauvoo deaths and marriages 2839 1845 orem
utah grandin book 1994 75 mcconkie and mcconkie taggart 23

18 george washington taggart to albert taggart march 5518451845

ig19 george washington taggart register of family births and deaths ca 187711877

church archives taggart notebook McComcconkiemcconkleilkierikie and mcconkie taggart 810158101518 iai8
21 23

2020 mountains conquered the story of morgan utah with biographies morgan
utah morgan county news 1959 29299 300 harris grove in ronald G watt
comp iowa branch index 1839 1859 church archives susan easton black comp
membership of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints i83o1830 1848 50 vols
provo religious studies center brigham young university studies 1989 42435 36
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harriet goodrich collett george washington taggart in kate B carter comp
treasures of pioneer history 6 vols salt lake city daughters of utah pioneers 1955

4470 72

21 george washington taggart to albert taggart september 9 1860

22 this portion of the document is written by susannah law taggart 1786 1845
wife ofwashington taggart 1786 1843 and mother of six sons the oldest five of whom
lived to maturity susannah was born to reuben law 1751 1840 and alice piper law
1759 1821 in sharon hillsborough county new hampshire she married washing-

ton taggart on january 16 1816 together they had six sons the youngest reuben
dying within a year of birth susannah evidently became a latter day saint in july 1842

at the same time as her husband she immigrated to nauvoo with her husband and
her son oliver probably in the spring of 1843 writing from nauvoo she addressed her
sons albert 1818 1904 samuel W 18201820 87 and henry curtis taggart 1826 62 all
of whom lived in or near peterboroughPeterborough new hampshire at the time this letter was
written after washington s death she married henry jolley on may 4418451845 she died
on october 31 1845 in nauvoo mcconkie and mcconkie taggart 105 13 dunbar
diary gi91142142

23 washington taggart son of james 1742 1815 and elizabeth mcnay or
mcnee taggart ca 17501750 1814 was born in peterboroughPeterborough hillsborough county new
hampshire the youngest of eight children his father and grandfathers all veterans of
the revolutionary war were among the first settlers of peterboroughPeterborough washington
became a latter day saint in late july 1842 he immigrated to nauvoo the following
year and he died within months of his arrival mcconkie and mcconkie taggart
105 14128

24 oliver hazard perry taggart 1824 43 the fourth son of washington and
susannah taggart was born in sharon hillsborough county new hampshire bap-
tized a latter day saint probably in 1842 he immigrated to nauvoo with his parents in
the late spring of 1843 and died on september i1 1843 having never married mcconkie
and mcconkie taggart 112 13

25 on september 6618431843 the nauvoo neighbor published notice of the deaths of
oliver and washington taggart both died it was reported ofofbilliousbibilliousniousbiousblous fever absent
the exacting postmortem medical analysis employed today the terms bilious fever and
ague then described malaria with its symptoms of debilitating chills fever sweating
and disorientation that often led to death while susannah taggart plainly states that
her son died on september i1 1843 and that her husband died the following day some
taggart family records indicate that washington died on august 2 and oliver on
august ii11 other family sources state that washington died on september 20 the dates
susannah gives are recorded in george washington taggart s register of family births
and deaths and circumstantially confirmed in cook nauvoo deaths and marriages 75

26 harriet atkins bruce 1821 45 married george washington taggart 1816 93
on may 7718431843 she was born in peterboroughPeterborough to peter 017017901790 1850 and eliza french
bruce 1798 1874 the third of their eleven children likely the only member ofotherher par-
ents family to become a latter day saint harriet was baptized in peterboroughPeterborough on
february 202018421842 by eli P maginn she and her husband moved to nauvoo the fol-

lowing year they had one child eliza ann born january 282818441844 harriet died in nau-
voo on february 191918451845 mcconkie and mcconkie taggart 44165165 76 182 83 taggart
register of family births and deaths

27 washington taggart purchased block 29 lot 2 in nauvoo seven blocks north
of the unfinished nauvoo temple mcconkie and mcconkie taggart 14
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28 albert taggart 1818 1904 second son of susannah and washington taggart
was born in sharon hillsborough county new hampshire he married mary E gow-
ing in 1849 they had two children he did not become a latter day saint mcconkie
and mcconkie taggart 112 13 albert smith history of the town of peterboroughPeterborough
hillsborough county new hampshire boston george H ellis 1876 307

29 samuel W taggart 18201820 87 third son of susannah and washington taggart
was born in sharon hillsborough county new hampshire he married catherine
turner in 1845 they had one child he did not become a latter day saint mcconkie
and mcconkie taggart 112

30 henry curtis taggart 1826 62 fifth son of susannah and washington tag-
gart was born in sharon hillsborough county new hampshire never joining the
church he married fidelia twitchell in 1845 but was later killed during the civil war at
the second battle of bull run his body was not recovered mcconkie and mcconkie
taggart 112 13

31 this portion of the document was written by george washington taggart
1816 93 who was born in sharon hillsborough county new hampshire the son of

washington and susannah law taggart
32 susannah law taggart died in nauvoo on october 31 1845 at the age of 59

taggart register of family births and deaths
33 while exact population figures for nauvoo in the 184osi840s remain somewhat

cloudy the city grew significantly during this time susan easton black suggests that
about four thousand lived in nauvoo in 1842 susan easton black how large was the
population of nauvoo BBYUYU studies 35 no 2 1995 92 93 richard jensen states that
1022 british saints immigrated to nauvoo in 1843 swelling the city s population by 25 per-
cent through british immigration alone richard L jensen transplanted to zion the
impact of british latter day saint immigration upon nauvoo BYUBYTJ studies 31 no i

1991 78 for other calculations of nauvoo population see dean L may A demo-
graphic portrait of the mormonscormonsMormons 1830 19801980 in after 150 years the latter day saints
in sesquicentennial perspective eds thomas G alexander and jessie L embry provo

utah charles redd center for western studies 1983 43 44 richard E bennett
cormonsmormons at the missouri 1846 1852 and should we die norman university of
oklahoma press 1987151987 15 james E smith frontier nauvoo building a picture from
statistics ensign 9 september 1979 16 19 and george W givens in old nauvoo
everyday life in the city oflosephof joseph salt lake city deseret book 19901990 7 914

lyndon cooks compilation of deaths in early nauvoo suggests that the year 1843

was as the taggart letter indicates a sickly time for many ofofnauvoosnauvoosNauvoos residents there
were about 350350050 deaths in nauvoo for 1843 the highest number of deaths of any year the
saints occupied the city the sickliestsickliest period was the three months between august
and october when 57 percent of the year s deaths occurred cook nauvoo deaths and
marriages 1 87 it should be noted that cooks figures vary considerably from those in
M guy bishop vincent lacey and richard wixon death at mormon nauvoo
1843 1845 western illinois regional studies 9 no 2 fall 1986 73

34 homes constructed of brick were a later phase in nauvoo the earlier and
majority of homes in the city were frame or log homes see givens in old nauvoo 20 30

35 it is not known whether susannah taggart s home was ever completed
36 due to the lack of currency circulating in nauvoo residents primarily used a

barter economy for an overview of nauvoo s economic struggle see robert bruce
flanders nauvoo kingdom on the mississippi urbana university of illinois press

19751441975 144 78
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37 earlier in the year on april 13 1843 in a sermon before newly arrived british
converts and a great multitude of others assembled at the temple joseph smith is

reported by willard richards to have stated

where a crowd is flocking from allahaliail parts of the world of different minds reli-
gions &cac there will be some who do not live up to the commandments

there will be & designing characters who would turn you aside & lead you
astray speculators who would get away your property therefore it is neces-
sary we should have an order here & when emigrants arrive to instruct
them concerning these things joseph smith diaries april 13 1843 joseph
smith collection 1827 1844 church archives

this entry has been published with slightly different punctuation in joseph smith jr
an american prophets record the diaries and journals of joseph smith ed scott H
faulring salt lake city signature books 1989 361 april 13 1843 and andrew F

ehat and lyndon W cook eds the words of joseph smith the contemporary
accounts of the nauvoo discourses of the prophet joseph orem utah grandin book
company 1991iggi 191 april 131318431843

38 the one industry which employed more labor and capital probably than allailali
others in nauvoo combined was the building industry flanders nauvoo 156

39 taggart s reference to old jo so called is probably a response to the lan-
guage used by his unbelieving and antagonistic brothers contemporaneous latter day
saints generagenerallygeneraflyfly referred to the prophet by his complete name joseph

40 joseph smith had for some time expressed contempt over the manner in which
the saints had been treated in missouri during the i83os183os the repeated attempts of mis-
souri officials to extradite him for escape from liberty jail and for alleged complicity in
the attempted murder of ex governor lilburn W boggs as well as state and national
governmental indifference to mormon pleas for justice and redress for missouri losses
provoked the prophet to speak out in the summer of 1843 on subjects such as liberty
constitutional law and citizens rights it is apparent that taggart had heard at least one
of these discourses after his arrival in nauvoo see also ehat and cook words oflosephof joseph
smith 216 29 june 3030184330.18430018431843 236 37 august 61843 242 43 august 131318431843

41 other i mmigrantimmigrant converts who came to nauvoo described joseph smith in
similar language in early 1843 jonah R ballbahbailbalibad wrote of meeting the prophet when we
allahailali had a social chat I1 found joseph familiar in conversation easy & unassuming I1 found
no syconphancy sic there is those that came in or went out not even taking their hats
or caps off their heads he is what the mormonscormons represent him to be & the stories
about him are false jonah randolph ballbahbalibail to dear brother harvey howard and sis-
ter january 15 1843 letters 1842 1843 church archives see also william clayton s

december 18401840 description of joseph smith in james B alienallenailen to the saints in
england impressions of a mormon immigrant BYU studies 18 no 3 1978 478 79

42 this event stems from the arrest by missouri officials of joseph smith in dixon
illinois on june 23 1843 after joseph smith s maneuver to free himself from arrest
missouri governor thomas reynolds requested illinois governor thomas ford to
employ state militiamen to arrest and then extradite the prophet to missouri ford
declined reynoldssReynoldreynoldsnss request history of the church 5533 36 for a summary of the
entire incident see donna hill joseph smith the first mormon garden city NY
doubleday 19771977324324 34-

43 this is undoubtedly a reference to jonas livingston and merrill peavy jonas
livingston 18061806 77 was a hillsborough county native who with his wife angelina
morse was baptized into the church they did not immigrate to nauvoo with other
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peterboroughPeterborough members later one of the most prominent citizens of the community
livingston served as president of two local railroads as well as being involved in other
significant community matters livingston may have been a relative of susannah law
taggart susan jolleyjolleytoto samuel jolley october 21845 albert taggart correspondence
morison and smith history of peterboroughPeterborough 11281128196196 308308008 11 360 375 2684 menillmerrillmen illiii
peavy and his wife abiel were both church members in peterboroughPeterborough morison and
smith history of peterboroughPeterborough 119o11901190196196

44 luther reed 1797 1871 a new hampshire native was baptized in peterborpeterborg

ough by eli P maginn on november 7 1841 he and his wife charity buell 018118011801

gathered to nauvoo and were endowed in the nauvoo temple before their departure
west luther reed lived in utah married clarissa caulkins and elizabeth sophia bailey
and died in bloomington idaho black membership 36311 14 temple index bureau
comp nauvoo temple endowment register 221

45 samuel milton howe 1824 a former peterboroughPeterborough resident was the son of
asahel 1798 1844 and fannie spafford howe 018218021802 asahel fannie and three oftheir
children including milton converted to the church asahel died in nauvoo from bil-
ious fever in august 1844 milton howe married jane sanford 08331830180008831830 63 in 1845 and was
endowed in the nauvoo temple before moving west milton and jane had four chil-
dren milton a well educated man who had known no hard work later abandoned
his faith and family and returned to the east jane remained faithful remarried and
died in provo utah morison and smith history of peterboroughofpeterboroughPeterborough 1195 nauvoo temple
endowment register 257 cook nauvoo deaths and marriages 40 louisa howe brown
family history 1924 i1 church archives

46 peterboroughPeterborough locals believed that one hundred and eight latter day saint
residents of peterboroughPeterborough went on to the west 11 many of whom undoubtedly lived for
a time in nauvoo morison and smith history of ofpeterboroughpeterboroughPeterborough 1191

47 at this point the text contains an undecipherable figure
48 this may have reference to non mormon thomas nichols whose sisterinsister in

law was naamah carter of peterboroughPeterborough naamah later became a plural wife of
brigham young morison and smith history of peterboroughPeterborough 1191 513 grain hooks
refer to reaping hooks or sickles used at the time to harvest wheat

49 father bruce refers to harriet atkins bruce taggartstaggartyTaggarts father peter then liv-
ing in peterboroughPeterborough harriet bruce taggartstaggartyTaggarts family probably did not join the church
mcconkie and mcconkie taggart 164 83

5050 this symbol encircled by a seal mark appears to be the initials TH standing
for taggart henry



santa anas
if mymypeoplepeople sowfilthinesssow filthiness
they shall reap the east wind
which bringethbringeth immediate destruction

mosiah 731

my father s people
came from the east
the natives were us kids
mom and my aunt

pasadena was first
the indiana colony
then everybody came
mainly in a hurry

to pull up orange groves
plant houses and smear
freeways across the face

of postcard towns

most every year big
winds would blow from
the mojave ripping tiles
off roofs toppling

trees and tractor trailers
fanning fires across the
flanks of the san gabriels
it could make you wonder

what you were doing here
ifyour roots would hold
it was like being followed

almost everything bad or

good came from the east
I1 guess partly because
there wasngasn t much
west left to be from

R A christmas



vernal equinox
brett walker

here I1 sit practicing a solo version of you are my sunshine on my
harmonica the same instrument that my grandfather taught me to play
his was a unique style a combination of single notes offset by a lower beat
that traced the music but didndian t define it A back beat somewhat like a
bass guitar

I1 haven t picked my harmonica up for over a year though id love to be
able to play it better it s one of those things that takes more practice than my
patience allows I1 suck and blow the tune comes out all right but it sounds
like the standard mixture of solo notes and chords that any harmonica can
produce mine is a hohner marine band in the key ofofcofaC that I1 bought from
a 180018001 800 number for half what you d pay anywhere else I1 run through you
are my sunshine once again from another room my wife exclaims that it
sounds like its coming together whew ive played in public only once
before and that time I1 messed up this time its got to come together

A few months ago mom called we ve decided to go through with it
she said it as though she were selecting bananas at the grocery store

really what does grandma think
shesashes actually looking forward to the break she 11ll be coming here to

stay for a few days
are you okay with this
im fine weve done everything we can for him they11ll take good

care of him there
mom I1 think you re making the right choice

1I hope so

grandpa was going to a rest home A short time later after a brisk
morning of water skiing my brothers and I1 reflected on the news

1I remember when he d tickle us I1 got a new sleeping bag for christmas
one year he said get on in and try it out I1 climbed in he tickled me so long
that I1 finally wet my pants good thing the bottom of the bag was plastic

A month ago we thought he was gone we were driving up to ski at
grand targheeTarghee I1 called mom along the way and she said that we d better
stop by that he d had a bad spell and the doctors at the hospital said he
could die there or at home mom said that he was taking a nap at home but
that we should probably pay our last respects while he was still coherent
when we got there he had just woken up it was like he d got a second
wind there was no sign of death anywhere the guy was just like he used

BYU studies 4040 non0na 2 2001 181
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to be he teased the grandkids scared my little girl away with his bear
sounds and talked like we had all just stopped by for a bowl of ice cream

his conditions so weird like a walkman whose batteries are run-
ning out of juice so the music plays in surges stop it for a minute push
I1play again and the sound is perfect for about two seconds until it goes
into super slow mo

the sad thing is remembering how he used to be back in his prime
when you look in his eyes you can still see the man that has always been
there but check out his body hes all hunched over his skin looks like its
covered with wet paper hes not the same person

1 I wonder if thats what my kids see an old scary man I1 remember
the real grandpa the one that would give us ice cream until we got sick

its too bad everyone cant still see him that way even my wife barely
knew him before he got parkinsonsParkinsons she sees him as a little strange

grandma and grandpa came to my house not too long ago I1 sat there
looking at the two of them on my couch as old and feeble as can be I1 asked
if I1 could take a few pictures ofthem they snuggled right up together and
grandpa had that goofy smile that made you feel so loved I1 just started to
bawl thinking of all theyve done for me and feeling this might be the last
time id see them together

how d the pictures turn out
oh fine I1 told them how much I1 loved them and they both looked at

me like I1 was dressed in a clown suit I1 could see them going but they
seemed to see nothing but life together forever

funny now that he s so out of it do you think he s just a soul
trapped inside a body prison I1 mean do you think he s got thoughts like
someone get me out of here or just let me die don t change my diaper
or bathe me or feed me take that oxygen away

come on you can t say things like that I1 bet he s happy hes eighty
five I1 bet he thought he d never make it past seventy

if I1 lived to eighty five id be stoked its like spring is over and we re
moving toward the longest day of the year you know like relishing the first
day of summer when the sun comes up long before you wake up and goes
down way after you ve gone to bed I1 can t imagine a nicer day

well his name is vernal very springlike stuff growing everywhere

thats grandpa
later I1 asked grandpa how he felt about life he sort of drifted around

but came back with this 1I spent my life as a farmer I1 learned a lot from
the earth grandma had been holding his hand more patiently than id
ever seen when I1 was young and didnt have the expensive equipment
I1 had later I1 had to irrigate my crops by hand I1 had to take my water turns
whenever they came sometimes they came in the middle of the night
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since the fields were a mile or so from the house and since the water needed
changing every few hours I1 figured out a way to sleep through the night
and make only one trip to the house

really
well water travels downhill you know I1 would go to the end of a row

and sleep there on the open ground when the water came to the end ol01

the row I1 would obviously wake up
did you ever get soaked
you know I1 usually didnt sleep well just thinking about the possibilpossibil

ity of a soaking I1 still have nightmares about getting soaked
A few days after we spoke I1 picked up the phone
hi mom I1 ve been thinking about grandpa a lot lately Is he okay

1I think so harvey his old neighbor visited him on monday and said
grandpa was okay that he seemed happy

1I just started thinking about how lonely he must be I1 ve heard so
many stories of people who abandon their old people in rest homes I1 just
wish there was something I1 could do from this distance

maybe you should visit
mom do you think we should pray for him to die
no not yet I1 m not ready to lose him
whats ready maybe hes ready to go but is just waiting for us to be

ready for him to leave it s like he s stuck in summer and can t make it on to
winter like the longest day of the year gone bad

the leaves were beginning to turn to reds and oranges when my sister
called we took grandpa his harmonica he s so bad that he cant rememkemem
ber how to play it anymore

the next time the kids were out of school for a few days we took a road
trip we drove along the wasatch front past the cities and towns of north
ern utah and into the windswept regions of southeastern idaho where
everything was the color of wheat ready for the harvest we drove into
rexburgredburg hoping for a good experience for the sake of the kids my sister
had encouraged me to take my harmonica just in case

when we arrived he was asleep hooked up to oxygen we left to find
a nurse who said we could wake him but when we went back into the
room his eyes were open

hi grandpa
hi brett I1 was surprised he called me by name
how are you doing

1I m so warm and comfortable feel like I1 ve just been to heaven
the kids sang 1I ve been working on the railroad a song they had pre

pared for him he started to sing along softly he was feeble but his mind was
cleardearclean maybe this was his way of getting it all together for one last good visit

grandpa do you want to play the harmonica with me
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sure I1 ve got one in my top drawer I1 m not sure how well ill be able
to play it

do you have any favorites how abouthomeaboutabou hometHome sweet home
he started playing with the harmonica flipped over so the high notes

were on the wrong end after a few blows he recognized his error he
switched it and began softly playing a familiar tune with an equally familiar
style the back beat was fainter but stylistically prominent in his playing

it was his turn to request a song do you know the bear went over
the mountain

id never played this one before but found the tune easy enough it was
one of our better duets As a kid id played duets with him while mom
snapped pictures the duets seemed to meander wherever he d take them
leaving me feeling like I1 was trying to catch a fly that was buzzing around
my head id just about catch up when off he d go again but this time it all
seemed to work out

As we played a few nurses gathered in the doorway and his roommate
began to sing along my wife and children joined in we played several
songs from oh susanna to turkey in the straw which he admitted
he d never played before everyone clapped

grandpa you d better rest a little he looked winded and a little pale
he rested his head back on his pillow and held the harmonica up in the air
looking at it like it was a good friend that had just come home after a long
time away

then he looked at me mouYyouau0u know I1 used to get one of these every year
for christmas I1 knew id be getting one but that didididnt take any of the
excitement away sometimes it would be a long one sometimes a short one
sometimes one with holes on both sides in two different keys id play them
so much that they d wear right out A reed would go or something else

would happen id tear them apart and fix whatever I1 could it s not so fun
to play one with a missing note I1 used to take one in the fields with me just
throw it in my pocket and go it was the best friend I1 could ever have if ever
I1 had to wait for the irrigation to be finished id just take it out and play
thats how they are ifyou re ever frustrated or lonely you just take one out
ofyour pocket and play and soon enough it s time for dinner or bed

for grandpa he was waxing eloquent
it s not like other kinds of instruments like a trumpet or a clarinet

theres really not much of an investment for ten dollars you can buy one
the key ofofcofaC is the best even though there are lots of keys lots of people
play some of them sound bad but some can do very interesting things on
one of these even ifyou ve never played you can really only go up

11 grandpa thanks for teaching me how to play
you re welcome maybe I1 ve given you something you can use your

whole life longionslonslonciong
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you have grandpa I1 m more like you than any man I1 know just
suckin and blowin

A few days later my wife and I1 were watching TV an image of a young
boy flashed on the screen he was beginning a race he turned to the boy
next to him and said 1 I m going to win this for my grandpa the next
image was of the finish line where a very old man stood obviously the
boy s grandfather the gun fired and the race was off other racers
crowded the young boy causing him to stumble and fall we watched him
there kneeling on the ground and crying about the chance he had missed
to prove to the world and especially to his grandfather that he could win
then he looked up and saw his grandfather signaling him on come on
I1 thought get up go the rest of the way theres somebody there that
wants you to at least cross the finish line come on the boy got up he ran
across the finish line and into his grandfather s arms because he was such
a small boy his grandfather picked him up and swung him around hold-
ing him tight the two of them crying together for the accomplishment

I1 cried no sobbed like a baby for about an hour my wife held my
head stroked my hair and didndian t say anything she understood better than
I1 did what I1 was feeling

honey its time to go my wifescifes voice brings me back to the present
I1 put the harmonica my friend in my pocket and straighten my tie it

is a frosty idaho morning we drive to the church inside I1 hug grandma
she hands me a harmonica and says that I1 should use this one it was his

he taught me about this instrument but until my last visit with him
hed never talked about it just played it long summers alone watching
sheep graze among the sagebrush days and nights waiting for the irriga-
tion water to reach the end of the row always a friend always in his
pocket always an upbeat song at a lonely time

now I1 know what it meant to him at the family viewing and prayer
moments before the funeral is to start I1 slip the harmonica that grandma
gave me into his shirt pocket he will still need it for those lonely times while
he is waiting for the rest of us to come down the row a posterity that he
planted and watered carefully I1 pat his pocket and say 1I love you grandpa

I1 reach in my pocket and locate my own harmonica id learned to play
by watching him how to hold it how to wave fingers to create vibrato
how to bend the reeds to achieve nice effects in private id struggled to
copy the inimitable back beat that he employed his songs run through my
head oh susanna home sweet home you are my sunshine the
bear went over the mountain turkey in the straw

since none of his sons ever learned to play I1 am the only descendant
who can carry a tune in his hands so when they asked me to play at his
funeral I1 agreed we decided that two of my cousins would play the guitar
and the rest would sing along nearly forty in all I1 would have picked
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how great thou art which as a kid id come to believe was a dedication
to the person in the casket they picked you are my sunshine As I1 prac-
ticed I1 grew to appreciate the song for how it mirrors grandpa s life like a
clear reflection in a high mountain lake

I1 stand to play at the mike while my cousins come forward in the old
idaho chapel I1 look at my harmonica justfust like each of his the silver is

worn around the middle where lips have frequently moved I1 swallow
the urge to cry he taught me to play this song only a few weeks ago in the
nursing home I1 say as I1 begin to slowly play the bear went over the moun-
tain people in the congregation seem to be singing along

after one verse the grandkids are gathered we play a short intro
then

you are my sunshine
my only sunshine
you make me happy
when skies are gray
you 11ll never know dear
how much I1 love you
please dont take my sunshine away

the chapel rings with childrens voices and guitar and harmonica it is

a great moment I1 play single notes careful not to slur them as I1 move my
mouth along the harmonica in the second verse I1 bend a few notes and
improvise slightly As I1 enter the home stretch without my thinking about
it the back beat his unmistakable back beat creeps in single notes with
a twist offset by a lower beat that traces the music but doesndoean t define it the
beat that has taken me years to find

youll never know dear
how much I1 love you
please don t take my sunshine away

I1 try to stop the back beat in vain but it continues through the chorus
my tears embrace it by the conclusion no one in the audience seems aware
that I1 am sharing grandpa with them it is the payoff of my ambition to
be like him I1 look down at the closed box and realize that this song is truly
his that he is playing not I1 it is his breath that draws and blows his cupped
hands and waving fingers his pursed lips and curled tongue his back beat
and the sun stays high in the sky while he continues to play in me

brett walker walkhomejunocom received a BA with university honors in
american studies and political science in 1987 and a master of organizational behavior
in 19901990 both from brigham young university A father of four walker lives in provo
where he is a marketing executive this essay won first place in the BYU studies per-
sonal essay contest for 2000



the environmental ethics
of mormon belief
george B handley

the time has come to find common ground between environmental-
ism and mormon belief the perceived divide between the two has all but
shut down the possibility of dialogue some mormonscormons dismiss the political
causes of environmentalists as being the fears of faithless hedonists just as

otherwise responsible environmental scholars and activists sometimes per-
petuate myths and inaccuracies about what they perceive to be the anti
ecological stance of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints but
mormon belief has more than enough in common with environmentalism
to promote genuine and productive change in our environmental behav-
ior not only is mormon doctrine environmentally friendly but it also pro-
vides powerful moral incentives for ecologically sustainable living
furthermore mormon principles contain striking parallels with recent
work by ecotheologians and other religiously minded environmentalists

misleading perceptions

some critics have gone so far as to accuse the church of jesus christ of
latter day saints of officially encouraging anti ecological positions A sur-
vey of christian denominations in the united states indicated that the
church of jesus christ was one of only a few churches that had no formal
environmental policies and no institutional entities dedicated to fostering
more sustainable environmental practices 1 although the church has
clearly taken stances on political issues that pertain directly to moral issues
its policy is typically one of political neutrality on the issue of the envi-
ronmentronment elder vaughn J featherstone of the seventy recently explained
that the church teaches principles favoring conservation and sustainabilitystainabilitysu
and that environmentalism is not incompatible with mormon belief
nonetheless he insisted that church leaders dont dictate what specific
political actions should be taken in order to fulfill the mandate to be good
stewards 2 failing to understand this policy of political neutrality max
oelschlaeger a professor of environmental philosophy mistakenly con-
cluded on the basis of the surveys findings that the only denomination
that has formally stated its opposition to ecology as part of the churchschurche
mission is the church of jesus christ of latter day saints 3331133033
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because of church leaders reticence on the politics of environmental-
ism on one hand and an explicit antiantl environmentalism expressed by sev-
eral prominent utah politicians on the other a recent article by religion
scholar richard foltz depicts mormonism as an aggressive profit minded
corporate culture mormonscormonsMormons he claims are people who have lost their
way spiritually and who dont know who they are anymore foltz comes
to the unfortunate and misleading conclusion that it is not clear whether
an environmental ethic is with or against the current of formal LDS teach-
ing or if caring for creation is merely one of many potentially heretical
ic 1341143344private theologies

the judeofudeo christian tradition in general has been charged with anti
environmentalism in 1967 historian lynn white launched his criticism of
this tradition for faulty ethics that in his view promote an arrogant
assumption of our right to rule over nature with impunity while much
debate has ensued regarding the accuracy or fairness of white s claims
many environmentalists nevertheless agree with white s chief point

what we do about ecology depends on our ideas of the man nature relation-
ship more science and more technology are not going to get us out of the
present ecological crisis until we find a new religion or rethink our old
one since the roots of our trouble are so largely religious the remedy
must also be essentially religious 5

global warming expert bill mckibben explains that understanding
the justification for white s sharp criticisms of traditional christianity
11requires only a trip to utah in an embarrassing oversight of the religious
persecution that placed early mormonscormons in a drama of desperate desert sur-
vival an oversight accepted by many environmentalists mckibben censo-
riously notes that in utah the state motto is industry and the mormonscormons
have made a great project of subduing nature erecting some towns in
places so barren and dry and steep that only missionary zeal to conquer the
wild could be the motivation 1361166

for some environmentalists the inherently anthropocentric or
human centered views of the western tradition are so deeply engrained in
our ways of thinking that it seems unlikely any form of western religion
can be used to articulate more ethical principles of living within creation
for this reason some strains of environmentalism have become domi-
nantly and thoroughly anti western in their approach

if christians attempt merely to condemn this tendency in environ-
mentalism and choose to ignore the ecological crisis itself they make the
same mistake it would be more powerful to seize the opportunity to decry
the moral and spiritual vacuum that is the chief reason for our environ-
mental crisis 7 As former president ezra taft benson warned the members
of the church of jesus of christ
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you are among those who must undertake the task of alerting mankind to
problems with regard to his physical environment but do you not see that if
you attempt to do this without giving heed to the spiritual law involved you
undertake an impossible task 8

in what follows I1 will outline the principles of this spiritual law by exam-
ining mormon belief regarding the spirit and the body the spiritual matter
of nature the human role within god s creations and social ethics

the spirit and the body

how we conceive of the relationship between our body and our spirit
has a direct correlation to how we perceive mortality itself in the context of
eternity this perception in turn largely motivates our sense of ethics in
relationship to all physical life As wendell berry puts it the question of
human limits of the proper definition and place of human beings within
the order of creation finally rests upon our attitude toward our biological
existence the life of the body in this world 9 if the body is viewed as it is

in traditional christianity as something alien and inherently hostile to the
desires ofour spirit then we come to understand ourselves as beings whose
real home is not earth and whose real identity is not at all physical con-
cern for the wellbeingwell being of the body or of the rest of creation is viewed as an
expression of faithlessness hence the logic that concludes what need is
there for urgent action to save the planet when we all know that the earth
is going to die why bother trying to preserve earthly life when we know
it is gods prophesied plan to have it obliterated

to the extreme then completely privileging the spirit over the body
can lead to an almost complete shutdown of our capacity to be accountable
moral agents we become content with a panglossian view that reassures us
that all that happens in this life regardless of the damage done to the earth
is for the best environmental degradation becomes a manifestation or sign
of gods will strange theology indeed

given the dangers of this kind of patent complicity with a wide range
of devastating events many environmentalists have strongly argued for
doing away with such thinking altogether in order to more fully embrace
the urgent need to care for the body of the earth this approach however
potentially also becomes strange theology since such thinking would exempt
the spirit from creation and lead us down a dangerous path ofphysical hedo-
nism wherein we imagine that we are our own creators and that physical
wellbeingwell being is all that matters the belief in eternal life provides a crucial
context within which to grant accountability to all human earthly action
but we are likely to accept our responsibility only if the relationship
between our actions and their spiritual consequences is understood to be
an intimate one 10 otherwise we are left with two extremes as berry
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argues between those who despise the body for the sake of its resurrection
and those diseased by bodily extravagance and lack of exercise who never-
theless desire longevity above all things 5511 what is called for is a theology
that is simultaneously earth and body centered but that is so within the
context of a spiritual understanding of the reality of eternal life a theology
that mormonism uniquely offers

latter day saint scriptures adamantly oppose the traditional notion
that the body and the spirit and earth and heaven are dualities that are
permanent and irreconcilable while they may operate as dualities in mor-
tal experience higher spiritual states are represented as a harmonious rec-
onciliationonciliation of those pairs god and jesus christ though of supreme
spiritual power are believed to be two separate beings neither of which is

limited by the fact that he inhabits an immortal physical body dacd&c 13022
christs resurrection points to our ultimate destiny as eternal embodied
beings the highest heavenly reward will be to live again on the earth not
as reincarnated beings but as resurrected beings with god and jesus christ
and with the potential to enjoy all of gods power the earth itselfwill have
received its paradisiacal glory A ofoffF lo1010 As brigham young explained
the earth is very good in and of itself and has abided a celestial law con-

sequently we should not despise it nor desire to leave it but rather desire
and strive to obey the same law that the earth abides he later added we
are for the kingdom of god and are not going to the moon nor to any
other planet pertaining to this solar system this earth is the home he
has prepared for us 3312111212

but what are the environmental advantages of such beliefs about the
body and the earth they teach important principles about the need for body
and spirit to work together and the ethical demand that our spiritual aspi-
rations must translate into actions of meaningful earthly consequences
they emphasize the sacred nature of the body and of the earth and the
need to keep them clean and beautiful in both a moral and a physical
sense if our bodies are temples of our spirits so too is the earth the taber-
nacle of its spirit to be without profound gratitude or careful ethical par-
ticipation in the proper maintenance of either is to take christs suffering
and mighty atonement for granted and to be unworthy of his gift of
renewed life

the realities of the earth and of bodily experience though potentially
deceiving are not categorically illusory and should therefore not be
shunned unthinkingly for the sake of a higher spiritual morality joseph
smith taught the elements are eternal and spirit and element or physi-
cal matter inseparably connected receive a fullness ofjoy and when sep-
arated man cannot receive a fullness of joy dacd&c 9333 34 this passage
implies that our moral capacities can be more fully realized in mortality
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and in relationship to the flesh of our own bodies the bodies of other
human beings and the bodies of all physical creation joseph FE smith
stated that it has always been a cardinal teaching with the latter day
saints that a religion which has not the power to save people temporally
and make them prosperous and happy here cannot be depended upon to
save them spiritually to exalt them in the life to come 111313 that is earthly
and heavenly life are not radically divorced from one another but are part
of a continuum the building of the kingdom of god begins with our
efforts in this life and will continue in the next

the unique and salutory contributions of mormon belief to an envi-
ronmentalronmental ethic are particularly evident in our understanding of the con-
ditions imposed on adam and eve in genesis but then reiterated with
greater clarification in the pearl of great price adam and eve are cursed
to labor by the sweat of their brow and to bring forth children in suffering
moses 422 23 the fall in the mormon view is both a consequence of

choice and more significantly an opportunity to enable us to choose to
have joy 2 ne 225 our biological struggle to feed and reproduce our

selves again is not to be mourned but to be embraced within the guiding
principles of the plan of salvation the conditions of human probation
rather than curses are blessings because they are the ethical testing ground
to restore our relationshipsrelationships to god to land and to our bodies that
characterized the experience in the garden of eden nor in mormon
belief has the fall resulted in a categorical divorce between our biological
nature and our spirituality such a divorce has brought christianity the
deserved criticism waged by karl marx and others who sensed the danger
of a system of belief and values derived in seclusion from the fundamental
tasks of feeding reproducing and sheltering ourselves

of course given the significant advances of technology over the last
century or so that have so clearly helped to free us from the realities of
physical labor with the land mortal hardship and sexual reproduction
one wonders what additional understandings of our doctrine will be nec-
essary to return us to a more complete and less ambivalent acceptance of
the conditions imposed on our first parents in light ofsuch modern prob-
lems for example we view such teachings as former president spencer W
kimballskimbalfsKimKimbbalisbailsballsalFsairs emphasis on family gardening as a profound environmental
ethic that helps us to remember our relationship to land and to our own
bodies the word of wisdom can similarly be seen as containing an
important environmental ethic since it teaches us that our spiritual and
physical health are interdependent and that health of spirit and body is

contingent on an ethical relationship of moderation to other living forms
created by god 14
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the spiritual matter of nature

one reason why traditional christianity perceived an inherent divide
between the spirit and all physical creation and therefore lost much of its
ethical force for meaningful earthly living as some scholars contend was
because it rejected categorically the pagan notion that nature was animated
by spirit once all physical creation was conceived of as dead matter in-
different to gods will or to human choices and alien to the nature of god
the door was opened for wanton exploitation ifnature has spirit then pre-
sumably it has intelligence and some degree of autonomy apart from
human agency and in this sense is a spiritual sibling engendered by gods
creative activity15activity15 of course the ever increasing authority granted by
western society to modern science has also contributed to this view of
nature as a kind of morally neutral laboratory for our own experimenta-
tion 16 technology and scientific knowledge are often viewed in our society
as morally neutral categories and therefore advances in either area are cat-
egorically positive regardless of their environmental costs

but if we are to turn to some notion of animism in order to justify our
ethical relationship to nature how exactly can we define this spiritual qual-
ity ofnatural things in a way that is consistent with christian beliefs many
environmentalists have become attracted to pagan notions of animism
because those notions grant significant independence and a sacred identity
to the nonhuman realm and to its varied particular parts such reformula
tionseions of animism will presumably mean we will be more likely to consider
the feelings or consciousness of animals plants rivers and mountains
however as an environmental ethic pagan animism paradoxically gives us
dangerous license to dismiss our obligations to the natural world since
nature s identity and felicity are conceived to be totally independent of the
effects of human action and if nature is independent of human beings in
a pagan world it also enjoys a greater degree of independence from the
notion of a chief divine power to which all creation is accountable

wesley granbfranbgranbergerg michaelson general secretary of the reformed
church in america stipulates that the traditional christian notion of cre-
ation ex nihilonichilo essentially presents the same problem as pagan animism
since it too creates a dualism that separates nature from god at the same
time he rejects the pantheism offered by the catholic theologian matthew
fox and vanderbilt divinity school professor sallie mcfague who have
presented a notion ofnature as the very bodily material of god 17 although
their notion helps to remind us of the sacred quality of nature it leaves

unclear the basis on which we can develop an ethical relationship to the
nonhuman world does it make ethical sense to argue that we are stewards
of the body of god if nature is the body of god then it must be perfect
and in no need of human effort we are left to merely worship and submit
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to god in nature and this position dangerously mythologizesmythologizer nature by
taking it entirely out of the context of human history leaving it subject to
the temptation to worship and serve the creature more than the cre-
ator rom 125 As granberg michaelson explains the quest is to iden-
tify a theology that safeguards natures difference but within a relationship
to deity and to human life one that sees nature as subject to historical
contingency but not in ways identical to human development 18

those who have most successfully identified such a theology are
methodist theologian john cobb episcopalian theologian michael north-
cott and reverend paul santmire of the lutheran church 19 in 1972 cobb
building on alfred whiteheadsWhiteheads ideas proposed that all matter had a pur-
pose of fulfilled denied that 220 ona capability being or being opportunity
the basis of his reading of aquinas and the letters of paul northcott artic-
ulates a natural law ethics in which nature is recast as material stuff
with intelligible order and moral valuevalue2113211121332121 what is powerful about this

conception of physical matter is that it grants agency and intelligence to the
nonhuman realm in a way that is codependentdependentco with human beings it
implies that nature is within history As santmire astutely claims our mod-
ern environmental crisis

has its deepest roots in what may be called the challenge of historical existence
which is the challenge to man to be authentically the historical creature he
has evolved to be history brings with it anxieties and responsibilities
which can weigh so heavily on man that he frequently tries to relinquish his
historical destiny for something less a sheerly natural destiny 22

this ambivalence about our own historical accountability has a long
history in the new world recently scholars such as william cronon have
begun to rethink our ideas of wilderness in order to suggest that mytholo
gizinggazing nature and stripping it of its human history can contribute to a pol-
itics of dispossession of perceived outsiders the erasure of human
history also then renders our own accountability for such actions invisible
within the landscape 23 the dangerous appeal of pagan animism for sant-
mire is precisely that it offers an escape from the rigors of historical exis-

tence and a refuge in a time of socioreligioussocio religious fragmentation 33241124032424

some environmentalists charges santmire have been seduced by what
he calls the cult of the simple rustic life which brings with it an
implicit sometimes explicit social irresponsibility this leads to mis-
taken logic that the social ills of the city can wait while we seek to heal
the world of nature 33251125032525

one of the chief reasons for the profound moral relationship between
human beings and other creations is that as joseph smith taught all things
are composed of both physical and spiritual matter dacd&c 1317 26 the
pearl of great price describes a spiritual and physical creation 1I the lord
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god made the heaven and the earth and every plant of the field before it
was in the earth and every herb ofthe field before it grew for 1I the lord god
created all things spiritually before they were naturally upon the earth
moses 34 5 this record of the creation goes on to describe the spiritual

matter of plant life out of the ground made I1 the lord god to grow
every tree naturally that is pleasant to the sight of man and it
became also a living soul for it was spiritual in the day that I1 created it
moses 39 again in the case of animals out of the ground 1I the lord

god formed every beast of the field and every fowl of the air and they
were also living souls moses 319 we are also told of the following expe-
rience although whether it is symbolic or literal is not revealed

he enoch heard a voice from the bowels of the earth saying wo wo is

me the mother of men I1 am pained I1 am weary because of the wickedness
of my children when shall I1 rest and be cleansed from the filthiness which
is gone forth out of me when will my creator sanctify me that I1 may rest
and righteousness for a season abide upon my face moses 748 see also

dacd&c 8818 19 24 25

and since all living things have spiritual matter and moral intelligence
they are also subject to the conditions of the fall and of redemption this
is clearly explained in doctrine and covenants 2924 25

allAHaliail old things shall pass away and all things shall become new even the heaven
and the earth and all the fulnessfalness thereof both men and beasts the fowls of the
air and the fishes of the sea and not one hair neither mote shall be lost for it
is the workmanship of mine hand

although in mormonism the spiritual matter of nature is not to be
worshippedworshipped as it may be in forms of pagan animism we nonetheless
believe we have a kinship with all other living souls the link that connects
us to the physical world is the light of christ our mutual creator who
enlightens and enlivens all creation

the light of truth is the light of christ As also christ is in the sun
and the light of the sun and the power thereof by which it was made As also

he is in the moon and is the light of the moon and the power thereof by
which it was made As also the light of the stars and the power thereof by which
they were made and the earth also and the power thereof even the earth
upon which you stand and the light which shinethchinethshineth which giveth you light
is through him who enlightenethenlight eneth your eyes which is the same light that
quickenethquickeneth your understandings which light proceedethproce edeth forth from the
presence of god to fill the immensity of space the light which is in all

things which giveth life to all things which is the law by which allanaliail things are
governed even the power of god who sitteth upon his throne who is in the
bosom of eternity who is in the midst of all things dacd&c 886 13

all creation then although various in form is united by christ physical
creation is not christ per se but similar to what ecology has taught us
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about our biological kinship with nature neither is the nonhuman physi-
cal creation totally distinct from us spiritually

if we have the eyes to see all things are created and made to bear
record of christ both things which are temporal and things which are
spiritual things which are in the heavens above and things which are on
the earth and things which are in the earth and things which are under the
earth both above and bebeneathneathneatE moses 663 see also alma 3044 part of
this spiritual experience is nature s gift of pleasure doctrine and
covenants 5918 states all things which come of the earth in the season
thereof are made for the benefit and the use of man both to please the eye
and to gladden the heart although the scriptures teach that god expects
us to make use of nature here he prioritizes aesthetic value over utilitarian
or even recreational values this is because natures intrinsic aesthetic val-
ues bear witness of christs love and therefore we have an ethical responsi-
bility to demonstrate due appreciation As joseph FE smith has said

we have eyes and see not for that which we cannot appreciate or admire we
are largely blind to no matter how beautiful or inspiring it may be As chil-
dren of god it is our duty to appreciate and worship him in his creations if
we would associate all that is truly good and beautiful in life with thoughts of
him we would be able to trace his handiwork throughout all nature 27

ifnature is a witness and a gift ofchrist purely selfish use ofnature or mis-
recognition of its sacred qualities is a sin of considerable measure

what is particularly powerful about this conception of the spiritual
qualities of physical creation is that in mormon theology when we are
moved upon by the light of christ in nature we are reminded of who we
are and where we came from nature is a space where we can find renewed
strength to assume our human responsibilities because it is informed by
gods light but is also part of our mortal sphere in the latter day saint
view we cannot arrogantly presume to recover what we believe is natures
lost innocence but neither can we pretend that its apparent purity con-
trasts our own inherent evil 28 simply put nature teaches us to repent

because of the mormon conception of our premortal life and its sug-
gestion that we witnessed and may have participated in the very creation of
the world under christs direction we have a unique opportunity to always
remember our intimate relationship with creation if we forget that inti-
macy we are more likely to assume godlike ownership over it as if we are
always entitled to reenact that first moment in which adam and eve were
given the world to name as they pleased As renowned microbiologist renereng
dubos claims man achieved his humanness by the very act of intro-
ducing his will into natural events he became what he is while giving form
to naturenature2929 the only difference in mormon belief is that even in the
beginning the garden of eden was never free of the constraints of human
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history in a sense there is no original adam or eve no first time entrance
into an unhistoriedhistoriedun earthly place since even adam and eve though
understood doctrinally to be the literal first human beings are children
who have forgotten everything including their previous names and roles
in the creation

nature is always edenic not because it is always virginal and outside of
human history but only because like the original garden we approach it
in a state of forgetfulness nature appears to us as raw unnamed material
but our interaction with it should slowly become a process of remember-
ing and removing the veil to discover the divinity within nature and within
ourselves that is our contact with the divine will forever be tinged with
traces of historical human earthly contingency and will at the same time
be both a renewal and an account of what we had once forgotten

the human role within creation

A crucial question for any christian approach to environmental
ethics is the definition of the human role within gods creation most
environmentalist critics of the judeofudeo christian tradition take issue with
the idea posited in genesis that man was given dominion over the
whole earth and the seemingly boundless right to subdue animal and

land as we see fit gen 128 this anthropocentric view has been revised
by many strains of environmentalism in order to avoid showing respect
for man at the price of disrespect for the environment 30 the more
extreme environmental movements have displaced human beings alto-
gether from the center of gods creation and have argued instead for a
biocentric universe in which all biological life is of inherently equal value
such is the position of the deep ecologists for example who insist that
the rights of the individual should be subordinate to the well being of the
whole if it comes down to human suffering or the environment suffering
man should suffer 31

while it is clear that the anthropocentric view as articulated by these
critics needs revision it is puzzling why some would wish to diminish the
central importance of human choices since they are clearly at the center of
the environmental crisis environmental problems are human problems
and need human solutions mormon belief makes an important contribu-
tion since it clarifies the ethical dimensions of our divinely assigned role as
lords with dominion over the earth in latter day saint doctrine we

are clearly at the center of all god s creation since we alone were created in
his image and sent to earth to prove ourselves worthy of growing spiritually
in the next life until we become like god however a mormon view agrees
with ecotheologianstheologianseco who have emphasized that it is precisely because we
are at the center of gods creation and because we are given stewardship
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over the earth that we are held morally responsible and accountable to god
for our interaction with all living things

hugh nibley explains that the responsibility to have dominion over
creation that god assigned to adam and later to noah and to abraham is
11 nothing less than the priesthood the power to act for god and in his
place 1132313232 while this maybemay be true there is no reason to believe that the envi-
ronmentalronmental ethics of mormon belief do not apply to women and men alike
within mormon belief such responsibilities of stewardship have never
implied that god gives us the right to act as gods ourselves that is as men
and women we are his agents in earthly matters this implies a theocentric
view that is rather distinct from an anthropocentric one since it means we
must always defer to the authority ofa higher power and can never use that
authority to subjugate what the lord has put in our charge

Is there any reason to believe that principles of righteousness
should not be consistently adhered to when acting in our assigned roles as
stewards of the earth as well as of each other dacd&c12136d&c 12136 should not
men and women also demonstrate persuasion long suffering gentle-
ness and meekness when interacting with god s creations dacd&c12141d&c 12141 if
we do so the scripture promises thy dominion shall be an everlasting
dominion and without compulsory means it shall flow unto thee forever
and ever dacd&c12146d&c m46 33

subduing the earth then involves a fundamental recognition of our
stewardship rather than our domination of nature of course the ethical
demands of this role are also its greatest dangers since god places in our
hands enormous responsibility and authority and historically this has
often led to an arrogant assumption of right rather than a more humble
acceptance of responsibility As the scripture explains we have learned by
sad experience that it is the nature and disposition of almost all men as

soon as they get a little authority as they suppose they will immediately
begin to exerciseexercise unrighteous dominion hence many are called but few
are chosen dacd&c12139d&c 12139 40 within this role is contained a warning
against its own likely abuses akin to those criticized by biocentric environ
mentalistsmentalists although the notion of stewardship is ethically rich it is as

northcott argues a highly problematic notion in ecological terms the
fundamental problem with this metaphor is the implication that humans
are effectively in control of nature 3134113434

in mormon belief satan takes particular advantage of this tendency
toward godlike arrogance he opposes principles ofrighteousness by seduc-
ing us with modificationcommodificationcom and ownership of land with the idea that
land is a right of ownership not a gift of stewardship As hugh nibley
explains ancient literature confirms that the antichristanti christ argued from a posi-
tion of strength and promised all the kingdoms of the world luke 45 8
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with all their power and glory to those who would worship and follow
him 33311330335I1 beginning with adam down to jesus christ satan tempted the
righteous to take the treasures of the earth natural materials converted
into valuable commodities and exchange them for services of important
people in key positions you end up running everything your way 113636

granberg michaelson concurs turning land into an exclusive commodity
is a grab for gods own power rather than preserving all life human-
ity believes it can take life into its own hands and rather than regard
the life of creation as gods gift humanity now tries to act as though it
owns the creation 3137113737 this opposition to gods power is what latter day
saint scriptures define as priestcraft the attempt to commodifycommoditycommodify truths and
material things that rightfully and originally belong to god for the sake of
individual gain and political and social dominion over others 2 ne 2629
As the law of consecration also implies ownership of land and natural
matter without due consecration to the lord is inherently contrary to the
governance of the kingdom of god

while the scriptures clearly do not share the misanthropic views of
those who advocate extreme measures of population control latter day
saint doctrine declares that the earth and all living things were created with
divinely appointed purposes and our stewardship is precisely to ensure
that they fulfill them joseph FE smith taught take not away the life you

for all have live 333113303381 this ethiccannot give things an equal right to regard-
ing the reproductive rights of all creation not those of the human popula-
tion alone inheres in the command to multiply and replenish the earth
according to hugh nibley 39 that the lord also commanded fish for exam-
ple to be fruitful and multiply and fill the waters demonstrates the egal-
itarian interdependence of the human and nonhuman realms gen 122
our obedience to gods will is the key to protecting creations right to
thrive within the elements god provides even fidelity in marriage is men-
tioned as a key to ensuring that the earth might answer the end of its cre-
ation dacd&c 4916 similar to john cobb s view of all physical matter
latter day saint scripture declares that there is an opposition in all
things and that therefore morality permeates all matter 2 ne 211 with-
out oppositions and our human capacity to choose between them all cre-
ation would fail to fulfill its purpose

and if ye shall say there is no law ye shall also say there is no sin if ye shall
say there is no sin ye shall also say there is no righteousness and if there be
no righteousness there be no happiness and if these things are not there
is no god and if there is no god we are not neither the earth for there could
have been no creation of things neither to act nor to be acted upon where-
fore all things must have vanished away 2 ne 213

essential to the process of creation is the opposition of all things that makes
moral choice possible
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the inherent opposition in things in turn implies that human
redemption cannot be separated from the redemption of all creation As
brigham young explained each person belonging to the human family
has a portion of labor to perform in removing the curse from the earth and
from every living thing upon it when this work is performed then will
they possess all things 400 the latter day saint version of the traditional
judeofudeo christian creation story emphasizes that all nonhuman matter
obeyed gods voice 11even as they were ordered abr 47 see also hel 128
the fall means that even though nature continues to obey god because of
our disobedience nature is antagonistic to human endeavor and will
remain so until we learn the lessons of the original harmony with nature
that adam and noah and presumably others enjoyed

in marching from kirtland to missouri some early mormonscormons encoun-
tered a rattlesnake which they prepared to kill but joseph smith stopped
them he taught that men must become harmless before the brute cre-
ation and when men lose their viscious dispositions and cease to destroy
the animal race the lion and the lamb can dwell together and the sucking
child the with the in 34141141 cannoncan play serpent safety george Q similarly
taught that the time will come when man and animals which are now wild
and ferocious will dwell together without hurting each other the prophets
have foretold this with great plainness but before this day comes men
will have to cease their war upon the animals the reptiles and the
insects 3142114242 the implication is that any millennial cleanup of human error
will require some level of prior repentance for our own antagonism toward
nature As the scriptures additionally make clear when we accept our stew-
ardship duties toward all creation even our own physical bodies will begin
to be sanctified and renewed dacd&c 8433

both the bible and latter day scriptures are replete with examples ofland
bestowed as a gift and blessed by god because of the righteousness of those
who occupied it 43 that is human obedience to a covenant of creation par-
ticipates in the redemption ofall living things christian environmentalists
see this as an important element in environmental ethics As one scholar
william dryness contends morality man s response to god and fertil
ity of the earth are interrelated 31441144334444 northcott adds that devastation of the
land is not only seen as the judgementjudgement of a wrathful god it is also inter-
preted as the consequence of the human rebellion against the created order
and wisdom of nature 01451145334545 for this reason he argues that the recovery of an
ecological ethic in the modern world requires the recovery of a doctrine
of creation redeemed and the worship of a creator who is also redeemer of
the creation it will involve a god as creator to all that is created
and not simply to the life of certain elected souls such a doctrine of
mutual redemption restore s relationality between persons and god and
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between persons and created order 46 one rather simple formula for an
environmental ethic that results from this covenant is that when land
becomes unfruitful and fails to fulfill its divinely appointed purposes this
natural degradation is a sign not of gods willed destruction of his cre-
ation but of our need to repent of our rebellion against creation

this interdependence of nature and human beings has been criticized
by some for its arrogant assumption that nature is somehow flawed or
incomplete without the transformative power of human endeavor 47 they
argue that consequently we have never fully appreciated nature s superior
ability to sustain itself over time but such criticisms tend to imply that
human beings would be more helpful if they did nothing or that nature
would be better off if we had never existed As an ethic this misanthropic
impulse is potentially dangerous A conception of nature in need of
redemption leaves nature ever subject to our agency bringing it into the
realm of ethics by implying that we are workerscoworkersco with god in the redemp-
tion of 01411403448 and the fact is trendsnature as global warming seem to suggest
we have already affected creation to such a degree that its very life may
depend on future corrective action on our part we simply cannot afford to
do nothing self hatred and remorse alone will only hasten the end

understanding the need to work with nature as fellow citizens of the
kingdom of god as paul santmire suggests means that we recognize both
the intrinsic value and right of nature to enjoy its purposes and our need to
act with nature toward our mutual redemption 49 our role as participants
in the redemption of nature however does not exclude the need for the
atonement since our efforts at self reform and at redeeming the earth will
inevitably both fall short northcott points to colossians 120 which says

having made peace through the blood of his cross by him to reconcile all

things unto himself by him I1 say whether they be things in earth or things
in heaven 35050150 but faith in the atonement of course never justifies inaction
since actions are also needed as the book of mormon explains it is by
grace that we are saved after all we can do 2 ne 2523 italics added

if it is true that human beings are the only ones of gods creations
capable of disobedience to god s commands human moral action is inte-
gral to the process of ongoing creation of natural regeneration and
redemption george tate explains if ongoing creation depends upon
obedience and if of all creation only we human beings have the freedom
not to obey what happens when we choose not to obey we thwart
deform and undo gods creation 115151 creation is ongoing and open ended
because it is subject to the continual ethical dimension of human agency
and as granberg michaelson states because of the continual preserv-
ing and creative activity of god within the creation 11 5212 our choice is not
to control creation but either to contribute to and enhance it for the sake of
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life in all its varieties or to degrade and defile it protecting biodiversitydiversitybio is
integral to this process brigham young states the very object of our exis-
tence here is to handle the temporal elements of this world and subdue the
earth multiplying those organisms of plants and animals god has
designed shall dwell upon it 31531153335353

the interdependence of ongoing creation and human moral action
means as hugh nibley contends that moral and physical cleanliness and
pollution are inseparable 54 brigham young taught the early pioneers this
interdependence

you are here commencing anew the soil the air the water are all pure and
healthy do not suffer them to become polluted with wickedness strive to
preserve the elements from being contaminated by the filthy wicked conduct
and sayings of those who pervert the intelligence god has bestowed upon the
human family 3555

joseph FE smith likewise declared that men cannot worship the creator
and look with careless indifference upon his creatures love of nature is
akin to the love of god the two are inseparable 35656156 nature is like our fel

low human brothers and sisters a partner and a testing ground in working
out our salvation mormon belief therefore upholds an anthropocentric
view of the world but not without important caveats regarding our ethical
responsibilities toward nonhuman creation

social organization

the environmental ethics ofofmormonismmormonism go beyond our responsibili
ties toward nature they also include our most basic duties toward our fel-

low beings As much as it is concerned with nature environmentalism is
essentially a field that concerns itself with how we manage the use and dis
tributiontrib ution of the worlds resources in order to feed and sustain over time all
sectors of the human community on a planet of limited resources it is not
enough to take pleasure and show respect for nature latter day saint
scripture requires us to use its resources wisely and justly and it pleasethpleaseth
god that he hath given all these things unto man for unto this end were
they made to be used with judgment not to excess neither by extortion
dacd&c 5920 inherent in creation is an ethic of social justice and egalitariegalitari
anismaniam in the human realm

the latter day saint conception of the kingdom of god has always
held that the wellbeingwell being of the earth is dependent upon an egalitarian ideal
that consistently measures our successes by how well we look after the
poor the law of consecration represents the highest spiritual law by which
this is accomplished only a few believing communities in scripture have
successfully lived it including the city of enoch the early christians under
peters leadership and the gathering of nephitesNephites and lamanitesLamanites that
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greeted christ in the americas the law involves disciplined consecration
of all that we have been blessed with for the improvement of those around
us A revelation to the early saints states

thou wilt remember the poor and consecrate of thy properties for their sup-
port that which thou hast to impart unto them every man shall be made
accountable unto me a steward over his own property or that which he has
received by consecration as much as is sufficient for himself and family
therefore the residue shall be kept in my storehouse to administer to the
poor and the needy dacd&c 42304230323432 34

what is significant about this principle for present purposes is that
obedience to it has direct environmental implications 57 human poverty
and environmental degradation are symptomatic consequences of our
rebellion against god granberg michaelson explains that old testa-
ment pleas for justice are linked to restoring humanity s broken relation-
ship to the creation injustice has its roots in seizing and controlling part
of creation for ones own selfish desires and thereby depriving others of
creations fruits making them poor dispossessed and oppressed 58

indeed the great challenge of human sustainability appears within reach as
long as we are willing to recognize that

the beasts of the field and the fowls of the air and that which cometh of the
earth is ordained for the use of man for food and for raiment and that he
might have abundance but it is not given that one man should possess
that which is above another wherefore the world lieth in sin and wo be
unto man that sheddeth blood or that wastethwasseth flesh and hath no need
dacd&c 4919 21

unequal distribution of earthly resources or excess consumption
directly inhibits our spiritual progress for if ye are not equal in earthly
things ye cannot be equal in obtaining heavenly things dacd&c 786
brigham young insisted that it is not our privilege to waste the lords sub-
stance 115959 excessive the of others ofconsumption at expense or our environ-
ment is therefore never justified since such behavior violates the tenets of
christs governance that requires strict adherence to the care for the needy
careful resource management and a profound disavowal of materialism

the proper and equitable distribution of wealth means that the earth
will be able to provide for us sustainablystainablysustainablesu as demonstrated in latter day
saint scripture

I1 the lord stretched out the heavens and built the earth my very handi-
work and all things therein are mine and it is my purpose to provide for
my saints for all things are mine but it must needs be done in mine own
way and behold this is the way that 1I the lord have decreed to provide
for my saints that the poor shall be exalted in that the rich are made low for
the earth is full and there is enough and to spare yea I1 prepared allanailali things
and have given unto the children of men to be agents unto themselves
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therefore if any man shall take of the abundance which I1 have made and
impart not his portion according to the law of my gospel unto the poor and the
needy he shall with the wicked lift up his eyes in hellhenheliheii being in torment
dacd&c 10414 18

while this scripture is often cited in the church to counter arguments
for greater population control it clearly demonstrates that the promise of
sufficient natural resources holds weight only ifwe learn to consecrate our
blessings for others and live with appropriate moderation 60 if satan s plan
of attack against the kingdom of god is to teach that power comes from
owning the earth selling it and building up secular power on the basis of
extortion of the earth s treasures brigham young countered by reminding
us that not one particle of all that comprises this vast creation of god is
our own everything we have has been bestowed upon us for our action to
see what we would do with it whether we would use it for eternal life and
exaltation or for eternal death and degradation 03611661 the book of mormon
also warns against withholding your substance which doth not belong to
you but to god mosiah 422

while it is true that the wealthiest countries have been in the best posi-
tion to begin repairing the environmental damage that often sustains eco-
nomic growth it is erroneous to conclude that high concentrations of
wealth necessarily mean higher environmental ethics it is equally true that
the standard of living in the united states cannot be duplicated worldwide
without significant depletion of natural resources and catastrophic envi-
ronmentalronmental degradation 62 the question then is how the most powerful
and wealthy communities can energize themselves to safeguard against
unnecessarily rapid depletion of goods and resources so as to reverse the
trend where the world s poor typically suffer environmental consequences
disproportionate to their rates of consumption the law of consecration as
doctrine and covenants 104 explains depends upon our use of agency our
voluntary sacrifice of goods and resources it does not require despotic
centralized control over the distribution of resources its power is in its
spiritual focus on the human heart and the need to overcome its selfish
impulses in the interest of the larger human and biological community

of course this strength is also its weakness since the mormon
approach to correcting our environmental practices will perhaps always be
delayed by the seemingly eternal quest of overcoming the self and estab-
lishing zion communities although this does not lend itself to a terribly
effective political strategy it nevertheless reminds us that direct political
action may not be enough the reason we need religion to change our envi-
ronmentalronmental practices as white once argued is because it is a matter of
preparing our hearts ultimately to sacrifice all that we have at the same
time with greater awareness of the environmental consequences of our
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economic choices mormonscormons may sense a greater urgency to devote them-
selves religiously to the covenant of consecration the environmental
ethics of mormon belief demonstrate that earthly action on the behalf of a

broadly defined community and individual personal devotion to gods will
must simultaneously be cultivated

conclusions

in the early years of settlement in the west and again in the early part
of the twentieth century latter day saint leaders and the wasatch commu-
nities tapped into the environmental potential of their doctrines with
moderate success 63 however the latter day saint contribution to the
environmental crisis has until very recently remained relatively silent 64

such silence has provided fodder to critics of mormonism in the polemical
debates about environmental issues in the west the critics misunder-
standings unfortunately rarely receive a response since it would seem that
even mormonscormons themselves have not always fully appreciated the relevance
of their doctrines to environmentalism As a result the valuable environ-
mental implications of latter day saint doctrines have languished they
have been replaced in the popular imagination with myths of a great mil-
lennial cleanup of environmental waste that justify inertia and inaction
regarding the wellbeingwell being of christs jehovah s creations

the sometimes polarized and angry rhetoric of environmentalism
corresponds to an equally angry and polarized view of godless federal
forces that invade local communities without consideration our lan-
guished environmental doctrines have somehow made it possible for some
mormonscormons whose scriptures declare trees and animals to be living souls
to forget such restored doctrines and scoff at the idea of tree huggersbuggershuggers and
others who are portrayed as pitiless and faithless worriers about the feel-
ings of nature

nor have mormonscormons as a whole been exempt from the consequences of
the vast unsettling of america that wendell berry describes as a steady
process by which the majority of our population over the last century or so
has become increasingly removed from the day to day land ethics of fam-
ily farming 65 berry argues that this has created a culture in america that
allows us the illusion that we can make choices independent of their envi-
ronmentalronmental consequences within this culture which has divorced the
human community from creation most theologies have struggled to
reassert their relevance to all living things 66 how else can we explain the
strange split in logic that understands a connection between the body as
sacred and the need to keep it morally and physically clean despite
inevitable physical death but does not often accept the same ethics with
regard to animals or land
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but mormonism has additional circumstances that have added to that
struggle it is a religion that has suffered considerable persecution leaving
a scar that manifests itself at times in a defensiveness against outside forces
unfortunately mormon culture is at the point where even simple environ-
mental ethics as opposed to politics are rarely mentioned over the ward
house pulpit because of mormonism s obscure beginnings and its mirac-
ulous transformation into a worldwide church it is rare within this culture
to conceive of growth as anything but a sign of divinely sanctioned
progress 67 it is also a religion that believes in modern day revelation and
as such intense political pressures that want to shape the church in con-
formity with recent greening trends will likely result in increased reti-
cence again unfortunately it is inevitable that a church that believes so
strongly in the privilege and authority of prophetic revelation will never be
fully understood by contemporary society but precisely for these reasons
it is time for mormonscormons themselves to appropriate their own environmental
ethics before they become transformed beyond recognition in the political
and cultural fray

running through the literature of many environmentally concerned
christians is the assumption that the power to change our environmental
behavior lies with the local church there it is believed principles of sus

tainability can be taught and demonstrated by example hopefully giving
those principles ethical meaning ironically recent sociological studies
indicate that at least in the case of our relationship to animals the more
frequently an individual attended religious services the higher the proba-
bility that his or her attitudes toward animals would tend toward those of
dominion or even outright negativity 116868

more sociological work needs to be done to understand this disap-
pointing tendency particularly within the mormon community since an
environmental ethic is prevalent virtually in every corner of latter day
saint revelations and scriptures certainly we should remember that as

environmental scholar david kinsley has warned it is tempting to assume
that ecological spirituality leads to ecologically enlightened practices
A wide variety of factors in addition to religious beliefs influence our

behavior such disparities should be enough to caution us against assum-
ing that religious beliefs themes practices relating to ecology have a direct
and dominant effect on the actual ecological situation of the cultures and

which find them 3369116969 otherwise risksocieties in we we viewing prevailing
political or cultural views in utah for example as necessarily having a

sound doctrinal basis and official church sanction 70 the danger of equat-
ing utah politics with church sanction is twofold it blinds us to the ways

in which mormon belief promotes environmental ethics that may not
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show up on the politically correct radar screen and it therefore blinds us
to the need to improve environmental behavior in ways other than from
the pulpit

for this reason we must be cautious about assuming that the power of
the environmental ethics of latter day saint belief would necessarily
increase solely with more frequent iteration in church while more
explicit and direct instructions from church leadership would no doubt
help to distinguish doctrine from myth the truth is that the sermon has
already been preached religions power lies not so much in the sermon as
it does in the believers capacity to bring to fruition through ethical and
moral action the spoken or written word of god in other words religions
power is realized when it becomes a system of selfseif circumspection and self
regulation that then moves us outward to the world around us religion is not
fruitful when its power is based merely on what it explicitly says or does
not say or when religion is used as a measure of what we believe we have
already become religion should not be a scaffold to maintain the privilege
of being right so much as it should be a ladder that prompts us in doing
and becoming good

ultimately if the environmental crisis is as broad and pervasive as it
appears clearly it cannot be tackled in ideological or religious camps
therefore greater dialogue between different value systems and a more
sincere effort to find the necessary common ground for that dialogue are
absolutely necessary religion needs environmentalism as much as envi-
ronmentalismronmentalism needs religion

perhaps the greatest power of mormonism is also its greatest hope for
making a lasting contribution to the environmental crisis that power I1

believe lies in the restored earthly doctrines that I1 have outlined and that
are subsumed in the law of consecration with greater attendance to the
practical measures needed to bring that law s principles into practice we
will of necessity find significant and beneficial environmental ramifica-
tions such an emphasis given recently by elder joe christensen who
warned against the dangers of material excess 71 provides the hope that we
can focus on principles of sustainable living and not on the ugly polemics
of politics grounds do exist for genuine dialogue between environmental
istsests and mormonscormonsMormons As gods children we bear a heavy moral responsibility
to act as stewards of all gods physical creations and to treat them with
respect and sustaining love
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causes of ozone depletion as well as a major cause of deforestation

15 on this point see white historical roots 189 see also david kinsley
christianity as ecologically harmful and christianity as ecologically responsible in

this sacred earth io8108loliolioa and northcott environment and christian ethics 324 wendell
berry writes the great disaster of human history is one that happened to or within
religion that is the conceptual division between the holy and the world the excerptingexcerpt ing
of the creator from the creation wendell berry A secular pilgrimage in western
man 134

16 white argues this point in a followupfollow up essay to his 19701970 argument against tra-
ditionalditional christianity lynn white continuing the conversation in western man
55 64

17 see matthew fox the coming ortheof the cosmic christ the healing ofmotherof mother earth
and the birth ofaoraof a global renaissance san francisco harper and row 1988 and sallie
mcfague super natural christians how we should love nature minneapolis minn
fortress press 1997

18 granberg michaelson worldly spirituality 69
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19 see H paul santmire brother earth nature god and ecology in time of crisis
new york thomas nelson 1970 john B cobb jrfr Is it too late A theology ofofecolecol-

ogy beverly hills calif benziger bruce and glencoe 1972 and northcott environ-
ment and christian ethics

1020 roderick nash the greening of religion in this sacred earth 210

21 northcott environment and christian ethics 254
22 santmire historical dimensions 85 86

23 william cronon the trouble with wilderness or getting back to the
wrong nature in uncommon ground toward reinventing nature ed william
cronon new york W W norton 1995 69 go90 see also george B handley A post-
colonial sense ofplace and the work ofofderekonderekderek walcott interdisciplinary studies in lit-
erature and environment7environmentenvironments77 summer 2000 1 23

24 santmire historical dimensions 87

25 santmire brother earth 434443 44
26 on josephs denial that spirit is immaterial see david L paulsen the doc-

trine of divine embodiment restoration judeofudeo christian and philosophical perspec-
tives BYUbyustudiesstudies 35 no 4 1995 96 38

27 joseph F smith cited in aaron kelson the holy place why caring for the
earth and being kind to animals matters spotsylvaniaSpotsylvania va white pine 1999 24

28 for a trenchant but sometimes overstated critique of the ethical dangers of
christianity s self assigned role as the redeemer of nature see carolyn merchants
powerful essay reinventing eden western culture as a recovery narrative in uncom-
mon ground 132 59.159159159 1 argue that it is precisely this element of a buried human history
already present in nature that serves to keep a check on the dangers of exploitation

29 renereng dubos A theology of the earth in western man 47
30 gabriel fackre ecology and theology in western man 117

31 david kinsley ecology and religion ecological spirituality in cross cultural
perspective englewood cliffs NJ prentice hall 1995 188 for an overview of deep
ecology and its environmental ethics see george sessions ed deep ecology for the
twenty first century readings on the philosophy and practice of the new environmen-
talism boston shambhalaShambhala 1995

32 hugh W nibley subduing the earth in nibley on the timely and the timeless
classic essays ofhughof hufhhugh W nibley provo utah religious studies center brigham young
university 1978 88 nibley s article was first published as mans dominion new era

i2 october 1972 24 31 and reprinted in new era ii11 january february 1981 46 53 it
was also published as mans dominion or subduing the earth in brother brigham
Chalchaichallenachallengchallengesienglengienooesges the saints ed don E norton and shirley S ricks salt lake city deseret
book provo utah foundation for ancient research and mormon studies 1994 3 22

33 granberg michaelson agrees that humanity is called upon to uphold gods
rule over the creation the unique function of humanity as contrasted to other crea-
tures is that humanity in gods image has both this power and possibility but that is

conferred upon humanity for the purpose of acting on gods behalf as a guarantor of
the preservation and order of life for the whole creation granberg michaelson
worldly spirituality 62

34 northcott environment and christian ethics 129 that this priesthood
covenant connects the human community both to god and to the land is made appar-
ent not only in the old testament but also in the scriptural discourses about the vari-
ous promised lands of the nephitesNephites the jareditesJaredites and the mormonscormonsMormons some critics like
W J T mitchell have raised important criticisms of the longstandinglong standing intolerance in
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monotheistic cultures for polytheistic and animistic peoples an intolerance that has
often led to the dispossession of idolatersidolaters for the sake of purifying and possessing the
promised land for worshippersworshippers of the true god W J T mitchell holy landscape

israel palestine and the american wilderness critical inquiry 26 winter 2000
193 223 in light of these criticisms it is worth noting that the book of mormon offers
an important caveat to this tradition because even though it prophesies the expulsion
of the lamanitesLamanites from their lands by the arrival of the europeans or gentiles its mes-
sage is one of ethnic inclusiveness indeed in 3 nephi we even have an example in
which the righteous nephitesNephites and lamanitesLama nites enter into a covenant of land cooperation
with former gadiantonGadianton robbers on the basis of the nephite understanding of their own
promised land as a gift 3 ne 63 the book ofmormon conceives of land as a gift but
a gift from ones father who is also father to ones enemies who may have a compet-
ing claim on the land the book of mormon is ultimately a story of competing and
overlapping but equally legitimate claims on the promised lands of the jews and the
gentiles the nephitesNep hites and the lamanitesLamanites that is land as promised gift does not erad-
icate competing claims and histories in the land but must ultimately be reconciled to
the incongruities of new world history land as gift as long as it is understood in a
covenantialcovenant ial relationship does not have to result in the kind of dispossession that
mitchell reminds us often accompany the belief in promised holy lands

35 nibley subduing the earth 87

36 nibley subduing the earth 93

37 granberg michaelson worldly spirituality 66 also northcott insists that the
bible portrays creation as a gift not as right as promised land held in trust not owned or
possessed by humans and that the modificationcommodificationcom of land was one of the first steps in
the transformation of relations both material and cultural between humans and nature
which preceded the modern environmental crisis northcott environment and
christian ethics 181181190igo190 gi91

38 hugh W nibley brigham young on the environment in to the glory of
godgof mormon essays on great issues environment commitment love peace
youth man ed truman G madsen and charles D tate jr salt lake city deseret
book 1972 14 as quoted in joseph fielding smith gospel doctrine 2 vol salt lake
city deseret book 1939 1371 72 nibley s article was also published in norton and
ricks eds brother brigham challenges the saints 23 54

39 see nibley subduing the earth 87 in genesis 122 the lord explains that the
command to multiply and replenish or fill the earth relates to his creations in the sea
as well as on earth this agrees with the view of northcott who writes of a cosmic
covenant god established with noah and other early biblical prophets that pertains
to the welfare of all living things see also granberg michaelson worldly spirituality
78 79 and paulos mar gregorios new testament foundations for understanding
the creation in tending the garden essays on the gospel and the earth ed wesley
granberg michaelson grand rapids mich eerdmans 1987 85

40 young in journal of discourses 10302 june 4418641864

41 joseph fielding smith teachings of the prophet joseph smith salt lake city
deseret book 1976 71

42 george Q cannon editorial thoughts revelation wanton killing juve-
nile instructor 24 1889 549

43 several theologians have made similar claims see walter brueggemann the
land place as gift promise and challenge in biblical faith philadelphia fortress
press 1977 47 48 santmire brother earth 30 santmire historical dimensions of the
american crisis northcott environment and christian ethics 179 8080 and wendell
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berry getting along with nature in home economics fourteen essays san fran-
cisco north point 1987 6 2020 A gifted land as biblical scholar walter brueggemann
of the united church of christ argues is also land in history land not usurped or sim-
ply mastered but a land with its own history therefore this people does not own the
land but also belongs to the land in that way we are warned about presuming upon it
upon controlling it in scientific and rational ways so that its own claim indeed its own
voice is not heard or is disregarded brueggeman the land 192

44 william dyrness stewardship of the earth in the old testament in tending
the garden 57

45 northcott environment and christian ethics 171

46 northcott environment and christian ethics 222222223223

47 merchant reinventing eden 132 59
48 this statement is attributed to eric rust as quoted in nash greening of reli-

gion 214

49 santmire brother earth 98

5050 northcott environment and christian ethics 203 see also mar gregorios
new testament foundations 88 89

51 george S tate obedience creation and freedom brigham young univer-
sity 1994 95 devotional and fireside speeches provo utah brigham young university
publications and graphics 1995 244

52 granberg michaelson worldly spirituality 58

53 young in journal of discourses 9168 january 26 1862

54 nibley brigham young on the environment 4
55 young in journal ofdiscoursesof discourses 879 june io1018601860

56 kelson holy place 107

57 northcott environment and christian ethics 269
58 granberg michaelson worldly spirituality 86

59 young in journal ofdiscoursesof discourses 11136 august i1 io1018651865

6060 aaron kelson concurs on this point

those of us who believe that the ecological problems caused by people are
at least as much the result of what we are rather than how many of us there
are and latter day saints are certainly among this number have a tremen-
dous responsibility we have a solemn obligation to distance ourselves
from those practices and trends that lead to the destruction of the creation
and to the related suffering of our fellow beings we have an obligation to
show the world that people can live peaceably with the creation kelson
holy place 159 6060

61 young in journal ofdiscoursesof discourses 867 june 3 1860

62 for a powerful christian perspective on the relationship between over-
consumption and environmental degradation see michael schut ed simpler living
compassionate life A christian perspective denver living the good news 1999 also
see the public broadcasting system documentary affluenza produced by john de graaf
and vivia boe KCTS television 1997

63 for an excellent historical overview of early latter day saint environmental
practice the historical forces that drove it underground and its resurgence in the early
twentieth century see thomas G alexander stewardship and enterprise the LDS

church and the wasatch oasis environment 1847 1930 western historical quarterly
25 autumn 1994 340340 64 for other historical essays on mormon environmental prac-
tice see richard H jackson righteousness and environmental change the mormonscormons
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and the environment in essays on the american west 1973 1974 5 provo utah
brigham young university press 21 42 jeanne kay and craig J brown mormon
beliefs about land and natural resources 1847 1877 journal of historical geography
ii11 july 1985 253 67 and terry B ballbandaildali and jack D brotherson environmental
lessons from our pioneer heritage BYU studies 38 no 3 1999 63 82

64 others who have recently written about the rich environmental beliefs of the
church include hugh nibley nibley subduing the earth 85 99 and nibley
brigham young on the environment 3 29 and aaron kelson kelson holy place

an encouraging collection of essays terry tempest williams william B smart and
gibbs M smith eds new genesis A mormon reader on land and community lay-
ton utah gibbs smith publisher 1998 also explores the experience of a variety of
latter day saint people including church leaders concerned with place this book is

discussed in constance K lundburg brief notices BYU studies 39 no i 20002000
220 21 see also michael G alder earth A gift of gladness ensign 21 july 1991

27 28 and kristen rogers stewards of the earth this people ii11 spring 19901990 iolo10 16

65 berry unsettling ofamericaof america 3 14

66 berry points to one important antidote to this unsettling the tradition ofroot-
ing oneself in a particular place and taking responsibility for its future wellwenweilweliwedwellbeingbeing
berry unsettling of america 4 while it is not always clear that rootedness translates
into environmentally ethical behavior clearly brigham youngs claim this is the right
place is an important reminder of the value of working with natures accidents in a
particular place rather than always seeking a more promising bluff around the next cor-
ner

67 the president of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints gordon B

hinckley addressed the st george area chamber of commerce in 1998 and said it
may be foolish to say to any member of a chamber of commerce and particularly to
realtors that I1 hope you wont continue to grow ifyou do then the culture the spirit
and the ambiance of the community will change as it already has done so in a measure
williams new genesis xii

68 granberg michaelson tending the garden 3

69 kinsley ecology and religion xx xxiaxi
70 such is the erroneous logic of richard foltz who gives the church of jesus

christ of latter day saints credit for every anti environmental manifestation in the
state ofutah but refuses to see any link between mormonism and the politics of many
prominent utah environmental activists indeed he seems unaware of many such
examples or surprised to find the few he mentions foltz mormon values 1 19 A more
balanced view is offered by joann valenti a non LDS scholar at BYU whose research
shows that positive attitudes toward the environment in the mormon population
are more present than what you find in a cross section sample of the US public she
argues against the blindness I1 refer to theres a tendency to buy into a paranoia that
I1 dont see as productive or constructive I1 think there is an element of mythology mis-
information paranoia suspicion and distrust that taints our ability to see the positive
and to look forward were more reluctant to assume something good is going to hap-
pen quoted in an interview by alexandra L woodruff being a mormon environ-
mentalist canyon country zephyr august september 2000 22 25

71 joe J christensen greed selfishness and overindulgence ensign 29 may
1999 9 11



the garden

I1 dont know how much dust was on the leaves in the air
As darkness filtered out what light remained
tree trunks boulders steeping into night
plant scent slightly bitter in the coolness
but I1 imagine the birds sifting down onto solidness
As the son of god with no place to lay his head
went on a ways and knelt to pray

and this one capable of such flight
was astonished by the heaviness of sin
A deepest loneliness thickest agony

all our lives in his blood flecked hands
and my life a part of his grief

ellen gregory



irony and grace

frederick mark gedicks

my wife s and my son alex passed away almost four years ago he was
away at college in north carolina one morning just after accepting a mis-
sion call and only a few weeks before he was to return to utah for christ-
mas he woke up with a rare bacterial infection he died later that same day
less than twelve hours after he went to the health center I1 was lecturing in
italy when he died nicea was at the airport trying to get on a flight he
was our oldest child and our only son

in the years since alex died my thoughts have repeatedly dwelt on a
story from the new testament the gospel of mark describes a man who
brought to jesus his son who was afflicted with a dumb spirit it appears
from the description that the boy suffered seizures he probably had a form
of epilepsy after telling jesus that the boy had suffered this condition
from birth the father begs jesus to heal him if thou canstcanet do any thing
have compassion on us and help us jesus says to the father if thou canstcanet
believe all things are possible to him that believethbelieveth the scripture tells us
that immediately the father ofthe child cried out and said with tears lord
I1 believe help thou mine unbelief jesus healed the son mark 917 27

N 19 N

while I1 was serving as the bishop of a BYU campus ward some years
ago one of my ward members was killed in a car accident not long after the
semester started although he had grown up in the east this students
family had recently moved to centervilleCenterville north of salt lake city the day
he died his father called from centervilleCenterville and asked if I1 could bring up
some clothes and other things from his sons dorm room which of course
I1 was happy to do when I1 arrived the father invited me in thanked me for
bringing the clothes and asked me to sit down at the dining room table he
pulled out a cardboard box filled with pictures and trophies and certificates
and spent about twenty minutes explaining some of the things that his son
had done in his short life it was a wonderful experience but even so I1

remember leaving the house just slightly puzzled that he should have taken
the time to explain these things to me someone he hardly knew

when alex died six years later I1 remembered this experience I1 thought
about writing that father a letter explaining what I1 know now that I1 didnt
know then and then at the viewing on the morning of alexs funeral

BYU studies 4040 no 2 22001ooiool 213
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there he was with his wife waiting in line when he had read alex s obituary
in the newspaper he had remembered me as his sons bishop and he and
his wife had driven down from centervilleCenterville to mourn with us for our son
whom they had never met when I1 embraced this father the world seemed
to recede for a long moment leaving him and me by ourselves holding
onto each other

the common definition of irony is a state of affairs or events that is

the reverse of what was expected 151I most popular literature lacks irony
it is a common experience to be sitting in a movie or to have worked ones
way into a bestsellerbest seller and realize exactly how the story is going to end
irony is one of the devices that separates literature from cliche

there is another darker definition of irony an irony may be a result
that is not simply unexpected but opposite to and in mockery of the
appropriate result 1122 elder maxwell calls this kind of irony a disturbing
incongruity that violates our expectations 3 this I1 think is closer to
what I1 have felt since my son died A friend suggested that the death of a

child upsets the order of the world children are to bury their parents not
vice versa by mocking our ideals irony upsets the order of our worlds so

much so that we may question our deepest beliefs richard rorty says that
ironists are never sure of themselves 4 C S lewis agrees you never know
how much you really believe anything lewis wrote CC until its truth and
falsehood becomes a matter of life and death to you 5

after he died people often commented that alex must have been an
exceptionally valiant young man to have been called on an early mission
to the spirit world I1 know they meant well and I1 do not begrudge the
strength that some people draw from this idea to be able to call upon ones
faith in the face of devastating loss is a gift ofbeliefbeliebeilef 6forifor6 forpor me however this
idea brought no comfort to the contrary it made me angry what kind of
a god is it that rewards a good life by snatching a child from his family
without warning perhaps I1 have thought the same kind of god who
would command abraham to tie isaac to an altar and slit his throat lewis
struggling with the death of his wife wrote that what he dreaded was not
theres no god after all but rather this is what gods really like 3171177

there is no good way to lose your child but to have him taken so suddenly
with so many things to do and left undone this seems unspeakably cruel

I1 have tried to avoid blaming god by giving up alexs death to the
impersonal randomness of a fallen world bad things happen to everyone
in this world and this was just a bad thing that happened to alex and to us
but this strategy doesnt lead to any place very comforting either I1 can
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hardly sit through a testimony about the power of the priesthood my son
had a priesthood blessing barely thirty minutes before his heart stopped
beating ifhe was not appointed by god unto death then why did god not
intervene to save his life I1 may have lacked faith but I1 know that his mother
and sisters didntdidia one of my daughters has written an account of the day
alex died ofhow she pled with god desperately for her brother s life when
I1 read her words for the first time I1 felt my soul twisting wrung out like a wet
rag how unfeeling must god be not to have answered that prayer

I1 know the ways in which we typically try to make sense of this contra-
diction I1 know exactly the answers called for when this contradiction is

raised in church I1 ve even given talks on them I1 envy those for whom
these answers are adequate because for me they are not that suffering
may be necessary does not make it into something else like joy or laughter
that jesus suffered infinitely worse than I1 did just adds guilt to the pain that
this all makes sense from some other perspective is not very helpful when
that perspective is barely imaginable

rorty points out that the opposite of irony is common sense 3181188 and
this I1 think is the beginning ofwisdom sense cannot be made of this situ-
ation not now perhaps not ever reason and rationality are human
attributes not divine ones unlike roman catholics latter day saints do
not believe that reason is a reflection of the divine law written in our
hearts to the contrary our scriptures suggest that god condescends to
human reason because we can t seem to understand him in any other
language dacd&c 5012

nevertheless latter day saints do not believe that reason or sense of
any sort is a necessary prerequisite to truth as the story of abraham and
isaac exemplifies I1 must confess that I1 find this story barbaric of all the
craziness in the old testament this is surely the worst god gives abraham
and sarah the gift of a son in their old age isaac through whom will be
fulfilled god s promise that abraham will bless all the nations of the earth
and then not only does god tell abraham that isaac must die but he com-
mands that isaac die by abrahams own hand one could forgive abraham
if it passed through his mind that this god was in the end not very differ-
ent from all the others

the conventional reading of this story is that god tested abraham s

faith but if that is so it was surely a pointless test ifabraham had failed
what would it have proved that his faith was not perfect that he lacked
I1 perspective that he was not god and isncisn t it just a little troubling that
abraham was prepared to kill his own song kierkegaard could not under-
stand abraham 10 but it is abrahamabrahams s god whom I1 cannot understand if
this really was a test its irrationality renders it senseless
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but not meaningless for even in the ethical wreckage of this story
there is a truth that forces its way up through a corner of the rubble god
saves isaac and abraham at the last moment and then says to abraham
in wonder thou hast not withheld thy son thine only son from me
gen 2212 italics added thus is abraham linked to god as father to

father like no other person in the world not even jesus himself

M M yay9

in the dominant western tradition we think of truth as a relationship
between an idea and a thing we grasp truth so it seems when we succeed in
accurately conceptualizing some idea that corresponds to some thing that
exists outside ofourselves 11 some ofthe scriptures even read like this truth
is knowledge of things as they are states doctrine and covenants 9324 no
modernist could say it better this idea of truth while useful in its place
can nevertheless lead us down a wrong path truth is not just a static rela-
tionshiptionship between an idea and a thing it is a developing relationship between
one person and another as they were as they are and as they will be
looking for the former relationship often obscures the latter one

I1 am reminded of this error every four years when the gospel doctrine
class studies genesis someone inevitably makes a comment about evolu-

tion or carbon dating and in microseconds the class is off on an indignant
sscienceclence trashing search for the trutltruthtrual of the creation how god really did
it as if this were somehow an important thing to know this focus tragi-
cally misses the point the significance of the creation is not how god did
it but that he did it for it is the creation that puts us into our present rela-
tionshiptionship with him that makes god our father and we his children insist-
ing on the facts of the creation blinds us to its truth 12

if truth is a relationship between people then it is not static perhaps
this is one reason why when the scriptures contrast the worship of the god
of israel with idol worship they often call god the living god even the
11 true and living god alma 76 so also modern revelation refers to
the true and living church dacd&c 130 our relationships with people
change as we come to know them in the bible the verb to know is often
used to signify intimacy this usage is preserved in all of the romance lan-
guages to know someone is to be intimate with him or her to live with that
person this is why eternal life is to know god john 173 to be intimate
with him not sexually intimate of course but intimate nonetheless to
live with him to be at home with him to be eternallybound together with him

one image haunted me on the long flight back from italy to north
carolina that of my son surrounded by strangers in a hospital emergency
room knowing that he is dying by himself what comforted me was being
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told that his friends went to the hospital with him finding out that he was
conscious for that blessing before he died reading in his journal that he
loved his parents and knew that we loved him feeling as I1 do now that
someone surely came to help him through the veil between this life and the
next knowing that he is not and was not ever alone

toward the end of the book of mormon moroni steps out of the text
and speaks directly to the reader he worries that he is weak in writing
that people will make fun of what he has set down in the plates because as
he puts it god has made our words powerful and great even that we can-
not write them wherefore when we write we behold our weakness and
stumble because of the placing of our words and I1 fear lest the gentiles
shall mock at our words ether 1225 and he was right to fear mark
twain joked that the book of mormon is chloroform in print that if the
phrase and it came to pass were edited out of the book of mormon it
would not be a book but a pamphlet that it is finally a stupid and tire-
some story 13 these are only the gentler criticisms leveled at the book of
mormon over the years

in contrast to moronis worrying over his inability to capture in writ-
ing things that he knew and felt the lord himself is remarkably uncon-
cerned my grace is sufficient for the meek he says

that they shall take no advantage of your weakness and if men come unto
me I1 will show unto them their weakness I1 give unto men weakness that they
may be humble and my grace is sufficient for all men that humble them-
selves before me for if they humble themselves before me and have faith in
me then will I1 make weak things become strong unto them ether 1226 27

N YA R

I1 have a good friend who teaches at a law school in the east we met
over ten years ago almost by accident when someone suggested that I1

invite him to speak on a law and religion program I1 was putting together
we have a great deal in common but not religion hes not a christian and
I1 m not even sure hes very religious because we ve barely talked about it
he does however love golf as do 1I and if you play golf you know that
it by itself is more than enough for friendship

about a year after alex died my friend was out in park city during one
of those dry decembers when you could actually play golf in the valley so
we did it was the kind of day that makes me glad I1 live in utah there was
snow on the mountains and the sky was a deep cloudless blue by the
fourth hole we were playing in shirtsleevesshortsleevesshirtsleeves

while driving back to my house after the round we got to talking and
he asked where alex was buried I1 told him it was less than two miles from
our house which was good because I1 go there a lot what do you do when
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you go there he asked do you pray I1 paused for a moment and then
told him a little embarrassed that I1 sort of talk to alex he reacted with
enthusiasm saying he does the same thing when he visits his fathers grave
although its so far away that he doesnt get there often

the cemetery was on our way so we stopped and walked out to alexs
grave there was this late afternoon light that cast long shadows and tinted
everything in a muted half orange my friend walked right up to the grave
squatted down and began to talk to alex in the most unaffected way as if
he were sitting right across from alex at my dinner table and was just talk-
ing to him about his college major well alex he began 1 I ve never met
you but I1 ve heard your dad talk a lot about you he just kept talking
I1 dont remember anything he said after that but as he talked to my son my
heart warmed until it seemed that all the afternoon light was inside of me
shining back out towards the sun

M M FA

we know truth when we experience it in relations with other people
truth is an event truth happens shining forth in the darkness just like the
scriptures say it does john 15 dac 887 to live in truth is to live in these
relationships and sometimes when we live in them well god will tell us

frederick mark gedicks gedicksflawgatebyuedu is professor of law brigham
young university law school the author is grateful to matthew todd for research
assistance this essay is based on a talk given as part of the spirit of the law lecture
series at the law school and owes much to milner balls discussion of the gospel of
john in called by stories biblical sagas and their challenge for law durham NC
duke university press 20001092000 109log 45

1 websters third international dictionary of the english language springfield
mass merriam webster 1993

2 third international dictionary
3 neal A maxwell irony the crust on the bread of adversity ensign 19 may

1989 62

4 richard rorty contingency irony solidarity cambridge cambridge univer-
sity press 1989 73 74

5 C S lewis A grief observed san francisco harpercollinsHarper Collins 1961 34
6 for a beautiful expression of this kind of faith see nicea S gedicks these are

the things we know in mourning with those that mourn salt lake city deseret
book 1999 15

7 lewis A grief observed ig19

8 rorty contingency irony solidaritysolidarily 74
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9 soren kierkegaard fear and trembling ed and trans howard V hong and
enda H hong princeton NJ princeton university press 1983 30

lo1010 kierkegaard fear and trembling lo1010

11 see for example martin heidegger basic questions of philosophy selected
problems of logic trans richard rojcewicz and andre schuwer bloomington

university of indiana press 1994 9 16 jean franfrancoisoisols lyotardliotardLyotard the postmodern
explained minneapolis university of minnesota press 1992 10lo

12 see lyotardliotardLyotard the postmodern explained 18 the modern subjects mastery
over the objects generated by contemporary science and technology does not bring
greater freedom more public education or greater wealth more evenly distributed it
brings an increased reliance on facts

13 mark twain roughing it ed harriet elinor smith and edgar marquess branch
berkeley university of california press 1993 132132133142133 142



in the loge
from a painting by mary cassatt

its all about seeing farther back and unseen
and about being seen without knowing by the woman in black

and about who sees whom is the blur of a man in an opposite box

the woman in black is the closest he too is suited in black
and first one we see and he leans his white head toward us
her face and dress and toward the woman like her

lack the color and lace his right hand holds glasses to his eyes
that would bring our eyes back his point precisely at her

again and again both the woman in black

limply tied at her neck and the man in black watching her
is a matching black hat rest their arms on the rim of the rail

what catches our eyes linking the two unaware

are the glasses held to her eyes in a velvet toned curve
with one hand the other though through the eyes of the painter

clutching a closed gold fan we see the woman and man

lays in her lap we see in the black gold and red composition
through transparent gloves neither we nor that man see who is seen

her ivory flesh by the woman in black

her glasses are trained the same seen by the painter
not on the lit white stage who kept her or him forever

where the baritone bows out of our sight

and an ardent soprano curves at his feet marilyn bushman carlton
but on someone outside of the frame

whom we cannot see



mary cassatt in the loge 1879 the hayden collection charles henry hayden
fund D 2000 museum of fine arts boston all rights reserved



late gardens
for georganne

these days morning with a deep honey light and air
is a lure that makes you hesitate

as though abundance under the brimming sky
will require the utmost you can give
then more

as though the enclosure of late summer
blossoms heavy with sweetness
and leaves relinquishing green to truer colors
a coming syrup that will drip down

will hold you accountable
for such weight until you are convinced
this might once last forever and are fearful

these mornings just rising is like looking up
life in the encyclopedia for explanations
that fill all need to know

the paisley growth around you
refuses to take you in

in the end theres nothing to be done
but make your vague way among the gardened flowers
snip a faded bloom pinch back a token of overgrowth

and to refrain from crushing
as though reverence for the delicate
amid such denseness

is salvation

dixie partridge



book reviews

ALLEN J christenson translator and editor popol vuhauh the mythic
sections tales of first beginnings from the ancient kichebiche maya provo

utah FARMS 2000 xv 278 ppap illustrations notes appendix bibliogra-
phy softboundSoftbound 199519.951995

reviewed by john S robertson

this book is the second of the FARMS series ancient texts and mor-
mon studies the complete title popol vuhauh the mythic sections tales of
first beginningsfrombeginnings tromfrom the ancient kichebiche maymaya a reveals that alienallenailen christen-
son chose to publish the part of the popol vuhauh an ancient mayan story
that explains the mayan view of the creation of humankind the unpub-
lished part deals with the protohistory of kichebiche nobility

christenson prepared himself well to undertake the onerous task of
translating a text whose language is very remote from english and whose
content is far removed from what is culturally conceivable to english speak-
ers christenson spoke kichebiche as a missionary in guatemala and under
the direction of the renowned mayanistMayanist linda schele earned his phd at the
university of texas at austin

christenson s book has three main segments an introduction a free
translation and a literal translation with the eicheviche text running
alongside the introduction outlines the origins of the people and the
manuscript and also gives a description of kichebiche poetic style As chris-
tenson explains our current historical understanding holds that a migra-
tory conquering people came to the guatemalan highlands from the
mayan lowlands the southern coast of the gulf of mexico bringing with
them new languages and culture the conquerors were likely bilingual in
both nahua uto aztecan and chontal mayan but like the manchusdanchus of
china they ultimately assimilated to their new environment adopting the
language of the people they conquered bichekichevicheeicheKiche maya

the introduction also gives some historical background according to
the author the popol vuhauh was written in the ancient mayan script long
before the time of columbus the popol vuhauh was first written in roman
script in the mid sixteenth century the authors of the roman manuscript
are anonymous but were likely grandsons of the two mayan kings burned
at the time of spanish contact

the author carefully inventories the rhetorical tropes of the popol
vuhauh which is high poetry in the best literary tradition roman jakobson
regards poetry as a focus on phonological grammatical and semantic
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structures in their multiform interplay with the stipulation that paral-
lelism does not remain confined to the limits ofparallel lines but expands
throughout their distribution within the entire context 51 such distribu-
tion is certainly true of mayan poetry undoubtedly christensonsChristensons most
significant contribution to the broader understanding of mayan poetry is

his careful attention to chiasmus which is significantly present in the
popolvuhpopol vuhauh

the final portion of the introduction is entitled the popol vuhauh and
revealed scripture christenson initially points out that there has never
been an official statement by the church concerning the geographic set-
ting of the book ofmormon 24 it follows that the historicity of the book
of mormon hardly hangs on the degree to which the popol vuhauh reflects
mormon theology with that caveat he lists some suggestive themes
including organizational not ex nihilonichilo creation gods not just god
in creation planning spiritual creation before creation emergence of
land from water and creation by the spoken word

the free translation and the literal translation constitute the core of
the book in one sense christenson picked an impossible task for himself
since it could be argued that absolute translation is impossible espe-
cially translation of poetry of course linguistic content gets translated all

the time but the fact remains that translation of artistic creation which
depends so heavily on those elements unique to the respective languages is

like trying to shop with pennies there is no functional medium of
exchange difficulties of exchange are heightened when the respective lan-
guages literary devices including phonology grammar and cultural
references are fundamentally different

that said christensonsChristensons method comes as close as any method could
to bridging the gap between the two languages and cultures the free trans-
lation aids those readers who want an approximate sense of the content
and story line of the popol vuhauh the copious footnotes are rich in ethno-
graphic and linguistic detail for example hikkikiskik is the vital fluid of any liv-

ing thing blood for animals sap for trees etc rubber as well as a ball
made from rubber is also called kikkwklekie since it is made from the sap of the
rubber tree castilla elastica 75 it turns out that the rubber ball or lack
thereof on the mayan ball court is a symbol of life or death

the literal translation is also helpful not only because it is virtually a

word by word rendition in english for kichebiche but also because it contains
the kichebiche text itself this inclusion is particularly valuable to scholars As

a student of mayan languages for some thirty years I1 have found this vol-
ume very helpful as a reference work in addition the author generously
provided me with a digitized version that facilitated my research
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finally the illustrations typically pictures of the guatemalan country-
side or illustrative ceramics are nicely chosen of special interest are the
scenes from ancient ceramics usually with a caption that includes text
from the popol vuhauh it is remarkable that these ceramic depictions corre-
spond directly with certain descriptions of scenes found in the popol vuhauh
it would roughly be like a non christian a thousand years from now read-
ing about christs nativity from the new testament and then finding some
of the thousands of paintings with the christ child mary joseph the wise
men the shepherds and the animals in the stall

my only complaint about the book would be the orthography in the
kichebiche transliteration in kichebiche some dialects at least long vowels are
distinguished from short vowels apparently christenson uses dieresesdieresisdiereses
the symbol on some vowels to make that distinction but his markings

do not always correspond to the spoken language it probably would have
been better to have left out the dieresesdieresisdiereses because the distinction is so dialec-
tically complex that it is an overwhelming task to try to reconstruct the
complicated vocalic distinctions of four hundred years ago furthermore
some words are lost from the modern language so it would be impossible
to know the pronunciation anyway but this is a small matter compared to
the overall strength of the book his reconstruction of consonantal distinc-
tions not found in the original text is accurate

anyone interested in mayan myth culture and prehistory will find
this work full of information that bridges the gap that otherwise makes the
ancient mayan language and worldviewworldview so remote from our own chris-
tenson is to be congratulated for a massive effort that resulted in a book
whose value can only increase with time

john S robertson johnjohre robertsonbyueduobertsonbyuedu is professor of linguistics at
brigham young university he earned his phd from harvard university in 1976 with
stephen houston and david stuart he coauthored the language of the classic maya
inscriptions current anthropology 41 june 2000 321 56

i1 roman jakobson grammatical parallelism and its russian facet language 42
april june 1966 423



MARGARET K BRADY mormon healer and folk poet mary susannah
fowler s life of unselfish usefulness logan utah utah state university
press 2000 xi 222 ppap photos sketches maps notes bibliography
index 449544.954495

reviewed by kristi A bell

during the course of her life mary susannah fowler filled many roles a
much loved mother who underwent twelve pregnancies a midwife and nurse
a leader in church and civic organizations a poet and a wife margaret K

bradys mormon healer and folkpoetPoepoetookslookstooks at the different aspects of these
roles and their significance both to mary and to those around her born
october 231862 in woods cross utah mary susannah fackrell was the
seventh child of david bancroft fackrell and susannah sumner fackrell
david had come west during the gold rush of 1849 had found relatives in
utah and had joined the church of jesus christ of latter day saints
susannah orphaned at the age of twelve had crossed the plains with the
mormon pioneers and upon arriving in utah had been given a home by
the fackrellsFackrells in bountiful when david discovered his fackrell relatives he
met susannah david and susannah fell in love and were married

in 1862 david took a second wife hannah proctor and six years later
when david was called to settle the muddy he took hannah her children
and SusannsusannahWss oldest son with him two years later he returned for susan-
nah and the rest of their children by the time david susannah and their
younger children arrived in southern utah the mission to the muddy had
been disbanded over the next few years the fackrellsFackrells lived in st george
mt carmel and long valley before settling in ordervilledervilleOr

after living in the united order during her adolescence in ordervilledervilleOr
mary taught school for two years on september 292918801880 she married a

man from ordervilledervilleOr henry ammon fowler in the st george temple
the couple remained in Orderville following their marriage and started a

family sometime between 1886 and 1888 henry took a second wife eliza
norwood who had been employed as a nurse for mary when her daughter
laura was born in 1888 the family moved to huntington utah in search
of better economic opportunities except for four years spent in provo

while two of her sons attended brigham young academy mary lived in
huntington she died on october 271920 in salt lake city following an
operation to remove a growth in her colon

A serendipitous event brought mary fowler to margaret bradys atten-
tion while preparing for a presentation on folk medicine at the 1996 fife
folklore conference at utah state university brady happened across a

typescript copy of mary s diary in the marriott library at the university of
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utah the diary sparked bradybradys s interest and marked the beginning of
extensive research and fieldwork on mary susannah fowler brady a pro-
fessor of folklore at the university of utah specializes in american indian
studies folk narrative womens folklore and folklore method and theory
since brady is not a member of the church she brings a unique perspec-
tive to this study of a very mormon woman this is not the first time that
bradsbradys scholarship has focused on a mormon woman in 1987 the journal of
american folklore published her well received article transformations
of power mormon womens visionary narratives 51 in her book on mary
fowler brady successfully weaves her expertise into a very readable and
engrossing study

in the introduction to the book brady provides a synopsis of each
chapter for those unfamiliar with folklore theory it helps to follow bradys
suggestion to read the first chapter for some essential background and
then flip quickly to the last where you will find a theoretical perspective

6 brady espouses the theories of reflexivity and reciprocity in her field-
work and analysis according to brady reflexive theory is a postmodern
methodology that emphasizes the involvement of the researcher with
the materials that he or she examines 4 reciprocal ethnography takes
reflexivity one step further brady describes this process developed by folk-
lorist elaine lawless a leader in reciprocal practices as one in which both
the folklorist and those she interviews work collaboratively by fore
grounding dialogue as a process in understanding and knowledge
retrieval 4

As part of her research brady interviewed some of fowler s descen-
dants and used the type of reciprocity that lawless describes although she
cites trends in literary and historical theories that encourage active partic-
ipation in the ongoing conversation of the texts themselves brady does
not limit her reflexive and reciprocal interpretations to her living infor-
mants 4 while her application of reflexivity and reciprocity allows us to
trace the development of brady s understanding and appreciation of mary
fowler it also allows brady to come to conclusions that may be based
more on her own philosophies than those that guided fowler s life two
examples that support this view are bradys conclusions about how fowler
felt when a literary club she belonged to was discouraged by church leaders
and how mary felt about her husband henry s second wife eliza

in february 1900 mary became part of a group of women who
founded a women s club As one of the leaders mary helped determine the
direction of the group mary s journal entry for april 18 1900 reads
attended a special meeting and had the privilege of shaking hands with

apostle teasdale he doesndoean t heartily approve of the ladies club but says we
may go on if our actions are approved of by the bishop which they have
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been all the time but unless we get a warmer consent than that I1 am not in
favor of continuing 67

four days later mary recorded that she had learned that a letter from
apostle teasdale about joining clubs or societies had been read in a church
meeting he counseled church members to confine their membership in
clubs or societies to those sponsored by the church mary admitted frus-
tration at what seemed to be teasdalesTeasdales earlier advice and concluded that
she was glad for once that she was not at meeting 67

in an interview with brady rae spellman mary s granddaughter
described the controversy over what she termed a book club regarding
her grandmothers feelings spellman recounted well she was very
unhappy about it but there was no confusion about it for her now today
there might be more discussion but then every one of the sisters felt that
they should obey the priesthood so they just stopped having the clubdubaub 69

mary had already expressed hesitancy about continuing with the club
before teasdale s letter was ever read in church and the club existed in fact
for less than three months it is difficult to believe that the disbanding of
the women s club was a pivotal point in marys life bradys final chapter
discusses the matrix of voices and it is important to consider whose
voice is strongest in this incident choosing to value modern day sensibil-
ities over realities of mormon life in the early twentieth century may have
led brady to misunderstand marys community of discourse

brady also appears to have difficulty in completely understanding
marysmary s position as the first wife in a polygamous marriage when dis-

cussing polygamy stories circulated in the late twentieth century folklorist
william A wilson would remind his students that the tales represent cur-
rent attitudes towards polygamy rather than the feelings of those who were
actually involved in polygamous relationships brady too seems to inter-
pret mary s feelings about her situation more by bradys own attitudes
than by the realities of mary s life while scholarship like jessie embry s

mormon polygamous families life in the principle indicates that polygamy
was not a bed of roses for many 2 brady bases her conclusion that mary was
likely dissatisfied with polygamy upon two brief mentions of eliza in
poems mary wrote her husband throughout the rest of the book brady
remarks on mary s circumspection about her polygamous state after all
mary had grown up in a polygamous family and lived in a polygamous
marriage polygamy was simply a part of her life brady does concede that
any qualms mary might have had about polygamy were made manageable
by the strength of marys own spiritual beliefs 157

the strength of brady s book lies in her theme of interconnectedness
among the different roles in mary s life and the lives of her descendants as

well as in bradybradys s life and her relationship with her own daughter chapters
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two through five deal with different discourse groups and roles in mary s

life at least two of the chapters were presented as papers at annual meet-
ings of the american folklore society so while these four chapters could
each stand alone they are best understood and the depth of brady s work
is best revealed when all four are taken together the final chapter of the
book your words like a balm A matrix of discourses is an excellent
summary of how many voices actually go into the construction of mary
fowler marymarys s story will mean different things to different people but it
should not be only what others would have it be when all things are con-
sideredsi brady allows the many facets of mary s life to shine through

kristi A bell kristi bellbelibeilbellbyuedubyuedubyu edu is curator of the folklore archives in the L tom
perry special collections of the harold B lee library at brigham young university
kristi received a BA and an MA in english from BYU

i1 margaret K brady transformations of power mormon women s visionary
narratives journal ofofamericanamerican folklorefolkloreiooloo100 1987 461 68

2 jessie L embry mormon polygamous families life in the principle salt lake
city university of utah press 1987



brief notice

the dissent of the Gogovernedvernedvernei meditation of the first amendment this ruling made
on law religion and loyaldoyal by stephen a distinction between belief and practice
L carter harvard universuniverso press 1998 it forbade laws against beliefs that stay

inside a persons head but gave legislators
the americanization ofofreciofreirelrei jusiusus minori-
ties

virtually free reign to draft laws criminal
confronting the consticons6consa onal order izing any religious activity deemed offen-

siveby eric michael mazur J is hopkins to community morals 1 4 he gives

university press 1999 many examples of what he considers the
negative effects ofofreynoldsbutreynolds but focuses on

the lustre of our country the american cases having to do with alternative educa-
tionexperience of religious freedom by john and conscientious objection

T noonan jr university of california legal scholar eric michael mazur
press 1998 argues that throughout american history

constitutional protection has tended to
god versus caesar belief worship and cover those religions least in need of it
proselytizing under the first amendment namely mainstream and evangelical
by martin S sheffer state university of protestant religions whose conception of
new york press 1999 the proper sphere of religion tends to be

narrowly defined as personal rather than
four recently published books written by the more social definition common in
non latter day saint legal scholars and newer smaller groups he also suggests
political scientists look at mormon history that the more a religion diverges from
as a means ofexamining the scope of con-
stitutionally

the mainstream the less likely it is that the
protected religious freedoms constitution will be interpreted to pro-

tectin the united states the federal cam-
paign

its practices mazur raises difficult
against plural marriage in the late questions about the ostensible religious

nineteenth century emerges as the main neutrality of americas constitutional
period of interest for each scholar while order and claims that unless constitu-

tionalnone is a proponent of plural marriage interpretations embrace americas
each sees the raid as a landmark low growing religious plurality americans
point in the history of american religious are in for a future of further religious
freedom for example circuit court judge conflict and state sanctioned violence
john T noonan identifies the property against religious minorities 122 43

confiscations imprisonments test oaths in the dissent of the governed the
suffrage revocations and constriction of prolific legal scholar stephen L carter
religious practice that latter day saints author of civility and the culture of dis-

beliefendured in the 188osi88os as the result of a how american laws and politics

mass of intolerant legislation 32 trivialize religious devotion examines
martin S sheffer emeritus professor those difficult situations in history where

of political science at tuskegee univer-
sity

people are reluctant to obey laws they
begins his book by suggesting that consider unjust and immoral he argues

reynolds v united states in which the forcefully that civil societies must allow
supreme court in 1887 upheld the con-
viction

for a great deal of individual and commu-
nityofa latter day saint polygamist autonomy for religious and other

set an unfortunate pivotal precedent in groups to him latter day saint polygapalyga
interpreting the religious freedom clause mists were victims ofan overzealous drive
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for moral homogeneity an example of at similar interpretations what these
our nations difficulty in tolerating dis-
senting

books may forebode for future legal rul-
ingsvisions of righteousness even on thorny issues including contem-
porarymore forcefully than mazur carter takes polygamy prohibited by the

reynolds to task as emblematic of govern-
mental

church of jesus christ of latter day
intolerance and questions the saints is yet to be seen

privileging of high church protestant eric A eliason
values in legal interpretations of reli-
gious freedom 57 58

these authors views echo those
expressed in elder dallin H oaks testi-
mony

1 senate committee on the judi-
ciarybefore the senate judiciary com the religious freedom restoration

mitteecittee considering the proposed 1993 act hearing before the committee on the

religious freedom restoration act judiciary loid cong 2dad sess september
when passed RFRA helped close the 18181992311992 31 3238

reynolds loophole for religious discrimi-
nation

2 prevailing scholarly legal opinion
until the act was overturned by the of late seems to hold that the supreme

supreme court elder oaks reminded court rulings that led legislators to find
the legislators of the raid and under-
scored

RFRA necessary and then later over-
turnedthe aptness of using the mormon the act have in essence made the

experience to highlight the necessity of free exercise clause of the first amend-
mentreligious freedom for even the most powerless to protect religious prac-
ticesunpopular of religious groups even see for example michael W

those who would violate latter day saint mcconnell institutions and interpreta-
tionbeliefs by sacrificing animals or using nar-

cotics

A critique of city ofofboerneboerne v flores

in religious ceremonies according harvard law review 111 1997 153 95

to elder oaks the bill of rights protects and R collin mangrum the falling star of
principles not constituencies the wor free exercise free exercise and substan-

tiveshippers who need its protections are the due process entitlement claims in
oppressed minorities not the influential city of boerne v flores creighton law
constituent elements of the majority 1 revieReviewyw3lwal 1998 693 740
the four authors and elder oaks seem to
agree that the essence of a principled
defense of constitutional religious liberty
goes beyond seeking to preserve the right to
practice ones own religion rather it is

to advocate freedom even for those whose
practices we find heretical or repugnant

these four books from leading uni-
versity presses are not representative ofall
contemporary legal views on religious
freedom nor are they the first to expound
these views however they are significant
additions to the ongoing debate and will
be of interest to those keeping their finger
on the pulse of contemporary constitu-
tional thinking in general and the rights
of american religious minorities in par-
ticularti 2 interestingly each of these schol-
ars seems to have arrived independently
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settling salt lake city was only a beginning

hreeahree years after mormon pioneers arrived inin salt lake valley brighamTthreeyoung called a group of settlers to form an iron works in southern utah
in their own desert wilderness like their biblical counterparts these modern
saints would shortly find themselves undergoing a trial offaith in the furnace

of adversity

the saints faced setbacks misfortunes and heart wrenching sacrifices

this book relates the struggles and successes of those early founders
and in so doing traces the settlement of a region whose history continues
to unfold

A trial furnace can be ordered by using the enclosed order form calling 801 378 6691 or
accessing our web site at wwwbyustudiesbyueduwww byustudiesbyustudies byu edu order A trial furnace on the BYU studies
web site before september 30 2001 and receive free shipping inin the continental USU S
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